
01. Preview Catalogs

PUBLISHER DC COMICS

DC PREVIEWS #15 JULY 2019

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Each issue of DC Previews is a comic book-sized, 88+page, full-color guide and 
preview to all of DC's upcoming releases - it's your #1 source for advanced 
information on the DC Universe, Vertigo, Black Label, DC Collectibles and much 
more! This July issue features items scheduled to ship in September 2019 and 
beyond.

PUBLISHER DIAMOND PUBLICATIONS

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE EXTRAS #233 (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Game Trade Magazine, the monthly publication of Alliance Game Distributors, is 
your guide to what's new in the worlds of gaming! With articles on new and upcoming 
games, previews, reviews, game-related comics and fiction, self-contained mini-
games or game modules, plus product information on upcoming game releases, 
Game Trade Magazine is your essential guide to gaming today! This July issue 
features items scheduled to ship in September 2019 and beyond.

PREVIEWS #370 JULY 2019

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THIS MONTH'S COVER ART: DC Comics & Dark Horse! THIS MONTH'S THEME: 
Halloween/Horror Month! PREVIEWS is your ultimate guide to comics, graphic 
novels and pop-culture merchandise available from your local comic book shop... 
revealed up to 2 months in advance! Read detailed product descriptions and 
storylines for hundreds comic books and graphic novels from the top comic book 
publishers; see the coolest toys and pop-culture merchandise on Earth; plus 
PREVIEWS Exclusive items you'll find nowhere else! It's a great monthly read to find 
out what's at comic shops! Includes a download code for a FREE digital edition of 
this month's PREVIEWS (plus DC PREVIEWS, Marvel PREVIEWS, and IMAGE+)! 
This July issue features items scheduled to ship in September 2019 and beyond.

PUBLISHER MARVEL COMICS

MARVEL PREVIEWS VOL 04 #24 JULY 2019

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$1.25Each issue of Marvel Previews is a comic book-sized, 120-page, full-color guide and 
preview to all of Marvel's upcoming releases - it's your #1 source for advanced 
information on Marvel Comics! This July issue features items scheduled to ship in 
September 2019 and beyond.

02. Comics & Graphic Novels

PUBLISHER :01 FIRST SECOND

ADVENTURE ZONE GN VOL 02 MURDER ON ROCKPORT LIMITED (C: 1-1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Hot on the heels of The Adventure Zone: Here There Be Gerblins, the smash hit 
graphic novel that launched the series, Murder on the Rockport Limited picks up the 
saga where volume 1 left off. Both books are based on The Adventure Zone, a 
tabletop RPG comedy podcast with downloads numbering in the tens of millions and 
an army of passionately devoted fans. We rejoin hero-adjacent sort-of-comrades-in-
arms Taako, Magnus, and Merle on a wild careen through a D&D railroad murder 
mystery. This installment has a little of everything: a genius child detective, an axe-
wielding professional wrestler, a surly wizard, cursed magical artifacts, and a pair of 
meat monsters. You know, the usual things you find on a train. Available in softcover 
and hardcover editions.

ADVENTURE ZONE HC GN VOL 02 MURDER ON ROCKPORT LIMITED (C: 1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$26.99Hot on the heels of The Adventure Zone: Here There Be Gerblins, the smash hit 
graphic novel that launched the series, Murder on the Rockport Limited picks up the 
saga where volume 1 left off. Both books are based on The Adventure Zone, a 
tabletop RPG comedy podcast with downloads numbering in the tens of millions and 
an army of passionately devoted fans. We rejoin hero-adjacent sort-of-comrades-in-
arms Taako, Magnus, and Merle on a wild careen through a D&D railroad murder 
mystery. This installment has a little of everything: a genius child detective, an axe-
wielding professional wrestler, a surly wizard, cursed magical artifacts, and a pair of 
meat monsters. You know, the usual things you find on a train. Available in softcover 
and hardcover editions.

DAM KEEPER HC GN VOL 03 WORLD WITHOUT DARKNESS (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Sunrise Valley is without a dam keeper, and time is running out. In less than twenty-
four hours, the poisonous tidal wave of black fog will descend on Pig's home. While 
Fox, Hippo, and Van hurry east to warn the townspeople, Pig ventures on his own 
path. Pig is following a trail of clues that are inexplicably linked to his father, and now 
that trail is leading upward. What he finds on a floating island above the clouds will 
shake him to his core, but it just might be the answer he needs to save Sunrise 
Valley.

GRIMOIRE NOIR GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$17.99Bucky Orson is a bit gloomy, but who isn't at fifteen? His best friend left him to hang 
out with way cooler friends, his cop dad is always in his business, and he lives in 
Blackwell, a town where all the girls are witches. But when his little sister is 
kidnapped because of her extraordinary power, Bucky has to get out of his own head 
and go on a strange journey to investigate the small town that gives him so much 
grief. And in the process he uncovers the town's painful history and a conspiracy that 
will change it forever. Beautiful, spooky, and utterly enchanting, Grimoire Noir is a 
magical coming-of-age story of overcoming your limits to protect those dear to you. 
Available in softcover and hardcover editions.

GRIMOIRE NOIR HC GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99When Bucky Orson's sister goes missing, he must defy the laws of Blackwell, a 
magical town where magic is off limits to boys. Bucky Orson is a bit gloomy, but who 
isn't at fifteen? His best friend left him to hang out with way cooler friends, his cop 
dad is always in his business, and wait for it-he lives in Blackwell, a town where all 
the girls are witches. But when his little sister is kidnapped because of her 
extraordinary power, Bucky has to get out of his own head and go on a strange 
journey to investigate the small town that gives him so much grief. And in the 
process he uncovers the town's painful history and a conspiracy that will change it 
forever. Beautiful, spooky, and utterly enchanting, Grimoire Noir is a magical coming-
of-age story of overcoming your limits to protect those dear to you.

HAWKING HC GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99From his early days at Oxford, Stephen Hawking's brilliance and good humor were 
obvious to everyone he met. At twenty-one he was diagnosed with ALS, a disease 
that limited his ability to move and speak, though it did nothing to limit his mind. He 
went on to do groundbreaking work in cosmology and theoretical physics for 
decades after being told he had only a few years to live. Through his 1988 bestseller, 
A Brief History of Time, and his appearances on shows like Star Trek and The Big 
Bang Theory, Hawking became a household name and a pop-culture icon. In 
Hawking, Jim Ottaviani and Leland Myrick have crafted an intricate portrait of the 
great thinker, the public figure, and the man behind both identities.

SPILL ZONE SC GN VOL 02 BROKEN VOW (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Only the very brave or the very desperate dare enter the Spill Zone; Addison Merritt 
is a little of both. In exchange for a suitcase full of cash, she made one last trip into 
the Zone. She survived the encounter, but came back changed. Addison is not 
alone. In a remote village in North Korea, a young man named Jae was touched by 
the unholy fire of the Spill Zone. He made it out alive, but also changed. Now 
bestowed with uncanny powers, Addison and Jae may be the only ones strong 
enough to face a new threat that has risen in the Spill Zone. This deadly entity is 
searching for his runaway bride-and his hunt is bringing him closer and closer to 
Addison and her little sister.

PUBLISHER AARDVARK VANAHEIM

FORNICATORS INC ONE SHOT



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.00The hits just keep on coming! Fresh from the debut of LGBTQ-People #1 last month, 
meet the Infernal Realms' second most inclusive super group! Larry with the Horn! 
He's this gigantic guy, and he he has this big musical horn (of some kind). Tommy 
the Tuba-Diving Curious Demon! Tommy dives through Larry's horn! Which Larry 
really, really likes! Un-Beddable Vark! Still using the same name to maintain his 
trademark, Un-Beddable Vark is now constantly on the prowl for 'Pretty, puny human 
womens!' Oddly enough, their first caper is a bank robbery gone wrong where they're 
about to meet their newest member: 'Barely Legal' Naked Sweaty Invisible Hostage 
Woman!

PUBLISHER ABRAMS COMICARTS

IMITATION GAME ALAN TURING DECODED SC GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Alan Turing (1912-1954) was the mathematician credited with cracking the German 
Enigma code during World War II, enabling the Allies to defeat the Nazis. After the 
war, Turing went on to launch modern computer science through his creation of the 
universal Turing machine and the Imitation Game, an artificial-intelligence test that is 
still in use today. Turing kept his code-breaking work a secret in order to safeguard 
his native England, but failed to hide his sexual preferences, which led to his tragic 
death at the hands of the same country he worked so hard to protect. Turing was an 
eccentric, persecuted genius and a groundbreaking theoretician whose seminal work 
still plays a role in the science and telecommunication systems that fuel our modern 
world. 

MTG RISE OF THE GATEWATCH VISUAL HISTORY HC (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Over the course of its 25-year history, Magic: The Gathering has redefined the 
fantasy genre through its exploration of diverse, fantastic worlds. And traversing 
those worlds are Planeswalkers, heroes who have sworn to defend the Multiverse 
from harm. Magic: The Gathering: Rise of the Gatewatch is a visual history and 
celebration of Magic's first team of Planeswalkers: Jace Beleren, Ajani Goldmane, 
Gideon Jura, Chandra Nalaar, Nissa Revane, Liliana Vess, and Teferi. The 
Gatewatch's character histories, from their origins through their final confrontation 
with Nicol Bolas, are presented here via the very best card, packaging, and 
convention-exclusive artwork, all of it reproduced together here for the first time.

PUBLISHER ABSOLUTE COMICS GROUP / RED GI

AMPED #1 BLUE LINE HOLOGRAPHIC LOGO VAR CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Special Blue Line Holographic Logo Variant Cover of Amped #1. The AMPED project 
is a revolutionary method for giving mobility to people with that face physical 
challenges, by allowing them to transfer their minds into android bodies.  Funded by 
the government, the prototypes have vast powers and military applications... which 
now puts the young test subjects in the cross-hairs of powerful enemies that want the 
technology for themselves.

WAYWARD LEGENDS #2 LENTICULAR CVR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Special Lenticular Animated Cover edition! After the crash, the Ulympeans and 
Tytans find themselves on a strange planet and new discoveries about how they 
have changed. How each group handles their new home and newfound powers will 
change the course of human history!

WAYWARD SONS #1 LTD HOLOGRAPHIC FOIL VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Special Holographic Foil logo Variant #1. Spinning off from the Wayward Legends 
title, Wayward Sons follows a group of young adults who have learned that their 
parents were once worshipped as gods throughout human history. Now they must 
band together to protect humanity from their own parents.

WHITE WIDOW #4 CVR A TYNDAL HOLOGRAPHIC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99White Widow has reached out to the world's first super-heroine, Andromeda seeking 
an ally.  Little does she know that Andromeda is secretly The Group's preeminent 
and deadly agent, Artemis - and White Widow is her number one target!

WHITE WIDOW #4 CVR B EHNOT GOLD FOIL LOGO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99White Widow has reached out to the world's first super-heroine, Andromeda seeking 
an ally.  Little does she know that Andromeda is secretly The Group's preeminent 
and deadly agent, Artemis - and White Widow is her number one target! Notes: 
CHRIS EHNOT COVER B will have GOLD HOLOGRAPHIC FOIL logo.

WHITE WIDOW #4 CVR C WICHMANN LENTICULAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99White Widow has reached out to the world's first super-heroine, Andromeda seeking 
an ally.  Little does she know that Andromeda is secretly The Group's preeminent 
and deadly agent, Artemis - and White Widow is her number one target! Notes: 
COVER C will be a super sexy WRAP-AROUND LENTICULAR COVER by none 
other than JESSE WICHMANN!

PUBLISHER ABSTRACT STUDIOS

FIVE YEARS #3

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Katchoo and Francine travel to Washington DC to meet an Antarctic based scientist 
who has bad news from at-mospheric test results. Meanwhile, Tambi and Cherry 
Hammer crash a Russian wedding… big time! It's fun for the whole family in the new 
issue of Five Years from Eisner Award winning creator Terry Moore!

PUBLISHER AC COMICS



SUPERBABES STARRING FEMFORCE #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.95Strong and glamorous women in action! Full color premiere of the new quarterly 
ongoing series! The Femforce must deal with a mysterious crashed spacecraft. Are 
the occupants friend or foe? Find out in 'Headhunter's Wake.' Comicdom's foremost 
all-female superteam in color on glossy paper for the first time!

PUBLISHER ACTION LAB - DANGER ZONE

ABERRANT SEASON 2 TP (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99A U.S. Army Special Operations Commander must team with the man he hates most 
in this world, a wildly eccentric, usually very drunken, former superhero, to bring 
down the renegade General responsible for the deaths of his unit.

BANJAX #2 CVR A ALVES (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'Chapter 2: Where's Our Hero?' When cancer-ridden former superhero Laird Mason 
launches a violent and misguided Death Wish-like campaign to purge the city of 
super-villains before he dies, his straight-laced protégé, Abel Raines, is tasked with 
bringing him in. The problem? Raines isn't remotely up to the task. A story presented 
exclusively from the maniacally twisted point of view of a man who hasn't slept in 
over seven days.

BANJAX #2 CVR B ALVES (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'Chapter 2: Where's Our Hero?' When cancer-ridden former superhero Laird Mason 
launches a violent and misguided Death Wish-like campaign to purge the city of 
super-villains before he dies, his straight-laced protégé, Abel Raines, is tasked with 
bringing him in. The problem? Raines isn't remotely up to the task. A story presented 
exclusively from the maniacally twisted point of view of a man who hasn't slept in 
over seven days.

NULL FAERIES TP VOL 01 DUST PILOT DOWN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Ionantha Hesperis, the greatest of the Faerie Queen's Harvester Corps, is felled by a 
cursed blade and stripped of her magic powers. Forgotten, no longer immortal, but 
refusing to die, Ionantha learns to exist relying on cunning rather than magic in a 
society fueled by a power she can no longer touch.  But when the queen's pixie dust 
shipment is hijacked by an unknown assailant with knowledge of secret faerie lore, 
Ionantha is summoned into service once more and tasked by a vengeful Queen with 
solving the case of the century. Featuring a mature, intelligent female protagonist, 
this story will resonate with fans of high fantasy, sword and sorcery, faerie tales, and 
action adventure



SPENCER AND LOCKE 2 #4 (OF 4) CVR A SANTIAGO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Clawing back from defeat, Spencer and Locke make their final stand against the 
merciless Roach Riley. Can these unlikely partners overcome their inner demons 
long enough to stop this reign of terror? Or will Roach have the last laugh after all? 
Find out in this thrilling conclusion!

SPENCER AND LOCKE 2 #4 (OF 4) CVR B HOUSE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Synopsis: Clawing back from defeat, Spencer and Locke make their final stand 
against the merciless Roach Riley. Can these unlikely partners overcome their inner 
demons long enough to stop this reign of terror? Or will Roach have the last laugh 
after all? Find out in this thrilling conclusion!

SPENCER AND LOCKE 2 #4 (OF 4) CVR C MULVEY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Synopsis: Clawing back from defeat, Spencer and Locke make their final stand 
against the merciless Roach Riley. Can these unlikely partners overcome their inner 
demons long enough to stop this reign of terror? Or will Roach have the last laugh 
after all? Find out in this thrilling conclusion!

VAMPBLADE SEASON 4 #4 CVR A YOUNG (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Now that Katie's not only trapped in the 90s, she's also stuck in the head of her 
alternate self!! Can the two Katie's sync up enough to wield the Vampblades against 
the latest Glarkian space vampire threat?? 

VAMPBLADE SEASON 4 #4 CVR B YOUNG RISQUE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Now that Katie's not only trapped in the 90s, she's also stuck in the head of her 
alternate self!! Can the two Katie's sync up enough to wield the Vampblades against 
the latest Glarkian space vampire threat?? 

VAMPBLADE SEASON 4 #4 CVR C GRANSAULL (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Now that Katie's not only trapped in the 90s, she's also stuck in the head of her 
alternate self!! Can the two Katie's sync up enough to wield the Vampblades against 
the latest Glarkian space vampire threat?? 

VAMPBLADE SEASON 4 #4 CVR D GRANSAULL RISQUE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99Now that Katie's not only trapped in the 90s, she's also stuck in the head of her 
alternate self!! Can the two Katie's sync up enough to wield the Vampblades against 
the latest Glarkian space vampire threat?? 

VAMPBLADE SEASON 4 #4 CVR E BRAO (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Now that Katie's not only trapped in the 90s, she's also stuck in the head of her 
alternate self!! Can the two Katie's sync up enough to wield the Vampblades against 
the latest Glarkian space vampire threat?? 

VAMPBLADE SEASON 4 #4 CVR F BRAO RISQUE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Now that Katie's not only trapped in the 90s, she's also stuck in the head of her 
alternate self!! Can the two Katie's sync up enough to wield the Vampblades against 
the latest Glarkian space vampire threat?? 

VORACIOUS APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION #3 CVR A MUHR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Nate Willner makes a lot of mistakes in his life, like hunting and cooking dinosaurs 
from another dimension. But one of the biggest blunders he's ever made is taking his 
best friend, Starlee, for granted. This issue, she confronts him about that. Plus, 
Captain Jim makes a plan for taking down Owen. 

VORACIOUS APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION #3 CVR B MILLER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Nate Willner makes a lot of mistakes in his life, like hunting and cooking dinosaurs 
from another dimension. But one of the biggest blunders he's ever made is taking his 
best friend, Starlee, for granted. This issue, she confronts him about that. Plus, 
Captain Jim makes a plan for taking down Owen. 

ZOMBIE TRAMP ONGOING #62 CVR A MACCAGNI (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In Norway, the forces chasing Angel collide as her powers continue to be her biggest 
asset, but also her greatest danger. With everyone wanting a piece of her newfound 
abilities, she must decide not only her next step but possibly her fate altogether as 
the Necrophilia Club makes their true intentions known!

ZOMBIE TRAMP ONGOING #62 CVR B MACCAGNI RISQUE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In Norway, the forces chasing Angel collide as her powers continue to be her biggest 
asset, but also her greatest danger. With everyone wanting a piece of her newfound 
abilities, she must decide not only her next step but possibly her fate altogether--as 
the Necrophilia Club makes their true intentions known!



ZOMBIE TRAMP ONGOING #62 CVR C GARCIA VAR (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In Norway, the forces chasing Angel collide as her powers continue to be her biggest 
asset, but also her greatest danger. With everyone wanting a piece of her newfound 
abilities, she must decide not only her next step but possibly her fate altogether--as 
the Necrophilia Club makes their true intentions known!

ZOMBIE TRAMP ONGOING #62 CVR D GARCIA RISQUE LTD ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In Norway, the forces chasing Angel collide as her powers continue to be her biggest 
asset, but also her greatest danger. With everyone wanting a piece of her newfound 
abilities, she must decide not only her next step but possibly her fate altogether--as 
the Necrophilia Club makes their true intentions known!

ZOMBIE TRAMP ONGOING #62 CVR E HARRIGAN LTD ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In Norway, the forces chasing Angel collide as her powers continue to be her biggest 
asset, but also her greatest danger. With everyone wanting a piece of her newfound 
abilities, she must decide not only her next step but possibly her fate altogether--as 
the Necrophilia Club makes their true intentions known!

ZOMBIE TRAMP ONGOING #62 CVR F HARRIGAN RISQUE LTD ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In Norway, the forces chasing Angel collide as her powers continue to be her biggest 
asset, but also her greatest danger. With everyone wanting a piece of her newfound 
abilities, she must decide not only her next step but possibly her fate altogether--as 
the Necrophilia Club makes their true intentions known!

PUBLISHER ACTION LAB ENTERTAINMENT

ADVENTURE FINDERS EDGE OF EMPIRE #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Clari is bubbly as Barbie, noble as She-Ra, and as violent as any anime warrior 
princess you've ever seen! Young Clariette and her friends Jolfe the Wizard and 
Ariarra the Healer are tossed directly into a full scale battle as thousands of orcs, 
beasts, and ogres attack the gigantic convoy of the noble Lord Justinius as they 
prepare to take up their post guarding Clariette's home town of Good River! When all 
seems lost, an unexpected ally appears!

COLD BLOOD SAMURAI #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99The honor of the samurai is like a stone. None seems to win the siege: the Emperor's 
army is marching south to help Black-Spit destroy the Shogun fortress. Black-Spit 
tries something suspicious: a meeting with Swollen-Cheeks to make them surrender. 
But something bad is happening behind the Black-Spit's intentions.

HERALD LOVECRAFT AND TESLA #10

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Aleister Crowley sends his Scarlet Women to offer Houdini a deal. Howard and 
Sonia's exploits have painful consequences. Tesla begins testing of his Ceryx ex 
Praeterito dream machine.

MIRACULOUS TALES LADYBUG CAT NOIR SEASON TWO TP TEAR OF JOY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99The second season of Miraculous: Tales of Ladybug & Cat Noir is collected here! 
This volume features the episodes 'Zombizou' and 'Syren.' In 'Zombizou,' Marinette 
creates a lovely gift for her teacher, Miss Bustier, but then Chloé goes and ruins it! 
Distraught, Marinette is targeted by Hawk Moth, but Miss Bustier isn't about to let her 
student get akumatized! In 'Syren,' Marinette's classmate Kim is oblivious to his swim 
mate Ondine's feelings for him. Hawk Moth akumatizes Ondine into Syren, who plans 
on making all of Paris an underwater kingdom for him. Having troubles under the 
sea, Ladybug and Cat Noir may just have to use brand new powers in order to beat 
this latest villain! 

PRINCELESS RAVEN PIRATE PRINCESS TP VOL 07 DATE NIGHT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99The defeat of Magpie and sacking of the Golden Fortress took a lot out of our crew.  
They're back at sea and on their way to find Crow, Raven's other brother, but first, 
they deserve a chance to treat themselves! On a small island, hidden behind a 
waterfall, is a hidden neutral city where any pirate can come to enjoy themselves and 
leave the trouble of the sea behind. And for our crew that means one thing: Date 
Night. Join us as Raven and her crew leave behind action and adventure for four 
issues and our comic becomes a romance comic. Date Night is everything you've 
wanted and it's finally here! 

PRINCELESS TP VOL 08 PRINCESSES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Princeless proudly presents the return of the rest of the Princesses of the Ashe 
family in four stories all their own. Alize tells the story of how she came to be under 
the care of the Sphinx and met a very special prince. Angelica learns a little 
something about what she loves (other than herself). Angoisse and her spooky 
monster pet The Grimmorax find a new calling. And Andrea and Antonia try to find a 
way to use their magic for good, if they can get out of each other's way. All this and a 
special bonus story about politics in the goblin kingdom! Come see the world of 
Princeless from perspectives you've never seen before. 

SEAFOAM FRIEND FOR MADISON #3

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Seafoam follows the adventures of Madison, a spunky 9-year-old girl who is granted 
passage to a beach full of mystical and nautical themed creatures after helping a 
beached narwhal. There she befriends a stand-offish boy she calls Blue, who has a 
few secrets of his own. During this adventure Madison becomes the lucky charm for 
a jinx as she risks her own safety to save him from the ornery island natives. 

VAMPLETS TP UNDEAD PET SOCIETY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The Vamplets are baby vampyres always up to mischief! In 'Legend of the Ghost 
Pony,' the mysteries of the Ghost Pony are revealed, including the Ghost Pony's 
connection to a vampyre baby named Lily Rose Shadowlyn. In 'Beware the 
Bitemares,' the Vamplets pet Bitemares are released all over Gloomvania, causing 
chaos! The secret connection between the Bitemares and Cinder the Vampyre Kitten 
is also explored. And in 'Scary Rottens,' someone is capturing the different Ghost 
Pony's all over Gloomvania! Who will solve the mystery? Enjoy all these secret 
connections unveiled and lots of chaos in this Vamplets collection. 

PUBLISHER ADHOUSE BOOKS

ROUGH AGE GN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.00Through a series of snapshots, Max describes the small events that made us who we 
are: the first broken heart, the first cigarette, all the forgotten homework… Rough 
Age is a sweet romp through our school years, which reminds us that being a 
teenager isn't only awkwardness and pain but also apathy and pleasure.

PUBLISHER AFTERSHOCK COMICS

DARK RED #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Chip is trapped in an abandoned oil refinery with an army of Nazi vampires - his only 
allies are a sick woman and a fumbling alcoholic. The end is near. Doom awaits. And 
Chip - the angry, lonely rural vampire - finally gets his chance to be a good guy. Tim 
Seeley (BRILLIANT TRASH, Hack/Slash, Grayson) and Corin Howell (Ghostbusters, 
Bat-Mite) bring you a contemporary and horrifying tale of vampirism in the heart of 
America - one that'll make you jump right out of your boots.

DEAD KINGS TP VOL 01

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$14.99Sasha never saw his younger brother...until the secret police made him disappear. 
Sasha Vasnetsov left Thrice-Nine-the dirty folklore world that limps along in the 
wreckage of a Technomagic War-thirty years ago and never looked back. But word 
that the secret police have sent his brother Gena to a work camp for the socially 
degenerate drags him back, with a promise to free Gena and return him to their 
mother before her fiftieth birthday. The only problem? Sasha isn't a fraction of the 
tough guy he tries to be, so if he's going to break back into Thrice-Nine...he'll need 
help. Sasha's only hope is Maria Kamenaya, a former Technomagic Warrior with 
hundreds of enemy kills to her name, betrayed by the country that made her when 
her honor conflicted with their agenda. Thrice-Nine took Sasha's brother, and it took 
Maria's heart. This quest is how they get both of those things back, in the steaming, 
lawless land of decapitated states...the land of DEAD KINGS. Like True Grit set in 
the world of Final Fantasy, DEAD KINGS is unrelenting with its passion and thrills, 
massive in scale and unflinching as it peers into the underside of the obligations that 
drive us all: to family and country. It's a classic Wild West revenge cast against a 
haunting, awe-inspiring vision of a future where we've mortally wounded the world, 
and the prisoners are the only ones left to run the penitentiary

DESCENDENT #3

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99What do the Salem witch trials and a missing Senator's son have in common? The 
third installment of DESCENDENT from Stephanie Phillips (Devil Within, Kicking Ice) 
and Evgeniy Bornyakov (Meteora, Ziggy) investigates the missing link between a 
mysterious cult and disappearing children. But, as David gets closer to finding out 
the truth, the cult gets closer to David. Oh, and someone dies. #sorrynotsorry

KILLER GROOVE #3

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The mayhem continues as Jackie finds herself rubbing shoulders with Jonny's high-
flying musician friends when she's hired to track down an old blues musician's guitar. 
From Ollie Masters (The Kitchen, Snow Blind) and Eoin Marron (HER INFERNAL 
DESCENT, Army of Darkness, James Bond) comes the next rock'n'roll sensation, 
with a beat that'll kill you dead.

KNIGHTS TEMPORAL #1 10 COPY JONES INCV

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99When Auguste de Riviere returned from the Crusades, he was ashamed and 
horrified by the things he had done. Hoping to reclaim his soul, he pledges to root 
out evil wherever it might be found. But when he pursued a vile sorcerer into a 
forbidden forest, his life was shattered. Au-guste ventured into the dark forest, but 
emerged in the modern world. Accompanied now by the enigmatic Jane Fool, 
Auguste hunts a madman while trying to piece together the mystery of his very 
existence. 

KNIGHTS TEMPORAL #1 CVR A GALAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99When Auguste de Riviere returned from the Crusades, he was ashamed and 
horrified by the things he had done. Hoping to reclaim his soul, he pledges to root 
out evil wherever it might be found. But when he pursued a vile sorcerer into a 
forbidden forest, his life was shattered. Au-guste ventured into the dark forest, but 
emerged in the modern world. Accompanied now by the enigmatic Jane Fool, 
Auguste hunts a madman while trying to piece together the mystery of his very 
existence. 

KNIGHTS TEMPORAL #1 CVR C ROOTH LENTICULAR (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00When Auguste de Riviere returned from the Crusades, he was ashamed and 
horrified by the things he had done. Hoping to reclaim his soul, he pledges to root 
out evil wherever it might be found. But when he pursued a vile sorcerer into a 
forbidden forest, his life was shattered. Au-guste ventured into the dark forest, but 
emerged in the modern world. Accompanied now by the enigmatic Jane Fool, 
Auguste hunts a madman while trying to piece together the mystery of his very 
existence. 

LAST SPACE RACE #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Disaster! With the success of the saboteur, the ship meant to fly to the mysterious, 
alien vessel is minutes away from destruction. Will Sasha and Roger be able to save 
it before everyone on board is killed? Or will they burn up in Earth's atmosphere? 
Find out what happens in the exciting, action packed conclusion of the first arc of 
THE LAST SPACE RACE! Written by Peter Calloway (TV's Legion, Cloak & Dagger, 
American Gods) and drawn by Alex Shibao (Independence Day), THE LAST SPACE 
RACE is an imaginative investigation into wonder, hope and humankind's grandest 
purpose - a truly original story AfterShock couldn't be more fired up to tell.

MARY SHELLEY MONSTER HUNTER #4

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Mary and her cohorts cover up a murder, but for the crime, Adam must die. Victoria 
attempts to end Adam's life but fails, driving him, heartbroken, off into the woods. But 
when female members of Victoria's house staff start going missing, Mary discovers 
that Adam has done the unthinkable to heal his shattered heart. Brought to life by 
Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, THE NORMALS, THE LOLLIPOP KIDS) and Olivia 
Cuartero-Briggs (TV's The Arrangement) with art by Hayden Sherman (COLD WAR, 
The Few, Wasted Space), MARY SHELLEY: MONSTER HUNTER is historical fiction 
at its most (After)shocking!

ORPHAN AGE #4

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The city of Albany. Old friends. Old times. Old wounds. Freedom of speech. The 
paradox of money. High walls and far sight. An attack from unexpected directions. 
Written by Ted Anderson (MOTH & WHISPER, My Little Pony, Adventure Time) with 
art by Nuno Plati (Alpha: Big Time, Marvel Girl).

OUT OF THE BLUE HC GN VOL 02 (OF 2) (C: 1-0-0)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99The second and final volume of Garth Ennis' oversized hardcover original graphic 
novel series. Jamie McKenzie's fighter-bomber strike missions against the Germans 
get even deadlier, but his ongoing feud with his own commanding officer is no picnic 
either. His loving wife Beth provides a surprise or two of her own- but Jamie soon 
finds that there are those who've paid a steeper price than himself in the battle with 
Hitler's Reich. The stage is set for a showdown high above the frozen fjords of 
Norway, as a horde of Nazi fighters lie in wait for the RAF Mosquito squadrons. 
Writer Garth Ennis (Preacher, The Boys) and artist Keith Burns (War Stories) re-
unite after the success of their series Johnny Red, presenting another tale of World 
War Two aerial combat - featuring skies black with flak and enemy fighters, nail-
biting low-level action, and the dark humor of men whose lives can be snatched 
away at any second… Out of the Blue.

TRUST FALL #2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As the cops close in, Ash Parsons might take the fall for her family's latest heist. But 
in order to understand why her family has abandoned her, Ash must stay free-and so 
she sets out to explore the city she's been isolated from her whole life. As her 
family's new masters, Dead Flag, looms, the answers Ash digs up might destroy her 
world before she destroys theirs. Brought to life by Christopher Sebela (COLD WAR, 
Crowded, Shanghai Red, High Crimes) and Chris Visions (Dead Letters, Spider-
Gwen, Bitch Planet), TRUST FALL is the crime drama you won't want to miss!

WALK THROUGH HELL #12 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Carnahan-or what now looks out from behind his eyes-finally tells Shaw the truth 
about what's in store for humanity. As the world begins its transformation according 
to the villain's grand design, Shaw realizes she has only one card left to play-one 
that will almost certainly mean her own destruction. The next chapter in a new kind of 
horror story for modern America, written by Garth Ennis (Preacher, The Boys, The 
Punisher) and drawn by Goran Sudžuka (Y: The Last Man, Hellblazer).

PUBLISHER AHOY COMICS

BRONZE AGE BOOGIE #4

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's genre-mashup madness as martial artist Jackson Li learns the dark secret of the 
Martians, while teen barbarian Brita hurtles toward a strange cosmic destiny in 'You 
Are A Magnet, I Am Steel!' Also: The final (?) fate of Major Ursa, the first bear in 
space, and a selection of AHOY text features!

HASHTAG DANGER #3 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Hashtag: Danger's quest to be noticed by a super-villain attracts the malicious 
attention of  'The Ape in the Iron Mask!' PLUS: Snelson encounters a fellow 
comedian who's found a disturbing way back from obscurity. EXTRA! AHOY's 
traditional assortment of text & illustration. Painted cover by Richard Williams (MAD, 
Edgar Allan Poe's Snifter of Terror).

PLANET OF THE NERDS #4 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Feeling like misfits in 2019, the thawed-out jocks from the '80s hatch a plan for 
revenge on the rich and powerful nerd who froze them. PLUS! As the 21st century 
dawns, Jenny considers moving to the big city to write for one of those new-fangled 
'blogs.' Will her mom approve? EXTRA! AHOY's familiar assortment of text and 
illustrations.

SECOND COMING #1 CVR A CONNER (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99AHOY is proud to present-for the first time anywhere-the series everyone's talking 
about, by award-winning writer Mark Russell (Snagglepuss, The Flintstones) and 
artist Richard Pace (Pitt, New Warriors)! God commands Earth's mightiest super-
hero, Sunstar, to accept Jesus as his roommate and teach him how to use power in 
a… more powerful way. Jesus, shocked at the way humans have twisted his 
message over two millennia, vows to straighten them out. This deluxe first issue 
features 30 pages of story!

SECOND COMING #1 CVR B PACE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99AHOY is proud to present-for the first time anywhere-the series everyone's talking 
about, by award-winning writer Mark Russell (Snagglepuss, The Flintstones) and 
artist Richard Pace (Pitt, New Warriors)! God commands Earth's mightiest super-
hero, Sunstar, to accept Jesus as his roommate and teach him how to use power in 
a…more powerful way. Jesus, shocked at the way humans have twisted his 
message over two millennia, vows to straighten them out. This deluxe first issue 
features 30 pages of story.

PUBLISHER ALBATROSS FUNNYBOOKS

GOON #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The gangs that have sprung up on Lonely Street in his absence continue to give The 
Goon fits, and now the drunken reprobates have started drinking something called 
Beezlebooze with monstrous effects! And who is the mysterious crime figure called 
Dapper calling the shots from the shadows?

GOON #5 STEVE RUDE CARDSTOCK VAR CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$5.99The gangs that have sprung up on Lonely Street in his absence continue to give The 
Goon fits, and now the drunken reprobates have started drinking something called 
Beezlebooze with monstrous effects! And who is the mysterious crime figure called 
Dapper calling the shots from the shadows? For the hardcore collectors out there, 
Albatross offers a special limited edition gloss cardstock cover of THE GOON #4 with 
art by legendary Nexus artist, Steve 'The Dude' Rude!

GRUMBLE #8 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Eddie has finally found a way to turn human again; it's too bad the cure is lodged 
inside Jimmy the Keeper, human warehouse and uptight snob! Making matters 
worse, Tala wants to keep the cure for herself, even if it means that Eddie stays a 
dog forever! Is this the beginning of the end for Eddie and Tala's partnership? Find 
out inside, Grumble fans!

GRUMBLE TP VOL 01 YOURE THE DOG NOW MAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99When the forces of good and evil are hunting you down, the only logical thing to do is 
disguise yourself as a dog and go on the run! Eddie is a low-rent hustler who got 
magically turned into a pug during a con gone wrong. Tala is the part-demon 
daughter of Eddie's ex-partner. When Tala finds herself the target of powerful 
interdimensional forces, she goes to Eddie for help-setting off a chain reaction of 
chaos and destruction that could threaten the very fabric of existence. Can Eddie 
and Tala put aside their differences long enough to survive the magical mayhem and 
madness that they started, or will they kill each other first? Collects issues #1-5.

MEGAGHOST TP VOL 01

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99When Martin Magus comes into possession of a bewitched ring, he discovers that he 
now has the power to summon MEGAGHOST, a giant supernatural robot sworn to 
defend the world against the creepy things that go SMASH in the night! Written by 
Gabe Soria (Midnight Arcade, Batman '66) and illustrated by Eisner Award-winning 
artist Gideon Kendall (Marley's Ghost), MEGAGHOST is an action-packed, arcane 
adventure that mixes Saturday morning cartoon thrills with supernatural chills! 
Collects issues #1-5.

PUBLISHER ALTERNA COMICS

ACTUAL ROGER #4 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.50Sidekick? Publicity stunt? Decoy? Doesn't matter now because 9-year-old, low-flying 
Roger Beaman's on the run! Chased by a rabid 'do-gooder', a crazed ex-sidekick 
(whose secret power would chill the blood of any parent, teacher or toy 
manufacturer), and worst of all, stalked by the diabolical and devilish Doctor Spector!

ADV OF MR CRYPT & BARON RAT #1 (OF 3)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$1.50Readers of all ages rejoice! Fan favorites Mr. Crypt and Baron Rat are back in an all-
new series! In this issue, the friendly duo search for a mysterious creature in the 
woods that has been terrorizing the local townsfolk. Expect the unexpected!

BLOOD REALM VOL 2 #3 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.50The second volume of Blood Realm concludes! The Saytrians battle through deadly 
creatures as they attempt to unravel the horrific truth and defeat the dark forces that 
seek to condemn the lands of Mhordrin to eternal damnation.

ICYMI #7

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.99In Case You Missed It... Here It Is Again! The Trespasser story arc continues as 
Hector's illness escalates. Maria begins to piece together what happened as stress 
and anxiety take their toll, driving a wedge between father and daughter.

TINSELTOWN TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.95In 1915, Abigail Moore became one of the first female police officers in Hollywood. 
But beneath the glamorous surface of Tinseltown beats a rotten heart full of 
corruption, greed, and lies, and Abigail's about to dive head-first into all of it.

UNIT 44 #4 (OF 4)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.50It's the end of the world as they know it! Agent Hatch, along with rednecks Chester 
and Ike, must stave off the invaders long enough for Agent Gibson to recover the 
Freedahken crystal from madman Lance Albright. No big deal, it's only the future of 
all humanity at stake!

WICKED RIGHTEOUS VOL 2 #3 (OF 6) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.50The Castle shows its sinister side as Cross is thrown into a life or death battle and a 
familiar face reemerges to wreak havoc on the group. This one is gonna be killer!

PUBLISHER AMERICAN GOTHIC PRESS

MONSTER WORLD GOLDEN AGE #1 (OF 6) CVR A KOWALSKI

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Private detective Hank Barrymore stumbled upon the occult when he investigated a 
murder case on the World Studios movie set. Now, in his quest to find the witch he 
fell reluctantly in love with, Hank enlists the help of Nybbas, the demon of 
knowledge, and follows his clues to the plains of Oklahoma, where a strange farm 
boy is planting fear into the hearts of monsters and townspeople alike! 



MONSTER WORLD GOLDEN AGE #1 (OF 6) CVR B NAT JONES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Private detective Hank Barrymore stumbled upon the occult when he investigated a 
murder case on the World Studios movie set. Now, in his quest to find the witch he 
fell reluctantly in love with, Hank enlists the help of Nybbas, the demon of 
knowledge, and follows his clues to the plains of Oklahoma, where a strange farm 
boy is planting fear into the hearts of monsters and townspeople alike! 

PUBLISHER AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY PRODUCTIONS

AM ARCHIVES LAUREL & HARDY #1 CVR A 1967 MAIN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Well that's another fine mess you've gotten us into! American Mythology is proud to 
bring a classic Laurel & Hardy comic issue back to fans. Back in 1967 Gold Key re-
introduced the loveable duo to comic audiences and we are thrilled to present that 
issue in its entirety to a brand-new generation of readers! AM Archives Laurel & 
Hardy #1 1967 is available with two editions - Main and a 350 copy Ltd Edition retro 
cover!   

AM ARCHIVES LAUREL & HARDY #1 CVR B 1967 LTD ED RETRO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Well that's another fine mess you've gotten us into! American Mythology is proud to 
bring a classic Laurel & Hardy comic issue back to fans. Back in 1967 Gold Key re-
introduced the loveable duo to comic audiences and we are thrilled to present that 
issue in its entirety to a brand-new generation of readers! AM Archives Laurel & 
Hardy #1 1967 is available with two editions - Main and a 350 copy Ltd Edition retro 
cover!   

BEWARE THE WITCHE SHADOW #1 CVR B BONK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Is the hair on the back of your neck standing up? Do you feel like someone just 
walked over your grave? That's not paranoia, it's the midnight witching horror and 
you've stumbled upon the House of Cackling Horror! There's a witch that lives deep 
in the woods, feeding upon those foolish enough to disturb her machinations. These 
are her tales told as the life drains from her victims. In this issue Jason Pell and 
Richard Bonk deliver a story to chill your bones in 'Snow Day' and novelist SA Check 
and Zeu Gouveia deliver 'Snips and Snails,' a tale of growing up with monsters. 
House of Cackling Horror is available with three covers: Main by Puis Calzada, 
Creepy by Richard Bonk, and a Risqué Cover also by Calzada.  

BEWARE THE WITCHS SHADOW #1 CVR A CALZADA

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Is the hair on the back of your neck standing up? Do you feel like someone just 
walked over your grave? That's not paranoia, it's the midnight witching horror and 
you've stumbled upon the House of Cackling Horror! There's a witch that lives deep 
in the woods, feeding upon those foolish enough to disturb her machinations. These 
are her tales told as the life drains from her victims. In this issue Jason Pell and 
Richard Bonk deliver a story to chill your bones in 'Snow Day' and novelist SA Check 
and Zeu Gouveia deliver 'Snips and Snails,' a tale of growing up with monsters. 
House of Cackling Horror is available with three covers: Main by Puis Calzada, 
Creepy by Richard Bonk, and a Risqué Cover also by Calzada.  

BEWARE THE WITCHS SHADOW #1 CVR C RISQUE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Is the hair on the back of your neck standing up? Do you feel like someone just 
walked over your grave? That's not paranoia, it's the midnight witching horror and 
you've stumbled upon the House of Cackling Horror! There's a witch that lives deep 
in the woods, feeding upon those foolish enough to disturb her machinations. These 
are her tales told as the life drains from her victims. In this issue Jason Pell and 
Richard Bonk deliver a story to chill your bones in 'Snow Day' and novelist SA Check 
and Zeu Gouveia deliver 'Snips and Snails,' a tale of growing up with monsters. 
House of Cackling Horror is available with three covers: Main by Puis Calzada, 
Creepy by Richard Bonk, and a Risqué Cover also by Calzada.  

CARSON OF VENUS FALMES BEYOND #1-3 READER SET

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99Join the ERB Shared Universe with the first full length Carson of Venus adventure 
collected in one place!  This limited bagged set includes all three issues of the series 
at a discounted price! Covers are random fill.

CASPERS SPOOKSVILLE #4 (OF 4) RETRO ANIMATION LTD ED CVR (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The final issue of Casper's Spooksville is here, featuring two new stories!  In 'Best in 
Jest' a Hot Stuff and Spook-Cat crossover by Eric Shanower and Mike Wolfer we 
enjoy a classic caper with Casper's pals. And in 'Third Charm's a Time' by S.A. 
Check and Rodolfo Mutuverria, Casper Encounters the Witch Sisters!  Casper  
Casper's Spooksville #4 is available in two covers - Main by Eisner Award-winning 
artist Eric Shanower and a nostalgic Retro Animation Limited Edition Cover!

CASPERS SPOOKSVILLE #4 (OF 4) SHANOWER MAIN CVR (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The final issue of Casper's Spooksville is here, featuring two new stories!  In 'Best in 
Jest' a Hot Stuff and Spook-Cat crossover by Eric Shanower and Mike Wolfer we 
enjoy a classic caper with Casper's pals. And in 'Third Charm's a Time' by S.A. 
Check and Rodolfo Mutuverria, Casper Encounters the Witch Sisters!  Casper  
Casper's Spooksville #4 is available in two covers - Main by Eisner Award-winning 
artist Eric Shanower and a nostalgic Retro Animation Limited Edition Cover!

LAUREL & HARDY #1 LTD ED B&W SGNED CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$14.99This is your chance to get the rare limited-edition premiere of Laurel & Hardy signed 
by our very own Ollie, SA Check!  The issue is limited to 50 copies and comes 
bagged and boarded with a certificate of authenticity.   

MARK OF ZORRO 100 YRS OF MASKED AVENGER ART DLX ED HC (C: 0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$69.99 A must-have for the Zorro fan! This limited-edition hardcover comes with an 
exclusive foil emblazoned dust jacket, die-cut with Zorro's trademark 'Z' to reveal a 
visual history of Zorro on the cover beneath! The cover itself is an amazing collage of 
classic comic book and pulp cover art that celebrates the enduring heart and legend 
of Zorro. Other special features of this edition include a frameable 8' x 10' 
reproduction of rare classic Zorro art, perfect for framing, exclusive digital download 
codes for the original Zorro novel, 'The Curse of Capistrano' by Johnston McCulley, 
and a download of the original Zorro film, 'The Mark of Zorro,' featuring Douglas 
Fairbanks!  Celebrate Zorro's centennial with a massive collector's tome of riches 
including rare art from Zorro pulp publications, film, television, comics, animation, 
and pop culture! The Mark of Zorro 100 Years of the Masked Avenger is a beautifully 
crafted love letter to the storied history of one of the most enduring heroes ever to 
grace popular culture. Zorro rides again with a wonderful collected edition 
celebrating the rich history and current exploits of Johnston McCulley's iconic hero. 
From his inception in 1919 to the thriving fan following in 2019, this volume treats 
readers to a reverent romp through a century of masked heroics. This edition is 
perfect for new and old Zorro fans and is arriving in October for the holiday gift giving 
season.

MARK OF ZORRO 100 YRS OF MASKED AVENGER ART HC (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99Celebrate Zorro's centennial with a massive collector's tome of riches including rare 
art from Zorro pulp publications, film, television, comics, animation, and pop culture! 
The Mark of Zorro 100 Years of the Masked Avenger is a beautifully crafted love 
letter to the storied history of one of the most enduring heroes ever to grace popular 
culture. Zorro rides again with a wonderful collected edition celebrating the rich 
history and current exploits of Johnston McCulley iconic hero. From his inception in 
1919 to the thriving fan following in 2019, this volume treats readers to a reverent 
romp through a century of masked heroics. This edition collects the best artwork,  
film images, and more from the past 100 years of Zorro fandom in one wonderful 
volume that is perfect for the holiday gift giving season. This is a must-have for 
hardcore and casual fans of Zorro!

MCCANDLES AND COMPANY ONE SHOT SIGNED SKETCH CVR (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99From the creator of Zombie-Proof and co-writer of 24 and Stargate Atlantis and the 
artist of the critically acclaimed indie Tales of the Cherokee comes this story of two 
private detectives from two very different walks of life, Carey McCandless and 
Jessica Williams. Along with their only employee, would-be writer David Bradshaw, 
they investigate the surprisingly deadly and certainly contemporary theft of $60 
million from a mutual fund. A complete 48-page crime noir graphic novel in glorious 
B&W.

PELLUCIDAR WINGS OF DEATH #1 CVR A MARTINEZ

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99The immersive environment of Pellucidar comes to life amazing detail as we visit the 
tale that spun out of the Fear on Four Worlds event. The underground cities of the 
Mahars, the Sagoths, and the Horibs collide with savage repercussions in this 
beautiful new series illustrated by Bruno Bull and written by horror icon, Mike Wolfer. 
The Edgar Rice Burroughs' Universe expands into this first full length Pellucidar solo 
story with a surprise ending! Pellucidar Wings of Death #1 comes with three covers - 
Main by Roy Allan Martinez, Warrior Cvr by Mike Wolfer, and 350-copy limited-
edition Virgin Art cover also by Martinez.

PELLUCIDAR WINGS OF DEATH #1 CVR B WOLFER WARRIOR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The immersive environment of Pellucidar comes to life in amazing detail as we visit 
the tale that spun out of the Fear on Four Worlds event. The underground cities of 
the Mahars, the Sagoths, and the Horibs collide with savage repercussions in this 
beautiful new series illustrated by Bruno Bull and written by horror icon, Mike Wolfer. 
The Edgar Rice Burroughs' Universe expands into this first full length Pellucidar solo 
story with a surprise ending! Pellucidar Wings of Death #1 comes with three covers - 
Main by Roy Allan Martinez, Warrior Cvr by Mike Wolfer, and 350-copy limited-
edition Virgin Art cover also by Martinez. 

PELLUCIDAR WINGS OF DEATH #1 CVR C LTD ED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The immersive environment of Pellucidar comes to life in amazing detail as we visit 
the tale that spun out of the Fear on Four Worlds event. The underground cities of 
the Mahars, the Sagoths, and the Horibs collide with savage repercussions in this 
beautiful new series illustrated by Bruno Bull and written by horror icon, Mike Wolfer. 
The Edgar Rice Burroughs' Universe expands into this first full length Pellucidar solo 
story with a surprise ending! Pellucidar Wings of Death #1 comes with three covers - 
Main by Roy Allan Martinez, Warrior Cvr by Mike Wolfer, and 350-copy limited-
edition Virgin Art cover also by Martinez. 

ROCKY & BULLWINKLE BEST OF PEABODY & SHERMAN #1 CVR A

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jump in the WABAC machine and come with us to some of Mr. Peabody's most 
notorious points in history. Want to know the true story behind the Trojan horse? 
Curious about George Washington's wooden teeth? There's only one way to find 
out…by traveling with a genius dog and his boy back in time to witness history being 
made! These are some of the best classic Peabody & Sherman stories of all time. 
Rocky & Bullwinkle: Best of Peabody & Sherman comes with two choices: Main and 
Limited-Edition Retro Animation covers.

ROCKY & BULLWINKLE BEST OF PEABODY & SHERMAN #1 CVR B LTD ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Jump in the WABAC machine and come with us to some of Mr. Peabody's most 
notorious points in history. Want to know the true story behind the Trojan horse? 
Curious about George Washington's wooden teeth? There's only one way to find 
out…by traveling with a genius dog and his boy back in time to witness history being 
made! These are some of the best classic Peabody & Sherman stories of all time. 
Rocky & Bullwinkle: Best of Peabody & Sherman comes with two choices: Main and 
Limited-Edition Retro Animation covers.



UNDERDOG TP VOL 01 HAVE NO FEAR (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99American Mythology's triumphant return of everyone's favorite canine hero, 
Underdog is here! Return with us to the age of cereal and Saturday morning 
cartoons with all-new comic adventures! Today's creators spin brilliant new tales for 
a beloved character that defined their childhood. Join Shoeshine, Poly Purebred, and 
a rogues gallery of dastardly villains as we journey to a time when cartoons had 
heart and humor. Have no fear, Underdog is here! This volume collects American 
Mythology's Underdog #1-4, Underdog 1975, and Underdog Free Comic Book Day 
2017 along with a beautiful cover gallery and behind the scenes extras. 

VAMPIRE PA BITE OUT OF CRIME #1 CVR A TUCCI

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Dean, Scuba Dave, and Dee are back with their crusade to rid suburban Pittsburgh 
of the undead. Standing in their way, as always, is vampire queen Jocelyn and a new 
challenger to her power… Could it actually be Al Capone? Find out in this brand-new 
Vampire, PA one-shot that's packed with 28 pages of story and art! Cover by 
superstar artist Billy Tucci!

VAMPIRE PA BITE OUT OF CRIME #1 CVR B KISHNA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Dean, Scuba Dave, and Dee are back with their crusade to rid suburban Pittsburgh 
of the undead. Standing in their way, as always, is vampire queen Jocelyn and a new 
challenger to her power… Could it actually be Al Capone? Find out in this brand-new 
Vampire, PA one-shot that's packed with 28 pages of story and art! Cover by 
superstar artist Billy Tucci!

ZORRO RISE OF THE OLD GODS #1 CVR A KALUTA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Horror rises from the deep as the denizens of dread Cthulhu herald the return of the 
old gods! Antiguo Camino is a small fishing town, nondescript and quiet. But when 
the horrors of the depths begin to crawl from the muck and terrorize the pueblo, 
Zorro must save the unsuspecting townsfolk and uncover the insidious force behind 
the monstrous uprising. This series celebrates the swashbuckling heroics of Zorro 
and the impending dread of H.P. Lovecraft in a unique and terrifying tale!  Zorro Rise 
of the Old Gods #1 is available with four covers - Main Cover by living legend 
Michael Kaluta, Lovecraftian Horror by interior artist Puis Calzada, and a Limited 
Edition 1/350 Pulp cover also by Calzada!  

ZORRO RISE OF THE OLD GODS #1 CVR B LOVECRAFTIAN CALZADA

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Horror rises from the deep as the denizens of dread Cthulhu herald the return of the 
old gods! Antiguo Camino is a small fishing town, nondescript and quiet. But when 
the horrors of the depths begin to crawl from the muck and terrorize the pueblo, 
Zorro must save the unsuspecting townsfolk and uncover the insidious force behind 
the monstrous uprising. This series celebrates the swashbuckling heroics of Zorro 
and the impending dread of H.P. Lovecraft in a unique and terrifying tale!  Zorro Rise 
of the Old Gods #1 is available with four covers - Main Cover by living legend 
Michael Kaluta, Lovecraftian Horror by interior artist Puis Calzada, and a Limited 
Edition 1/350 Pulp cover also by Calzada!  

ZORRO RISE OF THE OLD GODS #1 CVR C LTD ED PULP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Horror rises from the deep as the denizens of dread Cthulhu herald the return of the 
old gods! Antiguo Camino is a small fishing town, nondescript and quiet. But when 
the horrors of the depths begin to crawl from the muck and terrorize the pueblo, 
Zorro must save the unsuspecting townsfolk and uncover the insidious force behind 
the monstrous uprising. This series celebrates the swashbuckling heroics of Zorro 
and the impending dread of H.P. Lovecraft in a unique and terrifying tale!  Zorro Rise 
of the Old Gods #1 is available with four covers - Main Cover by living legend 
Michael Kaluta, Lovecraftian Horror by interior artist Puis Calzada, and a Limited 
Edition 1/350 Pulp cover also by Calzada!  

ZORRO SWORDS OF HELL #1-4 TOTH ART SET

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.99Did you miss out on the return of Zorro to American Mythology's new supernatural 
horror line?  This limited set includes all four of the extremely rare Alex Toth B&W 
premium covers in one place! Get them now in a limited bagged set with all four Toth 
cover issues of the series at a discounted price! 

PUBLISHER AMIGO COMICS

GARGANTUAN #3 (OF 5) (MR) (C: 0-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Synopsis Sarah and Julius are up against the clock to solve the Gargantuan crisis. 
Sarah wants Crius Behind bars at all costs but this puts her at odds with her true 
purpose; to find her own Gargantuan, Before  the government and the rest of the 
world come together with their own solution: Nuke California to alleviate the threat!

ROMAN RITUAL VOL 2 #1 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 0-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The acclaimed book of terror and exorcisms is back in this long-awaited sequel from 
El Torres and Jaime Martínez. The Devil's work never rests and nun Sister Claire, a 
child survivor of the Rwandan massacres, will again feel the stifling grip of evil. When 
the seniors at the nursing home in her care begin to behave strangely, are they 
demented or possessed?

PUBLISHER AMRYL ENTERTAINMENT



CAVEWOMAN TARGET ANKHA ONE SHOT CVR A MASSEY (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Meriem's arch-enemy Ankha has a price on her head and when a beautiful bounty 
hunter appears in Marshville to collect it, all hell breaks loose. While Meriem doesn't 
want to stand in her way - she must as Ankha has kidnapped someone close and 
this hunter will kill anybody to get to her bounty. Meriem must stop her before harm 
can come to her friend. A battle royal in the streets of Marshville may prove to be the 
only way to settle this.

CAVEWOMAN TARGET ANKHA ONE SHOT CVR B  MASSEY NUDE (Net) (MR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Meriem's arch-enemy Ankha has a price on her head and when a beautiful bounty 
hunter appears in Marshville to collect it, all hell breaks loose. While Meriem doesn't 
want to stand in her way - she must as Ankha has kidnapped someone close and 
this hunter will kill anybody to get to her bounty. Meriem must stop her before harm 
can come to her friend. A battle royal in the streets of Marshville may prove to be the 
only way to settle this.

CAVEWOMAN TARGET ANKHA ONE SHOT CVR C  MASSEY NUDE (Net) (MR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Meriem's arch-enemy Ankha has a price on her head and when a beautiful bounty 
hunter appears in Marshville to collect it, all hell breaks loose. While Meriem doesn't 
want to stand in her way - she must as Ankha has kidnapped someone close and 
this hunter will kill anybody to get to her bounty. Meriem must stop her before harm 
can come to her friend. A battle royal in the streets of Marshville may prove to be the 
only way to settle this.

CAVEWOMAN TARGET ANKHA ONE SHOT CVR D  BUDD ROOT NUDE (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Meriem's arch-enemy Ankha has a price on her head and when a beautiful bounty 
hunter appears in Marshville to collect it, all hell breaks loose. While Meriem doesn't 
want to stand in her way - she must as Ankha has kidnapped someone close and 
this hunter will kill anybody to get to her bounty. Meriem must stop her before harm 
can come to her friend. A battle royal in the streets of Marshville may prove to be the 
only way to settle this.

CAVEWOMAN TARGET ANKHA ONE SHOT CVR E  BUDD ROOT NUDE (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Meriem's arch-enemy Ankha has a price on her head and when a beautiful bounty 
hunter appears in Marshville to collect it, all hell breaks loose. While Meriem doesn't 
want to stand in her way - she must as Ankha has kidnapped someone close and 
this hunter will kill anybody to get to her bounty. Meriem must stop her before harm 
can come to her friend. A battle royal in the streets of Marshville may prove to be the 
only way to settle this.

CAVEWOMAN TARGET ANKHA ONE SHOT CVR F CARLOS RAFAEL CVR (Net



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Meriem's arch-enemy Ankha has a price on her head and when a beautiful bounty 
hunter appears in Marshville to collect it, all hell breaks loose. While Meriem doesn't 
want to stand in her way - she must as Ankha has kidnapped someone close and 
this hunter will kill anybody to get to her bounty. Meriem must stop her before harm 
can come to her friend. A battle royal in the streets of Marshville may prove to be the 
only way to settle this.

CAVEWOMAN TARGET ANKHA ONE SHOT CVR G YEN SAN NUDE (Net) (MR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Meriem's arch-enemy Ankha has a price on her head and when a beautiful bounty 
hunter appears in Marshville to collect it, all hell breaks loose. While Meriem doesn't 
want to stand in her way - she must as Ankha has kidnapped someone close and 
this hunter will kill anybody to get to her bounty. Meriem must stop her before harm 
can come to her friend. A battle royal in the streets of Marshville may prove to be the 
only way to settle this.

PUBLISHER ANTARCTIC PRESS

COOKIE & KID #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Presenting the first issue of a delightful (and delicious) all-ages adventure! In a 
hidden faerie kingdom, Cookie, a young misfit elf, is facing big worries for a wee folk: 
He just wants to eat his favorite food-cookies from the human world-in peace, but 
other critters are stealing them, after HE stole them fair and square!  And now this 
lost human child and her dog have stumbled into his life, sparking an unexpected 
journey for them both!

EXCITING COMICS EXTRAVAGANZA ONE SHOT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Antarctic Press's Superverse has given new life to classic heroes from the public 
domain, but where did it all begin?  In this 100-page extravaganza, we go back 
decades before the events of Exciting Comics #1, to a time when super heroes were 
nothing more than characters played by talentless actors.  But was it really just an 
act?  Writer David Furr (Exciting Comics and Mobster Graveyard) and veteran artist 
Dell Barras (Turnbuckle Titans and Rochelle) bring you the murder mystery that 
opened the doors to the Superverse!

GOLD DIGGER #268

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Penny and Ace have just finished sending invitations for their baby shower, even to 
all their interdimensional and outer-realm friends, but then Ace notices some 
unfamiliar names on the guest list, all sharing his wife's maiden surname.  Yes, Ace 
is about to meet...the IN-LAWS, the ones Penny's somehow never mentioned.  
There's her super-secret agent-director mother; her Doctor Moreau-esque scientist 
father; her rhyming army chef brother, and her weather-controlling sister.  Put them 
all together, and they might spell 'trouble', and they're ON THEIR WAY!



HORROR COMICS #2 MAIN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'Cold Blooded': Part 2-This issue, as we learn the chilling origins of homicidal ice 
cream man Thomas Wright, Wright is in pursuit of his own stepson, with detective 
Benjamin Dunne hot on his murderous trail!

HORROR COMICS #2 VAR CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99'Cold Blooded': Part 2-This issue, as we learn the chilling origins of homicidal ice 
cream man Thomas Wright, Wright is in pursuit of his own stepson, with detective 
Benjamin Dunne hot on his murderous trail!

PLANET 9 #2 (OF 4)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The four alien ambassadors from Planet Nine offer answers to some far-reaching 
questions, ones we have asked since humans walked the Earth. However, the team 
of scientists may not like what is revealed to them. 

PUNCHLINE #9 CVR B HAPPY BIRTHDAY MATTHEW VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Well done, Weldon!  You're another year older, and you look fresh as ever!  (Well, 
your art does, that's for sure.)  Help Matt celebrate with this awesome cover!  We 
promise it's better than just getting someone a birthday card!

PUNCHLINE #9 MAIN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jessie's parents come to her after seeing Versema on television, wanting to know if 
she and the costumed hero are one and the same.  Will she lie to them for their own 
good?  And Mel goes on a secret mission, only to run into the villain named 
GRIDLOCK!

STRONG BOX BIG BAD BOOK OF BOON #2 (OF 8)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Trouble is his business.  On the heels of the mysterious bug creature, Frank 
encounters a mentally disabled man who may provide him clues needed to find his 
next series of answers in eclectic sci-fi author Rosemarie Palewood.  Meanwhile, the 
elusive killer targets his second victim, a woman fallen madly in love with Frank!

TEAM MOBILE VOL 2 #2 (OF 3)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99'The Rise and Fall of Team MOBILE, Part 2' Maisy goes rogue looking for revenge 
on McCready, which puts her on the opposite side of the new recruits in Team Beta.  
Team MOBILE also gets an updated MindMerge tech to contend with a lethal new 
version of Cybok!

WILLIAM LAST SHADOWS OF CROWN #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ALL AGES! As William and company make their way out of the city, he is troubled by 
imagery in a dream that pushes him down a dangerous path.

PUBLISHER ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS

ARCHIE #706 (ARCHIE & SABRINA PT 2) CVR A FISH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Archie and Sabrina are the hottest couple in Riverdale-but how did their whirlwind 
romance come to be? This issue introduces readers to the history of their magical 
love story, as we welcome special co-writer Mariko Tamaki to the Archie universe!  

ARCHIE #706 (ARCHIE & SABRINA PT 2) CVR B ISAACS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Archie and Sabrina are the hottest couple in Riverdale-but how did their whirlwind 
romance come to be? This issue introduces readers to the history of their magical 
love story, as we welcome special co-writer Mariko Tamaki to the Archie universe!  

ARCHIE #706 (ARCHIE & SABRINA PT 2) CVR C MOONEY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Archie and Sabrina are the hottest couple in Riverdale-but how did their whirlwind 
romance come to be? This issue introduces readers to the history of their magical 
love story, as we welcome special co-writer Mariko Tamaki to the Archie universe!  

ARCHIE & ME TP VOL 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99For 161 issues, Archie's craziest interactions with Riverdale High principal Mr. 
Weatherbee were showcased in this classic series. This second collection continues 
the adventures (and misadventures) of the red-headed teen and his long-suffering 
principal!

ARCHIE AND ME JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #19

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99BRAND NEW STORY: 'One Mow Time!' Archie and Jughead have a stacked 
summer planned with various odd jobs to make money to enjoy some fun in the sun-
but they're in for some unexpected competition when Dilton creates new technology 
to get those jobs done faster and more efficiently! 



ARCHIE ART OF FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Archie's new hardcover art book is a beautifully-designed celebration of Francesco 
Francavilla's time at Archie. This art book is a gorgeously designed oversize 
hardcover edition featuring the complete collection of his comic book covers and 
more. This title goes behind-the-scenes on Francavilla's work and its place in 
Archie's history, with an insider's look at the creation and ongoing legacy with the 
company.  

ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #301

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99BRAND NEW STORY: 'Hook, Line and Stinker!' Mr. Lodge, horrified that his 
daughter Veronica is going fishing with Archie, insists that they join him on his new 
state-of-the-art sport fishing mega-yacht. Hiram hooks the world-record sized Marlin 
that he's been dreaming of for years, but thanks to Archie, all manner of disastrous 
mayhem ensues! Just wait until they return to Lodge Mansion, where Hiram exacts 
his revenge!   

ARCHIE VS PREDATOR 2 #1 (OF 5) CVR A HACK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Betty, Veronica, and Predator-Archie have been left in the wreckage of their town, all 
their friends dead. Normally, they'd just go down Memory Lane and get home again 
where everything's okay, but that's no longer an option. It isn't until they find an 
undamaged car and drive it down a different road where they can finally return to 
Riverdale-but their hometown feels different. And it's made even more bizarre when 
they come face-to-face with a few people they'd never expect: themselves. Only 
different, newer versions. Little do they know, Predators on Mars are watching them-
planning their next attack. 

ARCHIE VS PREDATOR 2 #1 (OF 5) CVR B BURCHETT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Betty, Veronica, and Predator-Archie have been left in the wreckage of their town, all 
their friends dead. Normally, they'd just go down Memory Lane and get home again 
where everything's okay, but that's no longer an option. It isn't until they find an 
undamaged car and drive it down a different road where they can finally return to 
Riverdale-but their hometown feels different. And it's made even more bizarre when 
they come face-to-face with a few people they'd never expect: themselves. Only 
different, newer versions. Little do they know, Predators on Mars are watching them-
planning their next attack. 

ARCHIE VS PREDATOR 2 #1 (OF 5) CVR C DEREK CHARM

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Betty, Veronica, and Predator-Archie have been left in the wreckage of their town, all 
their friends dead. Normally, they'd just go down Memory Lane and get home again 
where everything's okay, but that's no longer an option. It isn't until they find an 
undamaged car and drive it down a different road where they can finally return to 
Riverdale-but their hometown feels different. And it's made even more bizarre when 
they come face-to-face with a few people they'd never expect: themselves. Only 
different, newer versions. Little do they know, Predators on Mars are watching them-
planning their next attack. 

ARCHIE VS PREDATOR 2 #1 (OF 5) CVR D FRANCAVILLA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Betty, Veronica, and Predator-Archie have been left in the wreckage of their town, all 
their friends dead. Normally, they'd just go down Memory Lane and get home again 
where everything's okay, but that's no longer an option. It isn't until they find an 
undamaged car and drive it down a different road where they can finally return to 
Riverdale-but their hometown feels different. And it's made even more bizarre when 
they come face-to-face with a few people they'd never expect: themselves. Only 
different, newer versions. Little do they know, Predators on Mars are watching them-
planning their next attack. 

ARCHIE VS PREDATOR 2 #1 (OF 5) CVR E DAN PARENT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Betty, Veronica, and Predator-Archie have been left in the wreckage of their town, all 
their friends dead. Normally, they'd just go down Memory Lane and get home again 
where everything's okay, but that's no longer an option. It isn't until they find an 
undamaged car and drive it down a different road where they can finally return to 
Riverdale-but their hometown feels different. And it's made even more bizarre when 
they come face-to-face with a few people they'd never expect: themselves. Only 
different, newer versions. Little do they know, Predators on Mars are watching them-
planning their next attack. 

ARCHIE VS PREDATOR 2 #1 (OF 5) CVR F TUCCI

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Betty, Veronica, and Predator-Archie have been left in the wreckage of their town, all 
their friends dead. Normally, they'd just go down Memory Lane and get home again 
where everything's okay, but that's no longer an option. It isn't until they find an 
undamaged car and drive it down a different road where they can finally return to 
Riverdale-but their hometown feels different. And it's made even more bizarre when 
they come face-to-face with a few people they'd never expect: themselves. Only 
different, newer versions. Little do they know, Predators on Mars are watching them-
planning their next attack. 

B & V FRIENDS JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #272

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99BRAND NEW STORY: 'Gimme Some Space!' Betty and Veronica are in for an out-of-
this-world surprise when Betty's GPS leads the two of them to a desolate area-where 
Veronica's car is lifted to a new planet! Could this really be happening?! 

BETTY & VERONICA FRIENDS FOREVER BACK TO STORYBOOK LAND #1



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.99Betty and Veronica make their triumphant return to storybook land in this collection 
of tales that feature the two BFFs encountering a witch with and a headless 
horsewoman! 

BETTY & VERONICA JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #275

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99BRAND NEW STORY: 'What If?' This story explores an unusual scenario… What if 
Jughead was the guy both girls were after?!       

BETTY & VERONICA SPECTACULAR TP VOL 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99This is the second in a chronological collection featuring the magazine-format series 
spotlighting Riverdale's iconic duo. Betty & Veronica take on the world in this series 
of once-quarterly stories! See how B&V tackle the world of fashion, prep for the red 
carpets of Hollywood and still have time to finish their homework! 

BLOSSOMS 666 #5 (OF 5) CVR A BRAGA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99This is it! Who will reign as the true Anti-Christ-Cheryl, Jason or their mysterious 
brother Julian? And what will become of Riverdale once darkness takes over? Find 
out in this shocking and jaw-dropping finale of Blossoms 666!     

BLOSSOMS 666 #5 (OF 5) CVR B GORHAM

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99This is it! Who will reign as the true Anti-Christ-Cheryl, Jason or their mysterious 
brother Julian? And what will become of Riverdale once darkness takes over? Find 
out in this shocking and jaw-dropping finale of Blossoms 666!     

BLOSSOMS 666 #5 (OF 5) CVR C ZIRCHER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99This is it! Who will reign as the true Anti-Christ-Cheryl, Jason or their mysterious 
brother Julian? And what will become of Riverdale once darkness takes over? Find 
out in this shocking and jaw-dropping finale of Blossoms 666!     

JUGHEAD HUNGER TP VOL 03 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99Archie's Madhouse brings the third collection of the terrifying horror series that tears 
through Riverdale's cast of characters. Marmaduke 'Moose' Mason is dead, having 
been executed by the Cooper clan after turning into a werewolf. Then who… or 
what… is FrankenMoose? Find out as Jughead the Hunger goes classic movie 
monster with 'FrankenMoose Meets the Wolf Jug!' Collects issues #9 - #13 of the 
ongoing series.  



JUGHEAD TIME POLICE #2 (OF 5) CVR A CHARM

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Journey with Jughead to the 29th Century! January McAndrews, head of the Time 
Police, explains the rules of time travel, and how Jughead's already created alternate 
timelines they now have to police. But all the praise in the world isn't fixing Jughead's 
pie problem, and he's realizing that everyone seems to be intentionally keeping him 
from time traveling. He's getting angry, and things haven't even gotten weird yet! 

JUGHEAD TIME POLICE #2 (OF 5) CVR B HENDERSON

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Journey with Jughead to the 29th Century! January McAndrews, head of the Time 
Police, explains the rules of time travel, and how Jughead's already created alternate 
timelines they now have to police. But all the praise in the world isn't fixing Jughead's 
pie problem, and he's realizing that everyone seems to be intentionally keeping him 
from time traveling. He's getting angry, and things haven't even gotten weird yet! 

JUGHEAD TIME POLICE #2 (OF 5) CVR C TITO PENA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Journey with Jughead to the 29th Century! January McAndrews, head of the Time 
Police, explains the rules of time travel, and how Jughead's already created alternate 
timelines they now have to police. But all the praise in the world isn't fixing Jughead's 
pie problem, and he's realizing that everyone seems to be intentionally keeping him 
from time traveling. He's getting angry, and things haven't even gotten weird yet! 

RIVERDALE SEASON 3 #5 CVR A PITILLI

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The comic based on the hit CW series is back! These two stories set between 
episodes of season 3 of Riverdale are filled with adventure, including a musical road 
trip and a gals' weekend! 

RIVERDALE SEASON 3 #5 CVR B EISMA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The comic based on the hit CW series is back! These two stories set between 
episodes of season 3 of Riverdale are filled with adventure, including a musical road 
trip and a gals' weekend! 

SABRINA TEENAGE WITCH #4 (OF 5) CVR A FISH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Sabrina's worlds collide as the town of Greendale becomes engulfed in a literal witch 
hunt-putting Sabrina's family and her secrets right in the crosshairs. But the 
monsters plaguing the town are not exactly what they seem and it's up to Sabrina to 
save the town from itself, while clearing the name of witches everywhere. But what 
will be the price? Sabrina's got everything riding on her 'fresh start' in Greendale but 
doing the right thing might mean losing all she's come to hold most dear.



SABRINA TEENAGE WITCH #4 (OF 5) CVR B IBANEZ

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Sabrina's worlds collide as the town of Greendale becomes engulfed in a literal witch 
hunt-putting Sabrina's family and her secrets right in the crosshairs. But the 
monsters plaguing the town are not exactly what they seem and it's up to Sabrina to 
save the town from itself, while clearing the name of witches everywhere. But what 
will be the price? Sabrina's got everything riding on her 'fresh start' in Greendale but 
doing the right thing might mean losing all she's come to hold most dear.

SABRINA TEENAGE WITCH #4 (OF 5) CVR C MOK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Sabrina's worlds collide as the town of Greendale becomes engulfed in a literal witch 
hunt-putting Sabrina's family and her secrets right in the crosshairs. But the 
monsters plaguing the town are not exactly what they seem and it's up to Sabrina to 
save the town from itself, while clearing the name of witches everywhere. But what 
will be the price? Sabrina's got everything riding on her 'fresh start' in Greendale but 
doing the right thing might mean losing all she's come to hold most dear.

WORLD OF ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #90

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99BRAND NEW STORY: 'Unamusement Park' Archie's skills are put to the test when 
Reggie challenges him at the amusement park-which one will win Veronica more 
prizes? 

PUBLISHER ASPEN MLT INC

FATHOM VOL 8 #3 CVR A CAMPETELLA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The world below is no longer a secret and everything has led to this…  Aspen and 
Kiani on the same side proves to be an unimaginable force of nature, as they 
attempt to stop Killian and Anika at all costs. However, they learn a brutal lesson that 
THE PEOPLE can be more effective than even their Elite Powers. Yet, their greatest 
surprise lies in the newly transformed Anika-as the world's most dangerous threat 
somehow manages to gain even more powers-from an unlikely-and deadly-source! 
Aspen's Vince Hernandez (Michael Turner's Fathom: Kiani, Charismagic) marks his 
debut on Fathom's principal series alongside artist Mauricio Campetella (Jirni) and 
colorists Peter Steigerwald (Fathom, Superman/Batman) in a storyline that will define 
the Fathom universe for years to come!

FATHOM VOL 8 #3 CVR B TURNER

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99The world below is no longer a secret and everything has led to this…  Aspen and 
Kiani on the same side proves to be an unimaginable force of nature, as they 
attempt to stop Killian and Anika at all costs. However, they learn a brutal lesson that 
THE PEOPLE can be more effective than even their Elite Powers. Yet, their greatest 
surprise lies in the newly transformed Anika-as the world's most dangerous threat 
somehow manages to gain even more powers-from an unlikely-and deadly-source! 
Aspen's Vince Hernandez (Michael Turner's Fathom: Kiani, Charismagic) marks his 
debut on Fathom's principal series alongside artist Mauricio Campetella (Jirni) and 
colorists Peter Steigerwald (Fathom, Superman/Batman) in a storyline that will define 
the Fathom universe for years to come!

FATHOM VOL 8 #3 CVR C RETAILER OUM (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00The world below is no longer a secret and everything has led to this…  Aspen and 
Kiani on the same side proves to be an unimaginable force of nature, as they 
attempt to stop Killian and Anika at all costs. However, they learn a brutal lesson that 
THE PEOPLE can be more effective than even their Elite Powers. Yet, their greatest 
surprise lies in the newly transformed Anika-as the world's most dangerous threat 
somehow manages to gain even more powers-from an unlikely-and deadly-source! 
Aspen's Vince Hernandez (Michael Turner's Fathom: Kiani, Charismagic) marks his 
debut on Fathom's principal series alongside artist Mauricio Campetella (Jirni) and 
colorists Peter Steigerwald (Fathom, Superman/Batman) in a storyline that will define 
the Fathom universe for years to come!

LOLA XOXO #1 CALGARY EXPO 2014 EXC VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Featuring a beautiful cover of Lola by series creator Siya Oum, this convention 
exclusive is a must-have for any Siya Oum or Aspen fan!

LOLA XOXO VOL 3 #1 CVR A

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's mayhem in The Wasteland as Siya Oum's best-selling Lola XOXO reaches its 
pivotal third volume! Lola has spent the better part of her life attempting to reunite 
with her long-lost parents following a catastrophic nuclear level event in The United 
States. But, like all things in the apocalyptic 'Wasteland,' the truth always comes with 
a price-and oftentimes that means violence - or worse, death! Superstar creator Siya 
Oum provides a thrilling first issue debut with her riveting story and gorgeous 
illustrations for the beginning of this climactic Lola XOXO Volume 3!

LOLA XOXO VOL 3 #1 CVR B

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's mayhem in The Wasteland as Siya Oum's best-selling Lola XOXO reaches its 
pivotal third volume! Lola has spent the better part of her life attempting to reunite 
with her long-lost parents following a catastrophic nuclear level event in The United 
States. But, like all things in the apocalyptic 'Wasteland,' the truth always comes with 
a price-and oftentimes that means violence - or worse, death! Superstar creator Siya 
Oum provides a thrilling first issue debut with her riveting story and gorgeous 
illustrations for the beginning of this climactic Lola XOXO Volume 3!



LOLA XOXO VOL 3 #1 CVR C RETAILER VAR OUM (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00It's mayhem in The Wasteland as Siya Oum's best-selling Lola XOXO reaches its 
pivotal third volume! Lola has spent the better part of her life attempting to reunite 
with her long-lost parents following a catastrophic nuclear level event in The United 
States. But, like all things in the apocalyptic 'Wasteland,' the truth always comes with 
a price-and oftentimes that means violence - or worse, death! Superstar creator Siya 
Oum provides a thrilling first issue debut with her riveting story and gorgeous 
illustrations for the beginning of this climactic Lola XOXO Volume 3!

LOLA XOXO VOL 3 #1 CVR D EXPANDED RETAILER VAR OUM (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00It's mayhem in The Wasteland as Siya Oum's best-selling Lola XOXO reaches its 
pivotal third volume! Lola has spent the better part of her life attempting to reunite 
with her long-lost parents following a catastrophic nuclear level event in The United 
States. But, like all things in the apocalyptic 'Wasteland,' the truth always comes with 
a price-and oftentimes that means violence - or worse, death! Superstar creator Siya 
Oum provides a thrilling first issue debut with her riveting story and gorgeous 
illustrations for the beginning of this climactic Lola XOXO Volume 3!

SOULFIRE VOL 8 #2 CVR A FORTE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Soulfire is back with its biggest story-and greatest challenge to its heroes ever! 
Grace is determined to protect magic in all its forms from a world still locked in their 
technological ways, but she is not outwardly looking for a fight. Minerva, on the other 
hand, has amassed a strike force from around the globe and is ready to face this 
strange new danger. And now, she has a target--Rainier's realm at Devil's Tower! 
Veteran Soulfire scribe J.T. Krul (Soulfire, Jirni) returns and teams up with rising star 
Raffaele Forté and colorist Valentina Taddeo (Aspen Visions: Soulfire) in this 
magical world-shattering new volume that will change the face of everything you 
know about the Soulfire Universe!

SOULFIRE VOL 8 #2 CVR B TURNER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Soulfire is back with its biggest story-and greatest challenge to its heroes ever! 
Grace is determined to protect magic in all its forms from a world still locked in their 
technological ways, but she is not outwardly looking for a fight. Minerva, on the other 
hand, has amassed a strike force from around the globe and is ready to face this 
strange new danger. And now, she has a target--Rainier's realm at Devil's Tower! 
Veteran Soulfire scribe J.T. Krul (Soulfire, Jirni) returns and teams up with rising star 
Raffaele Forté and colorist Valentina Taddeo (Aspen Visions: Soulfire) in this 
magical world-shattering new volume that will change the face of everything you 
know about the Soulfire Universe!

SOULFIRE VOL 8 #2 CVR C RETAILER VAR (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00Soulfire is back with its biggest story-and greatest challenge to its heroes ever! 
Grace is determined to protect magic in all its forms from a world still locked in their 
technological ways, but she is not outwardly looking for a fight. Minerva, on the other 
hand, has amassed a strike force from around the globe and is ready to face this 
strange new danger. And now, she has a target--Rainier's realm at Devil's Tower! 
Veteran Soulfire scribe J.T. Krul (Soulfire, Jirni) returns and teams up with rising star 
Raffaele Forté and colorist Valentina Taddeo (Aspen Visions: Soulfire) in this 
magical world-shattering new volume that will change the face of everything you 
know about the Soulfire Universe!

PUBLISHER AVATAR PRESS INC

ALAN MOORE NEONOMICON HORNBOOK C2E2 ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.99First time in PREVIEWS!  The very first release for Neonomicon in a special limited 
edition!  These are all first print copies and available for original cover price!

ALAN MOORE NEONOMICON HORNBOOK MOTOR CITY ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.99First time in Previews!  The very first release for Neonomicon in a special limited 
edition!  These are all first print copies and available for original cover price!

CROSSED BADLANDS #50 COSPLAY (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Never offered anywhere previously!  This special edition was created for a Crossed 
cosplay contest that never happened, and they have sat untouched ever since!

CROSSED SPECIAL 2014 POOL PARTY CVR A (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99The lovely lounging beauty gone Crossed set of four killer images can be had as 
single covers for the first time!!  They are all first printings, and very limited!

CROSSED SPECIAL 2014 POOL PARTY CVR B (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99The lovely lounging beauty gone Crossed set of four killer images can be had as 
single covers for the first time!!  They are all first printings, and very limited!

CROSSED SPECIAL 2014 POOL PARTY CVR C (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99The lovely lounging beauty gone Crossed set of four killer images can be had as 
single covers for the first time!!  They are all first printings, and very limited!

CROSSED SPECIAL 2014 POOL PARTY CVR D (MR)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99The lovely lounging beauty gone Crossed set of four killer images can be had as 
single covers for the first time!!  They are all first printings, and very limited!

UBER INVASION #1 CENTURY A (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99First time in Previews!  These awesome Century covers are limited to just 100 copies 
each!

UBER INVASION #1 CENTURY B (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99First time in Previews!  These awesome Century covers are limited to just 100 copies 
each!

UBER INVASION #1 CENTURY C (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99First time in Previews!  These awesome Century covers are limited to just 100 copies 
each!

UBER INVASION #1 CENTURY D (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99First time in Previews!  These awesome Century covers are limited to just 100 copies 
each!

UBER INVASION #1 CENTURY E (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99First time in Previews!  These awesome Century covers are limited to just 100 copies 
each!

UBER INVASION #1 CENTURY TOP SECRET (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99First time in Previews!  These awesome Century covers are limited to just 100 copies 
each!

PUBLISHER BENITEZ PRODUCTIONS

LADY MECHANIKA SANGRE #2 (OF 5) 10 COPY BENITEZ INCV CVR (Ne

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00While on the hunt for a dangerous killer in the Spanish countryside, Lady Mechanika 
must also solve a peculiar mystery: who - or what - is La Madrina?  Features a main 
story by guest artist Brian Ching (Supergirl, Star Wars) and a prologue story drawn 
by Joe Benitez and Martin Montiel.

LADY MECHANIKA SANGRE #2 (OF 5) MAIN & MIX VAR CVRS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99While on the hunt for a dangerous killer in the Spanish countryside, Lady Mechanika 
must also solve a peculiar mystery: who - or what - is La Madrina?  Features a main 
story by guest artist Brian Ching (Supergirl, Star Wars) and a prologue story drawn 
by Joe Benitez and Martin Montiel.  Ships with two covers in a 50/50 distribution.

PUBLISHER BIG WOW ART

NOCTURNALS HC VOL 01 BLACK PLANET & OTHER STORIES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99Outcast Doc Horror knows there are sinister forces seeking Mankind's destruction. 
Forced to live by night, his companions also shun the light of day. Polychrome, the 
Gunwitch, Starfish, Firelion, Komodo, and the Raccoon join Doc in his mission to 
save the planet - no matter how many monsters stand in their way! Originally 
released in 2007, this previously rare classic volume is the first hardcover collecting 
the critically-acclaimed Nocturnals storyline, dramatically oversized to show off every 
ghastly, spectral detail! This previously hard-to-find edition contains: the original six 
issue mini-series Black Planet, Witching Hour Special, the illustrated story 'Clean 
Hands', and afterword by Dan Brereton. 

PUBLISHER BLACKBOX COMICS

MILITIA #2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The mission continues! When 40 young girls become pawns in a bloody civil war, the 
stakes are high.  A special-forces unit is sent to show the world how it's done. 
Terror's worst nightmare, a woman with a gun.

PUBLISHER BOOM! STUDIOS

AVANT-GUARDS #7 (OF 12) CVR A MAIN HAYES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Liv discovers that there is more to college basketball than just slam dunks and 
victories, the rest of the Avant-Guards work to cheer up their normally peppy 
Captain. Charlie especially seems concerned, and ready to do whatever it takes to 
get back the Liv she knows and loves.

AVANT-GUARDS #7 (OF 12) CVR B PREORDER MCGEE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99As Liv discovers that there is more to college basketball than just slam dunks and 
victories, the rest of the Avant-Guards work to cheer up their normally peppy 
Captain. Charlie especially seems concerned, and ready to do whatever it takes to 
get back the Liv she knows and loves.

BIG TROUBLE IN LITTLE CHINA LEGACY EDITION TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99Thrust from 1986 into modern times, Jack Burton enters his strangest adventure yet-
and it's only going to get stranger. Someone's sold his truck, the Pork Chop express, 
but before he can get it back, he's got to go to China for a Poker tournament, and 
finally ends up in 1907 San Francisco! With the help of old foes and dark magic, 
Jack just might get back home, while also uncovering the origins of Lo Pan and Egg. 
Writer Fred Van Lente (Amazing Spider-Man, Deadpool) and artists Joe Eisma 
(Archie), Dan McDaid (Firefly), and Victor Santos (Polar)  in the continuing 
adventures of Jack Burton, taking place mere moments after the ending to the 
original film. Legacy Editions collect every issue of the most popular BOOM! Studios 
series in chronological order and in a newly designed, value priced format for the 
very first time. Collects Big Trouble In Little China #13-25, originally collected in Big 
Trouble in Little China Volumes 4-6.

BLACK BADGE #12 MAIN & MIX

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Badges finally face off against the dastardly Honour Society, with the fate of the 
future hanging in the balance.

BLACK BADGE HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99The Black Badges are a top-secret branch of boy scouts, tasked with covert missions 
that no adult could ever undertake. But little do they know, their troop is not alone… 
sent to a private island off the north shore of Oahu, the team must battle against 
other elite scouts in a grueling, dangerous competition that will test their skills like 
never before, all the while investigating the disappearance of their former friend. The 
Eisner Award-nominated creative team behind Grass Kings reunites for Black Badge 
Volume Two, as New York Times bestseller Matt Kindt (Mind MGMT) and illustrators 
Tyler Jenkins (Peter Panzerfaust) and Hilary Jenkins filter a sobering tale of societal 
decay through the eyes of the children tasked with cleaning up the mess. Collects 
issues #5-8.

BONE PARISH #11 (OF 12)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Winters family has suffered multiple casualties, but in a world where death is no 
longer final, could there be life left for those afflicted?

BONE PARISH TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$14.99'The Ash' is the hottest new drug in the Big Easy, and there's only one way to get it: 
the Winters, an upstart crime family that pioneered the drug made from the ashes of 
the dead. But with multiple other factions moving in on their territory with deadly 
results, just how long can Grace Winters and her children hold on to the lucrative 
trade? Eisner Award-nominated author Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, The Empty 
Man) and illustrator Jonas Scharf continue their critically-acclaimed blend of horror 
and crime in Bone Parish Volume Two, as the Winters family discovers the true 
depths they'll go to protect the fragile business they've built. Collects issues #5-8.

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER #6 25 COPY YOUNG INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Nothing will ever be the same after the attack on Xander. But with the Mistress 
Drusilla and Spike closer to opening the Hellmouth, Buffy is out of time to save her 
friend-and everyone else in Sunnydale!

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER #6 CVR A MAIN ASPINALL

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Nothing will ever be the same after the attack on Xander. But with the Mistress 
Drusilla and Spike closer to opening the Hellmouth, Buffy is out of time to save her 
friend-and everyone else in Sunnydale!

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER #6 CVR B MAIN WADA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Nothing will ever be the same after the attack on Xander. But with the Mistress 
Drusilla and Spike closer to opening the Hellmouth, Buffy is out of time to save her 
friend-and everyone else in Sunnydale!

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER #6 CVR C MAIN SHARPE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Nothing will ever be the same after the attack on Xander. But with the Mistress 
Drusilla and Spike closer to opening the Hellmouth, Buffy is out of time to save her 
friend-and everyone else in Sunnydale!

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER #6 CVR D PREORDER CAREY VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Nothing will ever be the same after the attack on Xander. But with the Mistress 
Drusilla and Spike closer to opening the Hellmouth, Buffy is out of time to save her 
friend-and everyone else in Sunnydale!

FAITHLESS #4 (OF 5) CVR A MAIN POPE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Faith falls deeper into Poppy and Louis's mysterious world, which has dire 
consequences for her closest friends.



FAITHLESS #4 (OF 5) CVR B EROTICA FRISON VAR (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Faith falls deeper into Poppy and Louis's mysterious world, which has dire 
consequences for her closest friends.

FIREFLY #8 15 COPY NAKAYAMA INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Mal and Zoe vs Boss Moon - and no one's leaving without paying the price! But when 
the dust settles, will these bitter enemies discover an even greater threat?

FIREFLY #8 CVR A MAIN GARBETT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Mal and Zoe vs Boss Moon - and no one's leaving without paying the price! But when 
the dust settles, will these bitter enemies discover an even greater threat?

FIREFLY #8 CVR B PREORDER QUINONES VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Mal and Zoe vs Boss Moon - and no one's leaving without paying the price! But when 
the dust settles, will these bitter enemies discover an even greater threat?

GHOSTED IN LA #1 CVR A MAIN KEENAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In Los Angeles, finding an apartment is killer-unless you live with the dead. Rycroft 
Manor may be old. It may be abandoned. It may even be haunted. But Daphne 
Walters doesn't care about any of that-it has a pool and the rent is free. New to LA, 
coming off of a bad breakup and having a pretty terrible week, Daphne might need to 
crash on this haunted couch for a while, but having undead roommates might be 
more than she bargained for! Will the dead be able to help Daphne find the life she's 
been missing in the big city? From GLAAD Award-nominated Sina Grace (Iceman) 
and illustrator Siobhan Keenan (Clueless, Jem and the Holograms) comes a story 
about learning how to make friends, find love, and live to the fullest with a little help 
from some friends whose lives didn't end at death.

GHOSTED IN LA #1 CVR B GRACE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99In Los Angeles, finding an apartment is killer-unless you live with the dead. Rycroft 
Manor may be old. It may be abandoned. It may even be haunted. But Daphne 
Walters doesn't care about any of that-it has a pool and the rent is free. New to LA, 
coming off of a bad breakup and having a pretty terrible week, Daphne might need to 
crash on this haunted couch for a while, but having undead roommates might be 
more than she bargained for! Will the dead be able to help Daphne find the life she's 
been missing in the big city? From GLAAD Award-nominated Sina Grace (Iceman) 
and illustrator Siobhan Keenan (Clueless, Jem and the Holograms) comes a story 
about learning how to make friends, find love, and live to the fullest with a little help 
from some friends whose lives didn't end at death.

GIANT DAYS #52

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In a follow-up to Holiday Special 2017 , Esther goes for a job interview in London and 
reunites with her old friend Shelley Winters. While Esther covets Shelley's 
metropolitan existence, Shelley is already tired of the rat race and her high pressure 
civil service job, and longs to publish brain-rotting books. So while Shelly tries to 
prepare Esther for her interview, Esther steers Shelley towards a glittering future 
among the literati!

GO GO POWER RANGERS #21 20 COPY MELNIKOV INCV (Net) (C: 1-0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers have survived the shocking events of Shattered 
Grid and reality has now been reset…but has the danger truly passed? And how 
much of that war can the Power Rangers even remember? The answer to this 
question will set one of the Rangers on a path that will reveal an explosive, 
previously untold story in the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers mythos that will change 
everything you thought you knew. The writing duo of Ryan Parrott (Mighty Morphin 
Power Rangers) & Sina Grace (Iceman) and artist Francesco Mortarino (Mighty 
Morphin Power Rangers), begins the reveal of the secret history behind the Mighty 
Morphin Power Rangers with the introduction of all new characters, new alliances 
and jaw-dropping answers to some of the biggest questions that fans have always 
asked.

GO GO POWER RANGERS #21 CVR A MAIN VIDAL (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers have survived the shocking events of Shattered 
Grid and reality has now been reset…but has the danger truly passed? And how 
much of that war can the Power Rangers even remember? The answer to this 
question will set one of the Rangers on a path that will reveal an explosive, 
previously untold story in the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers mythos that will change 
everything you thought you knew. The writing duo of Ryan Parrott (Mighty Morphin 
Power Rangers) & Sina Grace (Iceman) and artist Francesco Mortarino (Mighty 
Morphin Power Rangers), begins the reveal of the secret history behind the Mighty 
Morphin Power Rangers with the introduction of all new characters, new alliances 
and jaw-dropping answers to some of the biggest questions that fans have always 
asked.

GO GO POWER RANGERS #21 CVR B MERCADO VAR (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers have survived the shocking events of Shattered 
Grid and reality has now been reset…but has the danger truly passed? And how 
much of that war can the Power Rangers even remember? The answer to this 
question will set one of the Rangers on a path that will reveal an explosive, 
previously untold story in the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers mythos that will change 
everything you thought you knew. The writing duo of Ryan Parrott (Mighty Morphin 
Power Rangers) & Sina Grace (Iceman) and artist Francesco Mortarino (Mighty 
Morphin Power Rangers), begins the reveal of the secret history behind the Mighty 
Morphin Power Rangers with the introduction of all new characters, new alliances 
and jaw-dropping answers to some of the biggest questions that fans have always 
asked.

GUNNERKRIGG COURT HC VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$26.99The adventures of 'Annie' Antimony Carver and her magical friends continue as they 
combat mysterious new foes in and around the esteemed Gunnerkrigg Court 
boarding school where magical forests, lost souls, powerful spirits, and even robots 
are part of the curriculum. Thus continues the internationally acclaimed, award 
winning series of Thomas Siddell's smash hit webcomic!

JIM HENSON BENEATH DARK CRYSTAL #11 (OF 12) CVR A MAIN DEWEY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Thurma and the other Firelings are under attack from an enemy more powerful than 
they could have imagined. With the ability to control water, The Fire That Stays could 
wipe out their entire race in a single attack, and only Thurma and her flame stand 
between the Firelings and total destruction.

JIM HENSON BENEATH DARK CRYSTAL #11 (OF 12) CVR B PREORDER P

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Thurma and the other Firelings are under attack from an enemy more powerful than 
they could have imagined. With the ability to control water, The Fire That Stays could 
wipe out their entire race in a single attack, and only Thurma and her flame stand 
between the Firelings and total destruction.

JIM HENSON DARK CRYSTAL CREATION MYTHS COMPLETE HC (C: 0-1-2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99Collected for the first time in one oversized edition, this series reveals the definitive 
origins of the Skeksis, Mystics, Gelfling, and the Dark Crystal itself while introducing 
all new characters in an epic spanning thousands of years. Written by Brian Holguin 
(Spawn: Origins), Joshua Dysart (Unknown Soldier), and Matthew Dow Smith 
(Doctor Who), and lushly illustrated by Alex Sheikman (Robotika) and Lizzy John 
(Fraggle Rock), Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal: Creation Myths is a breathtaking 
return to the fantasy world that has captivated audiences for over thirty years.

JIM HENSON LABYRINTH CORONATION HC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$24.99THE UNTOLD ORIGIN OF THE GOBLIN KING! Time is running out. War rages at 
the Owl King�fs castle as the goblin rebellion spins out of control. While Skubbin, 
Tangle, and Cible try to hold off the enemy hordes, Maria must face the King and the 
cost of protecting her boy from a life of misery. Up until the clock strikes 13, Maria 
holds onto the one truth she's learned while facing the trials of the maze: in the 
Labyrinth, nothing is as it seems. Written by Simon Spurrier (Jim Henson�'s The 
Power of the Dark Crystal) and Ryan Ferrier (Kong on the Planet of the Apes) and 
illustrated by Daniel Bayliss (Jim Henson�'s The Storyteller: Dragons) and Irene 
Flores (Heavy Vinyl), Labyrinth: Coronation Volume Three brings the critically 
acclaimed prequel of Jim Henson�'s beloved film to its stunning conclusion. Collects 
issues #9-12.

JIM HENSON STORYTELLER SIRENS #4 CVR A MAIN GODBEY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In this German tale, Lorelai is a river nymph, born to the Rhine River, living in the 
shadow of a prosperous town called Wochara. But at the heart of Wochara's 
prosperity lies a secret deal that Lorelei and the people of Wochara struck a long 
time ago. Every year, Wochara sends Lorelei a young man who becomes her 
husband for the year, living in comfort and luxury in her wondrous palace, while fat 
nuggets of gold wash up on the town shores. But not everything is as it seems and 
when she selects a young man who already has a lover, the deal between the 
people of Wochara and Lorelai is in jeopardy forever.

JIM HENSON STORYTELLER SIRENS #4 CVR B PREORDER KOCH VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In this German tale, Lorelai is a river nymph, born to the Rhine River, living in the 
shadow of a prosperous town called Wochara. But at the heart of Wochara's 
prosperity lies a secret deal that Lorelei and the people of Wochara struck a long 
time ago. Every year, Wochara sends Lorelei a young man who becomes her 
husband for the year, living in comfort and luxury in her wondrous palace, while fat 
nuggets of gold wash up on the town shores. But not everything is as it seems and 
when she selects a young man who already has a lover, the deal between the 
people of Wochara and Lorelai is in jeopardy forever.

JUST BEYOND SCARE SCHOOL ORIGINAL GN RL STINE (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Best-selling author R.L. Stine ( Goosebumps, Fear Street ) comes to BOOM! Studios 
in this Dogman era with a new four-volume middle-grade supernatural horror series; 
Just Beyond ! In this first volume R.L. Stine partners with artists Kelly & Nichole 
Matthews ( Pandora's Legacy ) to bring his signature horror to an all-new generation! 
WELCOME TO THE SCARE SCHOOL. Middle school feels like the worst place 
imaginable, but for Jess, Josh, and Marco, their school may actually be the worst 
place in this world...or any other! After a chance encounter with a deadly creature 
stalking the school halls, these three unsuspecting students are whisked away to a 
horrifying realm beyond the school boiler room where they must unravel a terrifying 
mystery. Can they save the kids they find there and escape themselves, or will they 
be forever trapped Just Beyond?

LUMBERJANES #64 CVR A MAIN LEYH

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Having lost their magical, portal-spotting spyglass (borrowed from Bear-Woman, 
natch), April, Jo, Ripley, Molly and Mal are stuck in the Land of Lost Things for the 
foreseeable future! Surrounded by dinos and other dangerous critters and with the 
snow piling up around them, Mal is beating herself up for getting them in this mess in 
the first place... but can she come up with a plan to redeem herself, and get them all 
back home to summertime and the (relative) safety of the Lumberjanes Camp?

LUMBERJANES #64 CVR B PREORDER CHAU VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Having lost their magical, portal-spotting spyglass (borrowed from Bear-Woman, 
natch), April, Jo, Ripley, Molly and Mal are stuck in the Land of Lost Things for the 
foreseeable future! Surrounded by dinos and other dangerous critters and with the 
snow piling up around them, Mal is beating herself up for getting them in this mess in 
the first place... but can she come up with a plan to redeem herself, and get them all 
back home to summertime and the (relative) safety of the Lumberjanes Camp?

MAN WHO CAME DOWN ATTIC STAIRS HC (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99After moving into a new home with her husband, Emma begins to fear that a 
supernatural force in the house is putting their family in danger. This feeling 
intensifies after the birth of her child - her husband has become a stranger, her baby 
won't stop crying, and a looming darkness threatens to destroy their idyllic life. Afraid 
of her own family, alone in her new home and growing more desperate every day, 
Emma will protect her child-no matter the cost. Celine Loup takes a haunting look at 
the isolation of postpartum depression, exploring the very real fears associated with 
motherhood in this graphic novella of horror and suspense.

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #41 20 COPY ANKA INCV (Net) (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00NECESSARY EVIL, the Power Rangers comic book event of 2019, continues here! 
You think you know everything about the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers - but this 
issue answers one of the biggest questions in franchise history with revelations that 
will shake the team to their core. The White Ranger may be their new leader... but 
who is the new enemy of the Power Rangers?

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #41 CVR A MAIN CAMPBELL (C: 1-0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NECESSARY EVIL, the Power Rangers comic book event of 2019, continues here! 
You think you know everything about the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers - but this 
issue answers one of the biggest questions in franchise history with revelations that 
will shake the team to their core. The White Ranger may be their new leader... but 
who is the new enemy of the Power Rangers?

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #41 FOIL MONTES VAR (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99NECESSARY EVIL, the Power Rangers comic book event of 2019, continues here! 
You think you know everything about the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers - but this 
issue answers one of the biggest questions in franchise history with revelations that 
will shake the team to their core. The White Ranger may be their new leader... but 
who is the new enemy of the Power Rangers?

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS TP VOL 09 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99After the stunning conclusion to the hit comic book event Power Rangers: Shattered 
Grid, an all-new, all-star team of Power Rangers is drawn together from across time 
and space to combat a never-before-seen evil. As they fight to prove to themselves 
and each other that they have what it takes to survive in a dangerous new 
environment, these iconic Power Rangers must defeat the onslaught of an 
unfamiliar, terrifying new villain. Featuring an all new team of Rangers from across 
the Power Rangers universe comes an all new adventure! Join Marguerite Bennett 
(Animosity) and artist Simone di Meo (Old Man Logan), along with Francesco 
Mortarino and French Carlomagno, as the Power Rangers discover what it means to 
be a team without their powers! Collects issues #31-34.

NUCLEAR WINTER ORIGINAL GN VOL 03 (NOTE PRICE) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Everything's finally looking up for Flavie: her sister's been visiting, her relationship 
with Marco is... okay, but, most of all, it's finally getting warmer! When it looks like 
winter might be ending, Flavie volunteers to assist on an university research project 
to find out if the temperature has been rising across the entire region. It's a good 
distraction from Marco and the trip is exactly what Flavie needs, until she and the 
research team venture to dangerous Free Territories, where the old reactor that 
started the nuclear winter began. Cartoonist Cab delivers the heartfelt conclusion to 
Flavie's story in this third volume of Nuclear Winter.

ROCKOS MODERN AFTERLIFE #4 CVR A MAIN MCGINTY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The gang have finally uncovered what's caused the zombie outbreak, and the 
answer lies inside the Conglom-o building! Rocko will have to fight his way inside 
and find the solution using the one thing he hates the most: the Internet.

ROCKOS MODERN AFTERLIFE #4 CVR B PREORDER MCCORMICK VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The gang have finally uncovered what's caused the zombie outbreak, and the 
answer lies inside the Conglom-o building! Rocko will have to fight his way inside 
and find the solution using the one thing he hates the most: the Internet.

RONIN ISLAND TP VOL 01 PX DISCOVER NOW ED (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$14.99After a mysterious attack wipes out the major cities of 19th century Japan, Korea, 
and China, survivors from all three lands find refuge on a hidden island and build a 
new society. Hana, the orphaned daughter of Korean peasants, and Kenichi, son of 
a great samurai leader, have little in common except for a mutual disdain for the 
other. But these young warriors will have to work together when an army invades the 
island with shocking news: there is a new Shogun and the Island is expected to pay 
fealty in exchange for protection from a new enemy...a mutated horde that threatens 
to wipe out all humanity. Award-winning writer Greg Pak (Firefly, Mech Cadet Yu) 
and artist Giannis Milonogiannis (Prophet) present a story that examines how we 
move forward when our past divides, set against the backdrop of a post-disaster 19th 
century Japan. Collects issues #1-4 in an exclusive comic shop release

RUGRATS BUILDING BLOCKS GN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Put down the bottle and hike up your diapies, because it's storytelling time with the 
Rugrats. The babies go head to head for who can tell the best tale of the mighty 
Reptar and Grandpa Boris tries to delight with the story of Chanukah. But when his 
memory fails him, it's up to Tommy and the gang to save the holiday. This collection 
of Rugrats romps features stories written by Nicole Andelfinger (Adventure Time 
Comics), Daniel Kibblesmith (Valiant High), and Cullen Crawford (The Late Show 
with Stephen Colbert) with art by Kate Sherron (The Amazing World of Gumball), 
Brittney Williams (Goldie Vance), and many more.

STEVEN UNIVERSE HARMONY TP (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR! Steven and the Crystal Gems embark on an epic 
musical journey after the Harmony Core, an ancient Diamond Authority artifact, 
accidentally activates on Earth, capturing the people of Beach City. As Steven 
becomes responsible for bubbling each Harmony Core, he'll learn that the only way 
to stop it is through the power of song. Join musician and writer S.M. Vidaurri 
(Adventure Time, Jim Henson's The Storyteller) and artist Mollie Rose (Weeds) as 
Steven and the Crystal Gems put on the show of their lives to save everyone in 
Beach City and the entire Earth!

STEVEN UNIVERSE ONGOING #30 CVR A MAIN PENA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After a hard-won battle against a corrupted gem, the Crystal Gems must work with 
the residents of Beach City to repair the damage.

STEVEN UNIVERSE ONGOING #30 CVR B PREORDER ADLER VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After a hard-won battle against a corrupted gem, the Crystal Gems must work with 
the residents of Beach City to repair the damage.

UNKNOWN OMNIBUS GN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$24.99Revered as the smartest person alive, Catherine Allingham is the world's most 
famous private investigator. Stricken with a brain tumor and given six months to live, 
Cat copes the only way she can - by solving the greatest mystery of all: what 
happens to us after we die? Collecting the entire critically acclaimed series in one 
definitive collection, read the epic tale of suspense by Mark Waid, legendary author 
of the multiple Eisner Award-winning series Kingdom Come and Daredevil , and 
internationally renowned artist Minck Oosterveer. Featuring an introduction by lauded 
Wonder Woman writer Gail Simone. Collects The Unknown #1-4, The Unknown: The 
Devil Within #1-4.

WELCOME TO WANDERLAND TP (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Bellamy Munoz is a Wanderland SUPERFAN, and she knows everything there is to 
know about the most �gwander-ful�h place on Earth. So when she winds up in the 
very real and very magical world the park is based on Bel is pretty sure she's 
uniquely prepared for this situation. However, it soon becomes clear that Wander 
isn�'t actually much like the theme park, and the characters Bel loves aren�'t at all 
like she�'d imagined...  Created and written by CYBIL Award-nominated writer 
Jackie Ball (Goldie Vance), and illustrated by Eisner Award-winning cartoonist Maddi 
Gonzalez (Elements: Fire), Welcome to Wanderland shows you a whole new world, 
and invites you along for the ride of your life Collects the complete 4-issue series!

PUBLISHER BOUNDLESS COMICS

HELLINA #1 (OF 3) KS COSTUME CHANGE A (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

HELLINA #1 (OF 3) KS COSTUME CHANGE B (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

HELLINA #1 (OF 3) KS COSTUME CHANGE C (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

HELLINA #1 (OF 3) KS COSTUME CHANGE D (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

HELLINA #1 (OF 3) KS COSTUME CHANGE NUDE (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

HELLINA #1 (OF 3) KS COSTUME CHANGE TOPLESS (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 ABUSED ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 ADULT EXTREME (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 AZALEA (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 AZALEA NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 BATTLE BABES (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 BATTLE BABES NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 BRUTAL ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY AIRBORNE (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY CHOMP (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY FASTER (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99A special celebration of Renato Camilo's incredible pencil art on this set of ten 
Century covers, all offered at a very special price!  Each Limited to just 100 copies.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY NYMPH (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY RIDERS (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99A special celebration of Renato Camilo's incredible pencil art on this set of ten 
Century covers, all offered at a very special price!  Each Limited to just 100 copies.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY SEA LIFE (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99A special celebration of Renato Camilo's incredible pencil art on this set of ten 
Century covers, all offered at a very special price!  Each Limited to just 100 copies.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY SENSUAL (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99A special celebration of Renato Camilo's incredible pencil art on this set of ten 
Century covers, all offered at a very special price!  Each Limited to just 100 copies.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY STOIC (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99A special celebration of Renato Camilo's incredible pencil art on this set of ten 
Century covers, all offered at a very special price!  Each Limited to just 100 copies.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY TASTY (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99A special celebration of Renato Camilo's incredible pencil art on this set of ten 
Century covers, all offered at a very special price!  Each Limited to just 100 copies.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 CENTURY TENSE (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99A special celebration of Renato Camilo's incredible pencil art on this set of ten 
Century covers, all offered at a very special price!  Each Limited to just 100 copies.



JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 LUSCIOUS (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 LUSCIOUS ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 LUSCIOUS NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 NATURAL BEAUTY (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 NATURAL BEAUTY NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 PAINTED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 PAINTED NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 PLAYFUL (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 PLAYFUL ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 PLAYFUL NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 RIPPED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 RIPPED ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 RIPPED NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 STUNNERS (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 STUNNERS NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 SULTRY (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 SULTRY ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 SULTRY NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 TRI-SARA WRAP (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 TRI-SARA WRAP ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 TRI-SARA WRAP NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 VIXENS (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 VIXENS NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 VIXENS RIO NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 VIXENS WRAP (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2019 VIXENS WRAP NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99It's all-new, super-sized, jungle goodness unleashed!  This 64 page epic tome 
features three new stories!   Azalea set out on her quest to find a downed ship at the 
end of JFan Secrets, and it leads her to unexplored lands!  The fan-favorite Vixens 
return in a story and this is the first appearance of Tri-Sara by Zanier!  Three clone 
sisters named Sara, never meant to escape into the wild, and they share a special 
bond. Super-star artists on the stories, as well as these sexy covers:   by Christian 
Zanier (also Nude & Adult on each) + Regular + Tri-Sara Wraparound + Playful + 
Ripped +Sultry + Luscious + Brutal Adult (& Extreme & Abused).  Renato Camilo 
(also Nude on each) +Battle Babes + Azalea + Natural Beauty + Vixens + special set 
of ten Century covers. Also, Vixens Wrap (& Nude) by Raulo Caceres - Painted (& 
Nude) by Joao Silvera - Stunners (& Nude) by Ron Adrian - Vixens Rio Nude by Al 
Rio.  To see the uncensored covers, please visit www.boundlesscomics.com.

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #3 COSTUME CHANGE A (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #3 COSTUME CHANGE B (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #3 COSTUME CHANGE C (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #3 COSTUME CHANGE D (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #3 COSTUME CHANGE NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #3 COSTUME CHANGE TOPLESS (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #5 COSTUME CHANGE A (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #5 COSTUME CHANGE B (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #5 COSTUME CHANGE C (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #5 NUDE & NAUGHTY A (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #5 NUDE & NAUGHTY B (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY #5 NUDE & NAUGHTY C (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 CENTURY BIKINI A (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 CENTURY BIKINI B (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 CENTURY BIKINI C (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 CENTURY BIKINI D (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 CENTURY BIKINI NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 CENTURY BIKINI TOPLESS (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 KS COSTUME CHANGE A (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 KS COSTUME CHANGE B (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 KS COSTUME CHANGE C (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 KS COSTUME CHANGE D (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 KS COSTUME CHANGE NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$16.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

LOOKERS #0 KS COSTUME CHANGE TOPLESS (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99We've cracked open Costume Change sets from years past, available as single 
covers for the first time!  Each will ship in a bag and board, and every cover is drawn 
by the master himself, Christian Zanier!

THRESHOLD ALLURE #0 BEACH BABES PANDORA (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99The three starring ladies of Threshold are on this amazing three-part connecting 
cover! Also available with Nude covers on #1 and Adult covers on #2.

THRESHOLD ALLURE #0 BEACH BABES PANDORA ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The three starring ladies of Threshold are on this amazing three-part connecting 
cover! Also available with Nude covers on #1 and Adult covers on #2.

THRESHOLD ALLURE #0 BEACH BABES PANDORA NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The three starring ladies of Threshold are on this amazing three-part connecting 
cover! Also available with Nude covers on #1 and Adult covers on #2.

THRESHOLD ALLURE #0 BEACH BABES PRAXI (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99The three starring ladies of Threshold are on this amazing three-part connecting 
cover! Also available with Nude covers on #1 and Adult covers on #2.

THRESHOLD ALLURE #0 BEACH BABES PRAXI ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The three starring ladies of Threshold are on this amazing three-part connecting 
cover! Also available with Nude covers on #1 and Adult covers on #2.

THRESHOLD ALLURE #0 BEACH BABES PRAXI NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The three starring ladies of Threshold are on this amazing three-part connecting 
cover! Also available with Nude covers on #1 and Adult covers on #2.



THRESHOLD ALLURE #0 BEACH BABES TANYA (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99The three starring ladies of Threshold are on this amazing three-part connecting 
cover! Also available with Nude covers on #1 and Adult covers on #2.

THRESHOLD ALLURE #0 BEACH BABES TANYA ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The three starring ladies of Threshold are on this amazing three-part connecting 
cover! Also available with Nude covers on #1 and Adult covers on #2.

THRESHOLD ALLURE #0 BEACH BABES TANYA NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The three starring ladies of Threshold are on this amazing three-part connecting 
cover! Also available with Nude covers on #1 and Adult covers on #2.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 ABUSED ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 ADULT EXTREME (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 ATTITUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 ATTITUDE NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 BLOWN AWAY (MR)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 BLOWN AWAY NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 BONDAGE ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 BRUTAL ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.



UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 DEADLY BEAUTIES (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 DEADLY BEAUTIES NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 FEMME FATALE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 FEMME FATALE NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 FIFTY SHADES ARGENT NUDE (MR) (C: 0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$89.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 FIFTY SHADES ONYX NUDE (MR) (C: 0-1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$89.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 KILLER BODY (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 KILLER BODY NUDE (MR)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 STUNNING (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 STUNNING ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.



UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 STUNNING NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 SULTRY (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 SULTRY ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 SULTRY NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 WRAP (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 WRAP ADULT (A) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

UNHOLY ARGENT VS ONYX #2 WRAP NUDE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Onyx thinks she finally has the upper hand… until she discovers Argent is a clone.  
With lots of sisters!  Two stories in each issue  topped off with the lead story 
Beautified!  Available with these sexy covers:   Regular (& Nude, Adult) + 
Wraparound (& Nude, Adult) + Brutal Adult (& Abused Adult, Adult Extreme) all by 
Christian Zanier -   Femme Fatale (& Nude) + Deadly Beauties (& Nude) by Nahuel 
Lopez - Sultry (& Nude, Adult) by Matt Martin - Attitude (& Nude) + Bondage Adult by 
Rick Lyon - Blown Away (& Nude) + Killer Body (& Nude) + Stunning (& Nude & 
Adult) by Renato Camilo - Fifty Shades Onyx Nude and Fifty Shades Argent Nude by 
Camilo (each lmt to 50 copies).   To see the uncensored covers, please visit 
www.boundlesscomics.com.

PUBLISHER BROADSWORD COMICS



TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #117 10 COPY INCV VAR (Net) (M

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'Last Days of Salem,' Part 1. The forbidden book of curses has unleashed a Horror 
on to Salem that has never been seen before. Demons from another dimension have 
invaded the city and are killing hundreds. Tarot, Raven Hex and The Skeleton Man 
go on a suicide mission to save the town... and the world!

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #117 DLX LITHO ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99This deluxe litho plate edition comes bagged and boarded includes an unsigned 
copy of Tarot#117 (either Cover A or Cover B) and a black & white 6 1/2' x 10 ' litho 
of Raven Hex titled 'Hex.' This Limited Collector's Litho penciled by the artist himself, 
Jim Balent! Comes signed by the artist. Limited to a printing of 500.

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #117 LAST DAYS SALEM (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.95'Last Days of Salem,' Part 1. The forbidden book of curses has unleashed a Horror 
on to Salem that has never been seen before. Demons from another dimension have 
invaded the city and are killing hundreds. Tarot, Raven Hex and The Skeleton Man 
go on a suicide mission to save the town... and the world!

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #117 RAVEN HEX PHOTO CVR ED (M

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Featuring Playboy centerfold Amy Nicole Moore as Raven Hex with the magic 
photography of Stacy Hokett. Signed by Artist/Creator Jim Balent  Bagged & 
Boarded . Limited Print Run.

PUBLISHER BUD'S ART BOOKS

SPECTRUM BEST IN CONTEMPORARY FANTASTIC ART HC VOL 03

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Special Price. Published at $35.00. A Frank Frazetta cover leads off another fine 
early volume.  Don Ivan Punchatz is the Grand Master. Contributors include 
hundreds of top names, including Mark Schultz, Brian Froud, James Gurney, Luis 
Royo, Gregory Manchess, Brom, Donato Giancola, Kinuko Craft, Jim Burns, Robert 
Powers, Joe DiVito, Joe Chiodo et al. Wonderfully evocative alienscapes, gods, 
monsters, beautiful women, and handsome heroes from the fertile imaginations of 
artists worldwide working in every major medium.

SPECTRUM BEST IN CONTEMPORARY FANTASTIC ART HC VOL 11

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.95Special Price. SC Published at $29.00; HC Published at $39.00. Each eagerly 
anticipated volume in the art and art-buying world represents the who's who in 
fantasy today.  Spectrum was the first and only illustration annual to focus solely on 
fantastic art. Over 300 artists: John Howe, fantasy illustrator and designer for Lord of 
the Rings; Peter de Seve, conceptual artist on Finding Nemo; the exquisite acrylics 
of Michael Whelan; the poignant work of John Jude Palancar; Doug Chiang, design 
director for Star Wars and creator of Robota; and Jon Foster, also of Star Wars 
fame. Lively, idiosyncratic, and sometimes shocking, this work continues exploring 
new realms of inventiveness and creativity. Divided into seven categories, including 
one devoted to comics and graphic novels. 2004.

SPECTRUM BEST IN CONTEMPORARY FANTASTIC ART HC VOL 19

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Special Price. Published at $45.00. This elegant full-color collection showcases an 
international cadre of creators working in every style and medium, both traditional 
and digital. The only annual devoted exclusively to works of fantasy, horror, science 
fiction, and the surreal, Spectrum is one of the year's highly most anticipated books. 
300 diverse visionaries: Michael Whelan, Donato Giancola, Leo & Diane Dillon, 
Kinuko Craft, James Gurney, Peter de Seve et al. Art from books, graphic novels, 
video games, films, galleries, and advertising, The entire field is discussed in an 
invaluable, found-nowhere-else Year In Review. 

SPECTRUM BEST IN CONTEMPORARY FANTASTIC ART HC VOL 20

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Special Price. Published at $45.00. 300 visionaries, many of them world-renowned, 
including Michael Whelan, Donato Giancola, Kinuko Craft, James Gurney, Sam 
Weber, Peter de Seve et al. With art from books, graphic novels, video games, films, 
galleries, and advertising. The entire field is discussed in an invaluable, found-
nowhere-else Year In Review by editor Arnie Fenner. Contact information and 
website addresses for each artist are included. Grand Master section on artist Brom, 
a farewell message from the editors as Spectrum moves to Flesk Publishing in 2014. 
And a look at the Spectrum Live! show.

SPECTRUM BEST IN CONTEMPORARY FANTASTIC ART SC VOL 05

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.95Special Price. Published at $27.00. Spectrum 5 celebrates world-class fantasy art in 
a variety of media. Each work was selected by an award-winning jury of artists, 
designers, and art directors, and each image includes the size, title, and medium 
employed. Artists include Don Maitz, Jeffrey Jones, Alex Ross, Barry Windsor-Smith, 
David Bowers, Greg Spalenka, Kent Williams, Rick Berry, John Jude Palencar, 
James Gurney, et al. Also includes the recipients of the yearly Chesley Awards.

SPECTRUM BEST IN CONTEMPORARY FANTASTIC ART SC VOL 09

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$14.95Special Price. Published at $27.00. Drawn from work created for books, comics, 
magazines, art galleries, advertisements and the portfolios of some of the finest 
contemporary artists in the field, Spectrum 9 has a wider reach than any previous 
volume, with work from the U.S., Germany, England, the Netherlands, Spain, Japan, 
Canada, and France. Divided into seven categories, including one devoted to 
comics. Lengthy illustrated 'Year in Review' preface puts the entire field in focus. 
Artists include Brom, Dave McKean, Michael Whelan, Peter de Seve, James Gurney 
and over 200 more. 

SPECTRUM BEST IN CONTEMPORARY FANTASTIC ART SC VOL 11

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.95Special Price. Softcover published at $27.00, hardcover published at $39.00. Each 
eagerly anticipated volume in the art and art-buying world represents the who's who 
in fantasy today.  Spectrum was the first and only illustration annual to focus solely 
on fantastic art. Over 300 artists: John Howe, fantasy illustrator and designer for Lord 
of the Rings; Peter de Seve, conceptual artist on Finding Nemo; the exquisite 
acrylics of Michael Whelan; the poignant work of John Jude Palancar; Doug Chiang, 
design director for Star Wars and creator of Robota; and Jon Foster, also of Star 
Wars fame. Lively, idiosyncratic, and sometimes shocking, this work continues 
exploring new realms of inventiveness and creativity. Divided into seven categories, 
including one devoted to comics and graphic novels.

PUBLISHER CALIBER ENTERTAINMENT

LIVE DIE RELOAD GN VOL 01

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99A hard-nosed cop in a violent, corrupt metropolis. A stolen samurai sword with 
mystical properties. A strange green fog enveloping the city. The Mayor, perhaps 
himself the most corrupt, is ready to do anything to control and channel the city's 
festering criminality  - and, in so doing, assure his re-election. But is Detective 
Cronenberg, a man torn between duty and justice, willing to let him get away with his 
horrific plans? Collects comic issues #1-5.

SEEKER IDENTITY CRISIS VOL 01

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Seeker is an operative for a special task force unit called the Seeker Project. Over 
the years the Seeker persona has become a popular icon for the public. Secretly, 
she is LeAnn Haywood, a woman who wears the mantle of Seeker for she 
understands that she is Seeker and Seeker is her. But she's wrong. Before her, there 
was another Seeker, and before that, yet another. Now, a former Seeker, Tracy 
LeMaster, has escaped from a mental facility with a pledge to reclaim the mantle of 
Seeker. But there's only way to do that, she has to kill Seeker.

PUBLISHER CAVE PICTURES PUBLISHING

BLESSED MACHINE #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Can humanity finally live on the surface once again? When Correy's evidence comes 
into question, Jacob must decide whom he can really trust as Djinn and his army of 
help-bots get closer and closer to hunting them down.

NO ONES #2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Wiped from human memory both present and future, the Bastions face a choice: use 
their powers for good and become the heroes they should have been all along, or 
wield their powers for their own ends, free of accountability. As the team members 
take sides, conflict escalates.

PUBLISHER CHARMZ

AMYS DIARY GN VOL 02 WORLDS UPSIDE DOWN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Fourteen year-old Amy Von Brandt's life is upside down. In order to forget Nicolas 
who has just bro-ken-up with her, her bad grades, and the possible devilish fiancé of 
her mother-slash-principal, she escapes to Grandma Von Brandt's farm. Plenty of 
Mother Nature and peace and quiet are on the agenda but listening to chirping 
sparrows, counting ants, observing the mating dance of earthworms ... gets old (and 
depressing) real fast! But not even Amy can imagine what is to come that will assure 
her summer will be one for her diary! Available in softcover and hardcover editions.

AMYS DIARY HC VOL 02 WORLDS UPSIDE DOWN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Fourteen year-old Amy Von Brandt's life is upside down. In order to forget Nicolas 
who has just bro-ken-up with her, her bad grades and the possible devilish fiancé of 
her mother slash principal, she es-capes to Grandma Von Brandt's farm. Plenty of 
Mother Nature and peace and quiet are on the agenda but listening to chirping 
sparrows, counting ants, observing the mating dance of earthworms ... gets old (and 
depressing) real fast!  But not even Amy can imagine what is to come that will assure 
her summer will be one for her diary! Based on the novels by India Desjardins, this is 
another great Charmz title designed to capture young female (and even male) 
audiences.

MONICA ADVENTURES HC VOL 03 WHOS SAYING NASTY THINGS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.99Sunny still sleeps with a stuffed animal? Professor Anna is the last to know she is 
fired? Maggie has a crush…on a (much) older man?  The new gossip blog 'Troll 
Castle' is shaking Lemon Tree High to its core. Secrets and lies are revealed and no 
one is safe! Who is sneaking around and leaking all this in-formation? Does resident 
gossip queen Denise know anything? Can Monica and friends stop this vicious game 
before everyone's reputation gets destroyed? It's time to go Troll hunting! Brazil's hit 
comic is here!  'The international phenomenon comes to America, with all the charm, 
fun and cuteness fully intact. Monica's here, gang!' -Gail Simone, BATGIRL writer

MONICA ADVENTURES TP VOL 03 WHOS SAYING NASTY THINGS



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99Sunny still sleeps with a stuffed animal? Professor Anna is the last to know she is 
fired? Maggie has a crush…on a (much) older man? The new gossip blog 'Troll 
Castle' is shaking Lemon Tree High to its core. Secrets and lies are revealed and no 
one is safe! Who is sneaking around and leaking all this in-formation? Does resident 
gossip queen Denise know anything? Can Monica and friends stop this vicious game 
before everyone's reputation gets destroyed? It's time to go Troll hunting! Available 
in softcover and hardcover editions.

SCARLET ROSE GN VOL 04 YOU WILL ALWAYS BE MINE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99As Maud and Guilhem prepare for their wedding by day, at night they continue to put 
on their masks for justice for the lost and forgotten. They seem to have the most 
perfect connection and truest love. Only the approach of a grand ball casts a shadow 
on their relationship, for Maud must beware of the impetuous Natalia, the one who 
bears the ring that belonged to Guilhem's father. And Guilhem, torn between a secret 
he dares not share even with his beloved Maud, makes a decision that may throw 
them into turmoil forever! Will Maud, who can't stand all the pomp and circumstance 
of the French elite, learn to fight in lace and petticoats? Will Guilhem abandon the 
woman he loves? Available in softcover and hardcover editions.

SCARLET ROSE HC VOL 04 YOU WILL ALWAYS BE MINE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99As Maud and Guilhem prepare for their wedding by day, at night they continue to put 
on their masks for justice for the lost and forgotten. They seem to have the most 
perfect connection and truest love. Only the approach of a grand ball casts a shadow 
on their relationship, for Maud must beware of the impetuous Natalia, the one who 
bears the ring that belonged to Guilhem's father. And Guilhem, torn between a secret 
he dares not share even with his beloved Maud, makes a decision that may throw 
them into turmoil forever! Will Maud, who can't stand all the pomp and circumstance 
of the French elite, learn to fight in lace and petticoats? Will Guilhem abandon the 
woman he loves? Find out in this exciting new volume!

PUBLISHER CINEBOOK

DISTANT WORLDS GN VOL 03 EPISODE 3 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$11.95Abandoned amidst a hostile wilderness, Paul has been rescued by a biologist, Mr 
Amid. The scientist is studying the pearls that are Altair's true wealth - and more 
particularly the plants that produce them and that appear to be dying off. Amid offers 
to take on Paul as his assistant, but the young man is still looking for his father. As 
he follows the trail, Paul becomes tougher and more inured to life on his new planet - 
and to human nature.

PUBLISHER COFFIN COMICS

LA MUERTA RETRIBUTION #1 (OF 2) RAW ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$25.00The limited 'Raw' Edition of La Muerta: Retribution #1 highlights the intricate artistry 
of Richard Ortiz. This is a full-color, collectible 48-page comic book, signed by 
creator Brian Pulido! Features a premium cardstock cover and is limited to 400 
copies! Comes bagged and boarded with a Certificate of Authenticity.

LADY DEATH UNHOLY RUIN #1 RAW ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$25.00The limited 'Raw' Edition of Lady Death: Unholy Ruin #1 highlights the intricate 
artistry of Mike Krome. This is a full-color, collectible 48-page comic book, signed by 
creator Brian Pulido! Features a premium cardstock cover and is limited to 500 
copies! Comes bagged and boarded with a Certificate of Authenticity.

PUBLISHER COMICMIX

EMPTY SPACE GN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$25.00Robinson Dark wakes up on a starship similar to his own but eerily different. He 
knows he can figure out what's going on if he can find this ship's captain and crew, 
but where are they? New York Times-bestselling author Michael Jan Friedman, writer 
of DC's Star Trek: The Next Generation series, teams up with Brazilian artist Caio 
Cacau to deliver a hard-hitting space mystery that takes readers to the edge of the 
universe and keeps them guessing to the very end.

PUBLISHER COMICOZ

SUNBEAM TO SUNSET RISE & FALL OF THE AUSTRALIAN COMIC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$45.00From 'Sunbeams' to Sunset: The Rise and Fall of the Australian Comic Book (1924 
to 1965) is the story of Australia's original comic books and the writers and 
illustrators behind them. The book traces the local medium from its genesis in the 
pages of Sunbeams (a newspaper supplement which featured a cheeky youngster 
named Ginger Meggs), through its 1954 peak (when local publishers flooded the 
newsstands with 70 million comics) and beyond, and to the reasons behind the 
Australian industry's demise in 1965.

PUBLISHER COMIXTRIBE

WAILING BLADE #3 (OF 4)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99If you thought the Wailing Blade was deadly, wait until you see the Wrack Hammer! 
Time runs short as the Bonebreaker arrives in Ordz, claiming her right to kill Auros, 
the bandit king. Can Tychon save his father from not one, but TWO executioners? 
It's time for a knock-down, drag-out fight between two of the deadliest weapons in 
the universe! The saga of mankind's dark future continues in the action-packed 
Wailing Blade #3, from writer Rich Douek and artist Joe Mulvey!

PUBLISHER DARK HORSE COMICS



ALIENS RESCUE #3 (OF 4) CVR A DE LA TORRE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Colonial Marines are the best at what they do, and what they do is kill bugs. 
Amanda Ripley takes her command deep into a nightmarish Heart of Darkness-a 
massive Alien lair.

ALIENS RESCUE #3 (OF 4) CVR B CHATER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Colonial Marines are the best at what they do, and what they do is kill bugs. 
Amanda Ripley takes her command deep into a nightmarish Heart of Darkness-a 
massive Alien lair.

ART OF RAGE 2 HC (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99Delving into the rebellious world of the Wasteland, this volume examines the most 
intense moments of RAGE 2 in an extensive fusion of art and commentary. Explore 
the split scenery of lush overgrowth and desolate deserts in concepts and renders 
from the Wasteland, with detailed looks atthe game's wide-open world, insane 
characters, and big f%$@ing guns!

AVATAR THE LAST AIRBENDER IMBALANCE PART THREE TP (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99While Aang grapples with a life-changing decision that only the Avatar could make, 
Ru and Yaling concoct a fiery ploy to get their mother back. The bender vs. non-
bender conflict finally reaches a violent boiling point, and for better or for worse, 
Cranefish Town will never be the same! Written by Faith Erin Hicks (The Nameless 
City) and drawn by Peter Wartman (Stonebreaker), in collaboration with Avatar: The 
Last Airbender creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko, this is the 
ultimate continuation of Avatar!

AVATAR TSU TEYS PATH #6 (OF 6) CVR A WHEATLEY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tsu'tey and Jake Sully prepare for war against the Sky People. As the Omatikaya 
advance into battle, Tsu'tey must embrace his role as olo'eyktan-and confront the 
reality of the inevitable changes to come. 

AVATAR TSU TEYS PATH #6 (OF 6) CVR B STANDEFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tsu'tey and Jake Sully prepare for war against the Sky People. As the Omatikaya 
advance into battle, Tsu'tey must embrace his role as olo'eyktan-and confront the 
reality of the inevitable changes to come. 

BEASTS OF BURDEN HC VOL 02 NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH (C: 0-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.99The dogs and cats protecting Burden Hill from supernatural harm find themselves 
facing new threats and mysteries, including a vengeful demon, an invisible killer, and 
an enigmatic flock of lost sheep. As a growing evil threatens to overwhelm their town, 
the animals find themselves some unlikely allies, most notably a seasoned 
paranormal investigator named... Hellboy. This volume collects the comic-book 
series Beasts of Burden: Sacrifice, Beasts of Burden: Neighborhood Watch, Beasts 
of Burden: Hunters and Gatherers, Beasts of Burden: What the Cat Dragged In, and 
Beasts of Burden: The Presence of Others #1 and #2.

BERSERK TP VOL 40 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Deep within the nightmare realm of Casca's dreams, Schierke and Farnese battle 
endless horrors to reach the dark secret that has imprisoned Casca's mind for so 
long. But the dreamworld dangers are no mere phantasms of the unconscious-they 
are a lethal reality to the intruders from the material world!

BLACK HAMMER JUSTICE LEAGUE #1 (OF 5) CVR A WALSH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99DC Comics and Dark Horse Comics present the ultimate superhero crossover event 
of 2019!    A strange man arrives simultaneously on Black Hammer Farm and in 
Metropolis, and both worlds are warped as Starro attacks! Batman, Green Lantern, 
Flash, Wonder Woman, Superman, and more crossover with Golden Gail, Colonel 
Weird, and the rest of the Black Hammer gang!

BLACK HAMMER JUSTICE LEAGUE #1 (OF 5) CVR B SORRENTINO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99DC Comics and Dark Horse Comics present the ultimate superhero crossover event 
of 2019!    A strange man arrives simultaneously on Black Hammer Farm and in 
Metropolis, and both worlds are warped as Starro attacks! Batman, Green Lantern, 
Flash, Wonder Woman, Superman, and more crossover with Golden Gail, Colonel 
Weird, and the rest of the Black Hammer gang!

BLACK HAMMER JUSTICE LEAGUE #1 (OF 5) CVR C PAQUETTE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99DC Comics and Dark Horse Comics present the ultimate superhero crossover event 
of 2019!    A strange man arrives simultaneously on Black Hammer Farm and in 
Metropolis, and both worlds are warped as Starro attacks! Batman, Green Lantern, 
Flash, Wonder Woman, Superman, and more crossover with Golden Gail, Colonel 
Weird, and the rest of the Black Hammer gang!

BLACK HAMMER JUSTICE LEAGUE #1 (OF 5) CVR D LEMIRE

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99DC Comics and Dark Horse Comics present the ultimate superhero crossover event 
of 2019!    A strange man arrives simultaneously on Black Hammer Farm and in 
Metropolis, and both worlds are warped as Starro attacks! Batman, Green Lantern, 
Flash, Wonder Woman, Superman, and more crossover with Golden Gail, Colonel 
Weird, and the rest of the Black Hammer gang!

BLACK HAMMER JUSTICE LEAGUE #1 (OF 5) CVR E SHIMIZU

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99DC Comics and Dark Horse Comics present the ultimate superhero crossover event 
of 2019!    A strange man arrives simultaneously on Black Hammer Farm and in 
Metropolis, and both worlds are warped as Starro attacks! Batman, Green Lantern, 
Flash, Wonder Woman, Superman, and more crossover with Golden Gail, Colonel 
Weird, and the rest of the Black Hammer gang!

BLACK HAMMER TP VOL 04 AGE OF DOOM PART II (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99After learning how they got trapped on the farmworld, our heroes find themselves 
with everything they thought they wanted. But not everything is right just yet, and it 
takes the strong resolve of the new Black Hammer to get the team back together as 
shocking revelations change their world at every turn! Collects Black Hammer: Age 
of Doom #6-12.

CBLDF PRESENTS SELLING COMICS TP GUIDE TO RETAILING (C: 0-1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Selling Comics is a practical guide to the nuts and bolts of modern comics retailing, 
with essays and 'best practices' guidelines from some of the sharpest minds in the 
industry. Featuring articles on almost every aspect of comic retailing, including 
staging successful in-store events, training staff, and diversifying product lines, 
Selling Comics is a ground level guide to building, developing, and growing your 
shop.

CRITICAL ROLE VOX MACHINA ORIGINS SERIES II #1 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The unlikely heroes of Vox Machina are back in action! Join familiar faces from 
Critical Role's smash-hit first campaign as their escapades in Stilben lead them 
toward new adventure-and a dire threat to Grog when he goes missing in the night. 
Tracking him down will see the party lose one member, gain another, and reveal 
parts of Grog's secret past. But first, his friends have to actually find him. From 
award-nominated writer Jody Houser (Orphan Black, Stranger Things) and first 
series author Olivia Samson, with colorist Msassyk (Isola, Gotham Academy) and 
letterer Ariana Maher (James Bond, Xena)!

DISNEY CHRISTMAS CAROL STARRING SCROOGE MCDUCK TP (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$10.99Celebrate the holiday spirit in this adaptation of Charles Dickens's classic ghost 
story! Scrooge McDuck is a grumpy old business owner with a heart of stone. On 
Christmas Eve, Scrooge is visited by three spirits who take him on journeys to his 
past, present, and future. Share in the wisdom and inspiration of Scrooge as he 
learns to open his heart on Christmas night-and all nights to come! 

DISNEY FROZEN ADVENTURES TP FLURRIES OF FUN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99A collection of short comic stories expanding on the world of Disney Frozen! 
Collecting over 200 pages of Disney Frozen comics, this graphic novel anthology 
opens the gates of Arendelle and gives you a closer look at the everyday lives of 
Elsa, Anna, Kristoff, Sven, and Olaf!

DISNEY FROZEN HERO WITHIN #2 KAWAII CREATIVE STUDIO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Anna, Elsa, Kristoff, and Olaf's celebration comes to a halt when their special guest 
never arrives. Hedda has gone missing and they split up to try to find her. Elsa and 
Olaf search the village while Anna and Kristoff search the mountains-where they gain 
a little wisdom from the trolls and discover why Hedda disappeared!

DISNEY PIXAR INCREDIBLES 2 TP VOL 02 SECRET IDENTITIES (C: 1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99It's tough being a teenager, and on top of that, a teenager with powers! Violet feels 
out of place at school and doesn't fit in with the kids around her . . . until she meets 
another girl at school-an outsider with powers, just like her! But when her new friend 
asks her to keep a secret, Violet is torn between keeping her word and doing what's 
right.

DISNEY SNOW WHITE AND SEVEN DWARFS #2 (OF 3) (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Snow has fled after the Queen's attempt to murder her, but finding a home and 
allowing her heart to flourish is more than a simple feat. Is happiness fleeting, or can 
it be something that lasts? Follow the first-person perspective of Snow White as her 
life is changed forever!

DISNEY STORIED PLACES HC (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99A collection of comic stories set around the magical locations of animated features 
from Disney and Pixar. Slide into the kingdom of Arendelle with Frozen's Anna and 
Elsa. Venture through the worlds of Disney animation. Marvel at the glorious castles 
of Disney's princesses! There are many stops along the way, so take a moment to 
enjoy all the wonderful worlds of Disney.

DISSIDENT X TP (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$29.99A journalist with a photographic memory must escape to Amsterdam after New York 
City falls to martial law-only to find a new tyrannical conspiracy awaits him abroad. 
Hans seeks freedom and anonymity, but a group of insurrectionists and a surprising 
family secret pull him back into a life battling big business and state-controlled 
media. This collection presents the Pander Brothers' mid-1990s graphic novel, Triple 
X-now in full color and with a new introductory chapter, completely remastered and 
redrawn story pages, and a new sketchbook section. The revolution has been 
remastered and updated in this sci-fi thriller!

DRAGON AGE LAST FLIGHT DELUXE EDITION HC (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99The Templar order, once the sworn protectors of the Circle of Magi, are murdering 
and burning mages across the land. Seeking haven with the Grey Wardens, elf 
mage Valya joins a caravan to Weisshaupt. There, she stumbles onto an ages-old 
secret diary from the infamous end of the Fourth Blight once belonging to Isseya, 
another elven mage and fierce Grey Warden. Valya falls into her tragic story, 
learning that the griffon caretaker's dreams of protecting Thedas from the ever-
encroaching threat led to a perilous decision. Isseya's tale winds deep into Valya's 
heart, and now the fate of Thedas may also rest in her hands. This deluxe edition 
features twenty-four brand new illustrations by Stefano Martino, Álvaro Sarraseca, 
Andres Ponce, and German Ponce in an intricately designed, foil-stamped hardcover!

ELFEN LIED OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99The ruthless soldier Bando pursues Nyu's alter ego, Lucy, with vengeance after he 
receives bionic prosthetic replacements as a result of their gruesome battle. 
Meanwhile, Lucy recalls her buried, tragic memories as a Diclonius child. To worsen 
the situation, Chief Kakuzawa orders a Diclonius named Mariko to kill Nana and 
return Lucy to the research facility!

EMPOWERED TP VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Costumed crime fighter Empowered finds herself the desperate prey of a maniacal 
supervillain whose godlike powers have turned an entire city of suprahumans against 
her. Outnumbered and under siege, aided only by a hero's ghost, can Emp survive 
the relentless onslaught long enough to free her enslaved teammates and loved 
ones?

FIGHT CLUB 3 #7 CVR A  MACK (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tyler Durden confronts online dating and postmodern romance, forcing Balthazar to 
take desperate measures. 

FIGHT CLUB 3 #7 CVR B MORRIS (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tyler Durden confronts online dating and postmodern romance, forcing Balthazar to 
take desperate measures. 



FLAMING CARROT COMICS OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99The Eisner Award-winning, surreal superhero series The Flaming Carrot, returns with 
a new omnibus collection! Check out a comic book series that for many years most 
people believed to be nothing more than a ridiculous legend or an amusing joke. 
Doctor recommended. Maximum strength formula. New hope for a nation suffocating 
in the swill of its own mediocrity. Collects Flaming Carrot #1-2, #4-11, #25-27. 
Featuring the crossover with the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles!

HELLBOY AND BPRD 1956 TP (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Follow Hellboy's adventures with the B.P.R.D. before Seed of Destruction! Pressure 
is mounting within the Bureau for Paranormal Research and Defense to uncover the 
Soviets' secret plans for recovered Nazi occult weapons. But a suspicious cover-up 
leads one agent off the radar in search of answers. meanwhile, demonic Soviet 
occult leader Varvara pushes her team to follow her own whims, and Hellboy is sent 
on the mission that led to his infamous misadventures in Mexico. Collects Hellboy 
and the B.P.R.D.: 1956 issues #1-#5 and Hellboy vs. Lobster Johnson: The Ring of 
Death.

INVISIBLE KINGDOM #5 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The thrilling conclusion of the first arc! At the height of a mega-battle against Lux's 
formidable ship, Grix manages to out-maneuver their opponent despite the Sundog's 
less-than-battle-ready defenses. Will Vess and Grix ultimately get the help they need 
from Duni? And when faced the unsettling truth, will the public be with them . . . or 
against them?

JOE GOLEM OCCULT DETECTIVE CONJURORS #3 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Long before Simon Church hunted witches, that mission belonged to the golem. And 
the deeper the golem ventures into the tunnels beneath the Drowning City, the 
deeper he delves into his past. But once Dr. Cocteau reveals the true intent behind 
his search for the Pentajulum, and the role he expects Felix and Molly to play in his 
plan, the entire city's future will be in jeopardy.  

LAST STOP ON RED LINE #3 (OF 4)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After being saved from a near-death experience, Yusef proposes a partnership with 
Detective Torres to take down Boston's otherworldly murderer. Once Detective 
Torres discovers a connection between a long-past murder and the recent 
homicides, Yusef's abilities may provide the only gateway to uncovering the identity 
of the killer.

LIFEFORMED TP HEARTS AND MIND VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Cleo, orphaned in the wake of an alien invasion, left behind the life she knew to fight 
for the future of Earth. Now she and Alex, the shapeshifting rebel alien posing as her 
father, make a fearsome team in a guerrilla war against the invaders. But Cleo's past 
is about to come back to haunt her! Lifeformed: Hearts and Minds is the second 
installment in the sci-fi thriller series from Matt Mair Lowery and Cassie Anderson.

MANOR BLACK #1 (OF 4) CVR A CROOK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99From the creators of Harrow County and The Sixth Gun comes this gothic horror 
fantasy about a family of sorcerers in crisis. Roman Black is the moribund patriarch 
of a family of powerful sorcerers. As his wicked and corrupt children fight over who 
will take the reins of Manor Black and become representative of the black arts, 
Roman adopts a young mage whom he gifts his powers to with the hope that 
someone good will take his place against the evil forces out to bring down his family 
and legacy.

MANOR BLACK #1 (OF 4) CVR B BRERETON

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99From the creators of Harrow County and The Sixth Gun comes this gothic horror 
fantasy about a family of sorcerers in crisis. Roman Black is the moribund patriarch 
of a family of powerful sorcerers. As his wicked and corrupt children fight over who 
will take the reins of Manor Black and become representative of the black arts, 
Roman adopts a young mage whom he gifts his powers to with the hope that 
someone good will take his place against the evil forces out to bring down his family 
and legacy.

MASK OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 SECOND EDITION (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99A mystical artifact from ancient times, known only as the Mask, will give whoever 
dons it nearly limitless power. With the mask on, there is nothing beyond your ability, 
which explains why every crook, criminal, and lowlife is itching to get their hands on 
it. The hunt for the mask goes from sea to shining sea, involving Voodoo, Amazonian 
tribesmen, ninjas, Mafiosi, crypto-Nazis . . . and the bardard Thespian Club! This 
Omnibus edition collects over 375 story pages. Collects The Mask: The Hunt for 
Green October, The Mask: World Tour, The Mask: Southern Discomfort, The Mask: 
Toys in the Attic, and material from Decade: A Dark Horse Short Story Collection and 
Dark Horse Presents #134-#153.

MS KOIZUMI LOVES RAMEN NOODLES TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99Ramen and manga are two Japanese things that people love everywhere around the 
world. But no one's ever brought them together before-until now! Let cool, mysterious 
high school student Ms. Koizumi and her girlfriends show you around the authentic 
ramen culture of everyday Japan in this fun food manga. The noodles, the toppings, 
the broth-the street stalls, restaurants, and home cooking . . . and yes, cup ramen 
too! You'll slurp down a whole new knowledge of Japan's greatest fast food that even 
many Japanese don't know . . . but Ms. Koizumi does!



NEIL GAIMAN AMERICAN GODS MOMENT OF STORM #4 CVR A FABRY (MR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Several of the old gods act as Shadow's guides on a bizarre trip through the 
Underworld while, at the same time, the old and new gods meet at Rock City for a 
fight!   The Hugo, Bram Stoker, Locus, World Fantasy, and Nebula Award-winning 
novel and hit Starz television series by Neil Gaiman is adapted as a graphic novel!

NEIL GAIMAN AMERICAN GODS MOMENT OF STORM #4 CVR B MACK (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Several of the old gods act as Shadow's guides on a bizarre trip through the 
Underworld while, at the same time, the old and new gods meet at Rock City for a 
fight! The Hugo, Bram Stoker, Locus, World Fantasy, and Nebula Award-winning 
novel and hit Starz television series by Neil Gaiman is adapted as a graphic novel!

NO ONE LEFT TO FIGHT #1 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99They've saved the planet countless times, but what happens after the final battle has 
been won? Creators Aubrey Sitterson (The Comic Book Story of Professional 
Wrestling, G.I. Joe) & Fico Ossio (Spider-Man, Revolution) take inspiration from the 
legendary Dragon Ball to tell a story of regret, resentment, and growing older, one 
that asks, 'What does a fighter do when there's no one left to fight?'

ORVILLE NEW BEGINNINGS #1 (OF 2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99On their way to a fleet conference via shuttle, Ed and Gordon pick up a distress 
signal from a century-old buoy belonging to a Union ship and decide to investigate. 
Meanwhile, back on the Orville, Kelly tries to mediate when Bortus insists on 
enrolling Topa into school even though he is only a few months old. o Picks up 
where season one left off! o Written by The Orville Executive Producer David A. 
Goodman!

PLANTS VS ZOMBIES HC VOL 05 BOXED SET (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.97Collecting three original Plants vs. Zombies graphic novels into one boxed set! 
Featuring a double-sided poster and a new color illustration by Ron Chan on the 
slipcase! An unlikely plant hero rescues his new friends in Garden Warfare volume 
2, Crazy Dave and Zomboss take their battling to a book club in War and Peas, and 
Zomboss floods Neighborville's yards with pets, problems, and dinosaurs in Dino-
Might! Includes an exclusive double-sided poster!

QUIET KIND ONE SHOT

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$5.99A child suddenly imbued with the powers of ancient gods is visited by a band of 
similarly gifted children. Will young Solomon hone his skills with the others, or will he 
risk unraveling existence and use his raw control over reality just to get revenge on 
some bullies? Writer Chuck Brown (Bitter Root) tells two tales of power, revenge, 
and empathy-with a main story illustrated by Jeremy Treece (Mandrake the 
Magician) and a bonus story illustrated by Kelly Williams (Creepy Comics).

SHE COULD FLY LOST PILOT #4 (OF 5) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Luna's obsession crescendos at such velocity that her parents' worries about their 
daughter quickly reach a similar peak. Her boyfriend Gary remains Luna's only 
solace, and he's in for the ride-literally. Kido's band of followers might be shattered 
and scattered-leaving Dana on her own-but her message burns on. Meanwhile, Luna 
is ablaze with questions, with hopes that the Flying Woman's family possesses 
answers that will finally make her whole again.

STARCRAFT SURVIVORS #1 (OF 4)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jody Houser and Gabriel Guzmán continue the tale of StarCraft: Scavengers! After 
surviving a murderous dark templar's rampage, a terran space engineer named 
Caleb is forced to do the protoss's bidding: infiltrating a munitions factory in the 
Umojan Protectorate to find a mysterious source of power. This official expansion of 
the StarCraft universe in comics is based on an original story by Jody Houser and 
Blizzard Entertainment's StarCraft game team!

STRANGER THINGS SIX #3 (OF 4) CVR A BRICLOT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Francine and the other gifted young people are being held in the Hawkins Laboratory 
by Dr. Brenner. Francine believes he will stop at nothing to harness their collective 
powers.  Increasingly grueling experiments unlock dark visions of the future, 
convincing her and her friends that they must somehow escape with the rest of the 
children-but will their opportunity arrive too late?

STRANGER THINGS SIX #3 (OF 4) CVR B WIJNGAARD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Francine and the other gifted young people are being held in the Hawkins Laboratory 
by Dr. Brenner. Francine believes he will stop at nothing to harness their collective 
powers.  Increasingly grueling experiments unlock dark visions of the future, 
convincing her and her friends that they must somehow escape with the rest of the 
children-but will their opportunity arrive too late?

STRANGER THINGS SIX #3 (OF 4) CVR C CROOK

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Francine and the other gifted young people are being held in the Hawkins Laboratory 
by Dr. Brenner. Francine believes he will stop at nothing to harness their collective 
powers.  Increasingly grueling experiments unlock dark visions of the future, 
convincing her and her friends that they must somehow escape with the rest of the 
children-but will their opportunity arrive too late?

STRANGER THINGS SIX #3 (OF 4) CVR D SATTERFIELD PHOTO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Francine and the other gifted young people are being held in the Hawkins Laboratory 
by Dr. Brenner. Francine believes he will stop at nothing to harness their collective 
powers.  Increasingly grueling experiments unlock dark visions of the future, 
convincing her and her friends that they must somehow escape with the rest of the 
children-but will their opportunity arrive too late?

SWORD DAUGHTER #8 CVR A OLIVER (NOTE PRICE)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Elsbeth faces a war on two fronts: against the tormentors of her past, and the last 
living Forty Swordsman.  An elderly Dag urges her to give up the sword and choose 
peace. Northern England hosts an uprising that may force her hand.

SWORD DAUGHTER #8 CVR B CHATER VAR (NOTE PRICE)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Elsbeth faces a war on two fronts: against the tormentors of her past, and the last 
living Forty Swordsman.  An elderly Dag urges her to give up the sword and choose 
peace. Northern England hosts an uprising that may force her hand.

TROUT HOLLOWEST KNOCK #2 (OF 4)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Cast overboard, Trout disappears into the inky depths of the ocean. The next day 
Giuseppe wakes in his childhood home having barely escaped a similar fate and is 
confronted by another shock; his brother has transformed his childhood home into an 
oil refinery fueling a war. Giuseppe's world is falling apart.

WORLD OF BLACK HAMMER ENCYCLOPEDIA ONE-SHOT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A comprehensive, illustrated guide to the world of the Eisner Award-winning series 
Black Hammer!  This special one-shot offers a guide to the world of Black Hammer, 
presenting detailed biographies of Black Hammer's heroes, villains, and supporting 
characters, written by Tate Brombal and Jeff Lemire, and illustrated by a wide 
assortment of superstar artists, including David Rubín, Wilfredo Torres, Tyler Crook, 
Christian Ward, and more!

PUBLISHER DC COMICS

ABSOLUTE DEATH HC NEW ED (MR)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$99.99The tales of Morpheus' big sister, Death, are collected in this Absolute edition! In 
these stories, Death befriends a teenager and helps a 250-year-old homeless 
woman find her missing heart. Then, a rising star of the music world wrestles with 
revealing her true sexual orientation just as her lover is lured into the realm of Death. 
Collects THE SANDMAN #8 and #20, DEATH: THE HIGH COST OF LIVING #1-3 
and DEATH: THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE #1-3, plus the DEATH TALKS ABOUT LIFE 
AIDS pamphlet, stories from VERTIGO: WINTER'S EDGE #2 and THE SANDMAN: 
ENDLESS NIGHTS, the story 'The Wheel' from the 9/11 tribute book and art from the 
DEATH GALLERY!

ACTION COMICS #1013 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Metropolis is in total lockdown, and while everyone is busy dealing with the 
impossible threat of Leviathan's complete takeover, a mysterious antihero called 
Thorn has decided to wreak havoc on the invisible empire! Witness the return of 
Rose and Thorn, the most dangerous woman in the DC Universe-and if you've never 
heard of her, it's only because she is that good. All this, plus a major EVENT 
LEVIATHAN revelation! But why wasn't it in the main series? Plus, the invisible mafia 
held a death grip on the Metropolis underworld…until Lex Luthor visits their criminal 
competition! 

ACTION COMICS #1013 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Metropolis is in total lockdown, and while everyone is busy dealing with the 
impossible threat of Leviathan's complete takeover, a mysterious antihero called 
Thorn has decided to wreak havoc on the invisible empire! Witness the return of 
Rose and Thorn, the most dangerous woman in the DC Universe-and if you've never 
heard of her, it's only because she is that good. All this, plus a major EVENT 
LEVIATHAN revelation! But why wasn't it in the main series? Plus, the invisible mafia 
held a death grip on the Metropolis underworld…until Lex Luthor visits their criminal 
competition! 

ADVENTURES OF THE SUPER SONS #12 (OF 12)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's been a long road, but Superboy and Robin have finally made their way back 
home! Unfortunately, an armada of about a gazillion juvenile super-delinquents is 
back too, and these pint-sized hell-raisers are out to conquer Earth! It's the final 
battle between the son of Batman, the son of Superman, a big fan of Lex Luthor and 
whatever a 'Doomsdame' is in this epic finale to the Super Sons saga!

ALL STAR COMICS ONLY LEGENDS LIVE FOREVER HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99The classic 1970s run of the Justice Society of America is now collected in a single 
volume from the pages of ALL-STAR COMICS #58-74, ADVENTURE COMICS #461-
466 and DC SPECIAL #29! Witness the continuing adventures of the Flash, Green 
Lantern, Hawkman, Doctor Fate and Wildcat as they're joined by younger heroes 
Robin, Power Girl and Star-Spangled Kid to battle the Psycho-Pirate, the immortal 
Vandal Savage, the Injustice Society and more.



AMERICAN CARNAGE #9 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Identity, law, and purpose collide as Richard Wright is forced to choose what he's 
really willing to risk to stop Wynn and Jennifer Morgan…and whose life he's willing to 
sacrifice in the process.

AQUAMAN #50 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER (NOTE PRICE)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99As Aquaman settles the Old Gods of Unspoken Water into their new lives in Amnesty 
Bay, Jackson Hyde, a.k.a. Aqua-lad, seeks out Aquaman to be his new mentor! Back 
in Atlantis, Mera makes a move that shocks the Widowhood. Meanwhile, Black 
Manta, recently kicked out of the Legion of Doom, prepares to make his next move 
against his greatest nemesis…but Lex Luthor is about to make him an offer he can't 
refuse. Don't miss our landmark 50th issue and the start of a brand-new story!

AQUAMAN #50 YOTV THE OFFER (NOTE PRICE)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99As Aquaman settles the Old Gods of Unspoken Water into their new lives in Amnesty 
Bay, Jackson Hyde, a.k.a. Aqua-lad, seeks out Aquaman to be his new mentor! Back 
in Atlantis, Mera makes a move that shocks the Widowhood. Meanwhile, Black 
Manta, recently kicked out of the Legion of Doom, prepares to make his next move 
against his greatest nemesis…but Lex Luthor is about to make him an offer he can't 
refuse. Don't miss our landmark 50th issue and the start of a brand-new story!

AQUAMAN TP VOL 01 UNSPOKEN WATER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99In the wake of the epic 'Drowned Earth,' an amnesiac Arthur washes ashore on a 
remote island and ends up being cared for by a young woman named Caille, who's 
just a little too curious for comfort. And as a lifetime of horror movies has taught us, 
there's something strange going on in this island village. Aquaman needs to come to 
his senses quickly...or he might wind up sleeping with the fishes instead of just 
chatting with them. Collects AQUAMAN #43-47 by the new creative team of writer 
Kelly Sue DeConnick and artist Robson Rocha.

BATGIRL #37 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Eager to prove himself as a guardian for the criminals of Gotham City, Killer Moth 
has set his sights on taking out one of Gotham's finest heroes…Batgirl! Does this 
insect menace really stand a chance against Batman's smartest ally? Meanwhile, 
after their daring escape, the Terrible Trio is on the hunt for new ways to cause 
trouble for Batgirl. Little do they know, Lex Luthor has already beat them to it and is 
about to bring Batgirl's worst possible nightmare to life! Oracle is back online. And 
she's angry.

BATGIRL #37 YOTV THE OFFER



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Eager to prove himself as a guardian for the criminals of Gotham City, Killer Moth 
has set his sights on taking out one of Gotham's finest heroes…Batgirl! Does this 
insect menace really stand a chance against Batman's smartest ally? Meanwhile, 
after their daring escape, the Terrible Trio is on the hunt for new ways to cause 
trouble for Batgirl. Little do they know, Lex Luthor has already beat them to it and is 
about to bring Batgirl's worst possible nightmare to life! Oracle is back online. And 
she's angry.

BATMAN #74

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Fall and the Fallen' concludes with a father-and-son showdown. Flashpoint 
Batman reveals his fiendish reasoning for dragging Batman into the desert, and who 
is in the coffin they've been dragging along with them. But is this a step too far? It's 
Bruce Wayne versus Thomas Wayne for the right to wear the cowl, and all of 
Gotham City hangs in the balance!

BATMAN #74 VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Fall and the Fallen' concludes with a father-and-son showdown. Flashpoint 
Batman reveals his fiendish reasoning for dragging Batman into the desert, and who 
is in the coffin they've been dragging along with them. But is this a step too far? It's 
Bruce Wayne versus Thomas Wayne for the right to wear the cowl, and all of 
Gotham City hangs in the balance!

BATMAN #75 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER (NOTE PRICE)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99'City of Bane' begins! Bane's minions have moved into Gotham City, taken control 
and are ruling with an iron fist-including rounding up any villain who refuses to sign 
onto Bane's program-and Batman is nowhere to be found. At least not the Batman 
anyone knows. It's like someone has replaced the real Gotham City with a twisted 
funhouse-mirror version of it. Meanwhile, the real Bruce Wayne is on a spiritual 
quest to regain his fighting spirit after his showdown with his father in the desert. Can 
the people of Gotham hold on until their protector is strong enough to come to their 
rescue? Plus, what does Lex Luthor's scheming mean for Gotham City when Bane 
and the villains are already in control? This extra-sized anniversary issue kicks off a 
new multi-part storyline that ties together all the threads of the first 74 issues of Tom 
King's epic BATMAN run!

BATMAN #75 YOTV THE OFFER (NOTE PRICE)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99'City of Bane' begins! Bane's minions have moved into Gotham City, taken control 
and are ruling with an iron fist-including rounding up any villain who refuses to sign 
onto Bane's program-and Batman is nowhere to be found. At least not the Batman 
anyone knows. It's like someone has replaced the real Gotham City with a twisted 
funhouse-mirror version of it. Meanwhile, the real Bruce Wayne is on a spiritual 
quest to regain his fighting spirit after his showdown with his father in the desert. Can 
the people of Gotham hold on until their protector is strong enough to come to their 
rescue? Plus, what does Lex Luthor's scheming mean for Gotham City when Bane 
and the villains are already in control? This extra-sized anniversary issue kicks off a 
new multi-part storyline that ties together all the threads of the first 74 issues of Tom 
King's epic BATMAN run!

BATMAN AND THE OUTSIDERS #3 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In their first encounter with the powerful maniac who's pursuing runaway meta-
human Sofia Barrera, Black Lightning and the Outsiders were absolutely humbled. 
Does everyone on this team have what it takes? Or did Batman make a catastrophic 
mistake when he entrusted them with Sofia's life? Plus, ousted from power and 
stripped of wealth, Ra's al Ghul is a broken man. But Lex Luthor has a plan for how 
the Outsiders could be Ra's' new League of Assassins!

BATMAN AND THE OUTSIDERS #3 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In their first encounter with the powerful maniac who's pursuing runaway meta-
human Sofia Barrera, Black Lightning and the Outsiders were absolutely humbled. 
Does everyone on this team have what it takes? Or did Batman make a catastrophic 
mistake when he entrusted them with Sofia's life? Plus, ousted from power and 
stripped of wealth, Ra's al Ghul is a broken man. But Lex Luthor has a plan for how 
the Outsiders could be Ra's' new League of Assassins!

BATMAN BEYOND #34

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The strange goings-on in Neo-Gotham continue, and not even Batman is immune. 
The Dark Knight of Tomorrow needs to stop the Splitt's high-tech heists once and for 
all, but his opening move will have everyone confused and bewildered. Will Batman 
save the day…or be the catalyst to lead his city into ruin?

BATMAN BEYOND #34 VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The strange goings-on in Neo-Gotham continue, and not even Batman is immune. 
The Dark Knight of Tomorrow needs to stop the Splitt's high-tech heists once and for 
all, but his opening move will have everyone confused and bewildered. Will Batman 
save the day…or be the catalyst to lead his city into ruin?

BATMAN BLACK & WHITE OMNIBUS HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$125.00Presented in stark black and white, these tales delve into the darkest corners of 
Batman's psyche, while pitting him against his greatest foes. With stories and art by 
a stellar lineup of comics talent including Neil Gaiman, Jim Lee and dozens of 
others, this title collects stories from Black and White #1-4, Batman: Black and White 
#1-6 and stories from Batman: Gotham Knights #1-49. 

BATMAN CURSE OF THE WHITE KNIGHT #1 (OF 8)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In this explosive sequel to the critically acclaimed blockbuster BATMAN: WHITE 
KNIGHT from writer/artist Sean Murphy, The Joker recruits Azrael to help him 
expose a shocking secret from the Wayne family's legacy-and to run Gotham City 
into the ground! As Batman rushes to protect the city and his loved ones from 
danger, the mystery of his ancestry unravels, dealing a devastating blow to the Dark 
Knight. Exciting new villains and unexpected allies will clash in this unforgettable 
chapter of the White Knight saga-and the truth about the blood they shed will shake 
Gotham to its core!

BATMAN CURSE OF THE WHITE KNIGHT #1 (OF 8) VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In this explosive sequel to the critically acclaimed blockbuster BATMAN: WHITE 
KNIGHT from writer/artist Sean Murphy, The Joker recruits Azrael to help him 
expose a shocking secret from the Wayne family's legacy-and to run Gotham City 
into the ground! As Batman rushes to protect the city and his loved ones from 
danger, the mystery of his ancestry unravels, dealing a devastating blow to the Dark 
Knight. Exciting new villains and unexpected allies will clash in this unforgettable 
chapter of the White Knight saga-and the truth about the blood they shed will shake 
Gotham to its core!  

BATMAN DEATH OF THE FAMILY SAGA DC ESSENTIAL ED TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99After having his face sliced off one year ago, The Joker makes his horrifying return to 
Gotham City! But this time he's after the people Bruce Wayne holds most dear! A 
more vicious Clown Prince of Crime targets Batgirl, Nightwing, Red Hood, Red Robin 
and Batman's own son, Damian Wayne, a.k.a. Robin, in a sick and twisted gambit to 
make the Dark Knight all his own! It all leads back to Arkham Asylum...Collects 
BATMAN #13-17, BATGIRL #14-16, NIGHTWING #15-16 and BATMAN AND ROBIN 
#15-16, plus pages from BATGIRL #13, NIGHTWING #14, RED HOOD AND THE 
OUTLAWS #14-15 and TEEN TITANS #16.

BATMAN KINGS OF FEAR HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99In this collection of the six-issue miniseries, Batman's been overseeing Gotham City 
for years now and isn't sure how much of a difference he's making. Doubt, fear and 
insecurity are starting to take over. And as all of those negative feelings set in, the 
Scarecrow orchestrates a riot at Arkham Asylum to give the Dark Knight one of his 
greatest challenges yet!

BATMAN LAST KNIGHT ON EARTH #2 (OF 3)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99The world has been destroyed, and Batman is on a quest to find out who's 
responsible. But when villains from his past begin to complicate things for the Dark 
Knight, he finds an unlikely ally in a place known as 'the Plains of Solitude.' 

BATMAN LAST KNIGHT ON EARTH #2 (OF 3) VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99The world has been destroyed, and Batman is on a quest to find out who's 
responsible. But when villains from his past begin to complicate things for the Dark 
Knight, he finds an unlikely ally in a place known as 'the Plains of Solitude.' 

BATMAN SECRET FILES #2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'City of Bane' is upon us! Bane's conquering Gotham City, but he's not doing it alone. 
In this Secret Files issue, read about Bane and his cabal: The Joker, the Riddler, 
Hugo Strange and the Psycho-Pirate. Brutal stories of madness, murder and hatred 
done by some of comics' greatest talents!

BATMAN TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES III #3 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The origin of Batman…together with the origin of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles? 
The stories are familiar, but through the prism of this altered reality, clearly not the 
same. An uneasy feeling sets in that everything is not what it seems. But the 
Laughing Man pays a visit to a familiar Turtles ally to make sure this world stays 
exactly as Krang has remade it. 

BATMAN TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES III #3 (OF 6) VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The origin of Batman…together with the origin of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles? 
The stories are familiar, but through the prism of this altered reality, clearly not the 
same. An uneasy feeling sets in that everything is not what it seems. But the 
Laughing Man pays a visit to a familiar Turtles ally to make sure this world stays 
exactly as Krang has remade it. 

BATMAN TEENAGE MUTANT TURTLES II TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99While the Shredder is locked away at Riker's Island, the Foot Civil War rages 
through New York City. Each branch of the Foot is determined to kill the Turtles first, 
to prove their rightful claim to power. Meanwhile, Batman and Robin are back in the 
DC Universe, dealing with the repercussions of a massive Arkham Asylum breakout 
that freed Bane! When Bane is unexpectedly transported to the Turtles' New York 
City, he swiftly takes control of the town, and Batman and the Turtles must join forces 
to defeat their common enemy! Collects issues #1-6. Co-published with IDW.

BATMAN UNIVERSE #1 (OF 6)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Available to comics shops for the first time! Following the theft of a priceless Fabergé 
egg, the Riddler leads the Dark Knight on a wild hunt after its true owner: Jinny Hex, 
descendant of Jonah Hex! Guest-starring Deathstroke, Green Arrow and dozens of 
Riddler look-alikes in stories by Brian Michael Bendis with art by Nick Derington, 
originally published in BATMAN GIANT #3 and #4!

BOOKS OF MAGIC #10 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tim returns home to find things aren't as he hoped and that magic is not the shortcut 
he hopes it'll be. Everything comes at a cost, even safety.

CATWOMAN #13 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Things have come to a head for Selina Kyle in Villa Hermosa. Between taking care of 
her sister and contending with all the crooks who cross her path looking to give her 
some bad luck, it's enough to make a Catwoman go bad herself. So maybe she will? 
'Come now, Selina. Still playing the hero? Stop pretending you're something you're 
not.' It's Lex Luthor's words versus Catwoman's will in this chapter of 'The Offer'!

CATWOMAN #13 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Things have come to a head for Selina Kyle in Villa Hermosa. Between taking care of 
her sister and contending with all the crooks who cross her path looking to give her 
some bad luck, it's enough to make a Catwoman go bad herself. So maybe she will? 
'Come now, Selina. Still playing the hero? Stop pretending you're something you're 
not.' It's Lex Luthor's words versus Catwoman's will in this chapter of 'The Offer'!

COLLAPSER #1 (OF 6) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99There's a voice in the head of Liam James questioning everything he does-from his 
job at the nursing home to keeping his relationship with his girlfriend afloat. Liam 
suffers from anxiety, and the only thing that quiets it is music, which makes a weekly 
DJ gig his one saving grace. But Liam's life changes forever when he receives a 
black hole in the mail (yes, you read that right), one that takes up residence in his 
chest, grants him insane superpowers, turns him into a celebrity and draws him into 
a cosmic conflict beyond his wildest imagination. Where did this black hole come 
from? Why Liam? Is power the cure? Or will superstardom turn Liam into a black 
hole himself? Find out in COLLAPSER, a superhero story that could only come from 
DC's Young Animal!

COLLAPSER #1 (OF 6) VAR ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99There's a voice in the head of Liam James questioning everything he does-from his 
job at the nursing home to keeping his relationship with his girlfriend afloat. Liam 
suffers from anxiety, and the only thing that quiets it is music, which makes a weekly 
DJ gig his one saving grace. But Liam's life changes forever when he receives a 
black hole in the mail (yes, you read that right), one that takes up residence in his 
chest, grants him insane superpowers, turns him into a celebrity and draws him into 
a cosmic conflict beyond his wildest imagination. Where did this black hole come 
from? Why Liam? Is power the cure? Or will superstardom turn Liam into a black 
hole himself? Find out in COLLAPSER, a superhero story that could only come from 
DC's Young Animal! 

CURSE OF BRIMSTONE TP VOL 02 ASHES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Joe and Annie discover a town being terrorized by the omnipotently evil Bel Dame, 
who uses an army of the maimed undead to do her bidding-such as torturing Joe! 
The Bel Dame decides to teach our fiery hero a lesson in sacrifice, and it's one so 
horrifying, it may just rip the brother-sister duo apart for good! Collects THE CURSE 
OF BRIMSTONE #7-12 and ANNUAL #1.

DCEASED #3 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Heroes, villains and gods have fallen. Cities have collapsed. The virus threatens to 
reach below the waves and even to the island of Themyscira. The race to save 
planet Earth is on! The surviving members of the Justice League have learned the 
secret to the spread of the virus, but is it already too late to stop it?

DCEASED #3 (OF 6) CARD STOCK HORROR VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Heroes, villains and gods have fallen. Cities have collapsed. The virus threatens to 
reach below the waves and even to the island of Themyscira. The race to save 
planet Earth is on! The surviving members of the Justice League have learned the 
secret to the spread of the virus, but is it already too late to stop it?

DCEASED #3 (OF 6) CARD STOCK VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Heroes, villains and gods have fallen. Cities have collapsed. The virus threatens to 
reach below the waves and even to the island of Themyscira. The race to save 
planet Earth is on! The surviving members of the Justice League have learned the 
secret to the spread of the virus, but is it already too late to stop it?

DEATHSTROKE #45 CARD STOCKVAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99In the wake of Slade Wilson's death, a new Deathstroke has vowed to complete his 
last, unfinished assignment. But the master assassin Shado has plans of her own, 
looking to step in for the late, great World's Greatest Assassin and usurp his place in 
villainous hierarchy. Meanwhile, Rose Wilson discovers the identity of the person 
responsible for her father's death. Can her brother, Jericho, stop her from seeking 
vengeance? Also in this issue, Slade Wilson's son Jericho accepts Lex Luthor's offer 
of power-but he's determined to use it as a force for good…so why is Lex smiling?

DEATHSTROKE #45 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In the wake of Slade Wilson's death, a new Deathstroke has vowed to complete his 
last, unfinished assignment. But the master assassin Shado has plans of her own, 
looking to step in for the late, great World's Greatest Assassin and usurp his place in 
villainous hierarchy. Meanwhile, Rose Wilson discovers the identity of the person 
responsible for her father's death. Can her brother, Jericho, stop her from seeking 
vengeance? Also in this issue, Slade Wilson's son Jericho accepts Lex Luthor's offer 
of power-but he's determined to use it as a force for good…so why is Lex smiling?

DETECTIVE COMICS #1007

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Spectre: Dead on Arrival' finale! In all of Gotham City, there's only one life  
Batman would be willing to risk to save Jim Corrigan and the Spectre: his own!

DETECTIVE COMICS #1007 VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Spectre: Dead on Arrival' finale! In all of Gotham City, there's only one life  
Batman would be willing to risk to save Jim Corrigan and the Spectre: his own!

DETECTIVE COMICS #1008 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99The Joker returns to Gotham City! The Joker is through working with the Legion of 
Doom, and he wants to get back to his roots: giving Batman absolute hell! The Clown 
Prince of Crime comes back with a bang-and he's not about to take prisoners! As if 
that weren't enough, Lex Luthor delivers the cure for Mr. Freeze's beloved wife, Nora, 
freeing her from cryo-stasis at last! But something else is very, very wrong with 
Nora…

DETECTIVE COMICS #1008 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Joker returns to Gotham City! The Joker is through working with the Legion of 
Doom, and he wants to get back to his roots: giving Batman absolute hell! The Clown 
Prince of Crime comes back with a bang-and he's not about to take prisoners! As if 
that weren't enough, Lex Luthor delivers the cure for Mr. Freeze's beloved wife, Nora, 
freeing her from cryo-stasis at last! But something else is very, very wrong with 
Nora…



DIAL H FOR HERO #5 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The hunt is on! Miguel and Summer must journey into the Heroverse in pursuit of Mr. 
Thunderbolt, who has stolen the H-Dial and threatens to destroy it all! But if they 
wish to survive, Miguel and Summer must discover the secrets of the Operator, the 
origin of Mr. Thunderbolt and the history of the Heroverse! All the answers you've 
been waiting for are right here!

DOOM PATROL THE WEIGHT OF THE WORLDS #1 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99All hail the Supreme Shape! Gerard Way and the World's Strangest Superheroes 
return in an all-new series that takes them beyond the borders of time and space! 
Featuring artwork by acclaimed cartoonist James Harvey, this issue finds the Doom 
Patrol facing off against the fanatical fitness fiends of planet Orbius and the 
Marathon Eternal! Meanwhile, Cliff Steele, formerly known as Robotman, must come 
to terms with his new body of flesh and bone...yet the real test turns out to be 
something far more frightening: his mom.

DOOM PATROL THE WEIGHT OF THE WORLDS #1 VAR ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99All hail the Supreme Shape! Gerard Way and the World's Strangest Superheroes 
return in an all-new series that takes them beyond the borders of time and space! 
Featuring artwork by acclaimed cartoonist James Harvey, this issue finds the Doom 
Patrol facing off against the fanatical fitness fiends of planet Orbius and the 
Marathon Eternal! Meanwhile, Cliff Steele, formerly known as Robotman, must come 
to terms with his new body of flesh and bone...yet the real test turns out to be 
something far more frightening: his mom.

DREAMING #11 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The World's End pub is a place where ales and tales flow freely. A place where the 
netherfolk gather to spin stories and mark time between realities. But a blight has 
come to the Worlds' End pub, and as the search for Dream of the Endless nears its 
end, our plucky hunters must confront the saddest thing of all: a fable that can't stop 
fading. Meanwhile, the new Lord of the Dreaming, chafing against its unwanted 
throne, gropes for answers-and endings...

EVENT LEVIATHAN #2 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Detectives'! EVENT LEVIATHAN, the new miniseries by the award-winning 
team of writer Brian Michael Bendis and artist Alex Maleev, continues! As the 
mystery of Leviathan continues to rock the very foundations of the DC Universe, the 
world's greatest detectives gather for the first time anywhere to solve the mystery 
before it's too late! Lois Lane leads Batman, Green Arrow, Plastic Man, Manhunter, 
the Question and a couple of genuine guest sleuths in the search for who Leviathan 
is and how their plans have already unfolded. This issue also guest-stars Red Hood, 
Batgirl and more!



EVENT LEVIATHAN #2 (OF 6) VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Detectives'! EVENT LEVIATHAN, the new miniseries by the award-winning 
team of writer Brian Michael Bendis and artist Alex Maleev, continues! As the 
mystery of Leviathan continues to rock the very foundations of the DC Universe, the 
world's greatest detectives gather for the first time anywhere to solve the mystery 
before it's too late! Lois Lane leads Batman, Green Arrow, Plastic Man, Manhunter, 
the Question and a couple of genuine guest sleuths in the search for who Leviathan 
is and how their plans have already unfolded. This issue also guest-stars Red Hood, 
Batgirl and more!

FEMALE FURIES #6 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99If Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned, how will Apokolips handle five Female 
Furies who have had enough of Darkseid's mess?! In this exciting finale, Big Barda 
has mobilized her sisters to take on Darkseid and his mewling minions once and for 
all-and the whole planet is going to feel it when the Furies throw down!

FLASH #74

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Flash Year One' continues! The Turtle has made his grand entrance, and it's 
about to bring down the house! As an untested hero with the mastery of his abilities 
still in its infancy, Barry Allen will face the toughest challenge of his life to defend 
Central City from the invading forces of those who seek its destruction. Our hero is 
faced with the fateful choice to either become a superhero or die trying!

FLASH #74 VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Flash Year One' continues! The Turtle has made his grand entrance, and it's 
about to bring down the house! As an untested hero with the mastery of his abilities 
still in its infancy, Barry Allen will face the toughest challenge of his life to defend 
Central City from the invading forces of those who seek its destruction. Our hero is 
faced with the fateful choice to either become a superhero or die trying!

FLASH #75 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER (NOTE PRICE)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99'The Flash Year One' finale! This oversize anniversary issue marks the end of Barry 
Allen's journey to become the Flash-but at what cost? The Turtle's final play will 
challenge our hero in every way possible, and by the end of the battle, a Flash will be 
born-and a Flash will die! Also in this issue, witness Lex Luthor's offer to Captain 
Cold, whose icy vengeance waits for the Flash just around the corner…

FLASH #75 YOTV THE OFFER (NOTE PRICE)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99'The Flash Year One' finale! This oversize anniversary issue marks the end of Barry 
Allen's journey to become the Flash-but at what cost? The Turtle's final play will 
challenge our hero in every way possible, and by the end of the battle, a Flash will be 
born-and a Flash will die! Also in this issue, witness Lex Luthor's offer to Captain 
Cold, whose icy vengeance waits for the Flash just around the corner…

FLASH BY GEOFF JOHNS TP BOOK 06

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99It's a new era for the Flash as Barry Allen returns to a world he doesn't recognize 
anymore. Then, Barry Allen and Wally West must battle the undead Rogues! But can 
even two super-speedsters stop these unbeatable foes? Plus, the Rogues 
reassemble to remind the world why no one should mess with them! Collects The 
Flash: Rebirth #1-6, Blackest Night: The Flash #1-3 and FINAL CRISIS: rogues 
revenge #1-3.

FREEDOM FIGHTERS #7 (OF 12)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Beaten but not broken after a deadly battle with Cyborg Overman, the Freedom 
Fighters are on the run once more. But who will take these fugitives from the 
Gestapo in? The American people, that's who. The citizens of Nazi-occupied 
America are beginning to believe that resistance is possible, and that the dream of 
freedom can be reborn anew, thanks to the efforts of Uncle Sam's crew. And Sam's 
got a plan in place to take back the country that fascism stole, starting at the very 
top…

GREEN LANTERN #9

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99On the medieval fantasy planet of Athmoora, Sir Hal of the Lantern-a.k.a. Hal Jordan-
must do battle with the evil wizard Ah-Bah-Nazzur, scourge of the Four Kingdoms! 
What is Ah-Bah-Nazzur's secret? And what does it have to do with the looming 
extinction-level Multiversal threat that leaves countless dead super-beings in its 
wake?

GREEN LANTERN #9 VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99On the medieval fantasy planet of Athmoora, Sir Hal of the Lantern-a.k.a. Hal Jordan-
must do battle with the evil wizard Ah-Bah-Nazzur, scourge of the Four Kingdoms! 
What is Ah-Bah-Nazzur's secret? And what does it have to do with the looming 
extinction-level Multiversal threat that leaves countless dead super-beings in its 
wake?

GREEN LANTERN ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99A Green Lantern tradition is reborn when the annual Jordan family reunion takes a 
turn for the bizarre, leaving Hal and his nearest and dearest on the front line of a 
terrifying invasion from an impossible reality that's closer than you think! There's only 
one way for intergalactic lawman Hal 'Green Lantern' Jordan to prevent the ultra-
crime of the millennium-but what will be the outcome when Green Lantern takes on a 
young superhero sidekick? And who will it be? Also featuring an incredible guest 
appearance by the strangest Lantern of all-you must not miss THE GREEN 
LANTERN ANNUAL!

HARLEY & IVY MEET BETTY & VERONICA TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Free college tuition for all Riverdale residents?! That's the plan-after the town drains 
the wetlands that lie between it and Gotham City and then builds a new campus. The 
only snag? A certain botany-obsessed super-villain. When Poison Ivy enlists her 
bestie, Harley Quinn, to kidnap both Veronica Lodge, daughter of Riverdale's most 
important citizen, and her friend Betty Cooper, she's counting on some assistance-
and the mayhem that ensues will probably work as well! This title collects the six-
issue miniseries co-published with Archie Comics!

HARLEY QUINN #63 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99The final trials of Harley Quinn have begun…and the stakes have never been higher! 
Will Harley succeed in becoming the Angel of Retribution? Or will she fall short, only 
to suffer the same fate as all those before her? Plus, a mysterious new comic by M. 
Clatterbuck appears...in which Lex Luthor makes Harley an exciting offer!

HARLEY QUINN #63 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The final trials of Harley Quinn have begun…and the stakes have never been higher! 
Will Harley succeed in becoming the Angel of Retribution? Or will she fall short, only 
to suffer the same fate as all those before her? Plus, a mysterious new comic by M. 
Clatterbuck appears...in which Lex Luthor makes Harley an exciting offer!

HAWKMAN #14 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Carl Sands returns as the new, improved Shadow Thief! Newly upgraded by Lex 
Luthor, he's now the undisputed master of shadows. Meanwhile, Hawkman continues 
to be haunted by horrific memories of his past lives. Could Shadow Thief be the 
cause of his nightmares? Or is it something more sinister?

HAWKMAN #14 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Carl Sands returns as the new, improved Shadow Thief! Newly upgraded by Lex 
Luthor, he's now the undisputed master of shadows. Meanwhile, Hawkman continues 
to be haunted by horrific memories of his past lives. Could Shadow Thief be the 
cause of his nightmares? Or is it something more sinister?



HIGH LEVEL #6 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Truth, lies, myth and mystery collide with shocking consequences when Thirteen and 
Minnow's harrowing journey to High Level comes to its shocking conclusion at the 
steps of the fabled silver city, where ancient secrets are laid bare and a hidden 
adversary finally makes himself known…

HITMAN GREATEST HITS TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99The cult hit from writer Garth Ennis (PREACHER) returns in a brand-new 'greatest 
hits' collection! These tales include the introduction of super-powered gun for hire 
Tommy Monaghan, his encounters with Superman, Batman and the Justice League 
of America and more! Includes stories from THE DEMON ANNUAL #2, HITMAN #4-
7, #13-14, #34 and JLA/HITMAN #1-2.

HOUSE OF WHISPERS #11 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Things are beyond dire for the House of Dahomey, to the point where Erzulie must 
call upon the most grim and unforgiving of her sister-selves: Marinette of the Dry-
Bones, rider of a pale horse and commander of werewolves!

JIMMY OLSEN #1 (OF 12)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jimmy Olsen must die! Wait, we're getting ahead of ourselves. Jimmy Olsen lives! 
Superman's best friend and Daily Planet photographer Jimmy Olsen tours the bizarre 
underbelly of the DC Universe in this new miniseries featuring death, destruction, 
giant turtles and more! It's a centuries-spanning whirlwind of weird that starts in 
Metropolis and ends in Gotham City. And then we kill Jimmy.

JIMMY OLSEN #1 (OF 12) VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jimmy Olsen must die! Wait, we're getting ahead of ourselves. Jimmy Olsen lives! 
Superman's best friend and Daily Planet photographer Jimmy Olsen tours the bizarre 
underbelly of the DC Universe in this new miniseries featuring death, destruction, 
giant turtles and more! It's a centuries-spanning whirlwind of weird that starts in 
Metropolis and ends in Gotham City. And then we kill Jimmy.

JUSTICE LEAGUE #27

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Eons ago, the Monitor, the Anti-Monitor and the World Forger stopped the rise of 
Perpetua-but can they overcome billions of years of mistrust to work together and do 
it again? Plus, Lex Luthor's offers across the DC Universe haven't gone unnoticed-
Martian Manhunter is aware of 'the Offer.' And J'onn J'onnz will pay the price.



JUSTICE LEAGUE #27 CARD STOCK YOTV VAR ED THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Eons ago, the Monitor, the Anti-Monitor and the World Forger stopped the rise of 
Perpetua-but can they overcome billions of years of mistrust to work together and do 
it again? Plus, Lex Luthor's offers across the DC Universe haven't gone unnoticed-
Martian Manhunter is aware of 'the Offer.' And J'onn J'onnz will pay the price.

JUSTICE LEAGUE #28 VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Apex Predator rises! Justice-Doom War is coming! This is the culmination of the 
Legion of Doom's master plan, and they will take the Justice League to far-out places 
they may never return from…and do things the DC Universe may never recover from.

JUSTICE LEAGUE #28 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Apex Predator rises! Justice-Doom War is coming! This is the culmination of the 
Legion of Doom's master plan, and they will take the Justice League to far-out places 
they may never return from…and do things the DC Universe may never recover from.

JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK #13 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Their battle against Doctor Fate may have come to an end, but the Justice League 
Dark's problems are just beginning when the helmet begins its search for a new host. 
Meanwhile, what can Lex Luthor offer a magic user like Circe? For one thing, Lex 
knows a thing or two about monsters. And where Circe can find them.

JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK #13 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Their battle against Doctor Fate may have come to an end, but the Justice League 
Dark's problems are just beginning when the helmet begins its search for a new host. 
Meanwhile, what can Lex Luthor offer a magic user like Circe? For one thing, Lex 
knows a thing or two about monsters. And where Circe can find them.

JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Swamp Thing takes center stage in this one-of-a-kind story that will change the 
Green forever! After the fall of the Parliament of Trees, the Parliament of Flowers 
and its new guardian have risen. It's now up to Alec Holland to convince him to 
become a benevolent protector of the world, but little does he know, a foe from his 
past, the Floronic Man, is trying to sway the guardian as well. Which path will the 
King of Petals choose? The fate of mankind depends on it!

JUSTICE LEAGUE ODYSSEY #11



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With the fate of the Ghost Sector and the trillions of lives it contains at stake, 
Darkseid begins the cosmic process to activate Sepulkore and restore himself to his 
previous immeasurable power. Can the Justice League crew stop him...or-
unthinkably-must they actually help him?

JUSTICE LEAGUE ODYSSEY #11 VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With the fate of the Ghost Sector and the trillions of lives it contains at stake, 
Darkseid begins the cosmic process to activate Sepulkore and restore himself to his 
previous immeasurable power. Can the Justice League crew stop him...or-
unthinkably-must they actually help him?

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA LAST SURVIVORS OF EARTH TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.99The Justice League of America welcomed the start of the 1970s with these tales 
from issues #77-84, #86-92, #94 and #95! In these stories that reflected the social 
issues of the day, the World's Greatest Heroes are betrayed by Snapper Carr, who's 
being manipulated by The Joker. Plus, the Vigilante comes out of retirement to help 
the team learn the truth behind a pollution-blasting factory; the team faces a 
Thanagarian arch-villain; the Red Tornado fights for his freedom; the survivors of a 
sunken continent that abandoned Earth return to wipe out humanity and much more!

JUSTICE THE DELUXE EDITION HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99The best-selling 12-issue series illustrated by Alex Ross is now available as a new 
deluxe edition hardcover! The villains of the Legion of Doom-led by Lex Luthor and 
Brainiac-band together to save the world after a shared dream that seems to be a 
vision of the Earth's demise. They are confronted by the Justice League of America, 
who doubt their motives-and as their true plans unfold, the two teams do battle. 
Contains over 100 pages of bonus material!

KITCHEN TP NEW ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Don't miss this new edition of the title that inspired the upcoming movie from New 
Line Cinema! New York City, late 1970s. In the world of THE KITCHEN, the Irish 
gangs of Hell's Kitchen rule the neighborhood, bringing terror to the streets and 
doing the dirty work for the Italian mafia-but after the leaders are locked up in prison, 
it's up to their wives to keep running the rackets. And once they get a taste of the fast 
life and easy money, it won't be easy to stop. Collects THE KITCHEN #1-8.

LOIS LANE #1 (OF 12)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99On the road and out of Metropolis-and carrying a secret that could disrupt 
Superman's life-Lois Lane embarks on a harrowing journey to uncover a threat to her 
husband and a plot that reaches the highest levels of international power brokers 
and world leaders. Critically acclaimed and best-selling author Greg Rucka and 
master storyteller Mike Perkins team up for a tale of conspiracy, intrigue and murder 
that pushes even Lois to her limits.

LOIS LANE #1 (OF 12) VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99On the road and out of Metropolis-and carrying a secret that could disrupt 
Superman's life-Lois Lane embarks on a harrowing journey to uncover a threat to her 
husband and a plot that reaches the highest levels of international power brokers 
and world leaders. Critically acclaimed and best-selling author Greg Rucka and 
master storyteller Mike Perkins team up for a tale of conspiracy, intrigue and murder 
that pushes even Lois to her limits.

LOONEY TUNES #250

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.99Baseball season is in full swing-which means it's time for two favorite teams to meet 
again on the old diamond. Yes, it's the Looney Tunes versus the Barnyard Dogs-and 
it's time for 'Bugs Bunny at the Bat'!

LUCIFER #10 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Lucifer is legion. The Devil and Caliban's search for an agreeable afterlife continues-
this time taking them to the subterranean realms of Naraka, where the gods wear 
many faces and the ocean is infinite. Meanwhile: an angel swats at flies, Caliban 
throws a tantrum, and something hungry is born.

MARTIAN MANHUNTER #7 (OF 12)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99J'onn and Diane have had a break in the Ashley Addams case! With a fully armed 
S.W.A.T. team, they head to a pig farm an infamous human-trafficking cartel calls 
home. They'll lead a raid to find out the truth about what happened to Ashley ,and 
J'onn will be forced to use the full spectrum of his Martian abilities on Earth for the 
first time! 

MARTIAN MANHUNTER #7 (OF 12) VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99J'onn and Diane have had a break in the Ashley Addams case! With a fully armed 
S.W.A.T. team, they head to a pig farm an infamous human-trafficking cartel calls 
home. They'll lead a raid to find out the truth about what happened to Ashley ,and 
J'onn will be forced to use the full spectrum of his Martian abilities on Earth for the 
first time! 

NIGHTWING #62 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99After the epic conclusion to the Burnback saga, it's clear that while he may have 
forgotten his past, Ric Grayson's innate skills and instincts as a team leader elevate 
Team Nightwing to a new level. But what does that mean for the Blüdhaven PD, and 
what does that mean for a man who is looking to live a life without the baggage of his 
past to hold him down? Ric seeks comfort in Bea's arms, but may find answers in 
another's Talons as we dive headlong into the Year of the Villain! Plus, Lex Luthor 
delivers the Court of Owls the means to own what they covet most: Ric Grayson.

NIGHTWING #62 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After the epic conclusion to the Burnback saga, it's clear that while he may have 
forgotten his past, Ric Grayson's innate skills and instincts as a team leader elevate 
Team Nightwing to a new level. But what does that mean for the Blüdhaven PD, and 
what does that mean for a man who is looking to live a life without the baggage of his 
past to hold him down? Ric seeks comfort in Bea's arms, but may find answers in 
another's Talons as we dive headlong into the Year of the Villain! Plus, Lex Luthor 
delivers the Court of Owls the means to own what they covet most: Ric Grayson.

ORION BY WALTER SIMONSON TP BOOK 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.99Legendary comics writer/artist Walter Simonson continues his take on Orion and the 
New Gods in these stories. Along the way, Billy Batson brings the thunder to 
Apokolips, Orion attempts to heal the Earth with the Anti-Life Equation and The Joker 
runs afoul of Slig. It all leads to an epic confrontation between Orion and Mister 
Miracle! Collects ORION #12-25, plus covers, pinups, sketch material and more. 

PEARL #11 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After a blazing adventure in Kobe, Japan, this modern-day yakuza crime epic 
wrapped around a romance for the ages from the award-winning creators of Jessica 
Jones comes back home. Tattoo artist/assassin/yakuza clan leader Pearl Tanaka 
has confronted her heritage on the same mean streets where her grand-mother was 
born. Now she comes home to find her place in the new order. This issue is another 
explosive, cliché-defying multimedia extravaganza from artist Michael Gaydos, as 
PEARL continues its unique exploration of art and self-expression in a way only 
comics can.

PEARL #11 VAR ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After a blazing adventure in Kobe, Japan, this modern-day yakuza crime epic 
wrapped around a romance for the ages from the award-winning creators of Jessica 
Jones comes back home. Tattoo artist/assassin/yakuza clan leader Pearl Tanaka 
has confronted her heritage on the same mean streets where her grand-mother was 
born. Now she comes home to find her place in the new order. This issue is another 
explosive, cliché-defying multimedia extravaganza from artist Michael Gaydos, as 
PEARL continues its unique exploration of art and self-expression in a way only 
comics can. 



POWERS TP BOOK 06 NEW ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99When the Power who murdered Hitler is found dead, it's up to Detectives Walker and 
Sunrise to dig into the secret history of Powers past to find the killer. A past that 
included the untold tale of Walker's world before he became one of the world's 
greatest superheroes. Also…God is dead! And Walker and Sunrise must investigate 
his murder. Oh, and Deena Pilgrim returns-and the how and why are going to 
surprise you! Plus, Retro Girl finds herself infected with a deadly alien virus. Collects 
POWERS (Vol. 3) #1-11.

RED HOOD OUTLAW #36 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTD THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99There's no way to plan for every contingency...even for a son of the Bat like Jason 
Todd. His goal was to take down the Penguin and assume his role as the prince of 
Gotham, but the best laid plans go awry when Oswald Cobblepot gets the last laugh-
and the last bullet! And not even the Red Hood and his posse can stop him. (How 
could they with the Iceberg Lounge under siege and Bunker, Wingman and the 
Sisters Su too busy to help Jason deal with a Penguin ascendant?) Don't miss the 
startling conclusion to 'Prince of Gotham!' What can Lex Luthor offer former sidekick 
Jason Todd? Sidekicks… broken, battered and catastrophically dangerous sidekicks. 
The Teen Titans they're not!

RED HOOD OUTLAW #36 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99There's no way to plan for every contingency...even for a son of the Bat like Jason 
Todd. His goal was to take down the Penguin and assume his role as the prince of 
Gotham, but the best laid plans go awry when Oswald Cobblepot gets the last laugh-
and the last bullet! And not even the Red Hood and his posse can stop him. (How 
could they with the Iceberg Lounge under siege and Bunker, Wingman and the 
Sisters Su too busy to help Jason deal with a Penguin ascendant?) Don't miss the 
startling conclusion to 'Prince of Gotham!' What can Lex Luthor offer former sidekick 
Jason Todd? Sidekicks… broken, battered and catastrophically dangerous sidekicks. 
The Teen Titans they're not!

RED HOOD OUTLAW ANNUAL #3

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Missing since the fateful events of issue #25, the story of what happened to Bizarro 
and Artemis after they were sucked through the quantum doorway can finally be told! 
Trapped in a strange reality where everyone with metahuman abilities has become 
normal and ordinary humans now possess powers, up is down, left is right and only a 
pair of Outlaws can save the day in a world gone mad. Meet strange new foes, and 
even stranger new allies. Can the Outlaws fix this broken world and still make it back 
to our world and their mission alongside the Red Hood?

SANDMAN TP VOL 11 ENDLESS NIGHTS 30TH ANNIV ED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.99The classic short story collection by Neil Gaiman and a host of renowned artists is 
back! Alternately haunting, bittersweet, erotic and nightmarish, the seven stories in 
this book-one for each of the Endless siblings, each illustrated by a different artist-
reveal strange secrets and surprising truths about the Endless.

SCOOBY DO TEAM UP #49

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.99With his chemical shape-shifting powers, Metamorpho the Element Man is more than 
a match for pretty much any super-villain…except maybe a huge elemental monster 
with shape-shifting powers of its own! It's up to the gang to solve the mystery and 
unmask the monster-once Scooby and Shaggy stop running in terror from both the 
monster and Metamorpho, that is!

SCOOBY DOO TEAM UP DOOMED TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Supergirl may be as invulnerable as her cousin, but even bullet-proof skin can't help 
her when she's haunted by the ghosts of Krypton! Plus, an urgent call for help brings 
the Mystery Machine racing to the Louisiana bayou to tangle with a zombie problem 
with some help from Swamp Thing! And the gang really gets things rolling when they 
team up with Metamorpho! Collects SCOOBY-DOO TEAM-UP #37-42.

SECRET SPIRAL OF SWAMP KID TP DC ZOOM

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Warning! Unless you have express permission from Russell Weinwright to access 
his notebook, do not read any further. Seriously, we mean it. Okay, if you are still 
with us, here is what we can share: Russell is a middle schooler; he excessively 
doodles; he has two best friends, Charlotte and Preston; he is not so great at sports; 
and he is pond scum. Nicknamed 'Swamp Kid' by his classmates, Russell has algae 
for hair, a tree trunk for a right arm, and a carrot for a finger. Also, Russell's favorite 
meal is sunlight. Also, a frog lives in his arm. In this notebook, Russell details in both 
hilarious text and color illustrations (complete with ketchup stains!) what it's like to be 
different, to discover his true talents, to avoid the intense stare of Mr. Finneca (his 
suspicious science teacher who may also be a mad scientist), and to find humor in 
the everyday weird. This is THE SECRET SPIRAL OF SWAMP KID by writer and 
illustrator Kirk Scroggs, and you'll never look at middle school the same way again. 

SHAZAM #8

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Billy Batson and the rest of the Shazam Family are about to learn as they cross 
over into the Darklands, the Magiclands aren't all fun and games! In a world filled 
with all kinds of frightful creatures and haunts, nothing will compare to the horrors of 
Billy's own internalized fears.  

SHAZAM #8 VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99As Billy Batson and the rest of the Shazam Family are about to learn as they cross 
over into the Darklands, the Magiclands aren't all fun and games! In a world filled 
with all kinds of frightful creatures and haunts, nothing will compare to the horrors of 
Billy's own internalized fears.  

SIDEWAYS TP VOL 02 RIFTS AND REVELATIONS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Sideways leads the Seven Soldiers into the Dark Multiverse to find the missing 
Manhattan Guardian-but the trip goes sideways (zing!) when our hero gets separated 
from the group and becomes lost in this nightmarish realm. And just like any petulant 
teenager, Sideways won't stop and ask for directions, so now he's trapped in the land 
of Perrus, ruled by the Dark Beast and populated by weird Superman-esque 
creatures, like Porcupine Jimmy Olsen. Collects SIDEWAYS #7-13 and ANNUAL #1.

SUICIDE SQUAD TP VOL 08 CONSTRICTION

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Deadshot's daughter has been kidnapped by Kobra, a group of mutant snake 
assassins! Amanda Waller uses all her resources to stop his escape, but he won't 
allow anything to stand in the way of saving his daughter-not even his Task Force X 
teammates! Collects issues #41-44, #47-50 and ANNUAL #1.

SUPERGIRL #32 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99The conclusion to the SUPERMAN/SUPERGIRL team-up is here! As the House of El 
is united, Superman, Supergirl, Superboy and Jor-El struggle to defeat the seemingly 
unstoppable Rogol Zaar, who is now teamed up with General Zod, Jax-Ur and even 
Gandelo! New alliances are forged and betrayed, and Kara must fight battles on two 
fronts: alongside her cousins and inside herself, as she faces her own rage and the 
corrupting influence of Zaar's axe! If she survives it all, who will be the Supergirl who 
emerges on the other side? Join us on the epic finale to Supergirl's space-opera 
adventure! Also, if Brainiac is in the Hall of Doom, why is Lex Luthor upgrading an 
old Brainiac drone body? And why is the drone calling itself the true Brainiac?

SUPERGIRL #32 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The conclusion to the SUPERMAN/SUPERGIRL team-up is here! As the House of El 
is united, Superman, Supergirl, Superboy and Jor-El struggle to defeat the seemingly 
unstoppable Rogol Zaar, who is now teamed up with General Zod, Jax-Ur and even 
Gandelo! New alliances are forged and betrayed, and Kara must fight battles on two 
fronts: alongside her cousins and inside herself, as she faces her own rage and the 
corrupting influence of Zaar's axe! If she survives it all, who will be the Supergirl who 
emerges on the other side? Join us on the epic finale to Supergirl's space-opera 
adventure! Also, if Brainiac is in the Hall of Doom, why is Lex Luthor upgrading an 
old Brainiac drone body? And why is the drone calling itself the true Brainiac?

SUPERMAN #13 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99Superman, intergalactic hero! A major chapter in the galaxy-spanning 'Unity Saga' 
begins as Superman reluctantly takes the lead in a quest for peace bigger than he 
has ever tried before. It's Superman, Superboy, Supergirl and a cast of thousands in 
a fight to keep the universe intact. But it's this issue's final page that will have fans 
everywhere talking. It's a moment almost a thousand years in the making… Deadly 
plans, murderous schemes and evil dealings. Each of Lex Luthor's offers means 
doom for the heroes. So why is Lex now talking to Lois Lane?

SUPERMAN #13 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Superman, intergalactic hero! A major chapter in the galaxy-spanning 'Unity Saga' 
begins as Superman reluctantly takes the lead in a quest for peace bigger than he 
has ever tried before. It's Superman, Superboy, Supergirl and a cast of thousands in 
a fight to keep the universe intact. But it's this issue's final page that will have fans 
everywhere talking. It's a moment almost a thousand years in the making… Deadly 
plans, murderous schemes and evil dealings. Each of Lex Luthor's offers means 
doom for the heroes. So why is Lex now talking to Lois Lane?

SUPERMAN UP IN THE SKY #1 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Available to comics shops for the first time! Following a home invasion that ends in 
murder, Superman is put on the trail of a Metropolis mystery by Batman-but can even 
the Man of Steel discover the truth behind these tragic deaths, or their ties to the far-
off world of Rann? These stories by Tom King with art by Andy Kubert guest-starring 
Green Lantern and other heroes were originally published in SUPERMAN GIANT #3 
and #4.

SWAMP THING BY NANCY A COLLINS OMNIBUS HC (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$125.00In these 1990s tales written by critically acclaimed Bram Stoker Award-winning 
horror novelist Nancy A. Collins, a mad priest has come to Houma to test his 
followers with a fatal poison, and Swamp Thing must stop him before things go too 
far. Then, Swamp Thing finds himself a surprise candidate for governor of Louisiana. 
And when Swamp Thing must save Abigail Arcane and their daughter, Tefé, from the 
murderous dream-pirates of Dark Conrad, who's he gonna call? John Constantine! 
Collects SWAMP THING #110-139 and ANNUAL #6 and #7, BLACK ORCHID #5, 
and a story from VERTIGO JAM #1, plus never-before-published behind-the-scenes 
material.

TALES OF THE BATMAN GERRY CONWAY HC VOL 03

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99In these 1980s tales from BATMAN #349-359 and DETECTIVE COMICS #515-526, 
the Dark Knight takes on evil with the help of the Human Target, Jason Bard, Batgirl 
and others and faces the threats of Catwoman, Hugo Strange, Deadshot, Solomon 
Grundy and more. Plus, it's the introduction of Killer Croc!

TEEN TITANS #32 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99Lobo's back-and he's got his daughter, Crush, dead to rights! At least she can ask 
him about the identity of her mother, right? And as the Teen Titans square off against 
the Main Man, an enemy more sadistic than any they've ever faced before, questions 
about the team's future are still hanging in the balance-that is, if they have any future 
at all! Plus, Lobo wants a daughter he can be proud of. Crush wants nothing to do 
with her father. Lex Luthor is about to ruin Crush's life.

TEEN TITANS #32 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Lobo's back-and he's got his daughter, Crush, dead to rights! At least she can ask 
him about the identity of her mother, right? And as the Teen Titans square off against 
the Main Man, an enemy more sadistic than any they've ever faced before, questions 
about the team's future are still hanging in the balance-that is, if they have any future 
at all! Plus, Lobo wants a daughter he can be proud of. Crush wants nothing to do 
with her father. Lex Luthor is about to ruin Crush's life.

TEEN TITANS GO #35

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.99Robin's appalled when he finds Cyborg and Beast Boy 'Dropping Stuff Down a Hole,' 
but it gets worse when they discover why that hole appeared! And Raven's bummed 
that her teammates are trying to hire a magic user…is she about to be kicked off the 
team? Not if her 'Disappearing Act' is successful!

TERRIFICS #18 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99The end of the God Game is upon us-and technology has turned the Terrifics' lives 
upside down! At long last, the secret origin of the mysterious technological being 
known as the Keeper is revealed, and this story is actually a tale as old as time. If the 
Terrifics are to shut the Keeper down and stop his tech infection from spreading 
worldwide, our heroes will need to do something they never thought they could: stop 
evolution itself. The Bizarro Terrifics were almost the most dangerous things in the 
universe. When Lex Luthor gives them a time machine, they become the most 
dangerous things in the universe. This will get weird.

TERRIFICS #18 YOTV THE OFFER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The end of the God Game is upon us-and technology has turned the Terrifics' lives 
upside down! At long last, the secret origin of the mysterious technological being 
known as the Keeper is revealed, and this story is actually a tale as old as time. If the 
Terrifics are to shut the Keeper down and stop his tech infection from spreading 
worldwide, our heroes will need to do something they never thought they could: stop 
evolution itself. The Bizarro Terrifics were almost the most dangerous things in the 
universe. When Lex Luthor gives them a time machine, they become the most 
dangerous things in the universe. This will get weird.

WATCHMEN INTERNATIONAL HC NEW EDITION

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$24.99In a world where the mere presence of American superheroes changed history, the 
U.S. won the Vietnam War, Richard Nixon is still president and the Cold War is in 
effect. WATCHMEN begins as a murder mystery, but soon unfolds into a planet-
altering conspiracy. As the resolution comes to a head, an unlikely group of reunited 
heroes-Rorschach, Nite Owl, Silk Spectre, Dr. Manhattan and Ozymandias-must test 
the limits of their convictions and ask themselves where the true line between good 
and evil lies. This new edition of the international collection of WATCHMEN features 
a new lenticular cover!

WILD STORM TP VOL 04

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Jenny Mei Sparks is back, and she has a plan. The problem is that other people 
have ideas, too, and one of them is about reducing the population of Earth by 90 
percent. Meanwhile, Skywatch intensifies its preparation for war and increases its 
attacks on the planet. For some of these conflict zones, Skywatch's greatest threat is 
not IO or conventional forces, but the people who escaped from its experimentation 
camps. And the four people in London whom it knows little about, but who are 
preparing to take steps to alter the balance of the world! Plus, it's the return of 
Midnighter and Apollo! Collects THE WILD STORM #19-24!

WONDER TWINS #6 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Scrambler has given the world one month to fix everything-or else suffer 'The 
Great Scramble,' a dastardly plot that would swap the consciousnesses of everyone 
on the planet. As the scramble before the scramble commences, the Wonder Twins 
must team up with the Justice League to put a stop to the Scrambler's plan! But an 
unexpected twist puts Jayna in conflict with the Justice League-will she choose the 
path of justice even if it means losing her best friend? 

WONDER TWINS #6 (OF 6) VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Scrambler has given the world one month to fix everything-or else suffer 'The 
Great Scramble,' a dastardly plot that would swap the consciousnesses of everyone 
on the planet. As the scramble before the scramble commences, the Wonder Twins 
must team up with the Justice League to put a stop to the Scrambler's plan! But an 
unexpected twist puts Jayna in conflict with the Justice League-will she choose the 
path of justice even if it means losing her best friend? 

WONDER WOMAN #74

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Wonder Woman's journey through the broken realm has reached its end-but who 
waits for her there? And what exactly created this place between dimensions in the 
first place? The answer will shock Diana, and provide the missing piece of a puzzle 
that's defined her entire life!

WONDER WOMAN #74 VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Wonder Woman's journey through the broken realm has reached its end-but who 
waits for her there? And what exactly created this place between dimensions in the 
first place? The answer will shock Diana, and provide the missing piece of a puzzle 
that's defined her entire life!

WONDER WOMAN #75 CARD STOCK VAR ED YOTV THE OFFER (NOTE PRIC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99At last, after years of exile: Wonder Woman returns to Themyscira! But in the wake 
of Ares' escape from his prison, the island is no longer the paradise she 
remembers… and the Amazons are no longer a united people! Disaster has forced 
Hippolyta's warriors to choose a deadly new ally, and Wonder Woman is powerless 
to convince them to turn back to the light! Who among the Amazons could possibly 
change the course of history? Only one: Diana's long-lost aunt, Antiope! A major 
figure of the Wonder Woman mythos returns in this extra-sized anniversary issue!  
Plus, Lex Luthor visits fellow Legion of Doom member Cheetah. He comes bearing 
gifts: a mythical weapon, one rumored to be able to kill anything-even a god. Or, in 
Wonder Woman's case, a demi-god.

WONDER WOMAN #75 YOTV THE OFFER (NOTE PRICE)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99At last, after years of exile: Wonder Woman returns to Themyscira! But in the wake 
of Ares' escape from his prison, the island is no longer the paradise she 
remembers… and the Amazons are no longer a united people! Disaster has forced 
Hippolyta's warriors to choose a deadly new ally, and Wonder Woman is powerless 
to convince them to turn back to the light! Who among the Amazons could possibly 
change the course of history? Only one: Diana's long-lost aunt, Antiope! A major 
figure of the Wonder Woman mythos returns in this extra-sized anniversary issue!  
Plus, Lex Luthor visits fellow Legion of Doom member Cheetah. He comes bearing 
gifts: a mythical weapon, one rumored to be able to kill anything-even a god. Or, in 
Wonder Woman's case, a demi-god.

WONDER WOMAN BY GREG RUCKA TP VOL 03

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99As the Infinite Crisis rages around it, Paradise Island comes under attack by OMACs! 
But even with Wonder Woman's help, the Amazons must make a fateful decision-
one that will change Diana's life, and mission, forever. All the while, Black Lantern 
Maxwell Lord has risen, and he seeks revenge and retribution for his murder at the 
hands of Diana. Look for unexpected changes to await Wonder Woman in the 
course of this series as she plays a major role in the War of Light against the Black 
Lanterns. Collects WONDER WOMAN #218-226 plus BLACKEST NIGHT: 
WONDER WOMAN #1-3.

WONDER WOMAN COME BACK TO ME #1 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Available to comics shops for the first time! When Steve Trevor is called in for a test 
flight of an experimental new aircraft, he winds up lost in the Bermuda Triangle-and 
it's up to Wonder Woman and Etta Candy to follow his trail to a mysterious, savage 
island! These stories written by Amanda Conner and Jimmy Palmiotti with art by 
Chad Hardin were originally published in JUSTICE LEAGUE GIANT #3-4!



WONDER WOMAN THE GOLDEN AGE TP VOL 03

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99In these World War II-era tales, Wonder Woman and the Holliday Girls face 
smugglers and spies as well as evildoers including Paula von Gunther and others! 
Collects stories from Sensation Comics #25-36, Wonder Woman #8-11 and COMIC 
CAVALCADE #6-8. 

WONDER WOMAN YEAR ONE DLX ED HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99The team of writer Greg Rucka and artist Nicola Scott weave the definitive and 
shocking tale of Diana's first year as Earth's protector. Paradise Island has been 
breached, Ares stirs and the Amazons must answer with a champion of their 
own...one who is willing to sacrifice her home among her sisters to save a world she 
has never seen. Wonder Woman's journey begins in this epic origin story! Collects 
WONDER WOMAN #2, #4, #6, #8, #10, #12 and #14, plus a story from WONDER 
WOMAN ANNUAL #1.

YOUNG JUSTICE #7

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Young Justice-lost in the Multiverse! After the explosive conclusion to their 
Gemworld adventure, the team is having a tough time finding their way back to their 
Earth. No, we can't tell you where they end up, but rest assured, you will be 
surprised! But as exciting as all that is, we have bigger problems to deal with as Tim 
Drake is about to do something he has only done...lots of times before. He is about 
to announce his new alias...a new superhero name. A Young Justice name. And this 
time, it's permanent. Like, forever. 

YOUNG JUSTICE #7 VAR ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Young Justice-lost in the Multiverse! After the explosive conclusion to their 
Gemworld adventure, the team is having a tough time finding their way back to their 
Earth. No, we can't tell you where they end up, but rest assured, you will be 
surprised! But as exciting as all that is, we have bigger problems to deal with as Tim 
Drake is about to do something he has only done...lots of times before. He is about 
to announce his new alias...a new superhero name. A Young Justice name. And this 
time, it's permanent. Like, forever. 

PUBLISHER DEL REY

STAR WARS THRAWN TREASON HC (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$28.99Grand Admiral Thrawn faces the ultimate test of his loyalty to the Empire in this epic 
Star Wars novel from #1 bestselling author Timothy Zahn. Thrawn has been one of 
the Empire's most effective instruments, pursuing its enemies to the very edges of 
the known galaxy. But as keen a weapon as Thrawn has become, the Emperor 
dreams of something far more destructive. Now, as Thrawn's TIE defender program 
is halted in favor of Director Krennic's secret Death Star project, he realizes that the 
balance of power in the Empire is measured by more than just military acumen or 
tactical efficiency.  As Thrawn works to secure his place in the Imperial hierarchy, his 
former protégé Eli Vanto returns with a dire warning about Thrawn's homeworld. 
Thrawn's mastery of strategy must guide him through an impossible choice: duty to 
the Chiss Ascendancy, or fealty to the Empire he has sworn to serve. Even if the 
right choice means committing treason.

PUBLISHER DENPA BOOKS

INSIDE MARI GN VOL 05 (OF 9) (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.95Mari returned home, albeit briefly. And now Isao is determined to bring her back full-
time. But after experiencing Mari's pain and fear, the question is what drove her away 
in the first place?

PUBLISHER DEVILS DUE /1FIRST COMICS, LLC

LITTLE GIRL TP (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.99When a cursed stuffed animal is given to an unknowing victim, the spirit of Abby 
May, a vengeful little dead girl, lashes out blindly at the living. However, as Abby's 
bloodlust leads her back to those responsible for her death, she begins to piece 
together the truth about how she died and how she lived. Now collected as a 
complete graphic novel, this terrifying, emotional powerhouse horror story writer Pat 
Shand and artist Olivia Pelaez challenges every ghost story you've ever been told. 
Collects the complete 4-issue series.

LOVE TOWN TP VOL 01

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$21.99Love Town is a noir world inhabited by private eyes, crooked cops, and dangerous 
gangsters, governed only by the byzantine politics of the studios and City Hall. 
Showbiz and street magic blind the unwary, and skirting the shadows between the 
rich and poor are the Infected, victims of an incurable disease that turns humans into 
werewolves, ghouls, or vampires. Detective Allie Saxon, a woman and a vampire, 
finds herself beset on all sides while pursuing her quest for justice in a lawless town. 
Collects the mini-series plus an exclusive 12 page story.

TALK BERNIE TO ME BERNIE SANDERS SPECIAL ONE SHOT

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$5.99Talk Bernie to Me features comics from some of the industry's best and brightest, all 
of whom have felt the bern!  An anthology of stories about and inspired by 
presidential hopeful Bernie Sanders and the movement he has inspired, with a 
bonus back-up and flip cover featuring Congresswoman AOC, picking up where her 
one-shot left off.

THIS OFF BEAT TOWN GN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Welcome to Nero, a dystopian city full of humanoids, aliens, robots, and a 
genetically engineered chimpanzee named Felix working as a freelance hit-man. 
There's a huge bounty out issued by his previous client and unfortunately, for Felix, 
that bounty is on his head. He's wanted dead or alive, but mostly dead. What is a 
chimp to do when he has no innocence to prove and would gladly piss off his old 
client again?  Follow this wanted on-the-run chimp as he outwits his fellow 
mercenaries to stay alive in This Off Beat Town.

PUBLISHER DIABLO PRODUCTIONS

VOID DEVINE GN VOL 01 (OF 2) THE PROMISE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.00In a post-apocalyptic America, six chosen warriors bound by a promise, wage war 
against a maniacal tyrant while protecting a sacred scroll and a child who is 
prophesied to restore civilization. 

PUBLISHER DISNEY - HYPERION

RETURN TO ISLE OF THE LOST GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Book two in the bestselling Descendants series, now in the wickedly fun, action-
packed graphic novel! Mal's an expert at intimidating her enemies, but she's broken 
the habit since leaving her villainous roots behind. So when she and her friends Evie, 
Carlos, and Jay all receive threatening messages demanding they return home, Mal 
can't believe it. And when Evie looks into her Magic Mirror, what she sees only 
confirms their fears. Maleficent's just a tiny lizard after her run-in with Mal at Ben's 
Coronation, but she's the worst villain in the land for a reason. Could she have found 
a way to escape? Whatever's going on, Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay know they have to 
sneak back to the Isle and get to the bottom of it. Without its infamous leader, the 
island's even worse than when they left it, but the comforts of home can be hard to 
resist for recently reformed villains. Available in softcover and hardcover editions.

RETURN TO ISLE OF THE LOST HC GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$21.99:  Book two in the #1 New York Times best-selling Descendants series--now in the 
wickedly fun, action-packed graphic novel!Mal's an expert at intimidating her 
enemies, but she's broken the habit since leaving her villainous roots behind. So 
when she and her friends Evie, Carlos, and Jay all receive threatening messages 
demanding they return home, Mal can't believe it. Sure, she's King Ben's girlfriend 
now, and she's usually nice to her classmates, but she still didn't think anyone would 
be silly enough to try to push her around. The thing is, it kind of worked. Especially 
since she and her friends have a sneaking suspicion that their villainous parents are 
behind the messages. And when Evie looks into her Magic Mirror, what she sees 
only confirms their fears. Maleficent's just a tiny lizard after her run-in with Mal at 
Ben's Coronation, but she's the worst villain in the land for a reason. Could she have 
found a way to escape? Whatever's going on, Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay know they 
have to sneak back to the Isle and get to the bottom of it. Without its infamous 
leader, the island's even worse than when they left it, but the comforts of home-even 
a home as gloomy as the Isle of the Lost-can be hard to resist for recently reformed 
villains. Will the kids be able to beat the evil bubbling at the Isle's wicked core, or will 
the plot to destroy Auradon succeed?

PUBLISHER DISNEY EDITIONS

MAKING OF LION KING HC (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00The Walt Disney Studios and director Jon Favreau are reimagining The Lion King! 
The film will use groundbreaking technology from The Jungle Book, directed by 
Favreau, and build on Disney's beloved 1994 story and one of the biggest animated 
films of all time, including new versions of the songs from the animated film. Join the 
respected Hollywood entertainment journalist Michael Goldman on a delightful 
behind-the-scenes look at the new and soon-to-be classic tale.

PUBLISHER DISNEY LUCASFILM PRESS

STAR WARS WHOS WHO CHARACTER STORYBOOK HC (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99The Star Wars galaxy is full of so many amazing heroes, villains, droids, aliens and 
creatures, it can be hard to keep them all straight! Thankfully, this delightful 
character storybook with simple text and illustrations guides readers through 
Episodes I-VIII by introducing all of the key players along the way.

PUBLISHER DISNEY PRESS

TALES FROM HAUNTED MANSION HC MEMENTO MORI (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Amicus Arcane is about to retire from his position as the ghost librarian of the 
Haunted Mansion. But before he does so, Amicus wants to find the scariest story of 
all, so he invites ghost writers from all over the world to the Haunted Mansion to tell 
their tales. As he hears these frightening fictions, Amicus will soon realize that the 
scariest story of all is--well, that would be telling, wouldn't it? Return with us, foolish 
mortals, if you dare to the Haunted Mansion for the most terrifying Tales from the 
Haunted Mansion of all!



PUBLISHER DK PUBLISHING CO

LEGO HARRY POTTER BUILD YOUR OWN ADVENTURE W MINI FIGURE (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Bring the world of Harry Potter to life at home with more than 50 brilliant building 
ideas! A book with bricks that inspires children to build, play, and learn all about the 
magical world of LEGO Harry Potter. Recreate favorite movie moments with Harry, 
Hermione, Ron, Professor Dumbledore and all your favorite LEGO Harry Potter 
characters. LEGO Harry Potter: Build Your Own Adventure combines the retelling of 
memorable scenes from the Harry Potter movies with inspirational build ideas. The 
book comes with the bricks to build an exclusive model not available in toy sets.

LEGO HARRY POTTER MAGICAL GUIDE TO WIZARDING WORLD (C: 1-1-0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99In LEGO Harry Potter The Magical Guide to the Wizarding World, each page brings 
to life a different scene, character or magical object from the world of LEGO Harry 
Potter. Catch the Hogwarts Express from platform 9 ¾ then join in the Sorting 
Ceremony in Hogwarts' Great Hall. Meet Harry Potter, Ron Weasley and Hermione 
Granger. Join them as they explore the castle, hang out in the Gryffindor dormitory, 
and attend magical lessons. Learn all about the LEGO Harry Potter minifigures, 
including Hogwarts students and teachers such as Luna Lovegood, Neville 
Longbottom, Severus Snape, Professor McGonagall and eccentric headmaster 
Albus Dumbledore. Discover amazing magical creatures, like Fawkes the phoenix, 
Hedwig the snowy owl, and Aragog the giant spider.

PUBLISHER DRAWN & QUARTERLY

KING OF KING COURT GN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.95From a child's-eye view, Travis Dandro recounts growing up with a drug-addicted 
birth father, alcoholic step-dad, and overwhelmed mother. As a kid, Dandro would 
temper the tension of his every day with flights of fancy, finding refuge in toys and 
animals and insects rather than the unpredictable adults around him. King of King 
Court is a revelatory autobiography that examines trauma, addiction, and familial 
relations in a unique and sensitive way.

YEAR OF THE RABBIT GN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.95Year of the Rabbit tells the true story of one family's desperate struggle to survive the 
murderous reign of the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. Using firsthand accounts from 
family members, Tian Veasna shows the reality of life in the work camps, where his 
family bartered for goods, where children were instructed to spy on their parents, and 
where reading was proof positive of being a class traitor. Constantly on the edge of 
annihilation, they realized there was only one choice: escape Cambodia and become 
refugees.

PUBLISHER DYNAMIC FORCES



DF AMAZING SPIDERMAN #1 CSA VIRGIN SGN HUGHES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$62.00SIGNED BY ADAM HUGHES! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR!

DF AMAZING SPIDERMAN #1 SGN RMRK HIDALGO SKETCH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$89.99REMARKED WITH A SPIDER-HAM SKETCH AND SIGNED BY KATIE HIDALGO! 
FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF BATMAN #50 CSA EXC SILVER SGN BROOKS & KING

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$80.00SIGNED BY MARK BROOKS AND TOM KING! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. 
ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF BLACK CAT #1 ARTGERM VAR CGC GRADED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$89.99CGC GRADED! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF BLACK CAT #1 ARTGERM VAR SGN MACKAY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99SIGNED BY JED MCCKAY! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 

DF CHAMPIONS #1 SGN RMRK HAESER SKETCH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$89.99REMARKED WITH A MILE MORALES 'SPIDER-VERSE' SKETCH AND SIGNED BY 
KEN HAESER! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF DAREDEVIL #600 CSA EXC SGN MILLER & GRANOV

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$299.99ULTRA-LIMITED TO 10 COPIES! SIGNED BY FRANK MILLER AND ADI GRANOV! 
FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF DETECTIVE #1000 WRAPAROUND B&W CVR JURGENS & NOWLAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$80.00The incredible future of Batman adventures begins here! Dan Jurgens and Kevin 
Nowlan created, in our opinion, one of the best Detective and Batman covers of all 
time, spanning 80 YEARS of Batman History paying homage to all of the great artists 
over 8 decades, and we wanted to show you the PURE Line art created by Dan 
Jurgens and Kevin Nowlan, so in showcasing the beautiful art, it is only available as 
a Virgin Cover Black and White Pure Line Art Edition! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. 
ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR.

DF DETECTIVE #1000 WRAPAROUND CVR JURGENS & NOWLAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99SIGNED BY DAN JURGENS AND KEVIN NOWLAN! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. 
ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR.

DF DETECTIVE #1000 WRAPAROUND PENCIL SKETCH JURGENS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$399.99The incredible future of Batman adventures begins here! For the 1st time EVER - we 
were able to work with DC to present Dan Jurgen's PURE Pencils on an Ultra-
Limited Edition cover to the series.  Only 200 of these will be presented in the 
WORLD! Dan laid out and brought to life a fantastic job on the cover to Detective 
#1000, creating, in our opinion, one of the best Detective and Batman covers of all 
time, spanning 80 YEARS of Batman History paying homage to all of the great artists 
over 8 decades, and we thought it would be cool to show you the pencils that Dan 
created that laid out the cover!!!!!!!!  Check it out!  Be one of the few, and the Elite, to 
get this cover! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR.

DF HOUSE OF X #1 CGC GRADED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$99.99CGC GRADED! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF HOUSE OF X #1 SGN QUESADA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$99.99SIGNED BY JOE QUESADA! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 

DF INCREDIBLE HULK LAST CALL #1 SGN DAVID

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99SIGNED BY PETER DAVID! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 

DF JIMMY OLSEN #1 SGN LIEBER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99SIGNED BY STEVE LIEBER! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 



DF JULY 4TH CELEBRATION STARTER SET

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.76This special set includes (1) signed book, (1) variant cover, (2) Bonus Books.

DF LOIS LANE #1 SGN PERKINS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99SIGNED BY MIKE PERKINS! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 

DF PHOENIX RESURRECTION #1 CSA EXC SGN BROOKS & ROSENBERG

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$59.99SIGNED BY MARK BROOKS AND MATTHEW ROSENBERG! FINAL COVER MAY 
VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF POWERS OF X #1 CGC GRADED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$99.99CGC GRADED! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF POWERS OF X #1 SGN QUESADA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$99.99SIGNED BY JOE QUESADA! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 

DF RETURN WOLVERINE #1 CSA EXC VIRGIN SGN SOULE & GRANOV

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$59.99SIGNED BY CHARLES SOULE AND ADI GRANOV! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. 
ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF SILVER SURFER BLACK #1 SGN CATES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99SIGNED BY DONNY CATES! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 

DF SILVER SURFER BLACK #1 SGN CATES PLUS 1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$64.98SIGNED BY DONNY CATES! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 



DF SPIDERMAN ANNUAL SPIDERHAM #1 SGN LIM

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99SIGNED BY RON LIM! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF TRUE BELIEVERS SECRET SPIDERHAM #1 SGN DEFALCO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99SIGNED BY TOM DEFLACO! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 

DF TRUE BELIEVERS TAILS SPIDERHAM #1 SGN DEFALCO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99SIGNED BY TOM DEFALCO! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY 
OCCUR! 

DF UNCANNY XMEN #544 SGN STAN LEE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$799.99SIGNED BY STAN 'THE MAN' LEE! FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS 
MAY OCCUR! 

DF VAMPIRELLA #1 EXC ROSS RED PENCIL VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$75.00FINAL COVER MAY VARY. ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR! 

DF WOLVERINE #1 SPECIAL EDITION

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99Wolverine #1 Special Edition Mini-Series Limited Edition from Christ Claremont and 
Frank Miller with an exclusive cover by Alan Davis.

PUBLISHER DYNAMITE

BARBARELLA TP VOL 03 BURNING DOWN HOUSE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99Barbarella has been lied to. Worse, she's been weaponized, and someone's going to 
answer for that, for sure. (Well, assuming she survives the judgement of the 
Esseverine sun-giants, and an armada of a thousand ships...)

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 10 COPY PHOTO VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 20 COPY WILLIAMS B&W INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 30 COPY CHANTLER VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 40 COPY OHTA B&W INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 50 COPY WILLIAMS VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 CVR A ROYLE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 CVR B CHANTLER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 CVR C WILLIAMS

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 CVR D OHTA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #4 CVR E PHOTO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Bettie's next stop on her dimension-hopping quest finds her six inches tall… with 
gossamer wings. Can one tiny adorable sprite stop the most powerful creatures in 
the multiverse from throwing it all into chaos and destruction?

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 03 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99An evil so profound it threatens all mankind! The mightiest heroes on the planet 
uniting to defend us all! A secret crisis of such utter finality that a countdown to civil 
or infiite war seems unavoidable! But have you ever wordered what really happens 
during Crossovers? The Seven, Payback, Teenage Kix, Fantastico, and every other 
superhero on Earth team up for an annual event like no other - and where the 
superheroes go, can a certain 'five complications and a dog' be far behind? But as 
fun and games begin, it seems our heroes have set their sights on bigger game than 
usual. You can only maim and murder so many superheroes before someone 
decides to do something about it, and in The Boys' case that means Payback - a 
superteam of unimaginable power, second only to the mighty Seven. Pulping 
teenage supes is one thing, but how will our heroes fare against Soldier Boy, Mind-
Droid, Swatto, the Crimson Countess, and the Nazi juggernaut known as Stormfront? 
Blood flies and bones shatter, as Butcher and company meet fire with fire. Includes 
both volumes 5 & 6 of this acclaimed series in one volume.

BRANDON SANDERSON WHITE SAND TP VOL 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Following the loss of most of his colleagues in a violent ambush, Kenton has become 
Lord Mastrell of the few remaining Sand Masters, magicians who can manipulate 
sand to do their bidding. With the ruling council poised against him, the hot-headed 
Kenton must become a diplomat to have any hope of preventing the eradication of 
his people forever. However, there's another complication: assassins are coming for 
him from all directions, and Kenton's only true ally is Khriss, a visitor from the other 
side of the planet who has an agenda of her own to pursue. White Sand Volume 2 
continues the New York Times bestselling series of graphic novels, bringing a crucial 
chapter of Brandon Sanderson's Cosmere to life exclusively in a visual format.

CHARLIES ANGELS VS BIONIC WOMAN #1 10 COPY MAHFOOD B&W INCV

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00When Charlie's Angels pick up an assignment to steal a dangerous patent and put it 
back in the hands of its mysterious inventor, they encounter their toughest 
counterspy yet: The Bionic Woman, Jaime Sommers. This new series follows two of 
television's top teams after their programming run and into the 1980s. When the 
Office of Scientific Investigation is privatized and its patents sold off to the highest 
bidder, a military contractor looks to take bionics to the battlefield. Will the Bionic 
Woman be able to protect the patent from the would-be thieves, or will the Angels 
prevail, mothballing the formula's military applications in favor of medical uses?

CHARLIES ANGELS VS BIONIC WOMAN #1 20 COPY LESSER VIRGIN INC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00When Charlie's Angels pick up an assignment to steal a dangerous patent and put it 
back in the hands of its mysterious inventor, they encounter their toughest 
counterspy yet: The Bionic Woman, Jaime Sommers. This new series follows two of 
television's top teams after their programming run and into the 1980s. When the 
Office of Scientific Investigation is privatized and its patents sold off to the highest 
bidder, a military contractor looks to take bionics to the battlefield. Will the Bionic 
Woman be able to protect the patent from the would-be thieves, or will the Angels 
prevail, mothballing the formula's military applications in favor of medical uses?

CHARLIES ANGELS VS BIONIC WOMAN #1 30 COPY MAHFOOD VIRGIN IN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00When Charlie's Angels pick up an assignment to steal a dangerous patent and put it 
back in the hands of its mysterious inventor, they encounter their toughest 
counterspy yet: The Bionic Woman, Jaime Sommers. This new series follows two of 
television's top teams after their programming run and into the 1980s. When the 
Office of Scientific Investigation is privatized and its patents sold off to the highest 
bidder, a military contractor looks to take bionics to the battlefield. Will the Bionic 
Woman be able to protect the patent from the would-be thieves, or will the Angels 
prevail, mothballing the formula's military applications in favor of medical uses?

CHARLIES ANGELS VS BIONIC WOMAN #1 40 COPY STAGGS VIRGIN INC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00When Charlie's Angels pick up an assignment to steal a dangerous patent and put it 
back in the hands of its mysterious inventor, they encounter their toughest 
counterspy yet: The Bionic Woman, Jaime Sommers. This new series follows two of 
television's top teams after their programming run and into the 1980s. When the 
Office of Scientific Investigation is privatized and its patents sold off to the highest 
bidder, a military contractor looks to take bionics to the battlefield. Will the Bionic 
Woman be able to protect the patent from the would-be thieves, or will the Angels 
prevail, mothballing the formula's military applications in favor of medical uses?

CHARLIES ANGELS VS BIONIC WOMAN #1 CVR A STAGGS

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99When Charlie's Angels pick up an assignment to steal a dangerous patent and put it 
back in the hands of its mysterious inventor, they encounter their toughest 
counterspy yet: The Bionic Woman, Jaime Sommers. This new series follows two of 
television's top teams after their programming run and into the 1980s. When the 
Office of Scientific Investigation is privatized and its patents sold off to the highest 
bidder, a military contractor looks to take bionics to the battlefield. Will the Bionic 
Woman be able to protect the patent from the would-be thieves, or will the Angels 
prevail, mothballing the formula's military applications in favor of medical uses?

CHARLIES ANGELS VS BIONIC WOMAN #1 CVR B MAHFOOD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99When Charlie's Angels pick up an assignment to steal a dangerous patent and put it 
back in the hands of its mysterious inventor, they encounter their toughest 
counterspy yet: The Bionic Woman, Jaime Sommers. This new series follows two of 
television's top teams after their programming run and into the 1980s. When the 
Office of Scientific Investigation is privatized and its patents sold off to the highest 
bidder, a military contractor looks to take bionics to the battlefield. Will the Bionic 
Woman be able to protect the patent from the would-be thieves, or will the Angels 
prevail, mothballing the formula's military applications in favor of medical uses?

CHARLIES ANGELS VS BIONIC WOMAN #1 CVR C LESSER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99When Charlie's Angels pick up an assignment to steal a dangerous patent and put it 
back in the hands of its mysterious inventor, they encounter their toughest 
counterspy yet: The Bionic Woman, Jaime Sommers. This new series follows two of 
television's top teams after their programming run and into the 1980s. When the 
Office of Scientific Investigation is privatized and its patents sold off to the highest 
bidder, a military contractor looks to take bionics to the battlefield. Will the Bionic 
Woman be able to protect the patent from the would-be thieves, or will the Angels 
prevail, mothballing the formula's military applications in favor of medical uses?

CHARLIES ANGELS VS BIONIC WOMAN #1 SGN ATLAS ED (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00SIGNED BY WRITER CAMERON DEORDIO! When Charlie's Angels pick up an 
assignment to steal a dangerous patent and put it back in the hands of its mysterious 
inventor, they encounter their toughest counterspy yet: The Bionic Woman, Jaime 
Sommers. This new series follows two of television's top teams after their 
programming run and into the 1980s. When the Office of Scientific Investigation is 
privatized and its patents sold off to the highest bidder, a military contractor looks to 
take bionics to the battlefield. Will the Bionic Woman be able to protect the patent 
from the would-be thieves, or will the Angels prevail, mothballing the formula's 
military applications in favor of medical uses?

DREADSTAR HC WIZARD RARE LIMITED ED SGN STARLIN

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$29.99From the Dynamite Archives comes the 'Wizard' Edition of our ultimate Dreadstar 
Collection! Rejoice, fans of Jim Starlin's space opera masterpiece DREADSTAR! 
Dynamite's bringing you a Rare, Limited, and Definitive Edition, signed by the 
Progenitor (That'd be Jim Starlin.) himself! Collecting the first 12 issues of Vanth 
Dreadstar's epic, space-based journey, which make up the complete first arc of 
Starlin's story, this beautiful hardcover edition contains close to 400 pages of story, 
art, and more! Each page is masterfully reproduced digitally from the original film, 
with a new, wrap-around cover design from Mr. Starlin.

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK #12 10 COPY CERMAK VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00The Witch Cult Saga concludes, and a surprise villain returns from Elvira's past! (At 
least… it's a surprise if you don't look at John Royle's variant cover...) The Mistress 
of the Dark can deliver you a climax like no other, and here it comes, in the twelfth 
and final issue of Elvira's ribald romp, brought to you with joy, laughter and terrible 
puns.

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK #12 20 COPY ROYLE B&W INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00The Witch Cult Saga concludes, and a surprise villain returns from Elvira's past! (At 
least… it's a surprise if you don't look at John Royle's variant cover...) The Mistress 
of the Dark can deliver you a climax like no other, and here it comes, in the twelfth 
and final issue of Elvira's ribald romp, brought to you with joy, laughter and terrible 
puns.

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK #12 25 COPY MANDRAKE VIRGIN INCV (Ne

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00The Witch Cult Saga concludes, and a surprise villain returns from Elvira's past! (At 
least… it's a surprise if you don't look at John Royle's variant cover...) The Mistress 
of the Dark can deliver you a climax like no other, and here it comes, in the twelfth 
and final issue of Elvira's ribald romp, brought to you with joy, laughter and terrible 
puns.

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK #12 CVR A MANDRAKE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Witch Cult Saga concludes, and a surprise villain returns from Elvira's past! (At 
least… it's a surprise if you don't look at John Royle's variant cover...) The Mistress 
of the Dark can deliver you a climax like no other, and here it comes, in the twelfth 
and final issue of Elvira's ribald romp, brought to you with joy, laughter and terrible 
puns.

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK #12 CVR B CERMAK

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99The Witch Cult Saga concludes, and a surprise villain returns from Elvira's past! (At 
least… it's a surprise if you don't look at John Royle's variant cover...) The Mistress 
of the Dark can deliver you a climax like no other, and here it comes, in the twelfth 
and final issue of Elvira's ribald romp, brought to you with joy, laughter and terrible 
puns.

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK #12 CVR C ROYLE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Witch Cult Saga concludes, and a surprise villain returns from Elvira's past! (At 
least… it's a surprise if you don't look at John Royle's variant cover...) The Mistress 
of the Dark can deliver you a climax like no other, and here it comes, in the twelfth 
and final issue of Elvira's ribald romp, brought to you with joy, laughter and terrible 
puns.

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK #12 CVR D PHOTO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Witch Cult Saga concludes, and a surprise villain returns from Elvira's past! (At 
least… it's a surprise if you don't look at John Royle's variant cover...) The Mistress 
of the Dark can deliver you a climax like no other, and here it comes, in the twelfth 
and final issue of Elvira's ribald romp, brought to you with joy, laughter and terrible 
puns.

JAMES BOND 007 #9 10 COPY JOHNSON VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'THE HEIST': Plan is set. Clock gets tight. Goldfinger bets big. The modern 007 epic 
continues from GREG PAK (Batman/Superman, Hulkverines) and ERIC GAPSTUR 
(The Flash: Season Zero).

JAMES BOND 007 #9 20 COPY PHAM VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'THE HEIST': Plan is set. Clock gets tight. Goldfinger bets big. The modern 007 epic 
continues from GREG PAK (Batman/Superman, Hulkverines) and ERIC GAPSTUR 
(The Flash: Season Zero).

JAMES BOND 007 #9 30 COPY KANO VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'THE HEIST': Plan is set. Clock gets tight. Goldfinger bets big. The modern 007 epic 
continues from GREG PAK (Batman/Superman, Hulkverines) and ERIC GAPSTUR 
(The Flash: Season Zero).

JAMES BOND 007 #9 40 COPY GAPSTUR VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00'THE HEIST': Plan is set. Clock gets tight. Goldfinger bets big. The modern 007 epic 
continues from GREG PAK (Batman/Superman, Hulkverines) and ERIC GAPSTUR 
(The Flash: Season Zero).

JAMES BOND 007 #9 CVR A JOHNSON

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE HEIST': Plan is set. Clock gets tight. Goldfinger bets big. The modern 007 epic 
continues from GREG PAK (Batman/Superman, Hulkverines) and ERIC GAPSTUR 
(The Flash: Season Zero).

JAMES BOND 007 #9 CVR B PHAM

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE HEIST': Plan is set. Clock gets tight. Goldfinger bets big. The modern 007 epic 
continues from GREG PAK (Batman/Superman, Hulkverines) and ERIC GAPSTUR 
(The Flash: Season Zero).

JAMES BOND 007 #9 CVR C KANO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE HEIST': Plan is set. Clock gets tight. Goldfinger bets big. The modern 007 epic 
continues from GREG PAK (Batman/Superman, Hulkverines) and ERIC GAPSTUR 
(The Flash: Season Zero).

JAMES BOND 007 #9 CVR D GAPSTUR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE HEIST': Plan is set. Clock gets tight. Goldfinger bets big. The modern 007 epic 
continues from GREG PAK (Batman/Superman, Hulkverines) and ERIC GAPSTUR 
(The Flash: Season Zero).

JAMES BOND ORIGIN #11 10 COPY PANOSIAN VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'The Debt' continues. Lieutenant James Bond learns a new skill. A former friend 
helps atone for the death of another. And Bond descends into a part of war-torn 
London that few fresh faces emerge from unscathed. By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, 
Fantastic Four) and IBRAHIM MOUSTAFA (Mother Panic).

JAMES BOND ORIGIN #11 CVR A PANOSIAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Debt' continues. Lieutenant James Bond learns a new skill. A former friend 
helps atone for the death of another. And Bond descends into a part of war-torn 
London that few fresh faces emerge from unscathed. By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, 
Fantastic Four) and IBRAHIM MOUSTAFA (Mother Panic).

JAMES BOND ORIGIN #11 CVR B DOWLING



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Debt' continues. Lieutenant James Bond learns a new skill. A former friend 
helps atone for the death of another. And Bond descends into a part of war-torn 
London that few fresh faces emerge from unscathed. By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, 
Fantastic Four) and IBRAHIM MOUSTAFA (Mother Panic).

JAMES BOND ORIGIN #11 CVR C KOTZ

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Debt' continues. Lieutenant James Bond learns a new skill. A former friend 
helps atone for the death of another. And Bond descends into a part of war-torn 
London that few fresh faces emerge from unscathed. By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, 
Fantastic Four) and IBRAHIM MOUSTAFA (Mother Panic).

JAMES BOND ORIGIN #11 CVR D MOUSTAFA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Debt' continues. Lieutenant James Bond learns a new skill. A former friend 
helps atone for the death of another. And Bond descends into a part of war-torn 
London that few fresh faces emerge from unscathed. By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, 
Fantastic Four) and IBRAHIM MOUSTAFA (Mother Panic).

JAMES BOND ORIGIN #11 CVR E BOB Q

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Debt' continues. Lieutenant James Bond learns a new skill. A former friend 
helps atone for the death of another. And Bond descends into a part of war-torn 
London that few fresh faces emerge from unscathed. By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, 
Fantastic Four) and IBRAHIM MOUSTAFA (Mother Panic).

KISS END #4 10 COPY SAYGER VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00Jay and Mania are hot on the heels of KISS and getting the Sword of Immortality 
back and do mean hot! They are running out of chances to pull this off before Hay is 
stranded permanently in the Wasteland with an angry demon king who is still not 
coping well with losing both his sword and his hand to the greatest rock band to ever 
live!

KISS END #4 20 COPY SCHOONOVER B&W INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00Jay and Mania are hot on the heels of KISS and getting the Sword of Immortality 
back and do mean hot! They are running out of chances to pull this off before Hay is 
stranded permanently in the Wasteland with an angry demon king who is still not 
coping well with losing both his sword and his hand to the greatest rock band to ever 
live!

KISS END #4 30 COPY BROWN B&W INCV (Net)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00Jay and Mania are hot on the heels of KISS and getting the Sword of Immortality 
back and do mean hot! They are running out of chances to pull this off before Hay is 
stranded permanently in the Wasteland with an angry demon king who is still not 
coping well with losing both his sword and his hand to the greatest rock band to ever 
live!

KISS END #4 CVR A SAYGER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jay and Mania are hot on the heels of KISS and getting the Sword of Immortality 
back and do mean hot! They are running out of chances to pull this off before Hay is 
stranded permanently in the Wasteland with an angry demon king who is still not 
coping well with losing both his sword and his hand to the greatest rock band to ever 
live!

KISS END #4 CVR B BROWN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jay and Mania are hot on the heels of KISS and getting the Sword of Immortality 
back and do mean hot! They are running out of chances to pull this off before Hay is 
stranded permanently in the Wasteland with an angry demon king who is still not 
coping well with losing both his sword and his hand to the greatest rock band to ever 
live!

KISS END #4 CVR C SCHOONOVER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jay and Mania are hot on the heels of KISS and getting the Sword of Immortality 
back and do mean hot! They are running out of chances to pull this off before Hay is 
stranded permanently in the Wasteland with an angry demon king who is still not 
coping well with losing both his sword and his hand to the greatest rock band to ever 
live!

KISS END #4 CVR D PHOTO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jay and Mania are hot on the heels of KISS and getting the Sword of Immortality 
back and do mean hot! They are running out of chances to pull this off before Hay is 
stranded permanently in the Wasteland with an angry demon king who is still not 
coping well with losing both his sword and his hand to the greatest rock band to ever 
live!

OBEY ME #4 10 COPY HERRERA B&W INCV (Net) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00Vanessa and Monty were sent to investigate the disappearance of a researcher that 
was working for their boss on a mysterious project. Upon their arrival to the 
researchers' private quarters, they were suddenly assaulted by a group called the 
Crusaders, servants of the Angels looking for the lost Saint. Meanwhile, 
unbeknownst to them they're being watched closely by the Iron Eagle Mercenaries, a 
group that they've encountered earlier, who seem to have some connection to the 
missing associate of Ammon.  

OBEY ME #4 15 COPY HERRERA VIRGIN INCV (Net) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Vanessa and Monty were sent to investigate the disappearance of a researcher that 
was working for their boss on a mysterious project. Upon their arrival to the 
researchers' private quarters, they were suddenly assaulted by a group called the 
Crusaders, servants of the Angels looking for the lost Saint. Meanwhile, 
unbeknownst to them they're being watched closely by the Iron Eagle Mercenaries, a 
group that they've encountered earlier, who seem to have some connection to the 
missing associate of Ammon.  

OBEY ME #4 CVR A HERRERA (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Vanessa and Monty were sent to investigate the disappearance of a researcher that 
was working for their boss on a mysterious project. Upon their arrival to the 
researchers' private quarters, they were suddenly assaulted by a group called the 
Crusaders, servants of the Angels looking for the lost Saint. Meanwhile, 
unbeknownst to them they're being watched closely by the Iron Eagle Mercenaries, a 
group that they've encountered earlier, who seem to have some connection to the 
missing associate of Ammon.  

RED SONJA #6 10 COPY Q SEDUCTION INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 20 COPY CONNER B&W INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 30 COPY LINSNER B&W INCV (Net)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 40 COPY PACE VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 50 COPY BOB Q SEDUCTION B&W INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 CONNER VIRGIN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00Snag this Limited, 'Virgin' Edition of Amanda Conner's sensational Red Sonja #6 
cover!

RED SONJA #6 CVR A CONNER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 CVR B LINSNER

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 CVR C WARD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 CVR D PACE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 CVR E COSPLAY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA #6 LINSNER VIRGIN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00'TEMPLE OF GHOSTS': The first arc of the most exciting series debut of 2019 
comes to a stunning conclusion. The dreaded Dragan makes Her Majesty an offer 
that would end an invasion but sacrifice everything. Sonja The Red must weigh the 
awful costs, before the decision is no longer hers to make. By MARK RUSSELL (The 
Flintstones, Second Coming) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan). And be sure to pick up 
RED SONJA: LORD OF FOOLS, also out this month, which ties directly into the 
shocking ending of this issue…

RED SONJA BIRTH OF SHE DEVIL #2 10 COPY DAVILA VIRGIN INCV (



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00The previously untold story of the early years of Red Sonja continues in Birth of the 
She-Devil #2! The stakes continue to grow as Sonja is thrust back into an uneasy 
alliance that combines elements of her past against deadly new Hyborian foe as a 
literal death cult seeks to enslave all those in their path!

RED SONJA BIRTH OF SHE DEVIL #2 20 COPY DAVILA B&W INCV (Net

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00The previously untold story of the early years of Red Sonja continues in Birth of the 
She-Devil #2! The stakes continue to grow as Sonja is thrust back into an uneasy 
alliance that combines elements of her past against deadly new Hyborian foe as a 
literal death cult seeks to enslave all those in their path!

RED SONJA BIRTH OF SHE DEVIL #2 30 COPY COSPLAY VIRGIN INCV

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00The previously untold story of the early years of Red Sonja continues in Birth of the 
She-Devil #2! The stakes continue to grow as Sonja is thrust back into an uneasy 
alliance that combines elements of her past against deadly new Hyborian foe as a 
literal death cult seeks to enslave all those in their path!

RED SONJA BIRTH OF SHE DEVIL #2 CVR A PARRILLO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The previously untold story of the early years of Red Sonja continues in Birth of the 
She-Devil #2! The stakes continue to grow as Sonja is thrust back into an uneasy 
alliance that combines elements of her past against deadly new Hyborian foe as a 
literal death cult seeks to enslave all those in their path!

RED SONJA BIRTH OF SHE DEVIL #2 CVR B DAVILA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The previously untold story of the early years of Red Sonja continues in Birth of the 
She-Devil #2! The stakes continue to grow as Sonja is thrust back into an uneasy 
alliance that combines elements of her past against deadly new Hyborian foe as a 
literal death cult seeks to enslave all those in their path!

RED SONJA BIRTH OF SHE DEVIL #2 CVR C COSPLAY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The previously untold story of the early years of Red Sonja continues in Birth of the 
She-Devil #2! The stakes continue to grow as Sonja is thrust back into an uneasy 
alliance that combines elements of her past against deadly new Hyborian foe as a 
literal death cult seeks to enslave all those in their path!

RED SONJA BIRTH OF SHE DEVIL #2 PARILLO VIRGIN CVR (C: 0-1-2

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$50.00Get this limited, 'Virgin' edition of Lucio Parillo's beautiful, painted cover for Red 
Sonja: Birth of the She-Devil #2. Items will come with a certificate of authenticity and 
will be limited to only a few above initial orders!

RED SONJA LORD OF FOOLS ONE SHOT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THIRTY pages of story, tying directly into the aftermath of RED SONJA #6! As the 
battle wages in Hyrkania…CYRIL is the Crown Prince of the Zamoran Empire, and 
he is young but not stupid. The mysterious blind priest will unlock the secrets of The 
Lord Of Fools…Cyril will learn his fate, and what it will mean for the known world…

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 10 COPY PARENT B&W IN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00Things are getting weirder and weirder in Riverdale as Red Sonja and Vampirella 
investigate a string of grisly murders with the help of their new friends Betty and 
Veronica. But as the body count increases and the leads dry up, police suspicion 
turns to the outsiders who need to find the real murderer and FAST.

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 20 COPY BRAGA B&W INC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00Things are getting weirder and weirder in Riverdale as Red Sonja and Vampirella 
investigate a string of grisly murders with the help of their new friends Betty and 
Veronica. But as the body count increases and the leads dry up, police suspicion 
turns to the outsiders who need to find the real murderer and FAST.

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 30 COPY BRAGA VIRGIN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00Things are getting weirder and weirder in Riverdale as Red Sonja and Vampirella 
investigate a string of grisly murders with the help of their new friends Betty and 
Veronica. But as the body count increases and the leads dry up, police suspicion 
turns to the outsiders who need to find the real murderer and FAST.

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 40 COPY PARENT VIRGIN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00Things are getting weirder and weirder in Riverdale as Red Sonja and Vampirella 
investigate a string of grisly murders with the help of their new friends Betty and 
Veronica. But as the body count increases and the leads dry up, police suspicion 
turns to the outsiders who need to find the real murderer and FAST.

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 CVR A DALTON

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Things are getting weirder and weirder in Riverdale as Red Sonja and Vampirella 
investigate a string of grisly murders with the help of their new friends Betty and 
Veronica. But as the body count increases and the leads dry up, police suspicion 
turns to the outsiders who need to find the real murderer and FAST.

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 CVR B HACK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Things are getting weirder and weirder in Riverdale as Red Sonja and Vampirella 
investigate a string of grisly murders with the help of their new friends Betty and 
Veronica. But as the body count increases and the leads dry up, police suspicion 
turns to the outsiders who need to find the real murderer and FAST.

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 CVR C BRAGA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Things are getting weirder and weirder in Riverdale as Red Sonja and Vampirella 
investigate a string of grisly murders with the help of their new friends Betty and 
Veronica. But as the body count increases and the leads dry up, police suspicion 
turns to the outsiders who need to find the real murderer and FAST.

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 CVR D PARENT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Things are getting weirder and weirder in Riverdale as Red Sonja and Vampirella 
investigate a string of grisly murders with the help of their new friends Betty and 
Veronica. But as the body count increases and the leads dry up, police suspicion 
turns to the outsiders who need to find the real murderer and FAST.

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 CVR E STAGGS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Things are getting weirder and weirder in Riverdale as Red Sonja and Vampirella 
investigate a string of grisly murders with the help of their new friends Betty and 
Veronica. But as the body count increases and the leads dry up, police suspicion 
turns to the outsiders who need to find the real murderer and FAST.

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 DALTON VIRGIN (C: 0-1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00Love the gorgeous, painterly work of Fay Dalton? Dig this crazy crossover? Get the 
Limited 'Virgin' cover for Red Sonja & Vampirella Meet Betty & Veronica!

RED SONJA VAMPIRELLA BETTY VERONICA #3 VIRGIN STAGGS VAR (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00Love the epic comic covers of Cat Staggs? Dig this crazy crossover? Get the Limited 
'Virgin' cover for Red Sonja & Vampirella Meet Betty & Veronica!



SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN #5 10 COPY HAHN VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00It's all (obviously) led to this! Steve Austin: Barely alive! His body: Not-at-ALL 
functional! Secret Agent Niko Abe: Exhausted from trying to save the world while 
dragging a broken-down-cyborg all over the place! Can our jarringly-positive hero 
pick his nearly-worthless @$$ up in time to stop a secret assassination!?!?!?

SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN #5 20 COPY WALSH VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00It's all (obviously) led to this! Steve Austin: Barely alive! His body: Not-at-ALL 
functional! Secret Agent Niko Abe: Exhausted from trying to save the world while 
dragging a broken-down-cyborg all over the place! Can our jarringly-positive hero 
pick his nearly-worthless @$$ up in time to stop a secret assassination!?!?!?

SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN #5 30 COPY GEORGIEV VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00It's all (obviously) led to this! Steve Austin: Barely alive! His body: Not-at-ALL 
functional! Secret Agent Niko Abe: Exhausted from trying to save the world while 
dragging a broken-down-cyborg all over the place! Can our jarringly-positive hero 
pick his nearly-worthless @$$ up in time to stop a secret assassination!?!?!?

SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN #5 CVR A WALSH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's all (obviously) led to this! Steve Austin: Barely alive! His body: Not-at-ALL 
functional! Secret Agent Niko Abe: Exhausted from trying to save the world while 
dragging a broken-down-cyborg all over the place! Can our jarringly-positive hero 
pick his nearly-worthless @$$ up in time to stop a secret assassination!?!?!?

SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN #5 CVR B HAHN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's all (obviously) led to this! Steve Austin: Barely alive! His body: Not-at-ALL 
functional! Secret Agent Niko Abe: Exhausted from trying to save the world while 
dragging a broken-down-cyborg all over the place! Can our jarringly-positive hero 
pick his nearly-worthless @$$ up in time to stop a secret assassination!?!?!?

SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN #5 CVR C GEORGIEV

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's all (obviously) led to this! Steve Austin: Barely alive! His body: Not-at-ALL 
functional! Secret Agent Niko Abe: Exhausted from trying to save the world while 
dragging a broken-down-cyborg all over the place! Can our jarringly-positive hero 
pick his nearly-worthless @$$ up in time to stop a secret assassination!?!?!?

VAMPIRELLA #1 10 COPY HUGHES HOMAGE INCV (Net)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 100 COPY FRAZETTA ICON INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 1969 REPLICA ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99Dynamite Superstar Vampirella got her start in 1969 as a Horror comic 'hostess,' and 
she's gone through 50 years of story evolution since to become the iconic character 
that we all know and love! While we're celebrating her illustrious career, we're also 
taking a look back at where this blood-sucking babe got her start! This Limited 
Replica Edition of Vampirella #1 is exactly what it says on the tin, a magazine-sized, 
66-Page celebration of the Daugher of Draculon's first time in print! This special 
reprint includes every story and even advertisements exactly as they looked half a 
century ago! Warren's sharp-eyed editors assembled the best talents across the 
world to write and draw timeless stories. This first issue features a diverse range of 
masters, including Neal Adams (Batman, Green Lantern), Reed Crandall 
(Blackhawk, EC Comics), longtime Jack Kirby inker Mike Royer, and other greats 
such as Tom Sutton, Ernie Colon and Tony Tallarico. All under an unforgettable 
cover by Frank Frazetta.   Check out the Vampirella Archive HC series for more 
Warren-Era Vampirella!

VAMPIRELLA #1 20 COPY HUGHES B&W INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 30 COPY COSPLAY VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 40 COPY MARCH VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 5 COPY GONZALEZ INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 50 COPY ROSS B&W INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 75 COPY CAMPBELL ICON INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 BLANK AUTHENTIX CVR (C: 0-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Blank Authentix Edition - available as a variant for Vampirella #1- features the 
same great story, but with a blank cover for you to get your favorite artist to draw 
their own take on Dynamite's Daughter of Draculon!

VAMPIRELLA #1 BLANK COMIC VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In honor of Vampirella's 50th Anniversary, Dynamite's embracing the extraordinary 
talent of her dedicated fanbase and offering a Vampirella #1 Blank Comic Edition! 
Featuring sketch-quality paper inside one of our logo'd, Blank covers, you can now 
craft and draft your very own Vampi adventure!

VAMPIRELLA #1 CHO WRAP VIRGIN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00Dynamite's celebrating the 50th Anniversary of Vampirella with a truly All-Star cast of 
cover artists! If you're digging Frank Cho's latest masterpiece of the Daughter of 
Draculon, be sure to snag the Limited 'Virgin' Edition!

VAMPIRELLA #1 CVR A CHO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 CVR B ROSS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 CVR C JUSKO

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 CVR D MARCH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 CVR E COSPLAY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In July 1969, the world was first introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't 
look a day older!!!!  Now, to celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a 
brand-new, ongoing series featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, 
Deathstroke, Quantum & Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-
in-the-making, Ergün Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll 
experience the first, mysterious taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic 
Book Day #0, and the story continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA #1 HUGHES CGC GRADED CVR (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$89.99We're treating Vampirella's 50th Anniversary like the comics' history event it surely 
is! Collectors who want to celebrate with us can get in on the action through this 
CGC-graded and preserved edition of Vampirella #1, featuring Adam Hughes' 
curvaceous cover!

VAMPIRELLA #1 HUGHES VIRGIN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00Dynamite's celebrating the 50th Anniversary of Vampirella with a truly All-Star cast of 
cover artists! Lovers of Fantasy art will no doubt know (and love!) Joe Jusko's 
signature style of painted covers. Commemorate this moment in Vampi History with 
this Limited 'Virgin' Edition of the illustrious Mr. Jusko's cover!

VAMPIRELLA #1 JUSKO CGC GRADED CVR (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$89.99We're treating Vampirella's 50th Anniversary like the comics' history event it surely 
is! Collectors who want to celebrate with us can get in on the action through this 
CGC-graded and preserved edition of Vampirella #1, featuring fantasy master Joe 
Jusko's bright and wild, painted cover!

VAMPIRELLA #1 JUSKO VIRGIN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00Dynamite's celebrating the 50th Anniversary of Vampirella with a truly All-Star cast of 
cover artists! If you're digging Adam Hughes' latest masterpiece of the Daughter of 
Draculon, be sure to snag the Limited 'Virgin' Edition!

VAMPIRELLA #1 LTD ED SANJULIAN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.69Spanish Fantasy Master Sanjulian has crafted some of the most widely- admired 
portraits of Vampirella, and there's no questioning how he's earned his fame. He's 
phenominal! And his paintings of the Daughter of Draculon are not only beautiful 
examples of fantasy pinup art, they're iconic! Now, as part of Vampirella's 50th 
Anniversary Celebration, we're wrapping her brand new #1 in a Limited Edition 'Icon' 
Cover by Sanjulian. With a price-point touting her birth year and imagery to die for, 
it's a must-have for Vampi fans and collectors!

VAMPIRELLA #1 MARCH CGC GRADED CVR (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$89.99We're treating Vampirella's 50th Anniversary like the comics' history event it surely 
is! Collectors who want to celebrate with us can get in on the action through this 
CGC-graded and preserved edition of Vampirella #1, featuring Guillem March's 
beautiful and blood-soaked cover!

VAMPIRELLA #1 ROSS CGC GRADED CVR (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$89.99We're treating Vampirella's 50th Anniversary like the comics' history event it surely 
is! Collectors who want to celebrate with us can get in on the action through this 
CGC-graded and preserved edition of Vampirella #1, featuring Alex Ross' gorgeous, 
stately painted cover!

VAMPIRELLA #1 ROSS VIRGIN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$50.00Dynamite's celebrating the 50th Anniversary of Vampirella with a truly All-Star cast of 
cover artists! Want to scope out Alex Ross' beautiful, painted cover sans corner 
barcode? We've got your back with this Limited 'Virgin' Edition of Mr. Ross' 
Vampirella #1 cover!

VAMPIRELLA #1 SGN ATLAS ED (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$49.99SIGNED BY WRITER CHRISTOPHER PRIEST! In July 1969, the world was first 
introduced to Vampirella.  50 years later, she doesn't look a day older!!!!  Now, to 
celebrate her gold anniversary, Dynamite is launching a brand-new, ongoing series 
featuring the talents of Christopher Priest (Black Panther, Deathstroke, Quantum & 
Woody, Justice League) and European star/American star-in-the-making, Ergün 
Gündüz (Tales of the Great War, Taxi Tales)!  You'll experience the first, mysterious 
taste of things to come in Vampirella Free Comic Book Day #0, and the story 
continues here!!!

VAMPIRELLA ROSES FOR DEAD HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Fan Favorite artist Joe Michael Linsner is joined by writer Kristina Deak-Linsner to 
create a Vampirella story that takes Vampi back-to-basics as Dynamite prepares to 
celebrate her 50th Anniversary in 2019! Vampirella hunts down a sexual predator in 
order to feed her insatiable thirst for blood. While tracking him down to a 
Philadelphia nightclub, Evily the Witch bars her path. They clash and the plan is 
thwarted. Do they both decide to team up against him, or remain at odds? Whatever 
the means, Vampi vows to get revenge!

VAMPIRELLA ROSES FOR DEAD HC SGN ED (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99SIGNED BY CREATORS JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER AND KRISTINA DEAK-
LINSNER! Fan Favorite artist Joe Michael Linsner is joined by writer Kristina Deak-
Linsner to create a Vampirella story that takes Vampi back-to-basics as Dynamite 
prepares to celebrate her 50th Anniversary in 2019! Vampirella hunts down a sexual 
predator in order to feed her insatiable thirst for blood. While tracking him down to a 
Philadelphia nightclub, Evily the Witch bars her path. They clash and the plan is 
thwarted. Do they both decide to team up against him, or remain at odds? Whatever 
the means, Vampi vows to get revenge!

VAMPIRELLA VS REANIMATOR TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99Herbert West--the Reanimator--has long sought the secret to perfecting his reagent 
and break death's hold on mankind once and for all. The key to his success lies in 
only one place--the forbidden tomb of the Aztec god of death! But disturbing sleeping 
gods is as troubling (to put it mildly) as raising the uncontrollable, murderous dead... 
especially when this deity is an ancient enemy of Vampirella of Drakulon! It's vampire 
versus mad scientist in a battle that threatens to tear the gates of the underworld 
asunder!

WARLORD OF MARS ATTACKS #2 10 COPY VILLALOBOS VIRGIN INCV (N

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00'The Lost Hero' - John Carter is back on Earth! Unfortunately, there's also a 
seemingly-unlimited army of lil' green dudes here, hellbent on killing every 
woman/man/dog/llama/vegetable in sight. Can our intrepid sci-fi hero get his head 
wrapped around the madness and strike back, or has he arrived just in time to see 
his homeworld's destruction? By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and 
DEAN KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!



WARLORD OF MARS ATTACKS #2 20 COPY CALDWELL VIRGIN INCV (Net

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00'The Lost Hero' - John Carter is back on Earth! Unfortunately, there's also a 
seemingly-unlimited army of lil' green dudes here, hellbent on killing every 
woman/man/dog/llama/vegetable in sight. Can our intrepid sci-fi hero get his head 
wrapped around the madness and strike back, or has he arrived just in time to see 
his homeworld's destruction? By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and 
DEAN KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!

WARLORD OF MARS ATTACKS #2 30 COPY CASE VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00'The Lost Hero' - John Carter is back on Earth! Unfortunately, there's also a 
seemingly-unlimited army of lil' green dudes here, hellbent on killing every 
woman/man/dog/llama/vegetable in sight. Can our intrepid sci-fi hero get his head 
wrapped around the madness and strike back, or has he arrived just in time to see 
his homeworld's destruction? By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and 
DEAN KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!

WARLORD OF MARS ATTACKS #2 40 COPY HILDEBRANDT VIRGIN INCV (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.00'The Lost Hero' - John Carter is back on Earth! Unfortunately, there's also a 
seemingly-unlimited army of lil' green dudes here, hellbent on killing every 
woman/man/dog/llama/vegetable in sight. Can our intrepid sci-fi hero get his head 
wrapped around the madness and strike back, or has he arrived just in time to see 
his homeworld's destruction? By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and 
DEAN KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!

WARLORD OF MARS ATTACKS #2 CVR A HILDEBRANDT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Lost Hero' - John Carter is back on Earth! Unfortunately, there's also a 
seemingly-unlimited army of lil' green dudes here, hellbent on killing every 
woman/man/dog/llama/vegetable in sight. Can our intrepid sci-fi hero get his head 
wrapped around the madness and strike back, or has he arrived just in time to see 
his homeworld's destruction? By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and 
DEAN KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!

WARLORD OF MARS ATTACKS #2 CVR B CASE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Lost Hero' - John Carter is back on Earth! Unfortunately, there's also a 
seemingly-unlimited army of lil' green dudes here, hellbent on killing every 
woman/man/dog/llama/vegetable in sight. Can our intrepid sci-fi hero get his head 
wrapped around the madness and strike back, or has he arrived just in time to see 
his homeworld's destruction? By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and 
DEAN KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!

WARLORD OF MARS ATTACKS #2 CVR C VILLALOBOS



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Lost Hero' - John Carter is back on Earth! Unfortunately, there's also a 
seemingly-unlimited army of lil' green dudes here, hellbent on killing every 
woman/man/dog/llama/vegetable in sight. Can our intrepid sci-fi hero get his head 
wrapped around the madness and strike back, or has he arrived just in time to see 
his homeworld's destruction? By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and 
DEAN KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!

WARLORD OF MARS ATTACKS #2 CVR D CALDWELL

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Lost Hero' - John Carter is back on Earth! Unfortunately, there's also a 
seemingly-unlimited army of lil' green dudes here, hellbent on killing every 
woman/man/dog/llama/vegetable in sight. Can our intrepid sci-fi hero get his head 
wrapped around the madness and strike back, or has he arrived just in time to see 
his homeworld's destruction? By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and 
DEAN KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!

XENA TP VOL 02 MINDGAMES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99The start of a new adventure! A young girl flees for her life-from her parents?! Xena 
and Gabrielle must determine if the girl is a visionary or a demon. Unfortunately for 
all concerned, the Oracles of Delphi have already decided!

XENA WARRIOR PRINCESS #4 10 COPY MACK VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Xena's World Tour rolls on! This month…ALASKA!? The Warrior Princess, her 
companion Gabrielle, and the dastardly (and depowered) god Discord are forced to 
fend off the freeze and may have make a deal with (ANOTHER!?) god in order to get 
back home! By VITA AYALA (Shuri, Wonder Woman) and ERICA D'URSO (The Life 
of Captain Marvel)!

XENA WARRIOR PRINCESS #4 20 COPY STOTT VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Xena's World Tour rolls on! This month…ALASKA!? The Warrior Princess, her 
companion Gabrielle, and the dastardly (and depowered) god Discord are forced to 
fend off the freeze and may have make a deal with (ANOTHER!?) god in order to get 
back home! By VITA AYALA (Shuri, Wonder Woman) and ERICA D'URSO (The Life 
of Captain Marvel)!

XENA WARRIOR PRINCESS #4 30 COPY GANUCHEAU VIRGIN INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Xena's World Tour rolls on! This month…ALASKA!? The Warrior Princess, her 
companion Gabrielle, and the dastardly (and depowered) god Discord are forced to 
fend off the freeze and may have make a deal with (ANOTHER!?) god in order to get 
back home! By VITA AYALA (Shuri, Wonder Woman) and ERICA D'URSO (The Life 
of Captain Marvel)!



XENA WARRIOR PRINCESS #4 CVR A MACK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Xena's World Tour rolls on! This month…ALASKA!? The Warrior Princess, her 
companion Gabrielle, and the dastardly (and depowered) god Discord are forced to 
fend off the freeze and may have make a deal with (ANOTHER!?) god in order to get 
back home! By VITA AYALA (Shuri, Wonder Woman) and ERICA D'URSO (The Life 
of Captain Marvel)!

XENA WARRIOR PRINCESS #4 CVR B STOTT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Xena's World Tour rolls on! This month…ALASKA!? The Warrior Princess, her 
companion Gabrielle, and the dastardly (and depowered) god Discord are forced to 
fend off the freeze and may have make a deal with (ANOTHER!?) god in order to get 
back home! By VITA AYALA (Shuri, Wonder Woman) and ERICA D'URSO (The Life 
of Captain Marvel)!

XENA WARRIOR PRINCESS #4 CVR C GANUCHEAU

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Xena's World Tour rolls on! This month…ALASKA!? The Warrior Princess, her 
companion Gabrielle, and the dastardly (and depowered) god Discord are forced to 
fend off the freeze and may have make a deal with (ANOTHER!?) god in order to get 
back home! By VITA AYALA (Shuri, Wonder Woman) and ERICA D'URSO (The Life 
of Captain Marvel)!

PUBLISHER EDITION SKYLIGHT

PENTHOUSE HOTTEST GIRLS SINCE 1969 45TH ANNIV SPECIAL SC ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$35.00Starting with Jenna Persaud in 1987, this collection covers the most gorgeous 
Penthouse highlights of the 1990s on, including Amy Lynn Baxter (1990), Alexis 
Christian (1992), Leslie Glass (1992), Dyanna Lauren (1995), Aria Giovanni (2000), 
Jenna Jameson (2004), Krista Ayne (2006), Sasha Grey (2007), Gina Lynn (2012), 
and many more. Visually stunning and full of the erotic images one would expect 
only from Penthouse, this book will excite and tantalize millions of fans around the 
world. 

PUBLISHER FAKKU BOOKS

PORNO SWITCH GN (A) (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.95Kayane was just your average diligent schoolgirl until her classmate Teppei opened 
her up to the world of gaming. Now she's a sloppy shut in who does nothing but play 
dating sims! Feeling responsible Teppei continues to visit her at home, trying to coax 
her back to school, but the once nieve student has been completely corrupted and 
lacks any sense of shame! Embarrassed by her immoral body, Kayane decides to 
have some fun with Teppei, but while she's had countless sexual encounters in porn 
games, she might be the one who learns a few things! Porno Switch by Hisasi 
collects thirteen chapters of slender, petite sweethearts who play prim and proper, 
but are perverted to their core!

S & M ECSTASY GN (A) (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95S&M Ecstasy by Michiking is a double feature of dominating and slightly sadistic 
hotties! In one corner, devilish maids toying with their masters until their proper 
playthings; in the other, hard working ero manga creators use their subordinates as a 
way to eliminate their sexual stress! In the 'Kani Magazine' series, readers are 
introduced to the real on-goings at a popular eromanga publisher! Veteran hentai 
editor Satou is trying hard to make her assignments go smoothly, but problems keep 
popping up. She's either having problems with one of her more popular artists falling 
behind on her deadlines, or she's spending her time training up a virgin artist who 
wouldn't know what's sexy if it was smothering him. With artists like these, her 
workload keeps piling up, maybe she'll have to take a more hands on approach to 
eromanga making. The 'S&M Triangle' arc focuses on Shion, a maid who redefines 
the concepts of master and servant. She is a proper and diligent maid to the family 
who employs her, but she is also a very firm and dominant figure in their lives. When 
her masters do not exhibit the traits worthwhile of a maid of her caliber, she is more 
than willing to put them in their place. And when they treat her well, she affectionately 
works hard to earn her keep. Whether you're here for working ladies, grinding over 
deadlines or sadistic maids focused on training their employers, the women in 
Michiking's latest are masterful sexual technicians ready to serve and be served!

PUBLISHER FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS

BAD GATEWAY HC MEGG & MOGG (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99Simon Hanselmann's previous best-selling books, Megahex, Megg & Mogg in 
Amsterdam, and One More Year have all cemented Hanselmann as one of the most 
exciting graphic novelists of his generation and Bad Gateway is the magnum opus 
that those books have been building towards. Megg & Mogg's fraught relationship 
careens into psychological depths that Hanselmann has previously only hinted at as 
his eternally-stoned, slacker characters begin to reflect the psychological toll that 
their years of insouciance and self-medication has inflicted.

DISNEY MASTERS HC VOL 09 DE VITA ICE SWORD SAGA (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99To dethrone the Shadow Prince of Argaar, a wizard summons Mickey and Goofy to 
plunge the Sword of Ice into a magic stone. They soon find themselves embroiled in 
a rumble of giants, dragons, and impossible danger! Then, in 'The Tournament of 
Argaar,' Mickey and Goofy return to brave deadly volcanoes, steampunk 
whirlamagigs, and rampaging dinosaurs! Hang onto your swords and shields!



PAPER PERIL GN (Net) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00In Paper Peril, our protagonist braves a whimsical world of sinuous shapes and 
scribbly ink lines in his quest to become an artist. Drawing inspiration from classic 
illustrators like R.O. Blechman, Saul Steinberg, Sir Quentin Blake, Tove Jansson, 
and Tomi Ungerer, cartoonist Jean-Baptiste Bourgois explores the exhilaration and 
chaos of the creative process. A lovingly crafted ode to the pitfalls of artistic 
expression.

PHANTOM IN THE ATTIC GN (Net) (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Richard Sala has been creating fiendishly clever comics for over twenty years and 
Fantagraphics Underground is proud to present this special limited-edition collection 
of drawings, watercolor paintings, and short comics, handpicked by the master of 
mystery and macabre himself, documenting the more shadowy corners of popular 
culture.

PRINCE VALIANT HC VOL 19 1973-1974 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.99In this latest volume, Prince Valiant defends the borders against barbarians while 
young Arn takes center stage, losing his heart to Lydia and encountering action on 
the jousting circuit. Also: the complete comic-strip adaptation by Hal Foster of Frank 
Werfel's novel The Song of Bernadette. Sam and Silo co-creator and Beetle Bailey 
gag-writer Jerry Dumas introduces this volume with a remembrance of his friendship 
with Prince Valiant artist John Cullen Murphy.

TONTA HC LOVE & ROCKETS (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Hot on the heels of Jaime Hernandez's masterpiece, Is This How You See Me?, 
comes a stand-alone graphic novel that focuses on one of Hernandez's most 
memorable characters, Tonta, while she confronts her family history. Her half-sister 
Vivian gets involved with a small-town gangster while Tonta befriends a young 
woman who keeps tabs on the neighborhood from the surrounding woods. 
Meanwhile, back at school, Tonta discovers that Coach Angel harbors a secret while 
local punk band Ooot provides the soundtrack.

VIVISECTIONARY HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Kate Lacour's Vivisectionary is a feast of single page images illustrating marvelous 
physiological mysteries through a series of diagrams and tableaux. Scientific charts 
alternate with raw imagery, where hummingbirds can be parasites, where feces can 
be transformed into brain tissue or gemstones. Part comic art, part textbook, 
Vivisectionary blends sex, religion, science, and body horror, with an eye to the 
sublime and the grotesque.

PUBLISHER FLESK PUBLICATIONS



ART OF GARY GIANNI GEORGE RR MARTIN SEVEN KINGDOMS HC (C: 0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.95This book contains all of Gary Gianni's artwork for George R.R. Martin's A Song of 
Ice and Fire series. Over 300 pages of beautifully illustrated scenes from the five 
novels in the series are featured alongside passages from the books themselves. 
Also included are illustrations from the two prequels of the series, A Knight of the 
Seven Kingdoms andl Fire and Bood. All together, the paintings and hundreds of 
drawings in pencil and pen-and-ink provide a unique view of the Seven Kingdoms of 
Westeros as seen through the eyes of the award-winning illustrator. All of Gianni's 
previously shown pencil sketches and paintings have been tightened up and 
polished for this collection, making them appear as new works. In addition, over 35 
pencil drawings appear for the first time. 

FRANK CHO BALLPOINT BEAUTIES HC (MR) (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.95Frank Cho has been making ballpoint pen drawings purely for himself for over two 
decades. This is the first time that these rarely seen works have been captured in a 
dedicated volume. Compiled here are his favorites, many which were done specially 
for this book. Most pieces are shown in four stages and accompanied by Cho's 
commentary to reveal his process. Included within the book are visual guides for 
drawing anatomy and body parts, plus a short interview where Cho discusses his 
working methods and answers the most common questions that he receives online. 
Also included are covers for his creator-owned comic Skybourne, where Cho has 
incorporated the ballpoint pen in a mixed-media format.

PUBLISHER FLOATING WORLD COMICS

ALL TIME COMICS ZEROSIS DEATHSCAPE #2 (OF 5) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Birth of the Nightmare! Benjamin Marra and Ken Landgraf illustrate the origin of Rain 
God. Twenty years later, Atlas and Crime Destroyer join forces in the final showdown 
against Rain God's maelstrom of terror. Beggar amps up the chaos with Blind Justice 
on his heels. Electrifying art by Trevor Von Eeden. 

IMMERSION PROGRAM GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.95The subconscious is the battlefield of the near future. 'The Agency' seeks to recover 
a prototype of the EP-1 module, a frightening new weapon that harvests memories 
and reveals the unexplored subconscious. Freelance operative Anna Kiszczak is 
caught in a triangle of espionage where both conspirators and perception are 
suspect. Paranoia spreads as reality unravels and memory is no longer refuge. 

PUBLISHER GALLERY 13

DARK TOWER GUNSLINGER HC VOL 06 LAST SHOTS (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$24.99Two incredible tales on the road to the Dark Tower! Young Sheemie possesses the 
awesome power to shatter the very Beams of the Dark Tower, the fulcrum of 
existence itself. But Sheemie doesn't want to destroy reality; trapped in the prison of 
Devar-Toi, all he wants is for his friends to rescue him. Roland is coming for him 
even now, but Sheemie must evade hideous guards and the monstrous Great Old 
Ones while he waits…Traveling through the Desatoya Mountains, Roland comes 
across a haunted camp. There he relives one of his past adventures, in which he and 
his ka-tet were trapped by supernatural enemies. How will the young gunslinger 
survive the sinister assault? And how does it relate to his current guest?

PUBLISHER GEMSTONE PUBLISHING

OVERSTREET GUIDE LTD S&N SC GUIDE TO COSPLAY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Over the last few years, as comic book conventions have exploded into massively 
popular pop culture events, one of the biggest reasons for that has been the rise of 
cosplay. The Overstreet Guide to Cosplay takes an in-depth look at this vibrant 
hobby with 'how to' articles on the various ways to get a costume together, things to 
expect at conventions, the issues facing cosplayers today, and a wide variety of 
topics that even the most seasoned seamstress will find thought-provoking. 
Featuring a special variant cover previously only offered at the Virginia Comicon, this 
edition of The Overstreet Guide To Cosplay is signed by author Carrie Wood, 
contributor and designer Mark Huesman, and contributor Richard Ankney, and it is 
limited to 100 copies. 

PUBLISHER GHOST SHIP

TO LOVE RU DARKNESS GN VOL 12 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99In this sequel series to To Love Ru, Princess Lala's younger sister Momo begins her 
own marital machinations to ensnare poor Rito. But to make her plan a reality, he 
has to become king of their interstellar empire, which would allow him to marry as 
many women as he wants! As Rito's heart continues to waver between Lala and his 
first crush, Haruna, Momo finds herself unable to deny the feelings she has for the 
hapless earthling high schooler. Could a human alien harem be the solution to all 
their problems? For audiences for ages 16+ years old.

YOKAI GIRLS GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.9920-year-old virgin Nishizuru Yatsuki has always considered himself a fairly normal 
guy-he's a high school graduate, works a part-time job, and hangs out at a maid 
cafe. He does have one very special ability: he can see yokai spirits! Usually he 
copes with these ghostly visions by ignoring them-but everything changes when he 
meets a beautiful young woman named Rokka. Now Yatsuki's normal days have 
taken a notably abnormal turn, as he finds himself the sole defender of a growing 
harem of supernatural-and super sexy-yokai girls! For audiences for ages 16+ years 
old.

PUBLISHER GOLDEN APPLE BOOKS



BLASTOSAURUS SUMMER SPECIAL ONE-SHOT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Summer time means fun in the sun. It means swimming in an open stream and 
camping under the stars. For Blasto, Richard, and Tabitha it also means facing down 
a herd of wild cereal mascots and a villainous colonel hellbent on capturing their 
friendly neighborhood dinosaur in order to use him in promotion on an all new line of 
breakfast snacks. This standalone special issue introduces a whole new world of 
insanity on the outskirts of Freak Out City. Remember, nothing beats a healthy 
breakfast!

PUBLISHER GOLDEN BOOKS

AVENGERS BATTLE ON MOON LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Captain Marvel and the Mighty Avengers team up to save Earth in this all-new action-
packed Little Golden Book! Captain Marvel responds to the call when an out-of-this-
world villain threatens, and the hero teams up with her allies, the mighty Avengers, to 
save the day. This book is perfect for girls and boys ages 2 to 5, as well as Marvel 
fans and collectors of all ages!

DISNEY FROZEN LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK LIBRARY (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.95A collection of five Little Golden Books starring Olaf, Anna, Elsa, Kristoff, and all the 
beloved characters from Disney's Frozen! This slipcase library includes the official 
Little Golden Book retelling of the movie Frozen, plus A New Reindeer Friend, Olaf's 
Perfect Day, The Best Birthday Ever, and Olaf Waits for Spring.

DISNEY LION KING BIG GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99This Big Golden Book features a full-color retelling of the Disney animated classic 
The Lion King, just in time for the live-action movie, which will be in theaters July 
2019! Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will love revisiting the Pride Lands with Simba, Nala, 
Timon, and Pumbaa! This Big Golden Book retells Disney's blockbuster animated 
movie The Lion King, which features amazing full-color illustrations.

DISNEY LION KING I AM SIMBA LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99This new Little Golden Book celebrates everything that is special about Simba, the 
brave lion cub from the beloved Disney movie The Lion King. Nala, Timon, Pumbaa, 
and other animals from the Pride Lands are featured in gorgeous retro-style 
illustrations. This book is a must-have for children ages 2 to 5, as well as Lion King 
fans and collectors of all ages!

DISNEY PIXAR TOY STORY LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK FAVORITES (C: 0-1-



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Featuring retellings of all three Toy Story films, this hardcover Little Golden Book 
collection stars Buzz Lightyear and Sherriff Woody, and it makes a great gift for all 
Toy Story fans!

FLUTTERSHYS FEROCIOUS FRIEND MLP LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99My Little Pony's Fluttershy stars in her very own Little Golden Book! Based on the 
animated series My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic, this story focuses on Fluttershy 
as she embarks on a new friendship adventure with her Ponyville friends Twilight 
Sparkle, Applejack, Pinkie Pie, Rainbow Dash, and Rarity. This beautifully illustrated 
Little Golden Book is perfect for children ages 3 to 7 as well as collectors of all ages!

I AM HE-MAN LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Journey to Eternia to meet He-Man, the Most Powerful Man in the Universe! This 
Little Golden Book, based on the original He-Man toy line and TV series, introduces 
He-Man and all his heroic friends as they battle the evil wizard known as Skeletor! 
Children ages 2 to 5 and fans of the classic 80s series will love this fun-filled Little 
Golden Book! 

I AM SHE-RA LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Meet She-Ra, Princess of Power! This Little Golden Book, based on the original She-
Ra TV series, tells the story of He-Man's sister, Princess Adora, and how she 
became the mighty She-Ra. Children ages 2 to 5 who are fans of the new She-Ra 
series on Netflix will love this, as will anyone who grew up watching the original 
show. 

MARVELS AVENGERS 36 COPY LGB DISPLAY SUMMER 2019 (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$179.64display contains 6 copies each of   Battle on the Moon (Marvel Avengers) The Threat 
of Thanos! (Marvel Avengers) The Amazing Spider-Man (Marvel: Spider-Man) The 
Courageous Captain America (Marvel: Captain America) Captain Marvel Little 
Golden Book (Marvel) Black Panther Little Golden Book (Marvel: Black Panther)

MINIONS LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Kevin, Stuart, Bob, and all of the Minions we first met in Despicable Me return in this 
new Little Golden Book retelling of Illumination's hit movie Minions! The Minions have 
served the most despicable master they can find since the dawn of time, sometimes 
to the detriment of the villains themselves. Three Minions - brave Kevin, guitar-
playing Stuart, and lovable Bob - venture out to Villain-Con to find a new boss to 
serve. There they meet the infamous Scarlet Overkill, and so begins the humorous 
and heartwarming adventure of saving their tribe and finding the best evil boss of all 
time.



STAR TREK TOO MANY TRIBBLES LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Captain Kirk and the crew of the starship Enterprise are ready for almost anything, 
except tribbles! When these small, furry creatures invade the ship, Captain Kirk and 
the crew must act quickly, before they are buried in fur balls! Star Trek fans of all 
ages will love this action-packed Little Golden Book featuring Captain Kirk, Mr. 
Spock, and the rest of the crew from the classic TV series in a unique retro art style! 

STAR WARS FORCE FRIDAY 36 COPY LGB DISPLAY SUMMER 2019 (C: 1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$179.64display contains 6 copies each of   Starships, Speeders & Space Stations (Star 
Wars)  Solo: Little Golden Book (Star Wars) I Am a Wookiee (Star Wars) Star Wars: 
The Last Jedi (Star Wars) Star Wars: The Force Awakens (Star Wars) Star Wars: A 
New Hope (Star Wars)

STAR WARS STARSHIPS SPEEDERS LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Explore all the amazing vehicles from the Star Wars universe in this Little Golden 
Book! From A-wings to X-wings, from landspeeders to snow speeders, from Death 
Stars to Star Destroyers, this Little Golden Book is packed with all the awesome 
vehicles from the Star Wars saga! Featuring stunning retro stylized illustrations, this 
book is perfect for Star Wars and Little Golden Book fans of all ages!

PUBLISHER GRAPHIX

MAKING FRIENDS GN VOL 02 BACK TO DRAWING BOARD (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Almost everything is going great for Dany. She and Madison are still best friends, 
she still has her magic sketchbook, and the new school year is looking up. But when 
Dany creates a duplicate of herself to secretly help with homework and raise her 
social status, the two of them accidentally unleash a magical dog that wreaks 
supernatural havoc on the town. Now, with the big school dance coming up, time is 
running short for Dany, Madison, and their friends to set things right before the night 
is completely ruined! Available in softcover and hardcover editions.

MAKING FRIENDS HC GN VOL 02 BACK TO DRAWING BOARD (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Dany, Madison, and...wait-another Dany?!-must navigate some very complicated 
friendships while trying to capture a magical dog that is turning their town upside-
down! Almost everything is going great for Dany. She and Madison are still best 
friends, she still has her magic sketchbook, and the new school year is looking up. 
But when Dany creates a duplicate of herself to secretly help with homework and 
raise her social status, the two of them accidentally unleash a magical dog that 
wreaks supernatural havoc on the town. Now, with the big school dance coming up, 
time is running short for Dany, Madison, and their friends to set things right before 
the night is completely ruined!



PUBLISHER HARPER DESIGN

SIMPSONS COMICS COLOSSAL COMPENDIUM TP VOL 07 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Bart goes to work on the railroad; Homer stretches the boundaries of his mind and 
tries to color inside the lines; Lisa feels the good vibrations when Karma-Con comes 
to town; Grampa Simpson tells it like it is, was, or might have been; Pieman and 
Bartman take on both friends and foes alike; and to top it off, the Springfield Bear 
Patrol returns in their final and furriest adventure! And don't go ballistic while trying to 
build your very own Herman's Military Antiques store.

PUBLISHER HARPER VOYAGER

BECOMING SUPERMAN MY JOURNEY FROM POVERTY TO HOLLYWOOD (C: 0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$28.99For four decades, J. Michael Straczynski has been one of the most successful 
writers in Hollywood, one of the few to forge multiple careers in movies, television, 
and comics. Yet there's one story he's never told before: his own. Joe grew up in 
abject poverty, living in slums and projects when not on the road, crisscrossing the 
country in his father's desperate attempts to escape the consequences of his past. 
Joe found refuge in his beloved comics and his dreams, and his ability to tell stories 
and make everything come out the way he wanted it. But even as he found success, 
he could not escape a dark and shocking secret that hung over his family's past. 
Becoming Superman lays bare the facts of his life: a story of creation and darkness, 
hope and success, a larger-than-life villain and a little boy who became the hero of 
his own life.

PUBLISHER HEAVY METAL MAGAZINE

IRON MAIDEN LEGACY O/T BEAST VOL 2 NIGHT CITY #4 CVR A TBD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Welcome to Night City! In the aftermath of The Beast's destruction, Eddie must ally 
with the mysterious Alchemist and embark on a journey to London's East End... a 
once familiar stomping ground now under siege by meteoric shards of his fallen 
adversary. As the city warps into a twisted hellscape, a maniacal Killer stalks the 
streets with ever increasing power and depravity. And only the Mistress of Acacia 
Avenue knows where to find him...

IRON MAIDEN LEGACY O/T BEAST VOL 2 NIGHT CITY #4 CVR B TBD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Welcome to Night City! In the aftermath of The Beast's destruction, Eddie must ally 
with the mysterious Alchemist and embark on a journey to London's East End - a 
once familair stomping ground now under siege by meteoric shards of his fallen 
adversary. As the city warps into a twisted hellscape, a maniacal Killer stalks the 
streets with ever increasing power and depravity - only the Mistress of Acacia 
Avenue knows where to find him...



IRON MAIDEN LEGACY O/T BEAST VOL 2 NIGHT CITY #4 CVR C TBD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Welcome to Night City! In the aftermath of The Beast's destruction, Eddie must ally 
with the mysterious Alchemist and embark on a journey to London's East End - a 
once familair stomping ground now under siege by meteoric shards of his fallen 
adversary. As the city warps into a twisted hellscape, a maniacal Killer stalks the 
streets with ever increasing power and depravity - only the Mistress of Acacia 
Avenue knows where to find him...

PUBLISHER HERMES PRESS

BIRTH OF A BEETLE MAGAZINE CARTOONS OF MORT WALKER HC (C: 0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.95Mort Walker, the Dean of American Cartooning, left behind a legacy that extended 
far beyond his Beetle Bailey and Hi and Lois fame. For the first time ever, Hermes 
Press and Bill Janocha (Walker's assistant) present a rare selection of gags and art 
from Walker's early years, before Beetle-mania took over the world. This historical 
book contains examples of the work he did prior to Beetle Bailey, and explores the 
evolution of his style and showcases his many gags, from his early comics in 
Showme magazine to the work he did for the Saturday Evening Post. This tome also 
contains historical essays detailing his life and career, up until his death in 2018 as 
written by Janocha.

DITKO SHRUGGED UNCOMPROMISING LIFE OF THE ARTIST (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.95Steve Ditko was the last of a generation of American comic book artists who created 
powerful modern-day mythology and became among the most influential and original 
creators of the 20th-century. He co-created Spider-Man along with Stan Lee, but 
walked away from the character in the 1960s just as it was gaining popularity, never 
to return, never to give interviews, never to attend conventions or court fame and 
attention. He died alone at 90, known to the comic book industry as a 'cranky 
recluse.' Through his history, the stories of other artists from the same period are 
examined, from Jack Kirby to Wallace Wood, and how they all fell afoul of a system 
stacked against them.

PUBLISHER HERO TOMORROW COMICS

APAMA THE UNDISCOVERED ANIMAL #11 CVR A GALLEGO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The curtain hasn't even opened on the Nothing Like Vaudeville horror show musical, 
but the reviews are already pouring in… and they're murder! Don't miss part two of 
the strangest tale ever to grace the stage, screen, or comics! Concluding the 
dramatic origin of the Tap Dance Killer, Sir Terror, and Fletcher!  Apama might be 
lucky to just break a leg in this one! And check out that worn-out, Bronze Age, Tap 
Dance Killer variant by Benito Gallego!

APAMA THE UNDISCOVERED ANIMAL #11 TAP DANCE KILLER WORN BRON



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The curtain hasn't even opened on the Nothing Like Vaudeville horror show musical, 
but the reviews are already pouring in… and they're MURDER! Don't miss part two of 
the strangest tale ever to grace the stage, screen, or comics! Concluding the 
dramatic origin of the Tap Dance Killer, Sir Terror, and Fletcher!  Apama might be 
lucky to just break a leg in this one! And check out that worn-out, Bronze Age, Tap 
Dance Killer variant by Benito Gallego! 

PUBLISHER HILL & WANG

CARTOON INTRODUCTION TO CALCULUS TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.95The internationally bestselling authors of The Cartoon Introduction to Economics 
return to make calculus fun! The award-winning illustrator Grady Klein has teamed 
up once again with the world's only stand-up economist, Yoram Bauman, Ph.D., to 
take on the daunting subject of calculus. A supplement to traditional textbooks, The 
Cartoon Introduction to Calculus focuses on the big ideas rather than all the formulas 
you have to memorize.

PUBLISHER HUMANOIDS INC

IGNITED #2 CVR A PAQUETTE (MR) (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As the students try to overcome their fear of another attack, more chaos erupts at 
Phoenix Academy High when two mysterious vigilantes @Viral and @Wave take a 
stand against the principal's new radical policy to protect the school. Caught between 
the authorities and the super-powered vigilantes, Anouk must decide where she will 
stand to uncover the truth behind the Ignited!

IGNITED #2 CVR B CASSADAY INC VAR (MR) (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As the students try to overcome their fear of another attack, more chaos erupts at 
Phoenix Academy High when two mysterious vigilantes @Viral and @Wave take a 
stand against the principal's new radical policy to protect the school. Caught between 
the authorities and the super-powered vigilantes, Anouk must decide where she will 
stand to uncover the truth behind the IGNITED!  Welcome to the H1 Universe and 
IGNITED, Humanoids' first ever ongoing super-powered series-brought to you by an 
explosive team: writers Mark Waid (The Flash, Kingdom Come, Fantastic Four, 
Daredevil…) and Kwanza Osajyefo (Black, Black AF), and artist Phil Briones 
(Aquaman, Detective Comics). With covers by John Cassaday and Yanick Paquette! 

SHANGHAI DREAM TP (MR) (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$17.95In 1938 Berlin, aspiring filmmaker Bernard Hersch works at the UFA studios and 
dreams of one day directing the screenplay he and his wife Illo are writing. But as a 
Jew in Hitler's Germany, Bernard faces increasing danger and discrimination, and is 
soon forced to accept deportation to Japan as his only hope. Illo, disconcerted at 
having to abandon her elderly father, leaves Bernard behind at the last minute and 
returns to Berlin, where she and her father are shot by the Nazis. Rerouted to China, 
a heartbroken Bernard struggles through grief and vows to bring his and Illo's 
screenplay to life as a tribute to her legacy. Along the way, he finds love in a city 
under siege. A distinctive and humanistic take on World War Two from the largely 
undocumented Chinese perspective.

STRANGELANDS #1 CVR A MCKONE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Humanoids H1 Universe brings you another smash series! Adam Land, an 
indigenous American, and Elakshi Land, a British-Asian, have what some might call 
'a love-hate relationship.' They'd probably be better off without one another, except 
for the fact that they have superpowers that cause mass destruction whenever they 
are separated. Now, their greatest challenge is to stay together-even if it tears the 
world apart.

STRANGELANDS #1 CVR B DEL RAY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Humanoids H1 Universe brings you another smash series! Adam Land, an 
indigenous American, and Elakshi Land, a British-Asian, have what some might call 
'a love-hate relationship.' They'd probably be better off without one another, except 
for the fact that they have superpowers that cause mass destruction whenever they 
are separated. Now, their greatest challenge is to stay together-even if it tears the 
world apart.

PUBLISHER IDW - TOP SHELF

COSMOKNIGHTS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Advance solicited for September release! Pan's life used to be very small. Work in 
her dad's body shop, sneak out with her friend Tara to go dancing, and watch the 
skies for freighter ships. It didn't even matter that Tara was a princess… until one 
day it very much did matter, and Pan had to say goodbye forever. Years later, when 
a charismatic pair of off-world gladiators show up on her doorstep, she finds that life 
might not be as small as she thought. On the run and off the galactic grid, Pan 
discovers the astonishing secrets of her neo-medieval world… and the intoxicating 
possibility of burning it all down. Combines the outer-space thrills of Saga and Star 
Wars with the glamour and revolution of The Hunger Games. A cathartic feminist 
liberation story in a time of massive cultural frustration at the patriarchy.

DEEP BREATHS SC GN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.99Advance solicited for September release! A space bounty hunter tracks down a frog 
princess, a woman finds a condom where it shouldn't be, and a spoiled art student 
works his first freelance job. Deep Breaths is a collection of short comics about 
tension, violence, monsters, and moments… including the award-winning story 
'Mooreland Mates' and nine other tales rarely or never before seen. Written by Chris 
Gooch, winner of the Silver Ledger Award for excellence in Australian comics!

FROM HELL MASTER EDITION #6 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99'From Hell.' The narrative makes room for such figures as Aleister Crowley and 
William Butler Yeats while the killer writes the note which gives our work its title. Five 
unsolved murders. Two of the greatest creators in the history of comics. One 
sprawling conspiracy, one metropolis on the brink of the 20th century, and one 
bloody-minded Ripper ushering London into the modern age of terror. The award-
winning bestseller FROM HELL, often ranked among the greatest graphic novels of 
all time, takes on haunting new dimensions in FROM HELL: The Master Edition, 
enhanced with impressionistic hues by Eddie Campbell himself. This volume 
contains Chapter 9, as well as all the original annotations.

KITCHEN TABLE MAGAZINE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99KITCHEN TABLE MAGAZINE is a new publication that connects adventurous souls, 
curious cooks, and enthusiastic eaters with talented writers, artists, cartoonists, and 
photographers who explore not only the how-to's of cooking, but the whys of eating. 
After a four-year absence, KITCHEN TABLE MAGAZINE marks Brett Warnock's-Top 
Shelf's former co-publisher-return to publishing, and combines his experience in 
visual arts and storytelling with his passion for food, cooking, and his deep love of 
place. The premier issue features a gorgeous cover by Kate Blairstone, plus killer art 
and comics by Jim Mahfood, James Kochalka, Dan Zettwoch, Erin Nations, 
Jonathan Hill, and more.

LOEG VOL IV TEMPEST HC (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$29.99Advance solicited for October release! After an epic twenty-year journey through the 
entirety of human culture-the biggest cross-continuity 'universe' that is conceivable-
Alan Moore and Kevin O'Neill conclude both their legendary League of Extraordinary 
Gentlemen and their equally legendary comic-book careers with the series' 
spectacular fourth and final volume, The Tempest. Tying up the slenderest of plot 
threads and allusions from the three preceding volumes, The Black Dossier, and the 
Nemo trilogy into a dazzling and ingenious bow, the world's most accomplished and 
bad-tempered artist-writer team use their most stylistically adventurous outing yet to 
display the glories of the medium they are leaving; to demonstrate the excitement 
that attracted them to the field in the first place; and to analyze, critically and 
entertainingly, the reasons for their departure. Opening simultaneously in the panic-
stricken headquarters of British Military Intelligence, the fabled Ayesha's lost African 
city of Kor, and the domed citadel of 'We' on the devastated Earth of the year 2996, 
the dense and yet furiously paced narrative hurtles like an express locomotive across 
the fictional globe from Lincoln Island to modern America to the Blazing World; from 
the Jacobean antiquity of Prospero's Men to the superhero-inundated pastures of the 
present to the unimaginable reaches of a shimmering science-fiction future. With a 
cast list that includes many of the most iconic figures from literature and pop culture, 
and a tempo that conveys the terrible momentum of inevitable events, this is literally 
and literarily the story to end all stories. Originally published as a six-issue run of 
unfashionable, outmoded and flimsy children's comics that would make you appear 
emotionally backward if you read them on the bus, this climactic magnum opus also 
reprints classic English super-team publication The Seven Stars from the murky 
black-and-white reachers of 1964. A magnificent celebration of everything comics 
were, are, and could be, any appreciator or student of the medium would be unwise 
to miss The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, Volume IV: The Tempest. Welcome 
to the story to end all stories. Two decades of literary League lunacy have all been 
building to this, the most ambitious meta-comic imaginable.

PUBLISHER IDW PUBLISHING

AFTER THE SPRING HC STORY OF TUNISIAN YOUTH (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$21.99In 2011, one of the biggest political events in the world, the Arab Spring, swept 
across North Africa. But what came next? As the world moves on, four young 
Tunisians must cope with the reality of an uncertain future in this original graphic 
novel. Winner of the Raymond Leblanc Foundation's Belgian Prize, and translated 
into English for the first time, Hélène Aldeguer delivers an authentic look at the 
disillusioned state of young people in Tunisia after the events of the Arab Spring, 
illustrated in stark, beautiful black-and-white art. Two years after the 'Jasmine 
Revolution,' Tunisia is unstable and facing economic hardship. Saif, Aziz, Meriem, 
and Chayma are among those who feel abandoned by the developing turmoil 
surrounding the government. Saif goes to college but worries about his younger 
brother; Aziz works in a call center hoping to gain approval from Meriem's family, 
while Meriem attends law school; and Chayma, after watching a man set himself on 
fire, considers emigration to France. As the situation becomes more serious and 
calls to activism in the streets get louder, each must consider what, or where, their 
future is.

AMBER BLAKE TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$17.99Advance solicited for September release! Amber Blake was only a child when she 
was recruited to the Cleverland Institute, a school for gifted children. But predators 
hide in the school's administration, abusing the children they're meant to protect, 
and, on the verge of exposing them, Amber finds herself fleeing for her life from the 
very man who recruited her. But she's not dead yet-and she's not the only one who 
wants to see Cleverland's leaders burn. Created by international modeling sensation 
Jade Lagardére!

BEAUTY OF HORROR SC TRICKS & TREATS HALLOWEEN COLORING BOOK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Advance solicited for September release! Expect more tricks than treats from 
bestselling artist Alan Robert as you color each of these GOREgeously drawn 
macabre masterpieces. While you fill your jack 'o lantern to the brim with delicious 
delights, keep an eye out for all of Ghouliana's contaminated candies before you 
take a fatal bite. She has already dismantled Christmas with The Beauty of Horror: 
Ghosts of Christmas Coloring Book, now it's time to turn Hallow's Eve on its head 
with these brand-new FANGtastic designs. Trick or Treaters beware! These 7' x 7', 
one-sided perforated pages allow you to decorate your haunt with your horrific 
creations for everyone to see! Ghouliana takes Mischief Night to a whole new level 
with this special Halloween edition of the hit coloring book series! 

CANTO #2 (OF 6) 10 COPY INCV BEEM (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Lions and tigers and… Malorex, oh my! Canto slips out of captivity only to find a herd 
of vicious Malorex ready to eat him. Can an unlikely friend help Canto survive long 
enough to see what lies beyond Arcana's borders?

CANTO #2 (OF 6) CVR A ZUCKER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Lions and tigers and… Malorex, oh my! Canto slips out of captivity only to find a herd 
of vicious Malorex ready to eat him. Can an unlikely friend help Canto survive long 
enough to see what lies beyond Arcana's borders?

CARE BEARS #1 (OF 3) 10 COPY INCV FLEECS (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Welcome to the Silver Lining, a mystical realm full of mirth and magic! The Care 
Bears, along with their pals the Whiffles, protect this realm from the negative 
influence of the mischievous Bluster and his Bad Crowd! With engaging, unique 
characters and an irreverent and heartwarming sense of humor, this new series is 
perfect for anyone looking for more magic in their lives! Spinning out of the new hit 
Boomerang cartoon!

CARE BEARS #1 (OF 3) CVR A GARBOWSKA

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Welcome to the Silver Lining, a mystical realm full of mirth and magic! The Care 
Bears, along with their pals the Whiffles, protect this realm from the negative 
influence of the mischievous Bluster and his Bad Crowd! With engaging, unique 
characters and an irreverent and heartwarming sense of humor, this new series is 
perfect for anyone looking for more magic in their lives! Spinning out of the new hit 
Boomerang cartoon!

CLUE CANDLESTICK #3 10 COPY INCV SHAW (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99The Boddy Mansion is piled in bodies. Still, the candlestick lurks, and may illuminate 
the unseen killer… or last victim. In the climactic issue of this whodunit, we finally 
see who'd done it! Cartoonist auteur Dash Shaw takes his last turn in the puzzling, 
quirky and colorful world of Clue! From the creative mind that brought you the 
animated movie, My Entire High School Sinking Into the Sea! Visionary creator Dash 
Shaw re-imagines the world of Clue in this suspense-filled murder mystery! Each 
extra-length issue also features playable Clue cards based on the comic!

CLUE CANDLESTICK #3 20 COPY INCV HUIZENGA (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99The Boddy Mansion is piled in bodies. Still, the candlestick lurks, and may illuminate 
the unseen killer… or last victim. In the climactic issue of this whodunit, we finally 
see who'd done it! Cartoonist auteur Dash Shaw takes his last turn in the puzzling, 
quirky and colorful world of Clue! From the creative mind that brought you the 
animated movie, My Entire High School Sinking Into the Sea! Visionary creator Dash 
Shaw re-imagines the world of Clue in this suspense-filled murder mystery! Each 
extra-length issue also features playable Clue cards based on the comic!

CLUE CANDLESTICK #3 CVR A SHAW

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99The Boddy Mansion is piled in bodies. Still, the candlestick lurks, and may illuminate 
the unseen killer… or last victim. In the climactic issue of this whodunit, we finally 
see who'd done it! Cartoonist auteur Dash Shaw takes his last turn in the puzzling, 
quirky and colorful world of Clue! From the creative mind that brought you the 
animated movie, My Entire High School Sinking Into the Sea! Visionary creator Dash 
Shaw re-imagines the world of Clue in this suspense-filled murder mystery! Each 
extra-length issue also features playable Clue cards based on the comic!

CROW HACK SLASH #2 (OF 4) 10 COPY INCV ISAACS (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With Vlad in a coma, Cassie has to side with one of the two Crows to stop the other 
from getting revenge upon an entire city. But can the legendary killer of undead 
killers stomach working side by side with the one thing she hates the most? From 
writer/artist Tim Seeley (Green Lanterns, Nightwing, Shatterstar). Featuring an all-
new Crow unlike any you've read before!

CROW HACK SLASH #2 (OF 4) 20 COPY INCV SEELEY (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99With Vlad in a coma, Cassie has to side with one of the two Crows to stop the other 
from getting revenge upon an entire city. But can the legendary killer of undead 
killers stomach working side by side with the one thing she hates the most? From 
writer/artist Tim Seeley (Green Lanterns, Nightwing, Shatterstar). Featuring an all-
new Crow unlike any you've read before!

CROW HACK SLASH #2 (OF 4) CVR A SEELEY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With Vlad in a coma, Cassie has to side with one of the two Crows to stop the other 
from getting revenge upon an entire city. But can the legendary killer of undead 
killers stomach working side by side with the one thing she hates the most? From 
writer/artist Tim Seeley (Green Lanterns, Nightwing, Shatterstar). Featuring an all-
new Crow unlike any you've read before!

DAVID MAZZUCHELLIS DAREDEVIL BORN AGAIN ARTISAN ED TP (C: 0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99Advance solicited for September release! David Mazzucchelli's Daredevil: Born 
Again was released in the much-lauded Artist's Edition format in 2012. It soon 
became the best-selling Artist's Edition of all-time and was universally acclaimed. In 
2013 the book received the prestigious Eisner Award for 'Best Archival Project-
Comic Books', as well as a Harvey Award the same year. It soon sold out and has 
been the single most requested AE book to date for IDW to reissue.  So it is only 
fitting that IDW launch its new MARVEL series of ARTISAN EDITIONS with this 
award-winning classic! Just as the original release, David Mazzucchelli's Daredevil: 
Born Again Artisan Edition features the same scans-entirely from the original art-
each painstakingly done by David Mazzucchelli himself to ensure the finest quality 
possible.  If ever a book deserved to be in this format it is Daredevil Born Again. 
Frank Miller, at the peak of his powers, crafted a story that remains-in an 
extraordinary career-one of his finest pieces of writing. And David Mazzucchelli does 
a stellar tour de force job as his collaborator, providing a nuanced and pitch-perfect 
turn as artist.

DICK TRACY FOREVER #4 10 COPY INCV OEMING (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Dick Tracy is Sisyphus, pushing the law boulder up the hill as he struggles for reason 
and order in a world with none. His attempts at law and order are met with crime and 
chaos in the form of unpredictable and absurd villains. But Dick Tracy will never give 
up trying, no matter the era or incarnation-even in the far-flung future! Join Eisner 
Award-winning creator Michael Avon Oeming on a startling case through time and 
space! From the mind of Eisner Award winner Michael Avon Oeming, co-creator of 
Powers! Each issue has an exciting new take on one of the most iconic comic strip 
heroes of all time!

DICK TRACY FOREVER #4 CVR A OEMING

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Dick Tracy is Sisyphus, pushing the law boulder up the hill as he struggles for reason 
and order in a world with none. His attempts at law and order are met with crime and 
chaos in the form of unpredictable and absurd villains. But Dick Tracy will never give 
up trying, no matter the era or incarnation-even in the far-flung future! Join Eisner 
Award-winning creator Michael Avon Oeming on a startling case through time and 
space! From the mind of Eisner Award winner Michael Avon Oeming, co-creator of 
Powers! Each issue has an exciting new take on one of the most iconic comic strip 
heroes of all time!

DISNEY COMICS AND STORIES #6 CVR A MAZZARELLO (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Donald Duck takes center stage in three hilarious stories never before seen in the 
U.S.! In 'The Probability Diverter,' Gyro Gearloose's latest invention changes 
Donald's luck-but not necessarily for the better! In the second story, Gyro's fix-it 
machine finds itself in need of some pretty heavy fixing before it can do what it is 
supposed to! Finally, in 'Satisfaction Guaranteed,' Donald's bespoke shoe service 
guarantees customer satisfaction, even if the customer is a criminal trying to make a 
speedy getaway! It's another fun-filled issue guaranteed to please even the pickiest 
of fans!

ENEMY OF PEOPLE HC CARTOONISTS JOURNEY (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99After 25 years as a political cartoonist for the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Rob Rogers 
was fired for drawing cartoons critical of President Trump. In Enemy of the People, 
Rogers writes, 'Trump's open embrace of the darkest, ugliest corners of human 
nature has emboldened racists, neo-Nazis, criminals, thugs, despots, misogynists, 
and liars to come out from under their rocks and display their shameful behavior 
publicly. That includes publishers and editors who years ago may have been too 
ashamed to express their hateful views on the editorial page.' From a cartoon killing 
spree to a social media buzz, all the way to an appearance on CNN to his final days 
at the paper, Rogers chronicles his unenviable journey with honesty, wit, and humor.  
'Rob Rogers exemplifies (the) idea of an 'American genius''-Sanjit Sethi, Director, 
George Washington University's Corcoran School of the Arts and Design 'Rogers is 
opinionated, unrestrained and a wisenheimer of the top chop. In short, he's doing his 
job. He is the indispensable irritant that keeps us scratching and thinking.'-Dennis 
Roddy, award-winning political consultant and former columnist and reporter for the 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

EVE STRANGER #4 (OF 5) CVR A BOND

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Shocks and revelations abound when Eve Stranger is tasked with a mission so 
audacious she might not go through with it-which could result in her own death. Plus 
Eve's teddy bear, Huldu, and her paramour/cleanup crew, Jimmy Mac, expose 
secrets of their own. PLUS a backup story by Barnett & Liz Prince!

GEARS OF WAR HIVEBUSTERS #5 (OF 5) 10 COPY INCV DROAL (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Team Scorpio's mission has taken them through the ravaged hometown of one of 
their own and all the way into the belly of the Hive. Now, victory is in their sights, but 
these three wounded soldiers will have to fight through a Swarm resurgent to get it. 
One way or another, it all ends here.

GEARS OF WAR HIVEBUSTERS #5 (OF 5) CVR A QUAH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Team Scorpio's mission has taken them through the ravaged hometown of one of 
their own and all the way into the belly of the hive. Now, victory is in their sights, but 
these three wounded soldiers will have to fight through a Swarm resurgent to get it. 
One way or another, the mission ends here. 

GEARS OF WAR POP ONE-SHOT #1 10 COPY INCV PENA (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Gears Pop! brings together iconic Gears characters in a cute Funko Pop! style. It's 
the perfect slice of mobile mayhem. Experience all-new adventures-and laughs-from 
the colorful characters of the Gears Pop! mobile game in this one-shot special. A 
whole new spin on the Gears of War franchise! The official Gears Pop! comic book 
arrives July 2019!

GEARS OF WAR POP ONE-SHOT #1 CVR A PENA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Gears Pop! brings together iconic Gears characters in a cute Funko Pop! style. It's 
the perfect slice of mobile mayhem. Experience all-new adventures-and laughs-from 
the colorful characters of the Gears Pop! mobile game in this one-shot special. A 
whole new spin on the Gears of War franchise! The official Gears Pop! comic book 
arrives July 2019!

GHOST TREE #4 CVR A GANE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Mysteries are solved as an ancient evil rises. Will Brandt and his family be able to 
come to terms with their actions before the present is ruined? What does the future 
hold for those trapped in the past? The heartfelt conclusion to a most unusual tale!

GI JOE A REAL AMERICAN HERO #266 10 COPY INCV DIAZ (Net) (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99'SNAKE HUNT' Part 1! When the original Snake Eyes lost his life battling forces of 
evil, Sean Collins (aka Throwdown) took up the mysterious mantle to deny Cobra a 
moral victory in their long-running war against G.I. JOE. But Cobra Commander-not 
realizing the original Snake Eyes' memories and skills are now implanted in the mind 
and body of Dawn Moreno-has never given up his desire to remove the legendary 
ninja from his enemies, and will do whatever it takes to make it happen, including 
kidnapping and brainwashing Sean Collins and making him part of Cobra! Can G.I. 
JOE save Sean from the dark clutches of Cobra before it's too late?! Written by living 
legend Larry Hama and featuring the long-awaited return of artist Robert Atkins to 
the pages of G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero, 'Snake Hunt' is a star-studded 10-
issue event that will feature EVERY SINGLE MEMBER OF G.I. JOE! First chapter of 
10-issue mega event: 'SNAKE HUNT'! Will feature every living Joe from G.I. Joe: 
ARAH, including never-before-seen origins! Living legend Larry Hama teams with 
fan-favorite G.I. Joe: ARAH artist Robert Atkins! Cover B for issues #266-270 will be 
5 interlocking G.I. Joe: ARAH SERIES A realistic toy homages by artist Jamie 
Sullivan! A fantastic new chapter in Snake Eyes lore!

GI JOE A REAL AMERICAN HERO #266 15 COPY INCV ROYLE (Net) (C

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'SNAKE HUNT' Part 1! When the original Snake Eyes lost his life battling forces of 
evil, Sean Collins (aka Throwdown) took up the mysterious mantle to deny Cobra a 
moral victory in their long-running war against G.I. JOE. But Cobra Commander-not 
realizing the original Snake Eyes' memories and skills are now implanted in the mind 
and body of Dawn Moreno-has never given up his desire to remove the legendary 
ninja from his enemies, and will do whatever it takes to make it happen, including 
kidnapping and brainwashing Sean Collins and making him part of Cobra! Can G.I. 
JOE save Sean from the dark clutches of Cobra before it's too late?! Written by living 
legend Larry Hama and featuring the long-awaited return of artist Robert Atkins to 
the pages of G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero, 'Snake Hunt' is a star-studded 10-
issue event that will feature EVERY SINGLE MEMBER OF G.I. JOE! First chapter of 
10-issue mega event: 'SNAKE HUNT'! Will feature every living Joe from G.I. Joe: 
ARAH, including never-before-seen origins! Living legend Larry Hama teams with 
fan-favorite G.I. Joe: ARAH artist Robert Atkins! Cover B for issues #266-270 will be 
5 interlocking G.I. Joe: ARAH SERIES A realistic toy homages by artist Jamie 
Sullivan! A fantastic new chapter in Snake Eyes lore!

GI JOE A REAL AMERICAN HERO #266 CVR A ATKINS (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'SNAKE HUNT' Part 1! When the original Snake Eyes lost his life battling forces of 
evil, Sean Collins (aka Throwdown) took up the mysterious mantle to deny Cobra a 
moral victory in their long-running war against G.I. JOE. But Cobra Commander-not 
realizing the original Snake Eyes' memories and skills are now implanted in the mind 
and body of Dawn Moreno-has never given up his desire to remove the legendary 
ninja from his enemies, and will do whatever it takes to make it happen, including 
kidnapping and brainwashing Sean Collins and making him part of Cobra! Can G.I. 
JOE save Sean from the dark clutches of Cobra before it's too late?! Written by living 
legend Larry Hama and featuring the long-awaited return of artist Robert Atkins to 
the pages of G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero, 'Snake Hunt' is a star-studded 10-
issue event that will feature EVERY SINGLE MEMBER OF G.I. JOE! First chapter of 
10-issue mega event: 'SNAKE HUNT'! Will feature every living Joe from G.I. Joe: 
ARAH, including never-before-seen origins! Living legend Larry Hama teams with 
fan-favorite G.I. Joe: ARAH artist Robert Atkins! Cover B for issues #266-270 will be 
5 interlocking G.I. Joe: ARAH SERIES A realistic toy homages by artist Jamie 
Sullivan! A fantastic new chapter in Snake Eyes lore!



GI JOE A REAL AMERICAN HERO #266 CVR B SULLIVAN (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'SNAKE HUNT' Part 1! When the original Snake Eyes lost his life battling forces of 
evil, Sean Collins (aka Throwdown) took up the mysterious mantle to deny Cobra a 
moral victory in their long-running war against G.I. JOE. But Cobra Commander-not 
realizing the original Snake Eyes' memories and skills are now implanted in the mind 
and body of Dawn Moreno-has never given up his desire to remove the legendary 
ninja from his enemies, and will do whatever it takes to make it happen, including 
kidnapping and brainwashing Sean Collins and making him part of Cobra! Can G.I. 
JOE save Sean from the dark clutches of Cobra before it's too late?! Written by living 
legend Larry Hama and featuring the long-awaited return of artist Robert Atkins to 
the pages of G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero, 'Snake Hunt' is a star-studded 10-
issue event that will feature EVERY SINGLE MEMBER OF G.I. JOE! First chapter of 
10-issue mega event: 'SNAKE HUNT'! Will feature every living Joe from G.I. Joe: 
ARAH, including never-before-seen origins! Living legend Larry Hama teams with 
fan-favorite G.I. Joe: ARAH artist Robert Atkins! Cover B for issues #266-270 will be 
5 interlocking G.I. Joe: ARAH SERIES A realistic toy homages by artist Jamie 
Sullivan! A fantastic new chapter in Snake Eyes lore!

GI JOE A REAL AMERICAN HERO SIERRA MUERTE TP (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Advance Solicited for September release! Visionary creator Michel Fiffe unleashes 
his imagination on the thrilling, amazing, and wonderful world of G.I. JOE! Eccentric 
soldiers battling bizarre terrorists take center stage in this bombastic account of G.I. 
Joe's quintessential mission against Cobra! Through a beachside ambush, a 
compromised manhunt, and a revenge plan that backfires, America's fighting elite 
risk life, love, and honor in this brutal globe-spanning adventure. Also contains back-
up material featuring an in-depth exploration of the classic comic book series, G.I. 
Joe: A Real American Hero. Combining all of the elements of the classic comic book 
series, this all-new story is a brilliant, contemporary, and loving homage to all things 
G.I. Joe!

GLOW SUMMER SPECIAL ONE-SHOT #1 CVR A STERLE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's the Gorgeous Ladies of Wrestling versus… nuclear war?! Real-life tensions 
simmering between Russia and America explode into the ring in this spectacular 
summer issue! Zoya, Liberty Belle, Nuke, Ozone, a cage match, existential dread, 
and glitter, so much glitter-looks like this Cold War's about to heat up! Devin Grayson 
(Nightwing) and Lisa Sterle (Submerged) enter the ring in their GLOW debut!

GOOSEBUMPS HORRORS OF THE WITCH HOUSE HC (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99All the kids in Beaver Creek, Oregon, know that the old Whaley House is probably 
haunted, so when young tech entrepreneur Veruca Curry moves in, the kids fear 
there's more to her than meets the eye. The adults in town think that Veruca is just 
the sort of hip, young new blood that Beaver Creek needs, but Rosie, a loner who 
loves anime and Japanese comics, Carlos, a popular preppy boy, and Becca, the 
school's star athlete, find out the terrible truth-Veruca is a witch, and she's got a 
terrible plan that could destroy Beaver Creek unless they can stop her.



GRAMERCY PARK HC (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99What could possibly connect two solitary beings-a former Opéra de Paris dancer and 
an elusive man whom everyone fears? New York, 1954. On the roof of an apartment 
building, a young woman patiently tends to her beehives and seems to be longing for 
someone or something. In the building across the street lives a kingpin of crime, 
isolated from the world, except for one mysterious weekly outing. They don't know 
each other, but they can see one another. Between them, the void, a police car, and 
a private fenced-in park under lock and key. Gramercy Park is one of those rare 
graphic novels that defies the obvious and clichéd, allowing the reader the freedom 
to wander in this mysterious adventure and get lost in the poetic script of Timothée 
de Fombelle and embrace the delicate drawings and muted colors of Christian 
Cailleaux.

HG WELLS THE ISLAND OF DR MOREAU #1 (OF 2) 10 COPY INCV RODR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99IDW founder and Diablo House writer/co-creator Ted Adams joins Locke & Key 
artist/co-creator Gabriel Rodríguez to present an all-new adaptation of H.G. Wells' 
classic science fiction novel. As relevant today as when Wells wrote it in 1896, The 
Island of Doctor Moreau addresses the question all scientists should ask 
themselves: 'Just because we can do something, does that mean we should?' This 
bold adaptation gives us a new protagonist in the form of Ellen Prendick, whose point 
of view shines a new light upon the horrific events on the cursed island, providing 
unique insights into one of the world's favorite stories.

HG WELLS THE ISLAND OF DR MOREAU #1 (OF 2) CVR A RODRIGUEZ

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99IDW founder and Diablo House writer/co-creator Ted Adams joins Locke & Key 
artist/co-creator Gabriel Rodríguez to present an all-new adaptation of H.G. Wells' 
classic science fiction novel. As relevant today as when Wells wrote it in 1896, The 
Island of Doctor Moreau addresses the question all scientists should ask 
themselves: 'Just because we can do something, does that mean we should?' This 
bold adaptation gives us a new protagonist in the form of Ellen Prendick, whose point 
of view shines a new light upon the horrific events on the cursed island, providing 
unique insights into one of the world's favorite stories.

MARILYN MANOR #2 (OF 4) CVR A ZARCONE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99What do you do when the lead singer of a world-famous punk rock band keels over 
from an overdose in the middle of a White House rager? Simple. Call in the ghost of 
Abraham Lincoln. Also: Marilyn gets eaten by the Fame Monster.

MARVEL ACTION AVENGERS #7 10 COPY INCV HARVEY (Net) (C: 1-0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Heroes and villains alike prepare for an incoming threat from the cosmos! Will 
someone from Black Panther's past be friend or foe? And what sinister plan is 
M.O.D.O.K. preparing? The start of a brand-new story arc that provides a great 
jumping on point!

MARVEL ACTION AVENGERS #7 SOMMARIVA (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Heroes and villains alike prepare for an incoming threat from the cosmos! Will 
someone from Black Panther's past be friend or foe? And what sinister plan is 
M.O.D.O.K. preparing? The start of a brand-new story arc that provides a great 
jumping on point!

MARVEL ACTION CLASSICS HULK #1 CVR A SANTACRUZ (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99A double feature as everybody's favorite rage monster joins forces with the Marvel 
Universe's biggest heroes! First-Bruce Banner visits the doctor to get control of the 
Hulk-but Doctor Strange has problems of his own! Then-Hercules needs a helping 
hand, and that spells T-R-O-U-B-L-E for Hulk, Spider-Man, and Iron Man! Reprinting 
Marvel Adventures Hulk (2007) #5 and Marvel Adventures Super Heroes (2008) #1!

MARVEL ACTION SPIDER-MAN #8 10 COPY INCV BALDARI (Net) (C: 1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99When Peter, Miles, and Gwen nab a famous cat burglar, they inadvertently make a 
new enemy in the Black Cat! And she'll stop at nothing to make them wish they had 
never crossed paths! An exciting arc continues, featuring the Marvel Action debut of 
Black Cat!

MARVEL ACTION SPIDER-MAN #8 CVR A OSSIO (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99When Peter, Miles, and Gwen nab a famous cat burglar, they inadvertently make a 
new enemy in the Black Cat! And she'll stop at nothing to make them wish they had 
never crossed paths! An exciting arc continues, featuring the Marvel Action debut of 
Black Cat!

MY LITTLE PONY FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC #80 10 COPY INCV FORSTNER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Get ready to roll a natural 20 as Pinkie Pie and the rest of your favorite ponies gear 
up for a live-action role playing game for the ages! With elaborate costumes, 
captured princes, and one of Pinkie's famous pies on the line, you can bet things are 
going to get crazy! Gear up for a fantastic adventure with your favorite ponies! Sam 
Maggs and Kate Sherron return to My Little Pony!

MY LITTLE PONY FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC #80 CVR A SHERRON (C: 1-0

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Get ready to roll a natural 20 as Pinkie Pie and the rest of your favorite ponies gear 
up for a live-action role playing game for the ages! With elaborate costumes, 
captured princes, and one of Pinkie's famous pies on the line, you can bet things are 
going to get crazy! Gear up for a fantastic adventure with your favorite ponies! Sam 
Maggs and Kate Sherron return to My Little Pony!

MY LITTLE PONY FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC #80 CVR B RICHARD (C: 1-0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Get ready to roll a natural 20 as Pinkie Pie and the rest of your favorite ponies gear 
up for a live-action role playing game for the ages! With elaborate costumes, 
captured princes, and one of Pinkie's famous pies on the line, you can bet things are 
going to get crazy! Gear up for a fantastic adventure with your favorite ponies! Sam 
Maggs and Kate Sherron return to My Little Pony!

MY LITTLE PONY FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC TP VOL 17 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Advance solicited for September release! When a chance purchase leads to a 
legendary quest for a missing constellation, the ponies reach for the stars and find 
themselves in the path of their most galactic villain yet… the chaotic Cosmos! Plus, 
the return of Zephyr Breeze, Fluttershy's younger brother. Nerves abound when 
Zephyr Breeze signs up for the All-Equestria Mane Styling Conference! Will he be 
able to prove to others-and to himself-that he belongs in the styling biz? Collects 
issues #74-78 of the My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic series.

MY LITTLE PONY SPIRIT OF THE FOREST #3 (OF 3) 10 COPY INCV S

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Cutie Mark Crusaders take to the woods to find the mythical Spirit of the Forest 
in a last-ditch effort to get Filthy Rich to change his scheming ways! Will our favorite 
fillies find the elusive guardian? Or will somepony else get through to the greedy 
miser first? Find out in this conclusion to the Cutie Mark Crusaders' latest mini-series!

MY LITTLE PONY SPIRIT OF THE FOREST #3 (OF 3) CVR A HICKEY (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Cutie Mark Crusaders take to the woods to find the mythical Spirit of the Forest 
in a last-ditch effort to get Filthy Rich to change his scheming ways! Will our favorite 
fillies find the elusive guardian? Or will somepony else get through to the greedy 
miser first? Find out in this conclusion to the Cutie Mark Crusaders' latest mini-
series! 

MY LITTLE PONY SPIRIT OF THE FOREST #3 (OF 3) CVR B FLEECS (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Cutie Mark Crusaders take to the woods to find the mythical Spirit of the Forest 
in a last-ditch effort to get Filthy Rich to change his scheming ways! Will our favorite 
fillies find the elusive guardian? Or will somepony else get through to the greedy 
miser first? Find out in this conclusion to the Cutie Mark Crusaders' latest mini-series!



NARCOS #4 10 COPY INCV GORHAM (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As an ally goes rogue, the DEA find themselves forced to hunt down someone they 
thought they could trust. Meanwhile, El Patrón makes a desperate gamble to take 
back control of his prison fortress! Plot threads collide in the exciting conclusion to 
the first Narcos comic book storyline!

NARCOS #4 CVR A MALHOTRA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As an ally goes rogue, the DEA find themselves forced to hunt down someone they 
thought they could trust. Meanwhile, El Patrón makes a desperate gamble to take 
back control of his prison fortress! Plot threads collide in the exciting conclusion to 
the first Narcos comic book storyline!

OCTOBER FACTION TP VOL 06 OPEN SEASON (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99Advance solicited for September release! Meet the Allan family-retired monster 
hunter Fredrick, his wife Deloris, and their two children Geoff and Vivian- in this tale 
about the typical challenges that a very atypical family encounters while fending off 
the attacks of vampires, werewolves, demons, and more. As Fredrick works to put 
his monster hunting days behind him, his two kids insist on joining the family 
business. But ghosts from the past refuse to stay dead and conspiring foes lurk in 
the shadows leading to a massive showdown with foes supernatural and natural 
alike! Collects the first 12 issues of the comic book series soon to be a Netflix show.

PUNKS NOT DEAD TP VOL 02 LONDON CALLING (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99Advance solicited for September release! Introduction by best-selling author Ian 
Rankin! Teenage Fergie and his invisible sidekick, the ghost of a punk rocker named 
Sid, head to London to find Fergie's absent father, while the Department of Extra-
Usual Affairs, led by the irascible Dorothy Culpepper, and Fergie's mum Julie face 
demons from hell-both personal and literal. Fergie and Sid have arrived in London… 
and a whole pile of trouble. All Fergie has to go on in the search for his father is an 
old photograph and some snippets of information that suggest 'Billy' was involved in 
the music business in the Eighties and Nineties. Tracking down old contacts, Fergie 
and Sid find themselves getting mired in a shadowy undercurrent of the occult and 
whispers of entities not from our world. Meanwhile, back in Preston, Julie forms an 
unlikely alliance with Natalie as they try to find the missing Fergie.

RAGNAROK BREAKING OF HELHEIM #1 (OF 6) 10 COPY INCV SIMONSON

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99In the end, the gods gathered together and met their foes on the Battle Plain of 
Vigrid.  There, so the stories tell, the gods and their great enemies slaughtered each 
other, the stars fell from the sky, Midgard itself sank into the all-encompassing 
ocean, and the Nine worlds were destroyed. In this issue, Thor hears a voice out of 
the past and learns that not all the old stories are true, and that the path before him 
now leads to Helheim, the land of the Dead. Walter Simonson, legendary creator of 
Star Slammers, Manhunter and the Alien film adaptation (with Archie Goodwin), and 
the definitive version (after Stan and Jack) of Marvel's Thor, presents the next 
thrilling chapter of his own post-Ragnarok Thor saga!

RAGNAROK BREAKING OF HELHEIM #1 (OF 6) 25 COPY INCV SAKAI (N

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In the end, the gods gathered together and met their foes on the Battle Plain of 
Vigrid.  There, so the stories tell, the gods and their great enemies slaughtered each 
other, the stars fell from the sky, Midgard itself sank into the all-encompassing 
ocean, and the Nine worlds were destroyed. In this issue, Thor hears a voice out of 
the past and learns that not all the old stories are true, and that the path before him 
now leads to Helheim, the land of the Dead. Walter Simonson, legendary creator of 
Star Slammers, Manhunter and the Alien film adaptation (with Archie Goodwin), and 
the definitive version (after Stan and Jack) of Marvel's Thor, presents the next 
thrilling chapter of his own post-Ragnarok Thor saga!

RAGNAROK BREAKING OF HELHEIM #1 (OF 6) CVR A SIMONSON

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99In the end, the gods gathered together and met their foes on the Battle Plain of 
Vigrid.  There, so the stories tell, the gods and their great enemies slaughtered each 
other, the stars fell from the sky, Midgard itself sank into the all-encompassing 
ocean, and the Nine worlds were destroyed. In this issue, Thor hears a voice out of 
the past and learns that not all the old stories are true, and that the path before him 
now leads to Helheim, the land of the Dead. Walter Simonson, legendary creator of 
Star Slammers, Manhunter and the Alien film adaptation (with Archie Goodwin), and 
the definitive version (after Stan and Jack) of Marvel's Thor, presents the next 
thrilling chapter of his own post-Ragnarok Thor saga!

ROAD OF BONES #3 (OF 5) CVR A CORMACK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99There is no god but hunger. And the loss of their food has driven Roman, Grigori, 
and Sergei to the absolute extreme. Knives are sharpened and souls are searched 
as each man decides just how far he is willing to go in order to survive the brutal 
tundra. One thing is certain, though-one must die for the others to live. Escape from 
the gulag takes a brutal and horrific turn in Road of Bones #3, from writer Rich 
Douek (Gutter Magic) and artist Alex Cormack (SINK).

SAMURAI JACK LOST WORLDS #4 10 COPY INCV ROBLES (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The fantastic final issue! 'Samurai Jack and the Flat Earth'! Jack has traveled to the 
four corners of the earth and beyond-even seeing the world from space-so his time 
as a passenger on a vessel set out to prove the earth's shape should be easy, right? 
Wrong. Nothing's ever so easy when Jack finds his beliefs shaken to their very core.



SAMURAI JACK LOST WORLDS #4 CVR A THOMAS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The fantastic final issue! 'Samurai Jack and the Flat Earth'! Jack has traveled to the 
four corners of the earth and beyond-even seeing the world from space-so his time 
as a passenger on a vessel set out to prove the earth's shape should be easy, right? 
Wrong. Nothing's ever so easy when Jack finds his beliefs shaken to their very core.

SAMURAI JACK LOST WORLDS #4 CVR B FULLERTON

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The fantastic final issue! 'Samurai Jack and the Flat Earth'! Jack has traveled to the 
four corners of the earth and beyond-even seeing the world from space-so his time 
as a passenger on a vessel set out to prove the earth's shape should be easy, right? 
Wrong. Nothing's ever so easy when Jack finds his beliefs shaken to their very core.

SILLY SYMPHONIES HC VOL 04 COMP DISNEY CLASSICS 1942-1945 (C

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99Advance solicited for September release! After more than 80 years-the complete 
Silly Symphony Sunday newspaper strips are collected for the first time! This 
concluding volume of the series features an adaptation of Bambi, plus the rarely 
seen Sunday pages featuring The Three Caballeros stars José Carioca and Panchito 
from 1942 to 1945. It's a symphony of fun and adventure from Disney's classic 
period.

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #19 10 COPY INCV FOURDRAINE (Net) (C: 1-0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'Crisis City, Part 1'! Eggman's reign of terror continues! Sonic races to help Team 
Dark rescue civilians from a major city, but his own metal virus infection is getting 
worse! Outnumbered, how long can Sonic outrun the inevitable? And who else will 
fall? A major cornerstone of the metal virus saga! One of Sonic's most powerful allies 
falls victim to the disease, but who? 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #19 CVR A JAMPOLE (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'Crisis City, Part 1'! Eggman's reign of terror continues! Sonic races to help Team 
Dark rescue civilians from a major city, but his own metal virus infection is getting 
worse! Outnumbered, how long can Sonic outrun the inevitable? And who else will 
fall? A major cornerstone of the metal virus saga! One of Sonic's most powerful allies 
falls victim to the disease, but who? Cover A by new-to-IDW Sonic artist Ryan 
Jampole!

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #19 CVR B WELLS GRAHAM (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99'Crisis City, Part 1'! Eggman's reign of terror continues! Sonic races to help Team 
Dark rescue civilians from a major city, but his own metal virus infection is getting 
worse! Outnumbered, how long can Sonic outrun the inevitable? And who else will 
fall? A major cornerstone of the metal virus saga! One of Sonic's most powerful allies 
falls victim to the disease, but who? Cover B by artist Wells Graham!

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG TANGLE & WHISPER #1 10 COPY INCV SKELLY (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tangle the Lemur's got a problem: there's not enough action in her life! Whisper the 
Wolf's also got a problem: she's hunting down an incredibly dangerous enemy 
named Sonic the Hedgehog! Can Tangle and Whisper help each other solve their 
problems, or will they just make things worse? A new mini-series featuring two of the 
most popular new Sonic the Hedgehog characters! Tangle & Whisper are a classic 
odd-couple in this adventurous team-up!

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG TANGLE & WHISPER #1 CVR A STANLEY (C: 1-0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tangle the Lemur's got a problem: there's not enough action in her life! Whisper the 
Wolf's also got a problem: she's hunting down an incredibly dangerous enemy 
named Sonic the Hedgehog! Can Tangle and Whisper help each other solve their 
problems, or will they just make things worse? A new mini-series featuring two of the 
most popular new Sonic the Hedgehog characters! Tangle & Whisper are a classic 
odd-couple in this adventurous team-up!

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG TANGLE & WHISPER #1 CVR B FOURDRAINE (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tangle the Lemur's got a problem: there's not enough action in her life! Whisper the 
Wolf's also got a problem: she's hunting down an incredibly dangerous enemy 
named Sonic the Hedgehog! Can Tangle and Whisper help each other solve their 
problems, or will they just make things worse? A new mini-series featuring two of the 
most popular new Sonic the Hedgehog characters! Tangle & Whisper are a classic 
odd-couple in this adventurous team-up!

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG TP VOL 04 INFECTION (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Advance solicited for September release! After all the excitement of his recent 
adventures, Sonic's ready for a break-NOT! The thuggish twosome, Rough and 
Tumble, are back and they're looking for vengeance against Sonic and his friends. 
And they're not the only ones… some of Sonic's greatest foes have returned and, 
with the help of some new evil allies, have created a threat that's guaranteed to take 
over the world. Even Sonic can't outrun a Virus for too long. Collects issues #13-16.

STAR PIG #1 (OF 4) 10 COPY INCV GASTON (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Like many late-21st-century teens, geeky 16-year-old Vess gets packed off to spend 
her summer at Space Camp-which is literally in space. Tragically, a shuttle accident 
sends her and the rest of the passengers careening toward a cold, frosty death 
among the stars. But when a gigantic, space-faring water bear miraculously rescues 
Vess and her beloved retro Discman, it's the beginning of an extraordinary friendship 
and an incredible journey home, all set to the nostalgic tunes of Vess's 1990s-heavy 
playlist. From the mind of New York Times bestseller Delilah S. Dawson (Star Wars: 
Forces of Destiny, Marvel Action: Spider-Man) comes an inventive story about loss 
and resiliency. Nostalgia-tinged humor, perfect for fans of Saga and Guardians of the 
Galaxy. Series covers by totally radical artists Sara Richard, Paulina Ganucheau, 
Nicoletta Baldari, and Sara Alfageeh!

STAR PIG #1 (OF 4) CVR A RICHARD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Like many late-21st-century teens, geeky 16-year-old Vess gets packed off to spend 
her summer at Space Camp-which is literally in space. Tragically, a shuttle accident 
sends her and the rest of the passengers careening toward a cold, frosty death 
among the stars. But when a gigantic, space-faring water bear miraculously rescues 
Vess and her beloved retro Discman, it's the beginning of an extraordinary friendship 
and an incredible journey home, all set to the nostalgic tunes of Vess's 1990s-heavy 
playlist. From the mind of New York Times bestseller Delilah S. Dawson (Star Wars: 
Forces of Destiny, Marvel Action: Spider-Man) comes an inventive story about loss 
and resiliency. Nostalgia-tinged humor, perfect for fans of Saga and Guardians of the 
Galaxy. Series covers by totally radical artists Sara Richard, Paulina Ganucheau, 
Nicoletta Baldari, and Sara Alfageeh!

STAR TREK YEAR FIVE #4 10 COPY INCV LENDL (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With the situation on Sigma Iotia II quickly unraveling, it's up to Kirk and Bones to 
stop a dangerous group of radicals  from unleashing a space/time fissure that could 
destroy the planet. Meanwhile, back on the Enterprise, Scotty uncovers a secret that 
risks the safety of the Tholian passenger. The final year of the original mission 
continues here! A new continuing series about the end of the Five-Year Mission! The 
classic crew is back in all-new stories featuring your favorite characters from the 
Original Series! Don't miss the travel poster variant from artist J.J. Lendl!

STAR TREK YEAR FIVE #4 CVR A THOMPSON

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With the situation on Sigma Iotia II quickly unraveling, it's up to Kirk and Bones to 
stop a dangerous group of radicals  from unleashing a space/time fissure that could 
destroy the planet. Meanwhile, back on the Enterprise, Scotty uncovers a secret that 
risks the safety of the Tholian passenger. The final year of the original mission 
continues here! A new continuing series about the end of the Five-Year Mission! The 
classic crew is back in all-new stories featuring your favorite characters from the 
Original Series! Don't miss the travel poster variant from artist J.J. Lendl!

STAR WARS ADVENTURES #24 10 COPY INCV SIMEONE (Net) (C: 1-0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99With hotshot Rebellion pilot Poe Dameron captured by pirates, it's up to BB-8-and 
Rapier Squadron-to save the day! The first of three issues spotlighting the Sequel 
Trilogy! Variant cover by Stefano Simeone!

STAR WARS ADVENTURES #24 CVR A LEVENS (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With hotshot Rebellion pilot Poe Dameron captured by pirates, it's up to BB-8-and 
Rapier Squadron-to save the day! The first of three issues spotlighting the Sequel 
Trilogy! Variant cover by Stefano Simeone!s

STAR WARS ADVENTURES #24 CVR B TBD (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With hotshot Rebellion pilot Poe Dameron captured by pirates, it's up to BB-8-and 
Rapier Squadron-to save the day! The first of three issues spotlighting the Sequel 
Trilogy! Variant cover by Stefano Simeone!

STAR WARS RETURN OF JEDI GN ADAPTATION TP (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Advance solicited for September release! The war between the Rebels and the 
Empire continues in this latest graphic novel adaptation! Is the Rebellion about to be 
crushed once and for all? Combines the epic wonder of a galaxy far, far away with 
streamlined, young-reader friendly designs!

SUPERMAN SILVER AGE SUNDAYS HC VOL 02 1963 - 1966 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99In these classic adventures from January 27, 1963 until the series conclusion on May 
1, 1966 the impish Mr. Mxyzptlk returns from the Fifth Dimension to exasperate the 
Man of Steel;; Superman becomes Super-Cop to outwit a master spy when 
Metropolis's entire police force is disabled; tries to help a planet of blind people 
regain their sight, but loses his own powers in the process; fights it out with his arch 
enemy Lex Luthor on an alien planet where Luthor is the hero and Superman a 
villain; competes in the Interplanetary Olympics against a field in which everyone has 
super-powers; travels back in time with Loisri Lane; is reunited with the mermaid Lois 
Lemaris; and more!

TMNT ONGOING #96 10 COPY INCV CAMPBELL (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'City at War, Part 4.' As the war for New York reaches a fever pitch, Splinter makes 
his final gambit for complete victory. Meanwhile, the Turtles are on the run and may 
not be able to count on each other for survival! The start of Act 2 of 'City at War'!

TMNT ONGOING #96 CVR A WACHTER

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99'City at War, Part 4.' As the war for New York reaches a fever pitch, Splinter makes 
his final gambit for complete victory. Meanwhile, the Turtles are on the run and may 
not be able to count on each other for survival! The start of Act 2 of 'City at War'!

TMNT ONGOING #96 CVR B EASTMAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'City at War, Part 4.' As the war for New York reaches a fever pitch, Splinter makes 
his final gambit for complete victory. Meanwhile, the Turtles are on the run and may 
not be able to count on each other for survival! The start of Act 2 of 'City at War'!

TMNT RISE OF THE TMNT TP VOL 02 BIG REVEAL (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Advance solicited for September release! The TMNT are in a bitter fight with each 
other over an extremely sensitive topic… which pizza place has the fastest delivery! 
Then, to catch a mutant kidnapper sometimes means… getting kidnapped?! When 
the Turtles lay a trap to lure their latest mystery villain out into the open, it turns into 
the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Reunion! With featured guests Raph, Donnie, Leo, 
Mikey, April, and… a whole host of angry villains?! Watch as Warren Stone's quest 
to reclaim his glory puts the Turtles in a spotlight they don't want to be in! Collects 
issues #3-5 of the series. Overseen by show-runners Andy Suriano and Ant Ward.

TMNT RISE OF TMNT SOUND OFF #1 (OF 3) 10 COPY INCV CALTSOUDA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A new batch of mutant villains are in town and they've mastered the art of noiseless 
theft! The TMNT are powerless to stop them until they realize someone close to them 
shares a history with the bad guys: April O'Neil! Will she be able to overcome a case 
of stage fright and save the day? An exciting and hilarious adventure with an 
important message about learning to be comfortable speaking up!

TMNT RISE OF TMNT SOUND OFF #1 (OF 3) CVR A THOMAS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A new batch of mutant villains are in town and they've mastered the art of noiseless 
theft! The TMNT are powerless to stop them until they realize someone close to them 
shares a history with the bad guys: April O'Neil! Will she be able to overcome a case 
of stage fright and save the day? An exciting and hilarious adventure with an 
important message about learning to be comfortable speaking up!

TMNT URBAN LEGENDS #15 10 COPY INCV EASTMAN (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Hardships continue to hound the Turtles! With Donatello out of commission and 
Raphael missing in action, it's up to Leonardo and Michelangelo to find their 
brothers! But with the ghost of Shredder hanging over their heads and a rabid Master 
Splinter to contend with, finding anyone is going to be a Herculean task... good thing 
our favorite Turtles can astral project! Right?! The entire TMNT Volume 3 run-all 23 
issues-reprinted in full color for the first time! Culminating in 3 brand-new issues to 
close out the series! 



TMNT URBAN LEGENDS #15 CVR A FOSCO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Hardships continue to hound the Turtles! With Donatello out of commission and 
Raphael missing in action, it's up to Leonardo and Michelangelo to find their 
brothers! But with the ghost of Shredder hanging over their heads and a rabid Master 
Splinter to contend with, finding anyone is going to be a Herculean task... good thing 
our favorite Turtles can astral project! Right?! The entire TMNT Volume 3 run-all 23 
issues-reprinted in full color for the first time! Culminating in 3 brand-new issues to 
close out the series!

TMNT URBAN LEGENDS #15 CVR B FOSCO & LARSEN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Hardships continue to hound the Turtles! With Donatello out of commission and 
Raphael missing in action, it's up to Leonardo and Michelangelo to find their 
brothers! But with the ghost of Shredder hanging over their heads and a rabid Master 
Splinter to contend with, finding anyone is going to be a Herculean task... good thing 
our favorite Turtles can astral project! Right?! The entire TMNT Volume 3 run-all 23 
issues-reprinted in full color for the first time! Culminating in 3 brand-new issues to 
close out the series!

TRANSFORMERS #10 10 COPY INCV VEREGGE (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Fear spreads through Cybertron, leading more and more citizens into the waiting 
arms of the Ascenticon movement-making Bumblebee's new job as part of the Guard 
much more difficult. Meanwhile, Chromia and Windblade follow-up on a lead, but 
digging up the dirt will put them face-to-face with a new foe...  Transformers-now 
shipping twice-monthly! All your favorite Transformers characters as you've never 
seen them before!

TRANSFORMERS #10 CVR A DEER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Fear spreads through Cybertron, leading more and more citizens into the waiting 
arms of the Ascenticon movement-making Bumblebee's new job as part of the Guard 
much more difficult. Meanwhile, Chromia and Windblade follow-up on a lead, but 
digging up the dirt will put them face-to-face with a new foe...  Transformers-now 
shipping twice-monthly! All your favorite Transformers characters as you've never 
seen them before!

TRANSFORMERS #10 CVR B MCGUIRE SMITH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Fear spreads through Cybertron, leading more and more citizens into the waiting 
arms of the Ascenticon movement-making Bumblebee's new job as part of the Guard 
much more difficult. Meanwhile, Chromia and Windblade follow-up on a lead, but 
digging up the dirt will put them face-to-face with a new foe...  Transformers-now 
shipping twice-monthly! All your favorite Transformers characters as you've never 
seen them before!



TRANSFORMERS #9 10 COPY INCV GUIDI (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Time is running out! Orion Pax, his friends, and the Autobot security forces have to 
get a grip on their murder investigations as their superior, Sentinel Prime, makes his 
return to Cybertron! Secrets are revealed as loyalties shift! Sentinel Prime and his 
diplomatic entourage return!

TRANSFORMERS #9 CVR A MIYAO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Time is running out! Orion Pax, his friends, and the Autobot security forces have to 
get a grip on their murder investigations as their superior, Sentinel Prime, makes his 
return to Cybertron! Secrets are revealed as loyalties shift! Sentinel Prime and his 
diplomatic entourage return!

TRANSFORMERS #9 CVR B TRAMONTANO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Time is running out! Orion Pax, his friends, and the Autobot security forces have to 
get a grip on their murder investigations as their superior, Sentinel Prime, makes his 
return to Cybertron! Secrets are revealed as loyalties shift! Sentinel Prime and his 
diplomatic entourage return!

TRANSFORMERS GHOSTBUSTERS #2 10 COPY INCV GRIFFITH (Net) (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'GHOSTS OF CYBERTRON' Part 2! Okay. So. It seems as though there are giant 
robots who can disguise themselves as vehicles out there in the universe, and, as it 
happens, one of them as taken the place of Ecto-1. When the Ghostbusters discover 
this replacement, they naturally have a lot of questions-and this time, even the boys 
in gray might not believe the answers!

TRANSFORMERS GHOSTBUSTERS #2 CVR A SCHOENING (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'GHOSTS OF CYBERTRON' Part 2! Okay. So. It seems as though there are giant 
robots who can disguise themselves as vehicles out there in the universe, and, as it 
happens, one of them as taken the place of Ecto-1. When the Ghostbusters discover 
this replacement, they naturally have a lot of questions-and this time, even the boys 
in gray might not believe the answers!

TRANSFORMERS GHOSTBUSTERS #2 CVR B TRAMONTANO (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'GHOSTS OF CYBERTRON' Part 2! Okay. So. It seems as though there are giant 
robots who can disguise themselves as vehicles out there in the universe, and, as it 
happens, one of them as taken the place of Ecto-1. When the Ghostbusters discover 
this replacement, they naturally have a lot of questions-and this time, even the boys 
in gray might not believe the answers!



TRANSFORMERS VOL 01 WORLD IN YOUR EYES HC (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99Advance solicited for October release! In the infinite universe, there exists no other 
planet like Cybertron. Home to the Transformers bots, and a thriving hub for inter-
stellar commerce, it is a world brimming with organic and constructed diversity. 
Immense structures line its landscapes. Mechanical giants roam across its surface. 
Ancient Cybertronians  merge into its very fabric. Small, mysterious creatures skulk 
in its shadows. It is a truly amazing realm, long untouched by war, and exuberantly 
reaching for the stars. This is the Cybertron that Orion Pax and Megatron compete 
for in this bold new origin-a world of seemingly endless peace. All that changes when 
Bumblebee and Windblade take a newly-forged Cybertronian on his first voyage 
through this world of wonders, only to discover the first murder to occur on Cybertron 
in living memory! Soon, they'll face the hard reality that the planet is on the brink of 
an unprecedented shift, and nothing will ever be the same. Collects issues #1-12 of 
IDW's new Transformers saga.

UNCLE SCROOGE #47 10 COPY INCV FRECCERO (Net) (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Part one of an exciting four-part story begins in this issue as Uncle Scrooge finds his 
beloved Money Bin under attack! The Beagle Boys are planning the ultimate heist in 
an attempt to finally get their hands on Scrooge's treasures, but thanks to Gyro 
Gearloose's newest invention, they'll have a harder time than usual getting through 
Scrooge's security. Or, at least, that's what Scrooge hopes will happen! But as usual, 
things don't go quite to plan, and something completely unexpected happens... Find 
out what in the first chapter of the four part 'Under Siege'! Collect all three connecting 
covers from issues #47-49!

UNCLE SCROOGE #47 CVR A MAZZARELLO (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Part one of an exciting four-part story begins in this issue as Uncle Scrooge finds his 
beloved Money Bin under attack! The Beagle Boys are planning the ultimate heist in 
an attempt to finally get their hands on Scrooge's treasures, but thanks to Gyro 
Gearloose's newest invention, they'll have a harder time than usual getting through 
Scrooge's security. Or, at least, that's what Scrooge hopes will happen! But as usual, 
things don't go quite to plan, and something completely unexpected happens... Find 
out what in the first chapter of the four part 'Under Siege'! Collect all three connecting 
covers from issues #47-49!

USAGI YOJIMBO #2 CVR A SAKAI

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'Bunraku,' Part 2. Strange circumstances continue to surround a travelling puppet 
show as Usagi becomes embroiled in one of his most eerie adventures yet! Will the 
aid of a supernatural ally be enough for Usagi to prevent more death? Stan Sakai's 
long-running epic continues its first thrilling storyline at IDW Publishing! Exciting 
samurai action, now in color!

PUBLISHER IMAGE COMICS



ANALOG #6 CVR A O SULLIVAN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NEW STORY ARC! 'MOVING TARGETS,' Part One: It's the beginning of a new story 
arc and death is on the rails when Sam and Oona travel to Washington to meet a 
spy-if they can survive a train filled with assassins, that is!

ANALOG #6 CVR B O SULLIVAN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NEW STORY ARC! 'MOVING TARGETS,' Part One: It's the beginning of a new story 
arc and death is on the rails when Sam and Oona travel to Washington to meet a 
spy-if they can survive a train filled with assassins, that is!

ASCENDER #4 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE HAUNTED GALAXY,' Part Four (of Five): The hit series continues as readers 
catch up with the evil vampire witch Mother inside her floating castle on the planet 
Mata. She's been tipped off that a force for hope has come to free the oppressed 
people of her galaxy, but she won't give up her power without a star-spanning 
magical conflagration.

ASSASSIN NATION #5 (OF 5) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MINISERIES FINALE! What can you expect in this pulse-pounding finale? A 
bandolier of grenades, an unexpected enemy, a quick-draw showdown, hella people 
getting shot… and the power of friendship. Is it going to be a violent roller-coaster 
ride of bullet wounds, fisticuffs, danger, and mayhem? Absolutely.

BAD WEEKEND HC (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99JUST IN TIME FOR CONVENTION SEASON-the ultimate comic con crime tale! 
Comics won't just break your heart. Comics will kill you. Hal Crane should know, he's 
been around since practically the beginning. Stuck at an out-of-town convention, 
waiting to receive a lifetime achievement award, Hal's weekend takes us on a dark 
ride through the secret history of a medium that's always been haunted by crooks, 
swindlers, and desperate dreamers.  BAD WEEKEND-the story some are already 
calling the comic of the year from its serialization in CRIMINAL #2 and 3-has been 
expanded, with several new scenes added and remastered into a hardcover graphic 
novel, in the same format as BRUBAKER and PHILLIPS' (KILL OR BE KILLED, 
FATALE, CRIMINAL) bestselling MY HEROES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN JUNKIES. 
This gorgeous package is a must-have, an evergreen graphic novel every true 
comics fan will want to own.  Collects CRIMINAL #2-3 with new expanded content

BEAUTY #28 CVR A HAUN & FILARDI (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Life is a struggle no matter who you are. In a world where beauty is common, getting 
your big break can be hard.

BEAUTY #28 CVR B NACHLIK & FILARDI (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Life is a struggle no matter who you are. In a world where beauty is common, getting 
your big break can be hard.

BIRTHRIGHT #37

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99How do human soldiers transform into fearless monster killers? Courtesy of 
Terrenos' #1 drill instructor, Mikey Rhodes. 

BITTER ROOT RED SUMMER SPEC #1 (ONE-SHOT)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99The first story arc of BITTER ROOT introduced readers to a family unlike any other. 
In this special issue, the creators of the critically acclaimed series are joined by a 
star-studded group of artists for six short stories that explore the history of the 
Sangerye family. Travel into the past-and to different worlds-to get a special look at a 
very special family!

BLACK SCIENCE #43 CVR A SCALERA (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99SERIES FINALE! 'NO AUTHORITY BUT YOURSELF,' Conclusion: Grant McKay has 
seen everything there ever was, is, and could conceivably be, but he still has one 
final choice to make. This is it. The end of RICK REMENDER and MATTEO 
SCALERA's seminal science fiction epic-featuring a stunning wraparound variant 
cover from ANDREW ROBINSON! Don't miss it for the world.

BLACK SCIENCE #43 CVR B ROBINSON (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99SERIES FINALE! 'NO AUTHORITY BUT YOURSELF,' Conclusion: Grant McKay has 
seen everything there ever was, is, and could conceivably be, but he still has one 
final choice to make. This is it. The end of RICK REMENDER and MATTEO 
SCALERA's seminal science fiction epic-featuring a stunning wraparound variant 
cover from ANDREW ROBINSON! Don't miss it for the world.

CRIMINAL #6 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Teeg Lawless falls in love for the first time, and it might be the worst decision he ever 
made. THE SUMMER OF '88-the story of the last days of Teeg Lawless-continues! 
As always, CRIMINAL contains back page art and articles only found in the single 
issues.



CROWDED #7 CVR A STEIN BRANDT & FARRELL

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NEW STORY ARC!  After escaping a brutal-and televised-attempt on their lives, 
Charlie and Vita abandon Los Angeles for the utopian desert paradise of Las Vegas. 
With the Reapr campaign against Charlie now worth over two million dollars, it's 
more important than ever to find out who's behind it and how to shut it down. But the 
journey is half the battle, and even if they manage to live through two states' worth of 
killers, they'll still have to survive each other.

CROWDED #7 CVR B EPSTEIN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NEW STORY ARC! After escaping a brutal-and televised-attempt on their lives, 
Charlie and Vita abandon Los Angeles for the utopian desert paradise of Las Vegas. 
With the Reapr campaign against Charlie now worth over two million dollars, it's 
more important than ever to find out who's behind it and how to shut it down. But the 
journey is half the battle, and even if they manage to live through two states' worth of 
killers, they'll still have to survive each other.

CURSE WORDS #23 CVR A BROWNE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'FAIRY TALE ENDING,' Part Three: We're coming up on the big finale, so we're 
pulling out all the stops. The magical battles we've seen so far are nothing compared 
to what we get here, as Sizzajee and his reduced crew of evil wizards battle the 
powerful Tigers for the fate of the Hole World while Wizord and Ruby Stitch try to 
save their daughter's life. And speaking of Margaret… what's her deal, really? Let's 
find out… together!

CURSE WORDS #23 CVR B BROWNE INTERCONNECTED (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'FAIRY TALE ENDING,' Part Three: We're coming up on the big finale, so we're 
pulling out all the stops. The magical battles we've seen so far are nothing compared 
to what we get here, as Sizzajee and his reduced crew of evil wizards battle the 
powerful Tigers for the fate of the Hole World while Wizord and Ruby Stitch try to 
save their daughter's life. And speaking of Margaret… what's her deal, really? Let's 
find out… together!

DEADLY CLASS TP VOL 08 NEVER GO BACK (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99The crew returns to Kings Dominion to discover things have changed in their 
absence. The program has changed. Master Lin's schemes revealed. Betrayal. 
Mystery. The secret of the catacombs beneath the school. A reckoning for the 
corrupt. Our friends try to hold everything together as Freshman Finals loom ever 
closer… RICK REMENDER and WES CRAIG's darkly humorous look at the 1980s 
underground comes full circle. Collects DEADLY CLASS #36-39, FCBD 2019 
DEADLY CLASS KILLER SET (ONE-SHOT).



DIE DIE DIE TP VOL 01 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99A new series from THE WALKING DEAD creator ROBERT KIRKMAN! This is an evil 
world where evil people do evil stuff all the time. Thankfully, there's a secret cabal 
within the United States government that works outside the normal system to 
influence world matters through targeted assassination. So if you're hurting people, 
somehow making the world worse than it already is, or even just standing in the way 
of something good happening, then someone could right now be giving the order for 
you to… DIE!DIE!DIE! Collects DIE!DIE!DIE! #1-8

EXCELLENCE #3 CVR A RANDOLPH & LOPEZ

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Spencer Dales and Aaron Mills were supposed to be brothers, but will their 
responsibilities to the Aegis tear them apart?

FAIRLADY #4 CVR A BALBONI & LOUISE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A client in an oversized cat mask hires Jenner for a very personal case… An avid 
reader, he's frustrated that the mystery book he's been reading is missing its final 
page. Initially, Jenner balks at the rather petty assignment-but then she sees how 
much he's willing to pay. A Fairlady's gotta eat.

FAIRLADY #4 CVR B GREENWOOD & SIMPSON

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A client in an oversized cat mask hires Jenner for a very personal case… An avid 
reader, he's frustrated that the mystery book he's been reading is missing its final 
page. Initially, Jenner balks at the rather petty assignment-but then she sees how 
much he's willing to pay. A Fairlady's gotta eat.

FARMHAND #10 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99END OF STORY ARC! Season Two of FARMHAND draws to a close in game-
changing fashion. With Jedidiah gone, only Ezekiel and Andrea stand in the way of 
Mayor Thorne's diabolical designs for the Farm.

GASOLINA TP VOL 03 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99A cartel war has erupted in Veracruz with Randy and Amalia-as well as the future of 
humanity-caught in the crossfire. What will happen when ancient monsters, a 
submarine, and a drug lord named El Dorado are unleashed? Hell on Earth. Collects 
GASOLINA #13-18.

GIDEON FALLS #15 CVR A SORRENTINO (MR)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE MISPLACED MAN': Back in modern Gideon Falls, Father Fred and Angie 
continue to look for clues about the mysterious Norton, and a dark mystery from 
Father Fred's past is revealed.

GIDEON FALLS #15 CVR B KRISTANTINA (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE MISPLACED MAN': Back in modern Gideon Falls, Father Fred and Angie 
continue to look for clues about the mysterious Norton, and a dark mystery from 
Father Fred's past is revealed.

GOGOR #3

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99At last, the secrets of Gogor are revealed to Armano by the sorceress Tetra Hedron. 
And so, the journey continues to the island of Animal-men, but danger abounds as 
Gogor and Armano encounter the deadly Amphax, a reptilian assassin sent by the 
Domus.

GUNNING FOR HITS TP (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Record company talent scout Martin Mills jumps at the chance to make a comeback 
album with his favorite rock legend. But when it goes sideways, Martin is forced to 
use deadly skills from his past in a desperate bid to save his reputation, and the 
artist's career. Set in the 1980s New York City music scene, this real-world music 
business crime thriller from writer/music producer JEFF ROUGVIE (David Bowie, Big 
Star) and artist MORITAT (Spirit, Harley Quinn, Hellblazer) includes special 
background features and Spotify playlists! Collects GUNNING FOR HITS #1-6.

HIT-GIRL SEASON TWO #6 CVR A PARLOV (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Corrupt police. Street brawls. City-wide castrations. Hit-Girl's problems are escalating 
in the streets of Hong Kong, and all is not what it seems within the Liu triad. Can 
Mindy regain control of the mission before the gangsters hunt her down?

HIT-GIRL SEASON TWO #6 CVR B PARLOV (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Corrupt police. Street brawls. City-wide castrations. Hit-Girl's problems are escalating 
in the streets of Hong Kong, and all is not what it seems within the Liu triad. Can 
Mindy regain control of the mission before the gangsters hunt her down?

HIT-GIRL SEASON TWO #6 CVR C CAVENAGO (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Corrupt police. Street brawls. City-wide castrations. Hit-Girl's problems are escalating 
in the streets of Hong Kong, and all is not what it seems within the Liu triad. Can 
Mindy regain control of the mission before the gangsters hunt her down?

I HATE FAIRYLAND DLX HC VOL 02 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.99From SKOTTIE YOUNG-the New York Times bestselling and Eisner Award-winning 
cartoonist of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz graphic novels, Rocket Raccoon, and 
Fortunately, the Milk-comes the continuation of Gertrude's gruesome gallop through 
the sugar-sprinkled fantasy world of Fairyland. In this second oversized deluxe 
hardcover collection, our axe-wielding ace really buckles down on getting the FLUFF 
out of Fairyland, but after battling a cosplay cohort and a riddle-prone goblin king, 
there's just the itsy-bitsy, barely worth mentioning, insignificant matter of an extended 
stay in a fantasy netherworld to deal with. Collects I HATE FAIRYLAND #11-20, I 
HATE IMAGE FCBD SPECIAL, and exclusive extras!

ICE CREAM MAN #13 CVR A MORAZZO & OHALLORAN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NEW STORY ARC!  'PALINDROMES'': What if you could have it both ways?

ICE CREAM MAN #13 CVR B CRAIG (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NEW STORY ARC!  'PALINDROMES'': What if you could have it both ways?

INFINITE DARK #8

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99END OF STORY ARC! As Deva attempts to stop one killer and redeem another, 
humanity's future is determined with a gamble-will this ship turn out to be a lifeboat, 
or a tomb?

ISOLA #9 CVR A KERSCHL

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NOW BI-MONTHLY! Olwyn and Rook stray from the path to Isola at great cost.  

ISOLA #9 CVR B CHEN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NOW BI-MONTHLY! Olwyn and Rook stray from the path to Isola at great cost. 

KICK-ASS #16 CVR A FRUSIN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99The cartels are closing in. Kick-Ass must now fend off new Mexican enemies and 
contend with pressure from the Russians and her brother-in-law Maurice. The 
violence escalates as Patience starts to lose control of the empire she's built.

KICK-ASS #16 CVR B FRUSIN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The cartels are closing in. Kick-Ass must now fend off new Mexican enemies and 
contend with pressure from the Russians and her brother-in-law Maurice. The 
violence escalates as Patience starts to lose control of the empire she's built.

KICK-ASS #16 CVR C BENGAL (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The cartels are closing in. Kick-Ass must now fend off new Mexican enemies and 
contend with pressure from the Russians and her brother-in-law Maurice. The 
violence escalates as Patience starts to lose control of the empire she's built.

LAZARUS RISEN #2 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99'FRACTURE I,' Part Two: The alliance between Carlyle and D'Souza is nothing more 
than a trap-and now Forever must face not one, but two Lazari in a desperate battle 
to the death. And at Sequoia, Marisol finds herself following Eight's footsteps into a 
snowy night. The secrets are beginning to take their toll, and when they come out, 
the results will be shattering. All this, plus artifacts from the firm of Trautmann and 
Howe, another installment of World of Lazarus: Tools of War, and original short 
fiction by award-winning author ADAM CHRISTOPHER.

LITTLE BIRD #5 (OF 5) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MINISERIES FINALE! An unexpected alliance could turn the tide for Little Bird's 
people and put an end to the long war between the Canadian Resistance and 
Bishop's theocratic regime. But will it be enough? Find out in the epic conclusion of 
one of this year's hottest books!

MAN-EATERS #10 CVR A MITERNIQUE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'COMMUNISTS IN THE FUNHOUSE': Maude suspects that an Estro-Corp spy has 
infiltrated her group of friends. Which-not gonna lie-kinda sucks, tbh.

MAN-EATERS #10 CVR B MITERNIQUE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'COMMUNISTS IN THE FUNHOUSE': Maude suspects that an Estro-Corp spy has 
infiltrated her group of friends. Which-not gonna lie-kinda sucks, tbh. 



MIDDLEWEST #9 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Run as he might, Abel's past is catching up to him. He is astounded and relieved, 
however, when the woodland people he and Fox encounter seem to know his mark.

MONSTRESS #24 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99END OF STORY ARC! With war on the horizon-a war no one wants to stop-whose 
side will Maika choose? That of her friends, or her family? 

OBLIVION SONG BY KIRKMAN & DE FELICI #17 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Into the depths of Oblivion! All is lost! Or is it?

OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA TP VOL 07 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99The darkness is closing in on Kyle Barnes… the endgame approaches. Collects 
OUTCAST BY KIRKMAN & AZACETA #37-42.

OUTER DARKNESS #8 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Ensign Hydzek has a secret. Ensign Hydzek is a spy.

OUTPOST ZERO #11

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Discovery Team prepares to share their momentous discovery, Alea and Sam 
have their own secret to share. But will it turn the Outpost against them?

PAPER GIRLS #30

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99SERIES FINALE! DOUBLE-SIZED FINAL ISSUE! It's all been leading up to this-the 
deeply emotional series finale of PAPER GIRLS! No spoilers here, but our epic 
conclusion features 44 PAGES OF ORIGINAL STORY WITH NO ADS, and we can't 
wait for you to read it. Thanks so much for riding with us! ~ Brian, Cliff, Matt & Jared

PORT OF EARTH #12

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99END OF STORY ARC! Seattle is scheduled for destruction in order to protect Earth 
from an alien outbreak. But to protect our authority over our own planet's security, 
the ESA will have to face off with our alien partners in the ultimate game of 
espionage, politics, and galactic business. 

POSTAL DELIVERANCE #1 CVR A SEJIC (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NEW STORY ARC! POSTAL returns to find Mark struggling with the responsibilities 
and horrors of being the new Mayor of Eden, as the newest member of their 
community has brought his own personal war with him. Mark's mother, Laura 
Shiffron, tries to enjoy her retirement in Florida, but violence finds her… and violence 
might the the only way Laura Shiffron can find peace.

POSTAL DELIVERANCE #1 CVR B IENCO (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99NEW STORY ARC! POSTAL returns to find Mark struggling with the responsibilities 
and horrors of being the new Mayor of Eden, as the newest member of their 
community has brought his own personal war with him. Mark's mother, Laura 
Shiffron, tries to enjoy her retirement in Florida, but violence finds her… and violence 
might the the only way Laura Shiffron can find peace.

PRODIGY TP VOL 01 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Edison Crane isn't content being the world's smartest man and most successful 
businessman-his brilliant mind needs to be constantly challenged. He's a Nobel 
Prize-winning scientist, a genius composer, an Olympic athlete, and an expert in the 
occult, and now international governments are calling on him to fix problems they just 
can't handle. Collects PRODIGY #1-6.

RAT QUEENS #17 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Palisade enslaved! With a new king in control, the Rat Queens find themselves 
doing hard time in the clink. As they struggle to maintain their sisterhood (and their 
sobriety), their only hope for survival lies in an unlikely spirit. Can the Queens break 
their unlucky streak? If so, they'll have to face their most dangerous quest ever… 

REALM #15 CVR A HAUN & FILARDI (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99END OF STORY ARC! Looking to settle old scores, Ben catches up with Redjaw and 
Bunny. The fight you've been waiting for is finally here. 

REALM #15 CVR B GORHAM & FILARDI (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99END OF STORY ARC! Looking to settle old scores, Ben catches up with Redjaw and 
Bunny. The fight you've been waiting for is finally here.

REAVER #1 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99SERIES PREMIERE! The continent of Madaras once promised a new start for 
settlers, but 200 years after its discovery, the war rages on. Deep within this savage 
and untamed land, a darkness builds at that must be stopped at all costs. To do so, 
the Imperials assemble six of its most despicable prisoners-a turncoat, a skin eater, 
a sorcerer and his bodyguard, a serial killer, and the Devil's Son-the only ones who 
can stop the end of the new world. They are Hell's Half-Dozen. Join JUSTIN 
JORDAN (LUTHER STRODE) and REBEKAH ISAACS (Buffy the Vampire Slayer) 
for REAVER-a dark, grim fantasy for a post-Game of Thrones world.

REDNECK #22 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Perry and Evil come face-to-face in Mexico. No one gets out alive.

RIDE BURNING DESIRE #2 (OF 5) CVR A BRUNNER (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Samantha Vega learns that her old friends on the police force are just waiting for her 
to screw up and get sent back to prison. And with that added pressure, her regret-
filled nightmares of what put her in prison to begin with only grow stronger. In this 
issue's backup feature, artists CHRIS BRUNNER and RICO RENZI (LOOSE ENDS, 
Spider-Gwen) reveal the tragic backstory of a dancer with a leather fetish.

RIDE BURNING DESIRE #2 (OF 5) CVR B HILLYARD (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Samantha Vega learns that her old friends on the police force are just waiting for her 
to screw up and get sent back to prison. And with that added pressure, her regret-
filled nightmares of what put her in prison to begin with only grow stronger. In this 
issue's backup feature, artists CHRIS BRUNNER and RICO RENZI (LOOSE ENDS, 
Spider-Gwen) reveal the tragic backstory of a dancer with a leather fetish.

RUMBLE #14 CVR A B&W RUBIN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'LAST KNIGHT,' Part Four: It's all come down to this. The last of the Scourge Knights 
of the Apocalypse has arrived, and nobody in Heaven or on Earth can stop it. This 
issue also features a variant cover by CHRIS BRUNNER, our fourth in a series of 
variant covers celebrating African American comics artists.

RUMBLE #14 CVR B BRUNNER & RENZI (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99'LAST KNIGHT,' Part Four: It's all come down to this. The last of the Scourge Knights 
of the Apocalypse has arrived, and nobody in Heaven or on Earth can stop it. This 
issue also features a variant cover by CHRIS BRUNNER, our fourth in a series of 
variant covers celebrating African American comics artists. 

SAGA COMPENDIUM TP VOL 01 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$59.99THE ULTIMATE BINGE-READ! Collecting the first nine volumes of the critically 
acclaimed, New York Times bestselling series into one massive paperback, this 
compendium tells the entire story (so far!) of a girl named Hazel and her star-crossed 
parents. Features 1,400 pages of gorgeously graphic full-color artwork, including a 
new cover from Eisner Award-winning SAGA co-creator FIONA STAPLES. Collects 
SAGA #1-54.

SEA OF STARS #1 CVR A GREEN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'LOST IN THE WILDS OF HEAVEN,' Part One: Being a space trucker sounds like a 
cool job, but in reality, it can be boring as hell. So when recently widowed Gil gets a 
long-haul gig across the universe, he figures it's safe enough to bring his young son 
Kadyn along for the ride-that is, until their 'big rig' gets bitten in half by a gigantic 
Space Leviathan! Now separated from his son-with a breached suit that's venting 
oxygen at an alarming rate-Gil must defy the odds and stay alive long enough to 
rescue Kadyn. But meanwhile, Kadyn seems to be getting all the help he needs from 
a talking Space Monkey riding a Space Dolphin… or maybe it's the strange powers 
he's suddenly manifesting?! From the writing duo of JASON AARON (SOUTHERN 
BASTARDS, Thor) and DENNIS HALLUM (Cloak & Dagger, Vader: Dark Visions), 
with dazzling art by STEPHEN GREEN (Hellboy and the B.P.R.D.) and cosmic colors 
by RICO RENZI (Spider-Gwen), comes a brand-new science fiction series with all 
the scope and heart of the The Neverending Story crossed with the imaginative 
weirdness of Miyazaki-an intense, galaxy-spanning adventure that's suitable for fans 
of all ages!

SEA OF STARS #1 CVR B MIGNOLA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'LOST IN THE WILDS OF HEAVEN,' Part One: Being a space trucker sounds like a 
cool job, but in reality, it can be boring as hell. So when recently widowed Gil gets a 
long-haul gig across the universe, he figures it's safe enough to bring his young son 
Kadyn along for the ride-that is, until their 'big rig' gets bitten in half by a gigantic 
Space Leviathan! Now separated from his son-with a breached suit that's venting 
oxygen at an alarming rate-Gil must defy the odds and stay alive long enough to 
rescue Kadyn. But meanwhile, Kadyn seems to be getting all the help he needs from 
a talking Space Monkey riding a Space Dolphin… or maybe it's the strange powers 
he's suddenly manifesting?! From the writing duo of JASON AARON (SOUTHERN 
BASTARDS, Thor) and DENNIS HALLUM (Cloak & Dagger, Vader: Dark Visions), 
with dazzling art by STEPHEN GREEN (Hellboy and the B.P.R.D.) and cosmic colors 
by RICO RENZI (Spider-Gwen), comes a brand-new science fiction series with all 
the scope and heart of the The Neverending Story crossed with the imaginative 
weirdness of Miyazaki-an intense, galaxy-spanning adventure that's suitable for fans 
of all ages!

SECTION ZERO #4 (OF 6) CVR A GRUMMETT & KESEL



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'A LONG TIME DEAD': 18 years later: a new Section Zero team continues 
investigating the strange and unknown, until a missing puzzle piece from their past is 
presented to them. 

SECTION ZERO #4 (OF 6) CVR B DODSON

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'A LONG TIME DEAD': 18 years later: a new Section Zero team continues 
investigating the strange and unknown, until a missing puzzle piece from their past is 
presented to them. 

SECTION ZERO #4 (OF 6) CVR C CALDWELL

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'A LONG TIME DEAD': 18 years later: a new Section Zero team continues 
investigating the strange and unknown, until a missing puzzle piece from their past is 
presented to them. 

SELF MADE TP (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99When chaos besieges the kingdom of Arcadia, warrior Amala Citlali uncovers a 
shocking truth-she's a non-player character in an advanced video game. With her 
very existence at stake, Amala embarks on a journey across worlds-to escape her 
prison, find her creator, and demand answers to the fundamental questions of her 
existence. In his debut editorial role, comics veteran KYLE HIGGINS guides this 
intimate story of self-discovery that takes readers to lands of high fantasy, futuristic 
science fiction… and beyond. Collects SELF/MADE #1-6.

SKYWARD #15

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99SERIES FINALE!  'FIX THE WORLD,' Conclusion: In the aftermath of war, how does 
Willa pick up the pieces? How does she deal with this very different status quo? And 
what the hell does Willa want to do with her life now that her world's completely 
changed?

SONATA #2 CVR A HABERLIN & VAN DYKE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'SONATA'S ADVENTURES UNDERGROUND': Sonata travels through a hidden 
underworld where she discovers impossible science, a giant killer bird, and a young 
man named Pau, who sees himself as her knight in shining armor. He is also the son 
of the rival Tayan leader, which makes them deadly enemies. 

SONATA #2 CVR B HABERLIN & VAN DYKE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99'SONATA'S ADVENTURES UNDERGROUND': Sonata travels through a hidden 
underworld where she discovers impossible science, a giant killer bird, and a young 
man named Pau, who sees himself as her knight in shining armor. He is also the son 
of the rival Tayan leader, which makes them deadly enemies. 

SPACE BANDITS #1 (OF 5) CVR A SCALERA (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MINISERIES PREMIERE! Thena Khole and Cody Blue are among the universe's 
most wanted felons. Each the leader of their own criminal ops, they run heists across 
the galaxies-hopping from ship to ship to fleece everyone inside. But when both 
women are betrayed by their crews, the bandits only have one thing on their minds: 
REVENGE.

SPACE BANDITS #1 (OF 5) CVR B SCALERA (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MINISERIES PREMIERE! Thena Khole and Cody Blue are among the universe's 
most wanted felons. Each the leader of their own criminal ops, they run heists across 
the galaxies-hopping from ship to ship to fleece everyone inside. But when both 
women are betrayed by their crews, the bandits only have one thing on their minds: 
REVENGE.

SPACE BANDITS #1 (OF 5) CVR C LEGENDS VAR CHAYKIN (Net) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.75MINISERIES PREMIERE! Thena Khole and Cody Blue are among the universe's 
most wanted felons. Each the leader of their own criminal ops, they run heists across 
the galaxies-hopping from ship to ship to fleece everyone inside. But when both 
women are betrayed by their crews, the bandits only have one thing on their minds: 
REVENGE.

SPACE BANDITS #1 (OF 5) CVR D COIPEL (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MINISERIES PREMIERE! Thena Khole and Cody Blue are among the universe's 
most wanted felons. Each the leader of their own criminal ops, they run heists across 
the galaxies-hopping from ship to ship to fleece everyone inside. But when both 
women are betrayed by their crews, the bandits only have one thing on their minds: 
REVENGE.

SPACE BANDITS #1 (OF 5) CVR E PICHELLI (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MINISERIES PREMIERE! Thena Khole and Cody Blue are among the universe's 
most wanted felons. Each the leader of their own criminal ops, they run heists across 
the galaxies-hopping from ship to ship to fleece everyone inside. But when both 
women are betrayed by their crews, the bandits only have one thing on their minds: 
REVENGE.

SPACE BANDITS #1 (OF 5) CVR F BLANK VAR (MR)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MINISERIES PREMIERE! Thena Khole and Cody Blue are among the universe's 
most wanted felons. Each the leader of their own criminal ops, they run heists across 
the galaxies-hopping from ship to ship to fleece everyone inside. But when both 
women are betrayed by their crews, the bandits only have one thing on their minds: 
REVENGE.

SPAWN #299 CVR A MCFARLANE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.99THE LAST ISSUE BEFORE SPAWN #300! 'WAR TO 300,' Part Two: Witness the 
debut of TODD McFARLANE's newest creation-The Rapture! Heaven's answer to 
the mythic Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, these eternal warriors are tasked with 
eliminating the plague called humanity from the face of the Earth. The WAR TO 300 
rages! Next month, new allegiances will form, new enemies will rise, and history will 
be made! 

SPAWN #299 CVR B MCFARLANE VIRGIN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.99THE LAST ISSUE BEFORE SPAWN #300! 'WAR TO 300,' Part Two: Witness the 
debut of TODD McFARLANE's newest creation-The Rapture! Heaven's answer to 
the mythic Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, these eternal warriors are tasked with 
eliminating the plague called humanity from the face of the Earth. The WAR TO 300 
rages! Next month, new allegiances will form, new enemies will rise, and history will 
be made! 

SPAWN #299 CVR C B&W MCFARLANE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$2.99THE LAST ISSUE BEFORE SPAWN #300! 'WAR TO 300,' Part Two: Witness the 
debut of TODD McFARLANE's newest creation-The Rapture! Heaven's answer to 
the mythic Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, these eternal warriors are tasked with 
eliminating the plague called humanity from the face of the Earth. The WAR TO 300 
rages! Next month, new allegiances will form, new enemies will rise, and history will 
be made! 

THUMBS #2 (OF 5) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Thumbs is out of his coma and back in the world. Trapped by the Power, he sees the 
junkies who've taken technology underground, the revolutionaries who deliver 
devices to the people, and the government that's banned it all.

UNEARTH #1 CVR A RIVAS (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99SERIES PREMIERE! When a flesh-warping disease ravages a remote village in 
Mexico, a scientific task force travels to the inhospitable area to investigate the 
contamination. Tracing the source of the disease to a nearby cave system, the team 
discovers a bizarre, hostile ecosystem and a supernatural revelation from which they 
may never escape. This new subterranean nightmare is brought to you by writers 
CULLEN BUNN (REGRESSION) and KYLE STRAHM (SPREAD), and rising-star 
artist BALDEMAR RIVAS!

UNEARTH #1 CVR B STRAHM (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99SERIES PREMIERE! When a flesh-warping disease ravages a remote village in 
Mexico, a scientific task force travels to the inhospitable area to investigate the 
contamination. Tracing the source of the disease to a nearby cave system, the team 
discovers a bizarre, hostile ecosystem and a supernatural revelation from which they 
may never escape. This new subterranean nightmare is brought to you by writers 
CULLEN BUNN (REGRESSION) and KYLE STRAHM (SPREAD), and rising-star 
artist BALDEMAR RIVAS!

UNNATURAL #11 (OF 12) CVR A ANDOLFO (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Leslie has found the strength to fight the Wolf, but now she must get to the last round 
of the match in one piece. Also: trouble at Evil HQ, as Carol escapes and finds 
herself face-to-face with the Glance. Stunning art and more mind-blowing revelations 
abound as MIRKA ANDOLFO's exquisite tale of love and self growth races to the 
end at full speed!

UNNATURAL #11 (OF 12) CVR B PICOLO (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Leslie has found the strength to fight the Wolf, but now she must get to the last round 
of the match in one piece. Also: trouble at Evil HQ, as Carol escapes and finds 
herself face-to-face with the Glance. Stunning art and more mind-blowing revelations 
abound as MIRKA ANDOLFO's exquisite tale of love and self growth races to the 
end at full speed!

VINDICATION TP VOL 01 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Detective Chip Christopher maneuvers the blurred blue line between racism and due 
diligence in order to do his job of investigating Turn, a young black man with a 
sketchy past who was exonerated of a similar previous murder. Turn is freshly out of 
prison. And when another victim is murdered, Detective Christopher is determined to 
see him convicted again. But this time Turn is older, wiser, and determined not to go 
back to prison. Collects VINDICATION #1-4.

WALKING DEAD #193 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE FARMHOUSE': Out in the countryside, trouble is brewing for a certain someone.



WARNING #9 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'SMOKE GUILLOTINE': Jacknife and Narrowmeer go head-to-head as the surviving 
members of Gladiator Two-Six gather for a final assault on the alien threat.

WEATHERMAN VOL 2 #2 CVR A FOX (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Introducing Pace and Pickles-an exciting and strange new ally guarding a horrible 
secret! Nathan, Cross, and the crew of the Disco Queen scour the ruins of Earth for 
the woman responsible for wiping Nathan's mind, only to find themselves in a fight to 
the death against mysterious genetic monstrosities… and not everyone makes it out 
alive. YOU'VE BEEN WARNED!

WEATHERMAN VOL 2 #2 CVR B ROBINSON (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Introducing Pace and Pickles-an exciting and strange new ally guarding a horrible 
secret! Nathan, Cross, and the crew of the Disco Queen scour the ruins of Earth for 
the woman responsible for wiping Nathan's mind, only to find themselves in a fight to 
the death against mysterious genetic monstrosities… and not everyone makes it out 
alive. YOU'VE BEEN WARNED!

WITCHBLADE #17 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'LAST DAYS,' Part Five: Weakened and unable to access her full power after her 
latest encounter with Haley, Alex plays a dangerous game of cat and mouse with the 
person controlling Haley from the shadows. The barrier between New York and Hell 
comes down.

PUBLISHER IMPACT THEORY, LLC

NEON FUTURE #5 (OF 6) CVR A RAAPACK (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Mars and EZ negotiate a deal that could very well end Neon Future as we know it, 
the CTG surround Andi's hideout for a raid that leaves Float fighting for his life. As a 
last-ditch effort to rescue him, Clay, Hubble, and Dee begin what looks like a suicide 
mission. And not everyone will make it out alive!

NEON FUTURE #5 (OF 6) CVR B RAAPACK (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Mars and EZ negotiate a deal that could very well end Neon Future as we know it, 
the CTG surround Andi's hideout for a raid that leaves Float fighting for his life. As a 
last-ditch effort to rescue him, Clay, Hubble, and Dee begin what looks like a suicide 
mission. And not everyone will make it out alive!



PUBLISHER INSIGHT COMICS

BEFORE HOUDINI GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99London, 1888. A shadowy killer stalks the streets of London, his appetite for blood 
unleashed upon the city's lower classes. To defeat him, MI6 turns to its most top-
secret team: four teenage agents with extraordinary gifts, including a young 
American immigrant with a talent for illusion. Meet Ehrich Weiss, a young man 
whose skill at picking locks is about to land him the adventure of his dreams, and pull 
him into a war that will affect his life for years to come. This is the story of Ehrich's 
strange beginnings, from before he was a world-famous magician. Before he was a 
master of espionage. Before he was Houdini.

PUBLISHER IT'S ALIVE

BATTLE FOR BRITAIN FROM PAGES OF COMBAT GLANZMAN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Each Combat one shot features true stories from WWII, illustrated by comic book 
legend, WWII vet, and Eisner Award nominee Sam Glanzman! This Battle for Britain 
issue features the stories: 'Wreck the R.A.F.!', 'Strike the Fighter Fields!', and 'The 
Decisive Days.' Plus: the back-up stories 'The Puny, Little Yank.' Also included are 
essays about the Doolittle Raids and Sam Glanzman, originals covers, vintage 
advertisements, and photos from WWII. Don't miss the limited edition variant cover 
by artist John McCrea!

BATTLE FOR BRITAIN FROM PAGES OF COMBAT MCCREA CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Each Combat one shot features true stories from WWII, illustrated by comic book 
legend, WWII vet, and Eisner Award nominee Sam Glanzman! This Battle for Britain 
issue features the stories: 'Wreck the R.A.F.!', 'Strike the Fighter Fields!', and 'The 
Decisive Days.' Plus: the back-up stories 'The Puny, Little Yank.' Also included are 
essays about the Doolittle Raids and Sam Glanzman, originals covers, vintage 
advertisements, and photos from WWII. Don't miss the limited edition variant cover 
by artist John McCrea! 

DUNKIRK ONE SHOT GLANZMAN CVR 2ND PTG

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Each Combat one shot features true stories from World War II, illustrated by comic 
book legend, WWII vet, and Eisner Award-nominee Sam Glanzman! This Dunkirk 
issue features three main stories: 'Dunkirk,' 'Channel Battle,' and 'Last to Leave'! 
Plus: the back-up story 'One by Sea' and 1-page stories 'A Most Deadly Air Raid' and 
'The First Aircraft Carrier'! This second printing comes with a new cover featuring art 
by Sam Glanzman!

PUBLISHER J-NOVEL CLUB

HOW NOT TO SUMMON DEMON LORD LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 04 (C: 1-1-0



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99After being summoned to another world similar to the game he used to play, Diablo 
lives a tumultuous life in this new world after he finds himself the unwitting master of 
Rem the Pantherian and Shera the Elf; and now, even the Demon Lord-turned-young-
girl Klem obeys him! One day, Diablo ends up rescuing a holy woman who was 
being pursued by a Paladin, and she turns out to be the most important person in the 
Church. Befriending her, Diablo and the others act as her escorts until they reach 
Zircon Tower deep in the Demon Lord's territory. After arriving in a new town, more 
difficulties arise, ultimately culminating in the appearance of a gargantuan monster 
attacking them!

IF FOR MY DAUGHTER DEFEAT DEMON LORD LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 03 (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99The skilled young adventurer, Dale, at last returns to his base of operations in the 
town of Kreuz after the long journey he took with his adopted daughter, the devil girl 
Latina. He feels a brief moment of relief when as he watches Latina greet Kenneth 
and Rita with a smile and start handing out souvenirs... but wait, what's Helmine 
doing here?

MAGIC IN OTHER WORLD TOO FAR BEHIND LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 03 (C

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Suimei continues on his journey towards the Nelferian Empire, now with Lefille in 
tow. He has to add her new 'problem' to his growing to-do list, but it won't be the only 
thing he's worried about by the time they get to the capital city. A strange military 
figure doesn't seem to take kindly to their presence there. Meanwhile, Reiji, Mizuki, 
and Titania's demon subjugation is put on temporary hold for an emergency rescue 
mission. They'll make an interesting discovery or two along the way. And just where 
is Felmenia in all of this?

PUBLISHER JY

LITTLE WITCH ACADEMIA LIGHT NOVEL SC NONSENSICAL FAIRIES (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.00An original story based on the hit anime! To fulfill her dream of becoming a witch, 
Atsuko Kagari has been working hard at Luna Nova Magical Academy. But after a 
trip to a magical hilltop--rumored to be a popular spot for fairies--dogs and cats start 
going missing, and it's up to Akko, Lotte, and Sucy to get to the bottom of it! For 
Ages 8 to 14

ZO ZO ZOMBIE GN VOL 04 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.00Everyone's favorite zombie kid is back with more surprises! So keep your eyes 
peeled and socks on, because an adventure with Zombie Boy isn't one you'd want to 
miss! For Ages 10 And Up

PUBLISHER KEENSPOT ENTERTAINMENT



DONALD WHO LAUGHS #2 CVR A  TRUMPUNISHER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99President Donald J. Trump's unstable genius doppelganger from a dark dimension, 
The Donald Who Laughs, continues his reign of terror in the White House. Still trying 
to silence AOC, the surprisingly powerful freshman congresswoman who knows his 
secret, the Hamberder King dips into the Trump-Verse for some deadly back-up… 
the grim anti-hero they call The Trumpunisher! 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS #2 CVR B HAMBERDER KING

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99President Donald J. Trump's unstable genius doppelganger from a dark dimension, 
The Donald Who Laughs, continues his reign of terror in the White House. Still trying 
to silence AOC, the surprisingly powerful freshman congresswoman who knows his 
secret, the Hamberder King dips into the Trump-Verse for some deadly back-up… 
the grim anti-hero they call The Trumpunisher! 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS #2 CVR C SURPRISE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99President Donald J. Trump's unstable genius doppelganger from a dark dimension, 
The Donald Who Laughs, continues his reign of terror in the White House. Still trying 
to silence AOC, the surprisingly powerful freshman congresswoman who knows his 
secret, the Hamberder King dips into the Trump-Verse for some deadly back-up… 
the grim anti-hero they call The Trumpunisher! 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS #2 CVR D  AOC VS TRUMPUNISHER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99President Donald J. Trump's unstable genius doppelganger from a dark dimension, 
The Donald Who Laughs, continues his reign of terror in the White House. Still trying 
to silence AOC, the surprisingly powerful freshman congresswoman who knows his 
secret, the Hamberder King dips into the Trump-Verse for some deadly back-up… 
the grim anti-hero they call The Trumpunisher! 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS #2 CVR E LENTICULAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99President Donald J. Trump's unstable genius doppelganger from a dark dimension, 
The Donald Who Laughs, continues his reign of terror in the White House. Still trying 
to silence AOC, the surprisingly powerful freshman congresswoman who knows his 
secret, the Hamberder King dips into the Trump-Verse for some deadly back-up… 
the grim anti-hero they call The Trumpunisher! 

DONALD WHO LAUGHS #2 CVR F FAKE NEWS RETAILER INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00President Donald J. Trump's unstable genius doppelganger from a dark dimension, 
The Donald Who Laughs, continues his reign of terror in the White House. Still trying 
to silence AOC, the surprisingly powerful freshman congresswoman who knows his 
secret, the Hamberder King dips into the Trump-Verse for some deadly back-up… 
the grim anti-hero they call The Trumpunisher! 

FARTNITE CVR A BACK AGAIN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Steaming hot out of the back of Fartnite #1 comes the eye-watering squeakquel! 
Take a deeper dive into Big Butt Island and meet some of the other players, like 
Cap'n Farthood and the Pooter Brigade, Jack The Ripper, and more! See old farts 
like No Skin experiment with new weapons like the Buttzooka and the deadly Taco 
Ammo. Keenspot's tasteful, classy, dignified parody of a cultural phenomenon 
continues!

FARTNITE CVR B LLAMA RIDERS IN SKY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Steaming hot out of the back of Fartnite #1 comes the eye-watering squeakquel! 
Take a deeper dive into Big Butt Island and meet some of the other players, like 
Cap'n Farthood and the Pooter Brigade, Jack The Ripper, and more! See old farts 
like No Skin experiment with new weapons like the Buttzooka and the deadly Taco 
Ammo. Keenspot's tasteful, classy, dignified parody of a cultural phenomenon 
continues!

FARTNITE CVR C EXPLOSIVE NUMBER TWO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Steaming hot out of the back of Fartnite #1 comes the eye-watering squeakquel! 
Take a deeper dive into Big Butt Island and meet some of the other players, like 
Cap'n Farthood and the Pooter Brigade, Jack The Ripper, and more! See old farts 
like No Skin experiment with new weapons like the Buttzooka and the deadly Taco 
Ammo. Keenspot's tasteful, classy, dignified parody of a cultural phenomenon 
continues!

FARTNITE CVR D BACKDRAFT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Steaming hot out of the back of Fartnite #1 comes the eye-watering squeakquel! 
Take a deeper dive into Big Butt Island and meet some of the other players, like 
Cap'n Farthood and the Pooter Brigade, Jack The Ripper, and more! See old farts 
like No Skin experiment with new weapons like the Buttzooka and the deadly Taco 
Ammo. Keenspot's tasteful, classy, dignified parody of a cultural phenomenon 
continues!

FARTNITE CVR E LENTICULAR CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.99Steaming hot out of the back of Fartnite #1 comes the eye-watering squeakquel! 
Take a deeper dive into Big Butt Island and meet some of the other players, like 
Cap'n Farthood and the Pooter Brigade, Jack The Ripper, and more! See old farts 
like No Skin experiment with new weapons like the Buttzooka and the deadly Taco 
Ammo. Keenspot's tasteful, classy, dignified parody of a cultural phenomenon 
continues!

FARTNITE CVR F 5 COPY TFUE PARODY RETAILER INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Steaming hot out of the back of Fartnite #1 comes the eye-watering squeakquel! 
Take a deeper dive into Big Butt Island and meet some of the other players, like 
Cap'n Farthood and the Pooter Brigade, Jack The Ripper, and more! See old farts 
like No Skin experiment with new weapons like the Buttzooka and the deadly Taco 
Ammo. Keenspot's tasteful, classy, dignified parody of a cultural phenomenon 
continues!

JUNIOR HIGH HORRORS #6 CVR A  HOWLING SPOOF

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99JV, Mikey, Laurie and Nancy's summer out of school is anything but fun, as they 
have to deal with Summer Camp and high school kids that are in charge of the 
activities. There are some weird things afoot in the woods, and a scary creature 
'threatens' the camp. The hit all-ages horror parody continues, making fun of horror 
camp movies while being stand-alone enough for new readers to jump on

JUNIOR HIGH HORRORS #6 CVR B FRIDAY THE 13TH PARODY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99JV, Mikey, Laurie and Nancy's summer out of school is anything but fun, as they 
have to deal with Summer Camp and high school kids that are in charge of the 
activities. There are some weird things afoot in the woods, and a scary creature 
'threatens' the camp. The hit all-ages horror parody continues, making fun of horror 
camp movies while being stand-alone enough for new readers to jump on

JUNIOR HIGH HORRORS #6 CVR C FEAR FREDERICK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99JV, Mikey, Laurie and Nancy's summer out of school is anything but fun, as they 
have to deal with Summer Camp and high school kids that are in charge of the 
activities. There are some weird things afoot in the woods, and a scary creature 
'threatens' the camp. The hit all-ages horror parody continues, making fun of horror 
camp movies while being stand-alone enough for new readers to jump on

JUNIOR HIGH HORRORS #6 CVR D SLEEPAWAY CAMP  5 COPY INCV CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00JV, Mikey, Laurie and Nancy's summer out of school is anything but fun, as they 
have to deal with Summer Camp and high school kids that are in charge of the 
activities. There are some weird things afoot in the woods, and a scary creature 
'threatens' the camp. The hit all-ages horror parody continues, making fun of horror 
camp movies while being stand-alone enough for new readers to jump on



KEENSPOT SPOTLIGHT 2019 CVR A JUNIOR HIGH HORRORS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.99Only $1.99! This value-priced all ages annual features all-new exclusive short stories 
from existing Keenspot series like Junior High Horrors and God Mode, in addition to 
sneak previews of exciting upcoming Keenspot titles. This issue will mark the first 
comic book appearances of many new characters that will be starring in their own 
Keenspot titles later this year. Includes a bonus centerfold pull-out poster!

KEENSPOT SPOTLIGHT 2019 CVR B SURPRISE SPOTLIGHT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.99Only $1.99! This value-priced all ages annual features all-new exclusive short stories 
from existing Keenspot series like Junior High Horrors and God Mode, in addition to 
sneak previews of exciting upcoming Keenspot titles. This issue will mark the first 
comic book appearances of many new characters that will be starring in their own 
Keenspot titles later this year. Includes a bonus centerfold pull-out poster!

KEENSPOT SPOTLIGHT 2019 CVR C SURPRISE SPOTLIGHT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.99Only $1.99! This value-priced all ages annual features all-new exclusive short stories 
from existing Keenspot series like Junior High Horrors and God Mode, in addition to 
sneak previews of exciting upcoming Keenspot titles. This issue will mark the first 
comic book appearances of many new characters that will be starring in their own 
Keenspot titles later this year. Includes a bonus centerfold pull-out poster!

KEENSPOT SPOTLIGHT 2019 CVR D FREE DOUBLE KEEN RETAILER INCV

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.99Only $1.99! This value-priced all ages annual features all-new exclusive short stories 
from existing Keenspot series like Junior High Horrors and God Mode, in addition to 
sneak previews of exciting upcoming Keenspot titles. This issue will mark the first 
comic book appearances of many new characters that will be starring in their own 
Keenspot titles later this year. Includes a bonus centerfold pull-out poster!

X LIEFELDS #1 CVR A NIKOLAKAKIS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Rob Liefeld is beloved for creating some of comics' most memorable characters of 
the last quarter-century… but he also created some forgettable ones. In this twisted 
tale of spoofery from the creator of Junior High Horrors, Liefeld's rejected, forgotten 
creations find inspiration from their creator's own stories and travel back in time to 
jealously stop his greatest characters from ever becoming popular. Join BludStayn, 
Pytbull, Treadmill, Yardwaste, and X-Tra as they attempt to prevent Livestreme, 
Checker and the man known as Coax from achieving pop culture immortality. This 
parody is so Extreme, it's Awesome!

X LIEFELDS #1 CVR B BECK

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99Rob Liefeld is beloved for creating some of comics' most memorable characters of 
the last quarter-century… but he also created some forgettable ones. In this twisted 
tale of spoofery from the creator of Junior High Horrors, Liefeld's rejected, forgotten 
creations find inspiration from their creator's own stories and travel back in time to 
jealously stop his greatest characters from ever becoming popular. Join BludStayn, 
Pytbull, Treadmill, Yardwaste and X-Tra as they attempt to prevent Livestreme, 
Checker and the man known as Coax from achieving pop culture immortality. This 
parody is so Extreme, it's Awesome!

X LIEFELDS #1 CVR C KENT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Rob Liefeld is beloved for creating some of comics' most memorable characters of 
the last quarter-century… but he also created some forgettable ones. In this twisted 
tale of spoofery from the creator of Junior High Horrors, Liefeld's rejected, forgotten 
creations find inspiration from their creator's own stories and travel back in time to 
jealously stop his greatest characters from ever becoming popular. Join BludStayn, 
Pytbull, Treadmill, Yardwaste and X-Tra as they attempt to prevent Livestreme, 
Checker and the man known as Coax from achieving pop culture immortality. This 
parody is so Extreme, it's Awesome!

X LIEFELDS #1 CVR D KEMPLE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Rob Liefeld is beloved for creating some of comics' most memorable characters of 
the last quarter-century… but he also created some forgettable ones. In this twisted 
tale of spoofery from the creator of Junior High Horrors, Liefeld's rejected, forgotten 
creations find inspiration from their creator's own stories and travel back in time to 
jealously stop his greatest characters from ever becoming popular. Join BludStayn, 
Pytbull, Treadmill, Yardwaste and X-Tra as they attempt to prevent Livestreme, 
Checker and the man known as Coax from achieving pop culture immortality. This 
parody is so Extreme, it's Awesome!

X LIEFELDS #1 CVR E BLANK SKETCH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Rob Liefeld is beloved for creating some of comics' most memorable characters of 
the last quarter-century… but he also created some forgettable ones. In this twisted 
tale of spoofery from the creator of Junior High Horrors, Liefeld's rejected, forgotten 
creations find inspiration from their creator's own stories and travel back in time to 
jealously stop his greatest characters from ever becoming popular. Join BludStayn, 
Pytbull, Treadmill, Yardwaste and X-Tra as they attempt to prevent Livestreme, 
Checker and the man known as Coax from achieving pop culture immortality. This 
parody is so Extreme, it's Awesome!

X LIEFELDS #1 CVR F FREE 5 COPY POTCHAK INCV CVR (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00Rob Liefeld is beloved for creating some of comics' most memorable characters of 
the last quarter-century… but he also created some forgettable ones. In this twisted 
tale of spoofery from the creator of Junior High Horrors, Liefeld's rejected, forgotten 
creations find inspiration from their creator's own stories and travel back in time to 
jealously stop his greatest characters from ever becoming popular. Join BludStayn, 
Pytbull, Treadmill, Yardwaste and X-Tra as they attempt to prevent Livestreme, 
Checker and the man known as Coax from achieving pop culture immortality. This 
parody is so Extreme, it's Awesome!

PUBLISHER KENZER & COMPANY

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE #269

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99KoDT features the hilarious ongoing misadventures of a group of gamers. It also 
includes regular columns and special features providing useful role-playing 
resources, game reviews and aids on incorporating pop culture into your gaming 
resources. It's a slice of (fantasy) life reflected in comic strips, articles, reviews and 
features, and a positive celebration of gaming culture! 

PUBLISHER KEVIN EASTMAN STUDIOS

DRAWING BLOOD SPILLED INK #3 (OF 4) CVR A BISHOP (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A funeral, an angry widow, a talking statue, a crazed mob, a silent-movie nightmare 
and a real-life faceoff with murderous Lithuanian gangsters… it's just another tricky 
day for Shane 'Books' Bookman, a comic book creator who rode the roller coaster of 
fame and fortune and ended up…  in a whole lotta trouble. Will he live to see the 
next issue?

DRAWING BLOOD SPILLED INK #3 (OF 4) CVR B EASTMAN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A funeral, an angry widow, a talking statue, a crazed mob, a silent-movie nightmare 
and a real-life faceoff with murderous Lithuanian gangsters… it's just another tricky 
day for Shane 'Books' Bookman, a comic book creator who rode the roller coaster of 
fame and fortune and ended up…  in a whole lotta trouble. Will he live to see the 
next issue? Co-created by Kevin Eastman (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) and David 
Avallone (Elvira, Bettie Page). Script by David Avallone, art by Ben Bishop (The 
Aggregate, TMNT Macro-Series), Kevin Eastman, and Troy Little (Rick and Morty, 
Fear and Loathing in Los Vegas.)

PUBLISHER KODANSHA COMICS

GLEIPNIR GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$12.99Shuichi Kagaya an ordinary high school kid in a boring little town. But when a 
beautiful classmate is caught in a warehouse fire, he discovers a mysterious power: 
He can transform into a furry dog with an oversized revolver and a zipper down his 
back. He saves the girl's life, sharing his secret with her. But she's searching for the 
sister who killed her family, and she doesn't care how degrading it gets: She will use 
Shuichi to accomplish her mission!

GRAND BLUE DREAMING GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99A boy heads off to college in a seaside town, and stumbles into the Grand Blue Dive 
Shop, a place full of beautiful female divers, noodle-obsessed jocks, and various 
other lovable bastards. A tale of coming of age surrounded by beer, bums, and the 
Grand Blue!

HITORIJIME MY HERO GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99A yaoi romance between a good boy who didn't know he was waiting for a hero, and 
a bad boy who comes to his rescue! Masahiro Setagawa doesn't believe in heroes, 
but wishes he could: He's found himself in a gang of small-time street bullies who 
use him to run errands. But when high school teacher (and scourge of the streets) 
Kousuke Ohshiba comes to his rescue, he finds he may need to start believing after 
all… and as their relationship deepens, he realizes a hero might be just what he was 
looking for this whole time.

IM STANDING ON MILLION LIVES GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99Yusuke Yotsuya doesn't care about getting into high school; he just wants to get 
back home to his game and away from other people. But when he suddenly finds 
himself in a real-life fantasy game alongside his two gorgeous classmates, he 
discovers a new world of possibility and excitement. Despite a rough start, Yusuke 
and his friend fight to level up and clear the challenges set before them by a 
mysterious figure from the future, but before long, they find that they're not just 
battling for their own lives, but for the lives of millions.

LOVE IN FOCUS GN VOL 03 (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99Mako's always had a passion for photography. When she loses someone dear to 
her, she clings onto her art as a relic of the close relationship she once had…Luckily, 
her childhood best friend Kei encourages her to come to his high school and join 
their prestigious photo club. With nothing to lose, Mako grabs her camera and a 
fresh take on life - and a mysterious new muse - begin to come into focus!

MAGUS OF LIBRARY GN VOL 01 (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$12.99A story about a poor boy swept away by a kind library mage and the (literal) magic of 
reading, Magus of the Library is a beautifully-drawn, spirited fantasy adventure. In a 
lushly-detailed fantasy world reminiscent of Arabian Nights, the Great Library is the 
center of learning in the world, and its librarians are capable of magnificent feats of 
magic! In a small village far from the Library, a poor little elf boy struggles against 
bullies who call him 'knife-ears.' His only solace: the books he sneaks out of the 
village's tiny branch library, which he's not allowed in. When a librarian from the 
Great Library arrives, he's dazzled by her knowledge and glamour. Their meeting will 
change his life and begin the adventure he's always dreamed of having!

QUINTESSENTIAL QUINTUPLETS GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99Futaro Uesugi is a second-year in high school, scraping to get by and pay off his 
family's debt. The only thing he can do is study, so when Futaro receives a part-time 
job offer to tutor the five daughters of a wealthy businessman, he can't pass it up. 
Little does he know, these five beautiful sisters are quintuplets, but the only thing 
they have in common…is that they're all terrible at studying! At this rate, the sisters 
can't graduate, and Futaro must think of a plan that suits each of them-which feels 
hopeless when five-out-of-five of these girls think he's a loser!

SEVEN DEADLY SINS GN VOL 33 (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99When they were accused of trying to overthrow the monarchy, the feared warriors 
the Seven Deadly Sins were sent into exile. Princess Elizabeth discovers the truth - 
the Sins were framed by the king's guard, the Holy Knights - too late to prevent them 
from assassinating her father and seizing the throne! Now the princess is on the run, 
seeking the Sins to help her reclaim the kingdom. But the first Sin she meets, 
Meliodas, is a little innkeeper with a talking pig. He doesn't even have a real sword! 
Have the legends of the Sins' strength been exaggerated…?

TO YOUR ETERNITY GN VOL 10 (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99A lonely boy wandering the Arctic regions of North America meets a wolf, and the 
two become fast friends, depending on each other to survive the harsh environment. 
But the boy has a history, and the wolf is more than meets the eye as well… To Your 
Eternity is a totally unique and moving manga about death, life, reincarnation, and 
the nature of love.

UQ HOLDER GN VOL 17 (MR) (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99Tota, a boy with a magical and mysterious pedigree, joins a team of immortals to 
fulfill his dream and reach the top of the great orbital tower, extending from Neo-
Tokyo into the unknown reaches of space! But soon he finds himself embroiled in a 
power struggle that spans generations and will determine the fate of a planet!

WAITING FOR SPRING GN VOL 11 (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$10.99Mizuki is a shy girl who's about to enter high school, and vows to open herself up to 
new friendships. Of course, the four stars of the boys' basketball team weren't 
exactly the friends she had in mind! Yet, when they drop by the café where she 
works, the five quickly hit it off. Soon she's been accidentally thrust into the spotlight, 
targeted by jealous girls. And will she expand her mission to include… love?

YAMADA KUN & SEVEN WITCHES GN VOL 18 (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Class troublemaker Ryu Yamada is already having a bad day when he stumbles 
down a staircase along with star student Urara Shiraishi. When he wakes up, he 
realizes they have switched bodies-and that Ryu has the power to trade places with 
anyone with only a kiss! Plus, it turns out he's not the only kid at school with a few 
magic tricks up his sleeve…

YURI IS MY JOB GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Hime is a picture-perfect high school princess-she's admired by all and never trips 
up! So when she accidentally injures a café manager named Mai, she's willing to 
cover some shifts to keep her facade intact. To Hime's surprise, the café is themed 
after a private school where the all-female staff always puts on their best act for their 
loyal customers. However, under the guidance of the most graceful girl there, Hime 
can't help but blush and blunder! Beneath all the frills and laughter, Hime feels 
tension brewing as she finds out more about her new job and her budding feelings.

PUBLISHER LEGENDARY COMICS

POKEMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU MOVIE GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.00The official Pokémon: Detective Pikachu movie graphic novel adaptation. Follow Tim 
Goodman's journey through Ryme City, as he searches for his missing father. With 
twists and turns around every corner, nothing is more twist-y than Tim's unexpected 
partner, a Pikachu with a penchant for coffee and danger. In a city where humans 
and Pokémon live together in harmony, unexpected intrigue surround them as they 
try to solve a mystery and maybe save the world. 

PUBLISHER LION FORGE

AT THE END OF YOUR TETHER #2 (OF 3)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Determined to find Arlo, Ludo takes things into his own hands and starts to look 
outside of the base, only to discover her trail picks up in the most unexpected of 
places. The further Ludo gets into his investigation, the more he questions how well 
everyone on base, in town, and even he himself really knew her.

BALLAD OF YAYA GN VOL 02 PRISONERS

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$9.99Yaya is captured by the evil Zhu and held prisoner in his terrible secret lair! Tuduo 
wants to save his new friend, but how can he fight his former master? Maybe he has 
another plan...

CASTOFFS TP VOL 04 BYTE BACK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Ursa is reunited with her mother at last-but her mom is the Priestess, leading a 
massive Surrogate army that threatens to swallow Plumstead and then the world! 
She's got Charris and Trinh by her side, and a militia of mages and townsfolk at her 
back, but will that be enough?

CATALYST PRIME SEVEN DAYS #1 (OF 7) 5 COPY INCV (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00DAY ONE: Lorena Payan was the first to realize a meteor was hurtling towards Earth 
two years ago. Now, she's the first to realize the Earth is in danger once more from 
something equally cosmic but far more sinister. As a mystery figure dubbed, the 
Obsidian Men, begin appearing silently all over the globe our heroes Noble, Summit, 
and Accell join together to investigate. 

CATALYST PRIME SEVEN DAYS #1 (OF 7) MAIN CVR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99DAY ONE: Lorena Payan was the first to realize a meteor was hurtling towards Earth 
two years ago. Now, she's the first to realize the Earth is in danger once more from 
something equally cosmic but far more sinister. As a mystery figure dubbed, the 
Obsidian Men, begin appearing silently all over the globe our heroes Noble, Summit, 
and Accell join together to investigate. 

CATALYST PRIME SEVEN DAYS #1 (OF 7) SEJIC VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99DAY ONE: Lorena Payan was the first to realize a meteor was hurtling towards Earth 
two years ago. Now, she's the first to realize the Earth is in danger once more from 
something equally cosmic but far more sinister. As a mystery figure dubbed, the 
Obsidian Men, begin appearing silently all over the globe our heroes Noble, Summit, 
and Accell join together to investigate. 

CELLIES TP VOL 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Join the Jog Mobile team for another few dozen misadventures at America's best 
cellular provider-okay, fourth best. It might be the dead end job from retail hell, but 
hungry grad student Elena is determined to climb the corporate ladder, one misstep 
at a time.

COLLECTED TOPPI HC VOL 02 ENCHANTED WORLD

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$24.99Presenting the second in a seven-volume library of works by master illustrator Sergio 
Toppi. This second volume collects eleven short tales of North American folklore, 
from the Canadian Goldrush to the American West and the Deep South, previously 
collected as Colt Frontier, Naugatuck 1757, and Blues.

HERAKLES HC BOOK 03

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Despite having fulfilled the prophesy of Pythia, Herakles ends up empty-handed and 
sentenced to mortal servitude by Zeus himself. But in the end, is that so bad? If 
Olympus won't have him, maybe its time to just settle down on earth with a queen 
and kingdom. . . as if any legendary story could end so simply...

INFINITY 8 #13 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99An experimental weapon unintentionally causes a zombie outbreak on the Infinity 8 
cruise ship, spreading to the giant necropolis outside the ship, awakening an 
inexhaustible army of the living dead! Can agent Ann Ninurta stop this apocalypse 
and discover the origin of the mysterious necropolis?

IRENA HC VOL 01 WARTIME GHETTO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Irena Book One: Wartime Ghetto is a 136-page full color biography that chronicles 
the life of Irena Sendlerowa. Carefully researched by the creators, this book is truly a 
work of love. Irena was a member of the Citizen Center for Social Aid during World 
War II, joined the resistance, and saved over 2500 children from the hell of Nazi-
Occupied Warsaw Ghetto. The artwork by David Evrard invokes an innocence and 
charm that serves as a stark juxtaposition to the tense and perilous moments the 
story provides. This book is a must have for admirers of Irena Sendlerowa's 
extraordinary life and those looking to learn more about the Jewish experience 
during World War II. Irena Sendlerowa was born in 1910 in Otwock, a small town in 
central Poland. Irena was 29 years old when the Germans invaded Poland. The 
Germans soon gathered all the Jews in Warsaw into a small portion of the city that 
became known as the Warsaw Ghetto. The ghetto's prison-like conditions led to 
thousands of deaths every month from starvation and disease. As a non-Jewish 
social worker, Irena was one of few outsiders allowed to enter thanks to a permit 
authorizing her to check the grounds for typhus and to help contain the disease from 
spreading outside the ghetto. Slowly and carefully, she and a group of friends began 
sneaking children out of the ghetto, giving them new identities and temporary 
families. She wrote down each child's original name, new name, and new address on 
a small slip of paper and buried the papers in glass jars in hopes of reuniting the 
children with their parents once the German occupation had ended. Her story was 
embraced worldwide in 1999 with a celebrated play and television movie bringing 
global awareness to her bravery. She was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize in 
both 2007 and 2008, and has earned countless other commendations and praise. 
She passed away on May 12th, 2008 at the age of 98.

STILETTO TP VOL 01

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$14.99Detective Maynard is trying to find some illumination in his grey, gritty world. As 
much as he dreams of a happy, 'normal' life, it seems to be just outside his reach. 
When the brutal slaying of two police officers guarding a material witness interrupts 
the department, Maynard and his partner Alphonse find themselves chasing down a 
mysterious adversary-an unidentified leak inside the police department know only as 
'Stiletto.' Discovering Stiletto's identity will prove dangerous and deadly, as the quest 
pulls them both down a whirlpool of corruption as maze-like as Hell itself.

PUBLISHER MAD CAVE STUDIOS

BATTLECATS VOL 2 #3

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Valadar and the Darkats continue their violent march through Greenspyre. 
Meanwhile, King Eramad and Artain reflect on the day Artain was brought to live in 
Stormholt City. The Battlecats face their next trial, and if they want to survive, they 
must put aside everything they stand for.

HONOR AND CURSE #6

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The final issue of the supernatural, shinobi thriller is here! With his life spiraling out 
of control, Genshi rushes back to Iga village in order to clear his name and save 
Akemi. But upon his arrival, Genshi is confronted by Lord Haruki, and Haruki's true 
intentions are revealed. Will the village embrace Genshi? Will Akemi choose Genshi 
over her own Father? Will Genshi finally embrace his Tengu? Find out in the final 
issue!

KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN SUN TP VOL 01

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Knights of the Golden Sun Vol. 1: Providence Lost collects all seven issues of the hit 
series from Mad Cave in a gorgeous trade paperback. Along with glorious art and 
epic storytelling, this collection includes a behind-the-scenes look at the process of 
bringing this story to life. If you originally missed out on the series, now is the perfect 
time to get caught up!

PUBLISHER MARVEL COMICS

AERO #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99CATCH THE WAVE! ALL NEW ONGOING SERIES! The breakout stars of WAR OF 
THE REALMS: AGENTS OF ATLAS debut in an oversized team-up book! Get ready 
for the English language debut of the first appearance of AERO, the high-flying 
Shanghaiese superheroine created for Marvel by Zhou Liefen and Keng! And in a 
brand new story written by PLANET HULK writer Greg Pak, Aero teams up with 
WAVE, Marvel's newest Filipina superheroine! What strange forces have turned the 
buildings of Shanghai into monstrous golems? And what is the SECRET ORIGIN OF 
WAVE?

AERO #1 ANACLETO VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99CATCH THE WAVE! ALL NEW ONGOING SERIES! The breakout stars of WAR OF 
THE REALMS: AGENTS OF ATLAS debut in an oversized team-up book! Get ready 
for the English language debut of the first appearance of AERO, the high-flying 
Shanghaiese superheroine created for Marvel by Zhou Liefen and Keng! And in a 
brand new story written by PLANET HULK writer Greg Pak, Aero teams up with 
WAVE, Marvel's newest Filipina superheroine! What strange forces have turned the 
buildings of Shanghai into monstrous golems? And what is the SECRET ORIGIN OF 
WAVE?

AERO #1 ANDOLFO VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99CATCH THE WAVE! ALL NEW ONGOING SERIES! The breakout stars of WAR OF 
THE REALMS: AGENTS OF ATLAS debut in an oversized team-up book! Get ready 
for the English language debut of the first appearance of AERO, the high-flying 
Shanghaiese superheroine created for Marvel by Zhou Liefen and Keng! And in a 
brand new story written by PLANET HULK writer Greg Pak, Aero teams up with 
WAVE, Marvel's newest Filipina superheroine! What strange forces have turned the 
buildings of Shanghai into monstrous golems? And what is the SECRET ORIGIN OF 
WAVE?

AERO #1 ARTGERM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99CATCH THE WAVE! ALL NEW ONGOING SERIES! The breakout stars of WAR OF 
THE REALMS: AGENTS OF ATLAS debut in an oversized team-up book! Get ready 
for the English language debut of the first appearance of AERO, the high-flying 
Shanghaiese superheroine created for Marvel by Zhou Liefen and Keng! And in a 
brand new story written by PLANET HULK writer Greg Pak, Aero teams up with 
WAVE, Marvel's newest Filipina superheroine! What strange forces have turned the 
buildings of Shanghai into monstrous golems? And what is the SECRET ORIGIN OF 
WAVE?

AERO #1 CHRISTOPHER ACTION FIGURE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99CATCH THE WAVE! ALL NEW ONGOING SERIES! The breakout stars of WAR OF 
THE REALMS: AGENTS OF ATLAS debut in an oversized team-up book! Get ready 
for the English language debut of the first appearance of AERO, the high-flying 
Shanghaiese superheroine created for Marvel by Zhou Liefen and Keng! And in a 
brand new story written by PLANET HULK writer Greg Pak, Aero teams up with 
WAVE, Marvel's newest Filipina superheroine! What strange forces have turned the 
buildings of Shanghai into monstrous golems? And what is the SECRET ORIGIN OF 
WAVE?

AGE OF CONAN BELIT #5 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ALL HAIL THE QUEEN OF THE BLACK COAST! BÊLIT undergoes a harrowing 
experience… but will she emerge stronger or forever broken by the ordeal? And: 
N'Yaga's greatest challenge! PLUS: The conclusion of the all-new BÊLIT novella, 
'BONE WHISPERS'!



AGE OF CONAN BELIT #5 (OF 5) CHRISTOPHER ACTION FIGURE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ALL HAIL THE QUEEN OF THE BLACK COAST! BÊLIT undergoes a harrowing 
experience… but will she emerge stronger or forever broken by the ordeal? And: 
N'Yaga's greatest challenge! PLUS: The conclusion of the all-new BÊLIT novella, 
'BONE WHISPERS'!

AGE OF CONAN BELIT #5 (OF 5) FRISON VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ALL HAIL THE QUEEN OF THE BLACK COAST! BÊLIT undergoes a harrowing 
experience… but will she emerge stronger or forever broken by the ordeal? And: 
N'Yaga's greatest challenge! PLUS: The conclusion of the all-new BÊLIT novella, 
'BONE WHISPERS'!

AGE OF X-MAN APOCALYPSE AND X-TRACTS #5 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE AGE OF X-MAN CONCLUDES! Apocalypse stands revealed, and his place in 
this world laid bare! What will his X-Tracts make of this revelation?

AGE OF X-MAN MARVELOUS X-MEN TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Enter the Age of X-Man, with the perfect heroes for a perfect world! The X-Men have 
helped make the planet into a utopia where living in fear and hatred is a thing of the 
past. All people are united under the banner of mutantkind, and all of mutantkind 
idolizes the X-Men. Jean Grey! Colossus! Storm! X-23! X-Man! Nature Girl! Magneto! 
And the amazing Nightcrawler! When danger threatens the world, the Marvelous X-
Men set things right for the good of all. And no one dares say otherwise. But when 
Apocalypse and the X-Tracts sow rebellion in this strangely heavy-handed paradise, 
can the X-Men quell the insurrection in the name of order? Or will the insidious 
teachings of En Sabah Nur undermine their hard-fought and tightly-controlled 
peace? Collecting AGE OF X-MAN: ALPHA and OMEGA, and AGE OF X-MAN: THE 
MARVELOUS X-MEN #1-5.

AGE OF X-MAN OMEGA #1 #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE AGE OF X-MAN CONCLUDES! As twilight falls on the Age of X-Man, the X-Men 
are forced to decide what they stand for.

AGE OF X-MAN OMEGA #1 PORTACIO VAR #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE AGE OF X-MAN CONCLUDES! As twilight falls on the Age of X-Man, the X-Men 
are forced to decide what they stand for.



AGE OF X-MAN PRISONER X #5 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE AGE OF X-MAN CONCLUDES! Tensions have finally boiled over - it's an all-out 
prison riot! Will Bishop be able to lead his fellow prisoners in tearing down the walls, 
or will they all end up buried beneath them?

AGE OF X-MAN TP NEXTGEN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Glob Herman, Armor, Anole and Rockslide enter the Age of X-Man! In a utopian 
paradise, the Summers Institute for Higher Learning is the premier school for the 
mutant community across the globe. Attendance is mandatory for all mutant children 
as they learn to become the next generation of marvelous X-Men. But even in a 
perfect society of peace and harmony, teenagers will always find a way to rebel, and 
the Summers Institute's newest students are starting to question their memories. 
When the curtain is pulled back, can Glob keep the team together long enough to 
unlock the secrets of their world? As the Age of X-Man starts coming apart at the 
seams, the students must confront the truth behind their reality! But what will they 
sacrifice for freedom? Collecting AGE OF X-MAN: NEXTGEN #1-5.

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25 ARTIST B VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25 ARTIST D VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25 BLANK VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25 HIDDEN GEM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25 HIPP VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25 NAUCK CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25 POP CHART VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25 SIMONSON VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #25 SMALLWOOD VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Year two of Nick Spencer, Ryan Ottley and Humberto Ramos' run on ASM begins 
here! In the giant-sized main story, Spider-Man and Mary Jane find themselves in an 
INCREDIBLY tough situation, thanks to Electro. Can Spidey save MJ? CAN MJ 
SAVE SPIDEY? What is Mysterio cooking, and what does it have to do with the 
bandaged villain who has been on the periphery since #1?! All this, plus a story by 
Dan Hipp (TEEN TITANS GO! Art Director),  internet sensation Keaton Patti and 
MORE!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #26

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Boomerang's influence is finally felt, and Spider-Man joins the Superior Foes!   Wait, 
that's not possible, is it? IS IT?!?!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #26 ARTIST VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Boomerang's influence is finally felt, and Spider-Man joins the Superior Foes!   Wait, 
that's not possible, is it? IS IT?!?!

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN TP HUNTED

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$39.99VOLUME 4 of Nick Spencer's AMAZING SPIDER-MAN run! When Kraven returns, 
Spider-Man becomes the hunted! Sergei Kravinoff and his minions have been 
kidnapping animal-themed superhumans for months, and they need one more to 
complete the collection: the Spider. But what does Kraven want with all of them?! In 
Central Park, the prey is let loose, and the hunt begins - but Kraven isn't the one in 
pursuit. Who has Spidey in their crosshairs? The Lizard has a target on his back, 
too - but he has a truly terrifying plan of his own! Peter Parker will find himself in a 
horrible situation, but there are lives - innocent and otherwise - at stake, 
and…well…he's Spider-Man. When it comes to the big showdown, you have no idea 
how this one will go down! Collecting AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (2018) #16-23, 
#16.HU and #18.HU-20.HU.

ASGARDIANS OF THE GALAXY TP VOL 02 WAR OF REALMS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99The Asgardians of the Galaxy join the War of the Realms! Loki promised Angela a 
gift in exchange for her help against Nebula - and the debt is coming due! But what 
does that have to do with Yondu Udonta and his new Ravagers? Simmering intrigue 
comes to a head as the team enters the orbit of Ego the Living Planet! But if Ego is 
this angry, what will its moon do?! Then, Malekith's invasion of Midgard has begun - 
and with Thor missing, Odin injured and Freyja about to embark on a mission of her 
own, Valkyrie must stand alone against the onslaught! But her fate is intertwined with 
another. What of Annabelle Riggs, the mortal who shares the body of a god? Plus: 
the battle you've been waiting for - Angela vs. the Queen of Heven! Collecting 
ASGARDIANS OF THE GALAXY #6-10.

AVENGERS #21

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The war is over, and Earth's Mightiest Heroes are looking to celebrate. That's right, 
there's a party at Avengers Mountain! But who invited the Squadron Supreme of 
America?

AVENGERS #21 CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The war is over, and Earth's Mightiest Heroes are looking to celebrate. That's right, 
there's a party at Avengers Mountain! But who invited the Squadron Supreme of 
America?

AVENGERS #22

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE CHALLENGE OF THE GHOST RIDERS STARTS HERE! Robbie Reyes wants 
to get rid of the flame-headed monster inside him. So it's time to do the common 
sense thing: perform an exorcism on his car. Only problem is, Johnny Blaze, the king 
of Hell, has some plans of his own for the newest Ghost Rider and his Avengers 
friends.

AVENGERS #22 JUNGGEUN YOON CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99THE CHALLENGE OF THE GHOST RIDERS STARTS HERE! Robbie Reyes wants 
to get rid of the flame-headed monster inside him. So it's time to do the common 
sense thing: perform an exorcism on his car. Only problem is, Johnny Blaze, the king 
of Hell, has some plans of his own for the newest Ghost Rider and his Avengers 
friends.

BLACK CAT #2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Felicia Hardy prides herself on the fact that she can get into ANYWHERE… but does 
that REALLY include Doctor Strange's SANCTUM SANCTORUM?! Can the Black 
Cat get into the most protected house in the Marvel Universe? YES. But the question 
really is… can she handle what's inside?

BLACK CAT #2 ARTIST VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Felicia Hardy prides herself on the fact that she can get into ANYWHERE… but does 
that REALLY include Doctor Strange's SANCTUM SANCTORUM?! Can the Black 
Cat get into the most protected house in the Marvel Universe? YES. But the question 
really is… can she handle what's inside?

BLACK CAT #2 BROOKS CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Felicia Hardy prides herself on the fact that she can get into ANYWHERE… but does 
that REALLY include Doctor Strange's SANCTUM SANCTORUM?! Can the Black 
Cat get into the most protected house in the Marvel Universe? YES. But the question 
really is… can she handle what's inside?

BLACK CAT #2 DODSON HIDDEN GEM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Felicia Hardy prides herself on the fact that she can get into ANYWHERE… but does 
that REALLY include Doctor Strange's SANCTUM SANCTORUM?! Can the Black 
Cat get into the most protected house in the Marvel Universe? YES. But the question 
really is… can she handle what's inside?

BLACK CAT #2 JS CAMPBELL VIRGIN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Felicia Hardy prides herself on the fact that she can get into ANYWHERE… but does 
that REALLY include Doctor Strange's SANCTUM SANCTORUM?! Can the Black 
Cat get into the most protected house in the Marvel Universe? YES. But the question 
really is… can she handle what's inside?

BLACK PANTHER #14

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99THE INTERGALACTIC EMPIRE OF WAKANDA -'TWO THOUSAND SEASONS' 
PART 2: T'Challa makes contact with Earth! But the war for the Empire continues, 
and with the panther goddess Bast on their side, the Maroons are looking to turn the 
tide. When Emperor N'Jadaka comes for his revenge, he'll find himself in hot water. 
But will T'Challa's plan be enough to free those the Empire has enslaved - and open 
his pathway home?

BLACK PANTHER #14 BROWN CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE INTERGALACTIC EMPIRE OF WAKANDA -'TWO THOUSAND SEASONS' 
PART 2: T'Challa makes contact with Earth! But the war for the Empire continues, 
and with the panther goddess Bast on their side, the Maroons are looking to turn the 
tide. When Emperor N'Jadaka comes for his revenge, he'll find himself in hot water. 
But will T'Challa's plan be enough to free those the Empire has enslaved - and open 
his pathway home?

BLACK PANTHER TP BOOK 07 INTERG EMPIRE WAKANDA PT 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99The Maroons strike back! You watched them steal the M'Kraan Shard from the 
empire. Now the rebels are ready to show who they really are. 'He Who Put the 
Blade Where It Belonged' retakes his rightful title, and the Black Panther is reborn! 
With the Panther once again among their ranks, they're certain of victory - but at 
what cost? T'Challa faces a creature of nightmare and journeys to the home world of 
the Between, the place where N'Jadaka's rise began! But what he learns there will 
lead him to question the rebellion's very foundation. Will Bast's champion ever be 
fully restored? Learn at last how the king of Wakanda found himself a slave in the 
Vibranium mines of a half-familiar world as T'Challa's lost past is revealed! Collecting 
BLACK PANTHER (2018) #7-12.

CAPTAIN AMERICA INVADERS BAHAMAS TRIANGLE #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99March 1941. Assigned to safeguard President Roosevelt during a fishing trip in the 
Bahamas, the newly commissioned Cap endures his baptism under fire - while a 
German U-boat (carrying the Nazi super-soldier called Der Wunderkrieger (or 
Wonder Warrior) heads for the island chain's capital! His mission: to kidnap 
England's once-king, the Duke of Windsor, and sit him on the throne of a defeated 
Britain! But others happen to be in that part of the Atlantic as well - the once-bitter 
rivals the Sub-Mariner and the Human Torch!

CAPTAIN AMERICA INVADERS BAHAMAS TRIANGLE #1 LIM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99March 1941. Assigned to safeguard President Roosevelt during a fishing trip in the 
Bahamas, the newly commissioned Cap endures his baptism under fire - while a 
German U-boat (carrying the Nazi super-soldier called Der Wunderkrieger (or 
Wonder Warrior) heads for the island chain's capital! His mission: to kidnap 
England's once-king, the Duke of Windsor, and sit him on the throne of a defeated 
Britain! But others happen to be in that part of the Atlantic as well - the once-bitter 
rivals the Sub-Mariner and the Human Torch!



CAPTAIN AMERICA INVADERS BAHAMAS TRIANGLE #1 ZIRCHER VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99March 1941. Assigned to safeguard President Roosevelt during a fishing trip in the 
Bahamas, the newly commissioned Cap endures his baptism under fire - while a 
German U-boat (carrying the Nazi super-soldier called Der Wunderkrieger (or 
Wonder Warrior) heads for the island chain's capital! His mission: to kidnap 
England's once-king, the Duke of Windsor, and sit him on the throne of a defeated 
Britain! But others happen to be in that part of the Atlantic as well - the once-bitter 
rivals the Sub-Mariner and the Human Torch!

CAPTAIN MARVEL #8

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99CAPTAIN MARVEL: FALLING STAR! From the moment she returned to full-time 
Avengers duty in New York City, Captain Marvel's life has been nonstop…and 
slightly weird. But she's about to take on a brand-new threat - and a very old one! 
When her Kree heritage is exposed to the world in dramatic fashion, Carol goes from 
most beloved hero to public enemy number one overnight - and it's pushing her to 
the darkest edge. Can she save the day even while the world turns on her? Does she 
want to?

CAPTAIN MARVEL #8 ARTIST VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99CAPTAIN MARVEL: FALLING STAR! From the moment she returned to full-time 
Avengers duty in New York City, Captain Marvel's life has been nonstop…and 
slightly weird. But she's about to take on a brand-new threat - and a very old one! 
When her Kree heritage is exposed to the world in dramatic fashion, Carol goes from 
most beloved hero to public enemy number one overnight - and it's pushing her to 
the darkest edge. Can she save the day even while the world turns on her? Does she 
want to?

CAPTAIN MARVEL #8 INHYUK LEE CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99CAPTAIN MARVEL: FALLING STAR! From the moment she returned to full-time 
Avengers duty in New York City, Captain Marvel's life has been nonstop…and 
slightly weird. But she's about to take on a brand-new threat - and a very old one! 
When her Kree heritage is exposed to the world in dramatic fashion, Carol goes from 
most beloved hero to public enemy number one overnight - and it's pushing her to 
the darkest edge. Can she save the day even while the world turns on her? Does she 
want to?

CHAMPIONS #7

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The WAR OF THE REALMS is over, but its effect on the Champions has shaken the 
team to its very core. Meanwhile, Sam Alexander's mission in space takes an 
unexpected turn. Will he find redemption, or is this the last ride for the human rocket?



CONAN THE BARBARIAN #8

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE TWISTED SPELL OF THE WIZARD THOTH-AMON! 'The Life & Death of 
Conan' continues as CONAN returns home to Cimmeria! But things aren't exactly as 
he remembers them… Is he that out of touch… or is he falling right into the trap of 
the wizard THOTH-AMON?! PLUS: The next chapter in the all-new novella 'BLACK 
STARLIGHT'!

CONAN THE BARBARIAN #8 CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE TWISTED SPELL OF THE WIZARD THOTH-AMON! 'The Life & Death of 
Conan' continues as CONAN returns home to Cimmeria! But things aren't exactly as 
he remembers them… Is he that out of touch… or is he falling right into the trap of 
the wizard THOTH-AMON?! PLUS: The next chapter in the all-new novella 'BLACK 
STARLIGHT'!

CONAN THE BARBARIAN #8 SAIZ VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE TWISTED SPELL OF THE WIZARD THOTH-AMON! 'The Life & Death of 
Conan' continues as CONAN returns home to Cimmeria! But things aren't exactly as 
he remembers them… Is he that out of touch… or is he falling right into the trap of 
the wizard THOTH-AMON?! PLUS: The next chapter in the all-new novella 'BLACK 
STARLIGHT'!

COSMIC GHOST RIDER DESTROYS MARVEL HISTORY #5 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Cosmic Ghost Ridin' Avengers Assemble! It looks like the Rider may have rewritten 
and changed the course of Marvel history... again! But will he be able to save his 
family too?

COSMIC GHOST RIDER DESTROYS MARVEL HISTORY #5 (OF 6) HEPBURN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Cosmic Ghost Ridin' Avengers Assemble! It looks like the Rider may have rewritten 
and changed the course of Marvel history... again! But will he be able to save his 
family too?

DAREDEVIL #8

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With Daredevil still missing, his shadow looms large over Hell's Kitchen…and 
ordinary citizens are starting to feel his absence. Detective Cole North may think he's 
stopped Daredevil, but there are bigger problems coming his way!

DAREDEVIL #8 GARBETT CARNAGE-IZED VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99With Daredevil still missing, his shadow looms large over Hell's Kitchen…and 
ordinary citizens are starting to feel his absence. Detective Cole North may think he's 
stopped Daredevil, but there are bigger problems coming his way!

DAREDEVIL BY CHIP ZDARSKY TP VOL 01 TO KNOW FEAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99The next chapter in the ever-surprising saga of Daredevil! After a brush with death, 
Matt Murdock must piece together his shattered life - and that includes returning to 
action as Daredevil! But years of trauma have taken their toll, and becoming the 
guardian of Hell's Kitchen he once was won't be easy. Mistakes will be made along 
the way - and this time, one might actually prove to be the end of him. Because when 
a criminal dies, and Daredevil takes the blame, Matt must go on the run in a 
desperate bid to clear his name! But even he can't outrun judgment forever. And with 
DD's absence from Hell's Kitchen, the real devils can come out to play. Collecting 
DAREDEVIL (2019) #1-6.

DEAD MAN LOGAN #9 (OF 12)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99RETURN OF THE BEAST! Before he left the Wastelands, Old Man Logan slayed the 
feral, cannibalistic animal once called Victor Creed, better known as Sabretooth. 
Their centuries-long rivalry ended the only way it could: with a corpse. But nothing 
tends to stay dead out here except the ones you love...

DEADPOOL #15

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99PAY THE DEVIL HIS DUE! Mephisto and Weasel have come for Deadpool! Will 
Good Night finally get his vengeance? Can Deadpool survive? And what will be left 
of him?

DEADPOOL #15 YOUNG CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99PAY THE DEVIL HIS DUE! Mephisto and Weasel have come for Deadpool! Will 
Good Night finally get his vengeance? Can Deadpool survive? And what will be left 
of him?

DEADPOOL SKOTTIE YOUNG TP VOL 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$17.99Skottie Young takes Deadpool to new heights of madness! First, Wade Wilson gets 
his most difficult mission yet: take out Santa Claus! But jolly old St. Nick ain't so jolly 
no more. He's downright deadly! Then, Deadpool finds himself in the middle of a 
twisted rivalry between two competing amusement parks. But it's not all fun and 
games - it's a carnival of carnage! Buy the ticket, take the ride! But when someone 
steals Wade's heart - literally - the Merc with the Mouth must hire the MU's best 
private eye, Jessica Jones! You'll never guess where this twisted trail leads! Plus: 
Say hello to Good Night! He's been taking care of Deadpool's merc jobs before DP 
can get to them. But Wade's got a plan to stop him, and he's definitely thought it 
through. For sure. No question. Collecting DEADPOOL (2018) #7-12.

DEATHS HEAD #1 (OF 4)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Rising stars Tini Howard & Kei Zama take on Marvel UK's hottest character, Death's 
Head, in a new miniseries! When a job goes wrong, intergalactic mech merc Death's 
Head wakes up half-assembled at a punk show! And if the crowd full of deodorant-
eschewing youths wasn't enough, the Young Avengers show up! Well, half of them 
anyway. Hulkling and Wiccan face down the best freelance peacekeeping agent in 
this universe!

DEATHS HEAD #1 (OF 4) MCCREA CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Rising stars Tini Howard & Kei Zama take on Marvel UK's hottest character, Death's 
Head, in a new miniseries! When a job goes wrong, intergalactic mech merc Death's 
Head wakes up half-assembled at a punk show! And if the crowd full of deodorant-
eschewing youths wasn't enough, the Young Avengers show up! Well, half of them 
anyway. Hulkling and Wiccan face down the best freelance peacekeeping agent in 
this universe!

DEATHS HEAD #1 (OF 4) MCKONE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Rising stars Tini Howard & Kei Zama take on Marvel UK's hottest character, Death's 
Head, in a new miniseries! When a job goes wrong, intergalactic mech merc Death's 
Head wakes up half-assembled at a punk show! And if the crowd full of deodorant-
eschewing youths wasn't enough, the Young Avengers show up! Well, half of them 
anyway. Hulkling and Wiccan face down the best freelance peacekeeping agent in 
this universe!

DEATHS HEAD #1 (OF 4) SHARP REMASTERED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Rising stars Tini Howard & Kei Zama take on Marvel UK's hottest character, Death's 
Head, in a new miniseries! When a job goes wrong, intergalactic mech merc Death's 
Head wakes up half-assembled at a punk show! And if the crowd full of deodorant-
eschewing youths wasn't enough, the Young Avengers show up! Well, half of them 
anyway. Hulkling and Wiccan face down the best freelance peacekeeping agent in 
this universe!

DECADES MARVEL 10S TP LEGENDS AND LEGACY



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Celebrate 80 years of Marvel Comics, decade by decade. The blockbuster icons and 
bold new generation of the trailblazing 2010s! As iconic heroes enjoyed worldwide 
cinematic success, a diverse array of young champions stole the spotlight! Find your 
favorite movie stars in outstanding adventures by the best modern creators - from 
Iron Man, Black Panther, Spider-Man and Captain Marvel…to Thanos! And get to 
know the new kids on the block - Miles Morales; Spider-Gwen; Thor, Goddess of 
Thunder; the Unbeatable Squirrel Girl; and Kamala Khan, the incomparable Ms. 
Marvel! Collecting ULTIMATE COMICS SPIDER-MAN (2011) #7, CAPTAIN MARVEL 
(2012) #1, IRON MAN (2012) #1, GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (2013) #4, EDGE 
OF SPIDER-VERSE #2, MS. MARVEL (2014) #12, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (2015) 
#3, MIGHTY THOR (2015) #5, BLACK PANTHER (2016) #1, UNBEATABLE 
SQUIRREL GIRL (2015B) #7 and THANOS (2016) #1.

DOCTOR STRANGE #17

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The stakes have never been higher for Stephen Strange as 'Herald Supreme' 
reaches its climax! Not only is the Multiverse in jeopardy but so is the love of 
Stephen's life! Can Strange save both existence and Clea?!

DOCTOR STRANGE #17 LUPACCHINO CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The stakes have never been higher for Stephen Strange as 'Herald Supreme' 
reaches its climax! Not only is the Multiverse in jeopardy but so is the love of 
Stephen's life! Can Strange save both existence and Clea?!

DOMINO HOTSHOTS #5 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99PHENOMENAL COSMIC POWER… itty-bitty guns in space! Domino wanted to keep 
a Celestial artifact out of the wrong hands, but does that make her bloodstained 
hands the right ones?

ELEKTRA TP ASSASSIN NEW PTG (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Meet Elektra Natchios. This intriguing young woman has played equally intriguing 
roles throughout her life: gymnast. Martial artist. Ninja. Assassin! Trained in the 
deadliest of arts and renowned as the world's finest killer, Elektra remains an enigma 
even to herself. Now, relive her first solo adventure, an epic crafted by two of comics' 
greatest innovators: Frank Miller and Bill Sienkiewicz! An unconscious woman 
washes ashore off the coast of a small Central American country. Two policemen are 
strangled. A diplomat is assassinated. A S.H.I.E.L.D. agent is brutally dismembered. 
Unrelated events? Hardly. Elektra has returned - and she's back with a vengeance! 
Prepare for a psychological excursion through the mind, body and soul of the world's 
most dangerous woman! Collecting ELEKTRA: ASSASSIN #1-8.

FANTASTIC FOUR #12



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Ben and Alicia are off on their dream honeymoon in a remote tropical paradise...until 
someone decides to crash it. Or should we say SMASH IT?! Get ready for the 
biggest HULK VS. THING FIGHT OF THE CENTURY! PLUS: The saga of the Future 
Foundation by Jeremy Whitley and Wil Robson!

FANTASTIC FOUR #12 ZIRCHER CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Ben and Alicia are off on their dream honeymoon in a remote tropical paradise...until 
someone decides to crash it. Or should we say SMASH IT?! Get ready for the 
biggest HULK VS. THING FIGHT OF THE CENTURY! PLUS: The saga of the Future 
Foundation by Jeremy Whitley and Wil Robson!

FANTASTIC FOUR BEHOLD GALACTUS MARVEL SELECT HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Continuing the series of graphic novels handpicked by Marvel Editorial to showcase 
pivotal storylines written and drawn by some of Marvel's most acclaimed creators! 
Three of the greatest Galactus stories of all - by a fantastic foursome of comic-book 
titans! First, Stan Lee and Jack Kirby introduce the World-Eater and his enigmatic 
herald, the Silver Surfer, as the Fantastic Four stand in defense of Earth in one of the 
most beloved sagas ever told! Next, John Buscema's powerful pencils illustrate the 
arrival of new herald Gabriel the Air-Walker, signaling doom for the human race! 
Then, John Byrne takes over as Terrax leads the Devourer back to Earth - and the 
entire Marvel Universe pitches in to help save the planet from becoming his next 
meal! The FF plus the big G spells cosmic action in the Mighty Marvel Manner! 
Collecting FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #48-50, #120-123 and #242-244.

FANTASTIC FOUR EPIC COLLECTION TP MYSTERY OF BLACK PANTHER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99Stan Lee and Jack Kirby unveil yet another unmatched Marvel milestone: the debut 
of the world's first African super hero, the Black Panther - and his kingdom of 
Wakanda! And that's just the start of it all, as the Thing goes toe-to-toe with the 
Silver Surfer, the Human Torch takes on his 1940s namesake and the FF must face 
Doctor Doom - who's armed with the Silver Surfer's Power Cosmic! Plus: Experience 
another instant classic with the first appearances of Blastaar, the alien Kree, Ronan 
the Accuser, Sentry 456 and that spaghetti-headed wonder, the Supreme 
Intelligence! And if all that wasn't enough, the utopian scientists of the Enclave 
unleash the golden being called Him - the man who will one day become known as 
Adam Warlock! Collecting FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #52-67 and ANNUAL #4-5, 
and material from NOT BRAND ECHH #1 and #5.

FANTASTIC FOUR PRODIGAL SUN #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99CHAPTER 1 OF 3! The first of three interconnected special issues featuring the 
FANTASTIC FOUR, the SILVER SURFER and the GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY! 
Introducing PRODIGAL, a strange alien being who has crash-landed in the Savage 
Land. When he becomes worshipped by a race of swamp-dwelling barbarians, Ka-
Zar and Shanna call upon the Fantastic Four to aid them in stopping the barbarians' 
plans to conquer the entirety of their world. Join Prodigal on his lengthy journey to try 
to return home to settle old scores.

FANTASTIC FOUR PRODIGAL SUN #1 LAND VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99CHAPTER 1 OF 3! The first of three interconnected special issues featuring the 
FANTASTIC FOUR, the SILVER SURFER and the GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY! 
Introducing PRODIGAL, a strange alien being who has crash-landed in the Savage 
Land. When he becomes worshipped by a race of swamp-dwelling barbarians, Ka-
Zar and Shanna call upon the Fantastic Four to aid them in stopping the barbarians' 
plans to conquer the entirety of their world. Join Prodigal on his lengthy journey to try 
to return home to settle old scores.

FANTASTIC FOUR TP FANTASTIC ORIGINS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99In Manhattan's most famous skyscraper, the Baxter Building, scientific genius Reed 
Richards hatches a plan that will change the lives of those he loves most - and the 
course of human history - in ways no one could have imagined! Revisit the story that 
irrevocably altered comics and pop culture, retold in modern style! Join Reed 
Richards, Susan Storm, Johnny Storm and Ben Grimm as they travel to the stars - 
and return with fantastic powers! And witness the FF's cataclysmic first battles with 
the Mole Man, Doctor Doom and Prince Namor, the mysterious Sub-Mariner, in a 
way you've never seen before. You only think you know the story! 

FEARLESS #1 (OF 3)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE FIERCEST LADIES OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE - ON AND OFF THE PAGE! 
Straight off her silver-screen debut, Captain Marvel takes the world by storm! And 
speaking of the weather, Storm of the X-Men faces a problem only a goddess could 
solve. Add the Invisible Woman, and you've got an unstoppable trio in a story by 
Hugo-nominated novelist and SPIDER-GWEN: GHOST-SPIDER writer Seanan 
McGuire! Then, Leah Williams takes us back to the golden days of romance with 
Millie the Model! PLUS: Get your dose of herstory with profiles on classic and 
contemporary creators!

FEARLESS #1 (OF 3) ARTIST VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE FIERCEST LADIES OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE - ON AND OFF THE PAGE! 
Straight off her silver-screen debut, Captain Marvel takes the world by storm! And 
speaking of the weather, Storm of the X-Men faces a problem only a goddess could 
solve. Add the Invisible Woman, and you've got an unstoppable trio in a story by 
Hugo-nominated novelist and SPIDER-GWEN: GHOST-SPIDER writer Seanan 
McGuire! Then, Leah Williams takes us back to the golden days of romance with 
Millie the Model! PLUS: Get your dose of herstory with profiles on classic and 
contemporary creators!



FEARLESS #1 (OF 3) FRISON CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE FIERCEST LADIES OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE - ON AND OFF THE PAGE! 
Straight off her silver-screen debut, Captain Marvel takes the world by storm! And 
speaking of the weather, Storm of the X-Men faces a problem only a goddess could 
solve. Add the Invisible Woman, and you've got an unstoppable trio in a story by 
Hugo-nominated novelist and SPIDER-GWEN: GHOST-SPIDER writer Seanan 
McGuire! Then, Leah Williams takes us back to the golden days of romance with 
Millie the Model! PLUS: Get your dose of herstory with profiles on classic and 
contemporary creators!

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #9

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A terrifying new villain is causing major problems for Spider-Man and his 
neighborhood. What does he want with your favorite wall-crawler? PLUS: The secret 
history of THE RUMOR!

FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD SPIDER-MAN #9 WOO DAE SHIM CARNAGE-IZE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A terrifying new villain is causing major problems for Spider-Man and his 
neighborhood. What does he want with your favorite wall-crawler? PLUS: The secret 
history of THE RUMOR!

GIANT SIZED X-MEN #1 FACSIMILE EDITION

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99The issue that changed everything for Marvel's mighty mutants - and introduced the 
all-new, all-different X-Men! When the original team goes missing in the South 
Pacific, only Cyclops remains to lead a rescue mission alongside Professor X's new 
recruits from across the globe! Colossus, Storm, Nightcrawler, Banshee, 
Thunderbird, Sunfire and - of course - Wolverine are the X-Men's second genesis, 
heading into action against Krakoa…the island that walks like a man! Can these very 
different personalities work together to save Jean Grey, Iceman, Angel, Havok and 
Polaris? From the ashes of the past grow the fires of the future as the X-Men are 
reinvented for an uncanny new era! It's one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, 
boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprinting GIANT-SIZE X-MEN 
#1.

GIANT SIZED X-STATIX #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99They're back and more alive than ever for this special one-shot! But what new threat 
is so grave that only the most famous mutant celebrities can fight it? And who is the 
new U-Go-Girl? Only the original X-Statix creative team Peter Milligan, Michael Allred 
and Laura Allred know for sure!

GIANT SIZED X-STATIX #1 KUDER VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99They're back and more alive than ever for this special one-shot! But what new threat 
is so grave that only the most famous mutant celebrities can fight it? And who is the 
new U-Go-Girl? Only the original X-Statix creative team Peter Milligan, Michael Allred 
and Laura Allred know for sure!

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY #7

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'FAITHLESS', Part 1: The death of Rocket begins here! In the aftermath of the FINAL 
GAUNTLET, the Guardians of the Galaxy are taking some well deserved R&R. But 
their vacation is about to be cut short when a familiar, but radically powerful enemy 
returns. And what does all of this have to do with the whereabouts of a certain 
raccoon?

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY #7 CAMUNCOLI CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'FAITHLESS', Part 1: The death of Rocket begins here! In the aftermath of the FINAL 
GAUNTLET, the Guardians of the Galaxy are taking some well deserved R&R. But 
their vacation is about to be cut short when a familiar, but radically powerful enemy 
returns. And what does all of this have to do with the whereabouts of a certain 
raccoon?

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY TP VOL 01 FINAL GAUNTLET

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99The universe is on fire. Hundreds of worlds are at war. Never has there been such 
hatred and division across the cosmos. Now, more than ever, the Galaxy needs 
Guardians - but in the aftermath of the Infinity Wars, who is left to answer the call? 
On the plus side, Thanos is dead - but long live the new Thanos! Who will it be? And 
can the Guardians find them before everything comes crashing down? They're not 
the only ones on the hunt, though. Who are the Dark Guardians? And what does the 
search for Thanos' successor have to do with Hela, goddess of death? Prepare for 
the Guardians vs. the Dark Guardians vs. the Black Order! It's all-out chaos, and it's 
about to get worse. Could the Mad Titan be fighting his way back from the grave?! 
Collecting GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (2019) #1-6.

HAWKEYE GN TP PRIVATE EYE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Remember Hawkeye? No, not that Hawkeye - your favorite Hawkeye! The former 
Young Avenger, the butt-kicking hero who had to save that other Hawkguy all the 
time and basically keep his life in some semblance of order. Yup, you know her - it's 
the dazzling Kate Bishop, making a splash in her own solo series as the City of 
Angels gets a new guardian angel. There are crimes to solve, and she's the best 
archer to handle 'em! But is she ready to face the ghosts of her past? This is Kate 
Bishop as you've never seen her before, in a stirring saga that really hits the mark! 
Collecting HAWKEYE (2016) #1-12.

HISTORY OF MARVEL UNIVERSE #1 (OF 6)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99ALL-NEW STORY BY LEGENDARY CREATOR MARK WAID! Everything you ever 
wanted to know about the Marvel Universe - in one lavishly illustrated series! From 
the Big Bang to the twilight of existence, HISTORY OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE 
chronicles completely, for the first time, everything that was, is or will be! Lushly 
illustrated text tells the complete story of the Marvel Universe, revealing previously 
unknown secrets and serving as the ultimate reference book for Marvel fans! 
Witness the greatest tale ever told - and be prepared for some shocking revelations!

HISTORY OF MARVEL UNIVERSE #1 (OF 6) BRADSHAW VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99ALL-NEW STORY BY LEGENDARY CREATOR MARK WAID! Everything you ever 
wanted to know about the Marvel Universe - in one lavishly illustrated series! From 
the Big Bang to the twilight of existence, HISTORY OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE 
chronicles completely, for the first time, everything that was, is or will be! Lushly 
illustrated text tells the complete story of the Marvel Universe, revealing previously 
unknown secrets and serving as the ultimate reference book for Marvel fans! 
Witness the greatest tale ever told - and be prepared for some shocking revelations!

HISTORY OF MARVEL UNIVERSE #1 (OF 6) BUSCEMA HIDDEN GEM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99ALL-NEW STORY BY LEGENDARY CREATOR MARK WAID! Everything you ever 
wanted to know about the Marvel Universe - in one lavishly illustrated series! From 
the Big Bang to the twilight of existence, HISTORY OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE 
chronicles completely, for the first time, everything that was, is or will be! Lushly 
illustrated text tells the complete story of the Marvel Universe, revealing previously 
unknown secrets and serving as the ultimate reference book for Marvel fans! 
Witness the greatest tale ever told - and be prepared for some shocking revelations!

HISTORY OF MARVEL UNIVERSE #1 (OF 6) MARQUEZ VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99ALL-NEW STORY BY LEGENDARY CREATOR MARK WAID! Everything you ever 
wanted to know about the Marvel Universe - in one lavishly illustrated series! From 
the Big Bang to the twilight of existence, HISTORY OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE 
chronicles completely, for the first time, everything that was, is or will be! Lushly 
illustrated text tells the complete story of the Marvel Universe, revealing previously 
unknown secrets and serving as the ultimate reference book for Marvel fans! 
Witness the greatest tale ever told - and be prepared for some shocking revelations!

HISTORY OF MARVEL UNIVERSE #1 (OF 6) MCNIVEN VIRGIN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99ALL-NEW STORY BY LEGENDARY CREATOR MARK WAID! Everything you ever 
wanted to know about the Marvel Universe - in one lavishly illustrated series! From 
the Big Bang to the twilight of existence, HISTORY OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE 
chronicles completely, for the first time, everything that was, is or will be! Lushly 
illustrated text tells the complete story of the Marvel Universe, revealing previously 
unknown secrets and serving as the ultimate reference book for Marvel fans! 
Witness the greatest tale ever told - and be prepared for some shocking revelations!



HISTORY OF MARVEL UNIVERSE #1 (OF 6) RODRIGUEZ VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99ALL-NEW STORY BY LEGENDARY CREATOR MARK WAID! Everything you ever 
wanted to know about the Marvel Universe - in one lavishly illustrated series! From 
the Big Bang to the twilight of existence, HISTORY OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE 
chronicles completely, for the first time, everything that was, is or will be! Lushly 
illustrated text tells the complete story of the Marvel Universe, revealing previously 
unknown secrets and serving as the ultimate reference book for Marvel fans! 
Witness the greatest tale ever told - and be prepared for some shocking revelations!

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) BLANK VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) BROOKS CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) CHARACTER DECADES VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) CHRISTOPHER ACTION VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) COCKRUM HIDDEN GEM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) HUDDLESTON VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) LARRAZ PREMIERE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) MADUREIRA VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) NOTO VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) PARTY VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) PICHELLI FLOWER VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.

HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) YOUNG VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FACE THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (SECRET WARS, 
AVENGERS, FANTASTIC FOUR) takes the reins of the X-Men universe! Since the 
release of Uncanny X-Men #1, there have been four seminal moments in the history 
of the X-Men. Giant-Sized X-Men. X-Men. Age of Apocalypse. New X-Men. Four 
iconic series that introduced a new era for Marvel's mutants and revolutionized the X-
Men. In House of X, Charles Xavier reveals his master plan for mutantkind…one that 
will bring mutants out of the shadow of mankind and into the light once more.



HULK TP WORLD WAR HULK NEW PTG

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99An epic story of anger unbound! Exiled by a group of Marvel heroes to the savage 
alien planet of Sakaar, the Hulk raged, bled and conquered - rising from slave to 
gladiator to king. Now the Hulk returns to Earth to wreak his terrible vengeance on 
Iron Man, Reed Richards, Doctor Strange and Black Bolt - and anyone else who gets 
in the way. Stronger than ever, accompanied by his monstrous Warbound gladiator 
allies, and possessed by the fiercest and purest rage imaginable, the Hulk may just 
tear this stupid planet in half. Collecting WORLD WAR HULK #1-5. 

IMMORTAL HULK #20

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Bruce Banner is being hunted on two fronts by two dead loved ones turned 
nightmarish, implacable foes. The stage is set for a brutal three-way confrontation 
between the ABOMINATION... the HARPY ...and the IMMORTAL HULK.

IMMORTAL HULK #20 BRADSHAW CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Bruce Banner is being hunted on two fronts by two dead loved ones turned 
nightmarish, implacable foes. The stage is set for a brutal three-way confrontation 
between the ABOMINATION... the HARPY ...and the IMMORTAL HULK.

IMMORTAL HULK #21

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As the smoke from last issue clears, General Fortean makes a fateful decision. 
There can be no more half measure. No weapon is off the table. Force must be met 
with equal force. This is a war without rules... and SHADOW BASE is going to win.

INCREDIBLE HERCULES COMPLETE COLLECTION TP VOL 01

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99Smashing out of the events of WORLD WAR HULK, the legendary Hercules takes 
center stage! Young genius Amadeus Cho recruits Hercules to help the Hulk - but 
when the dust settles, Herc and Cho find themselves outlaws! And the situation is 
further inflamed by Cho's grudge against S.H.I.E.L.D. and Herc's feud with his 
estranged half-brother, Ares, god of war! Then, the Greek Goliath assembles the 
godliest super-team ever to take on the deities of the invading Skrulls! Prepare for 
the pantheon-pounding premiere of…the God Squad! But who among them is a 
traitor? Plus: Untold tales of Hercules vs. Hulk - and Hulk vs. the Champions! And 
the excellent origin of Amadeus Cho! Collecting INCREDIBLE HULK (2000) #106-
112, INCREDIBLE HERCULES #113-120 and HULK VS. HERCULES: WHEN 
TITANS COLLIDE; and material from GIANT-SIZE HULK (2006) #1, AMAZING 
FANTASY (2004) #15 and INCREDIBLE HULK (2000) #100.

INVADERS #7

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99DEAD IN THE WATER! The world is forever changed. The INVADERS are 
shattered. And NAMOR is the world's greatest threat!

INVADERS TP VOL 01 WAR GHOST

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99The greatest generation of Marvel heroes is back - to stop one of their own! Captain 
America. The Human Torch. The Winter Soldier. Namor the Sub-Mariner. They 
fought together in World War II as the Invaders. But now Namor is the enemy - a 
global threat more powerful than ever! His deadly plans are as deep and far-reaching 
as the ocean, and revelations about his past could threaten the Marvel Universe! It's 
up to Namor's old allies to stop him, but what chance do they have against a man 
who knows their every move? As the Torch digs deep into Namor's past and Bucky 
takes on a dangerous mission, Cap takes the direct route - to Atlantis! But the clock 
is ticking as a new world war looms - one that will reveal the Sub-Mariner's secret 
history! Collecting INVADERS (2019) #1-6.

INVISIBLE WOMAN #1 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Fresh from the pages of FANTASTIC FOUR, for the first time Susan Storm-Richards 
stars in her own limited series - and the secrets about her past revealed therein will 
shake readers' perceptions of the Invisible Woman forevermore! Years ago, she 
undertook an espionage mission for S.H.I.E.L.D. - and now it's up to her to save her 
former partner from death at the hands of international terrorists!

INVISIBLE WOMAN #1 (OF 5) HANS VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Fresh from the pages of FANTASTIC FOUR, for the first time Susan Storm-Richards 
stars in her own limited series - and the secrets about her past revealed therein will 
shake readers' perceptions of the Invisible Woman forevermore! Years ago, she 
undertook an espionage mission for S.H.I.E.L.D. - and now it's up to her to save her 
former partner from death at the hands of international terrorists!

INVISIBLE WOMAN #1 (OF 5) KIRBY HIDDEN GEM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Fresh from the pages of FANTASTIC FOUR, for the first time Susan Storm-Richards 
stars in her own limited series - and the secrets about her past revealed therein will 
shake readers' perceptions of the Invisible Woman forevermore! Years ago, she 
undertook an espionage mission for S.H.I.E.L.D. - and now it's up to her to save her 
former partner from death at the hands of international terrorists!

INVISIBLE WOMAN #1 (OF 5) MCNIVEN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Fresh from the pages of FANTASTIC FOUR, for the first time Susan Storm-Richards 
stars in her own limited series - and the secrets about her past revealed therein will 
shake readers' perceptions of the Invisible Woman forevermore! Years ago, she 
undertook an espionage mission for S.H.I.E.L.D. - and now it's up to her to save her 
former partner from death at the hands of international terrorists!



IRON MAN EXTREMIS MARVEL SELECT HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Continuing the series of graphic novels handpicked by Marvel Editorial to showcase 
pivotal storylines written and drawn by some of Marvel's most acclaimed creators! It's 
the beginning of a new era for Iron Man! Renowned scribe Warren Ellis joins forces 
with acclaimed illustrator Adi Granov to redefine the Armored Avenger's world for the 
21st century - a landscape of terrifying new technologies that threaten to overwhelm 
a fragile mankind! What is Extremis? Who has unleashed it? What does its 
emergence portend for the world? And how will it change Iron Man's life?! Collecting 
IRON MAN (2004) #1-6.

IRONHEART #8

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Ironheart creeps closer to understanding the powerful people who have been 
wreaking magical havoc around her, she needs to talk to someone who can give her 
a clue... and it's none other than the Sorcerer Supreme himself, DOCTOR 
STRANGE!

LOKI #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99EARTH'S MIGHTIEST HERO! ALL-NEW ONGOING SERIES! After dying a grisly 
death in THE WAR OF THE REALMS, Loki learned a valuable lesson in 
warmongering: Don't get caught. But now he has a whole new set of responsibilities - 
and his brother Thor is not about to let him walk away from them this time. Late 
Show and BLACK PANTHER VS. DEADPOOL writer Daniel Kibblesmith takes the 
god of mischief in a thrilling new direction!

LOKI #1 ALBUQUERQUE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99EARTH'S MIGHTIEST HERO! ALL-NEW ONGOING SERIES! After dying a grisly 
death in THE WAR OF THE REALMS, Loki learned a valuable lesson in 
warmongering: Don't get caught. But now he has a whole new set of responsibilities - 
and his brother Thor is not about to let him walk away from them this time. Late 
Show and BLACK PANTHER VS. DEADPOOL writer Daniel Kibblesmith takes the 
god of mischief in a thrilling new direction!

LOKI #1 LUPACCHINO VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99EARTH'S MIGHTIEST HERO! ALL-NEW ONGOING SERIES! After dying a grisly 
death in THE WAR OF THE REALMS, Loki learned a valuable lesson in 
warmongering: Don't get caught. But now he has a whole new set of responsibilities - 
and his brother Thor is not about to let him walk away from them this time. Late 
Show and BLACK PANTHER VS. DEADPOOL writer Daniel Kibblesmith takes the 
god of mischief in a thrilling new direction!

LOKI #1 SLINEY CARNAGE-IZED VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99EARTH'S MIGHTIEST HERO! ALL-NEW ONGOING SERIES! After dying a grisly 
death in THE WAR OF THE REALMS, Loki learned a valuable lesson in 
warmongering: Don't get caught. But now he has a whole new set of responsibilities - 
and his brother Thor is not about to let him walk away from them this time. Late 
Show and BLACK PANTHER VS. DEADPOOL writer Daniel Kibblesmith takes the 
god of mischief in a thrilling new direction!

MAGNIFICENT MS MARVEL #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Ms. Marvel reaches the explosive finale of her adventure in space and finds her life - 
and her costume - forever changed! Victory comes at a cost, and when it comes to 
paying up, Kamala may not have much choice in the matter… PLUS! Kamala gets 
an AWESOME NEW COSTUME!

MARVEL 80TH ANNIVERSARY POSTER BOOK TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Celebrate eight decades of Marvel Comics by building an instant poster collection of 
some of the finest covers in the history of the House of Ideas - in all their oversized 
glory! Artistic greats from every era of comics history deliver the defining images of 
Marvel's greatest heroes, curated from a catalog of thousands! They are the iconic 
illustrations that are indelibly burned in your mind's eye - and now you can hang 
them in your home! We just hope you've got enough space on your walls!

MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS #7

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Welcome to the 21st century! A new age dawns for Logan in his mission to stop the 
demon Truth! Iron Man faces the biggest financial crisis of his lifetime! And a tale of 
a hero reborn for a new millennium, the Winter Soldier!

MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS #7 RAHZZAH VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Welcome to the 21st century! A new age dawns for Logan in his mission to stop the 
demon Truth! Iron Man faces the biggest financial crisis of his lifetime! And a tale of 
a hero reborn for a new millennium, the Winter Soldier!

MARVEL ILLUSTRATORS SKETCHBOOK TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Practice how to draw comics the Marvel way with this dedicated sketchbook that 
takes you through all the key stages in the creative process! With advice from the 
pros on every step - character designs, layouts, pencils, inks, colors and covers - it's 
exactly what you need to help develop your skills as an illustrator! Take a Journey 
into Artistry with this first-of-its-kind sketchbook from the House of Ideas! And with 
lots of hard work and practice, one day you too can Make Yours Marvel! Featuring 
lay-flat binding and over 30% instructional pages!



MARVEL MONOGRAPH TP ART OF ADI GRANOV

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Gaze in wonder on the art of modern masters - in the Marvel Monographs! Adi 
Granov's slick, polished work on Iron Man redefined the character for the modern 
era, helped set the look of the Marvel Cinematic Universe's first film and catapulted 
Granov's unique art style into a fan favorite! Now one of the most in-demand artists 
in the business, Granov's work has graced the covers of scores of Marvel books - 
including Iron Man, Spider-Man, Captain America, Black Widow, Thor, the X-Men 
and more! This volume presents a gorgeous gallery of many of the finest pages and 
covers Granov has ever drawn!

MARVEL RISING #5 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Morgan Le Fay is on the verge of turning the tri-state area into the kingdom she's 
always dreamed of - and Ms. Marvel, Squirrel Girl and their friends are out of ideas to 
stop her. But sometimes help can come from the most unexpected places - and just 
when you need it most, you'll find the pathway home is clear after all.

MARVEL SUMMER SPECIAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99A classic Marvel tradition gets a spin in a sun-splashed Marvel summer special! To 
honor Marvel's 80th anniversary, it's a throwback to the knockout 90s!  Today's 
writers and artists take Marvel's biggest characters to the beach and back for a romp 
even your mother will love.  Even heroes deserve a day off in this summertime 
extravaganza.  Whether you're trying to beat the heat or beat up Sandman, this book 
is the only beach read you'll need the summer. 

MARVEL SUMMER SPECIAL #1 ARTIST VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99A classic Marvel tradition gets a spin in a sun-splashed Marvel summer special! To 
honor Marvel's 80th anniversary, it's a throwback to the knockout 90s!  Today's 
writers and artists take Marvel's biggest characters to the beach and back for a romp 
even your mother will love.  Even heroes deserve a day off in this summertime 
extravaganza.  Whether you're trying to beat the heat or beat up Sandman, this book 
is the only beach read you'll need the summer. 

MARVEL SUMMER SPECIAL #1 LIM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99A classic Marvel tradition gets a spin in a sun-splashed Marvel summer special! To 
honor Marvel's 80th anniversary, it's a throwback to the knockout 90s!  Today's 
writers and artists take Marvel's biggest characters to the beach and back for a romp 
even your mother will love.  Even heroes deserve a day off in this summertime 
extravaganza.  Whether you're trying to beat the heat or beat up Sandman, this book 
is the only beach read you'll need the summer. 

MARVEL TALES CAPTAIN AMERICA #1



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Captain America throws his mighty shield as we celebrate the House of Ideas' 80th 
anniversary with the latest issue of the era-spanning MARVEL TALES! This 
anthology series shines a spotlight on fan-favorite characters, features timeless 
stories and highlights some of the most impressive talent from the past eight 
decades. First, a revived Cap finds his feet in the modern day as Stan Lee and Jack 
Kirby present his first Silver Age solo adventure in TALES OF SUSPENSE (1959) 
#59! Then, witness the introduction of Cap's World War II flame, secret agent Peggy 
Carter, in TALES OF SUSPENSE (1959) #77! Roger Stern and John Byrne delve 
deep into Cap's origin in CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #255! And finally, Mark 
Gruenwald begins his famous run on the title - by pitting Nomad against the maniacal 
Madcap in CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #307!

MARVEL TALES CAPTAIN AMERICA #1 BARTEL VIRGIN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Captain America throws his mighty shield as we celebrate the House of Ideas' 80th 
anniversary with the latest issue of the era-spanning MARVEL TALES! This 
anthology series shines a spotlight on fan-favorite characters, features timeless 
stories and highlights some of the most impressive talent from the past eight 
decades. First, a revived Cap finds his feet in the modern day as Stan Lee and Jack 
Kirby present his first Silver Age solo adventure in TALES OF SUSPENSE (1959) 
#59! Then, witness the introduction of Cap's World War II flame, secret agent Peggy 
Carter, in TALES OF SUSPENSE (1959) #77! Roger Stern and John Byrne delve 
deep into Cap's origin in CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #255! And finally, Mark 
Gruenwald begins his famous run on the title - by pitting Nomad against the maniacal 
Madcap in CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #307!

MARVEL TALES HULK #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99The Hulk smashes his way into the celebration of the House of Ideas' 80th 
anniversary with the latest issue of the era-spanning MARVEL TALES! This 
anthology series shines a spotlight on fan-favorite characters, features timeless 
stories and highlights some of the most impressive talent from the past eight 
decades. First, the Hulk returns to his original gray form in Al Milgrom's status quo-
shattering INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #324! Then, a blood transfusion from cousin 
Bruce Banner gives attorney Jennifer Walters a raging transformation of her own in 
SAVAGE SHE-HULK #1 - by the powerhouse team of Stan Lee and John Buscema! 
And Doc Samson manages to merge the Hulk's personas, creating the super-
intelligent 'Professor' Hulk in INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #377 - a pivotal issue of 
Peter David's epic run, illustrated by superstar Dale Keown!

MARVEL TALES HULK #1 BARTEL VIRGIN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$7.99The Hulk smashes his way into the celebration of the House of Ideas' 80th 
anniversary with the latest issue of the era-spanning MARVEL TALES! This 
anthology series shines a spotlight on fan-favorite characters, features timeless 
stories and highlights some of the most impressive talent from the past eight 
decades. First, the Hulk returns to his original gray form in Al Milgrom's status quo-
shattering INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #324! Then, a blood transfusion from cousin 
Bruce Banner gives attorney Jennifer Walters a raging transformation of her own in 
SAVAGE SHE-HULK #1 - by the powerhouse team of Stan Lee and John Buscema! 
And Doc Samson manages to merge the Hulk's personas, creating the super-
intelligent 'Professor' Hulk in INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #377 - a pivotal issue of 
Peter David's epic run, illustrated by superstar Dale Keown!

MARVEL TEAM-UP #4

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A BRAND-NEW STORY BEGINS HERE! The sudden reappearance of Mar-Vell, the 
first Captain Marvel, draws Carol Danvers and Kamala Khan back together for an out-
of-this-world adventure! But is the man behind the mask who he claims to be? And 
can Ms. Marvel and Captain Marvel stay on the same page long enough to find out? 
Podcast superstar and Adventure Zone scribe CLINT McELROY and ALL-NEW 
WOLVERINE artist Ig Guara, take the reins of an electrifying new team-up tale!

MARVEL TEAM-UP #4 NAUCK VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A BRAND-NEW STORY BEGINS HERE! The sudden reappearance of Mar-Vell, the 
first Captain Marvel, draws Carol Danvers and Kamala Khan back together for an out-
of-this-world adventure! But is the man behind the mask who he claims to be? And 
can Ms. Marvel and Captain Marvel stay on the same page long enough to find out? 
Podcast superstar and Adventure Zone scribe CLINT McELROY and ALL-NEW 
WOLVERINE artist Ig Guara, take the reins of an electrifying new team-up tale!

MARVEL VISIONARIES TP ROY THOMAS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.99Celebrate the career of a true Marvel Visionary! Relive some of Rascally Roy 
Thomas' greatest stories as, under his pen, the Fantastic Four confronts racism, 
social injustice and…the Impossible Man?! Vision joins the Avengers! The Hulk finds 
his way to 'Heaven!' Namor fights Dragon Man! Captain Marvel escapes the Murder 
Maze! The origin of the Invaders! Doctor Strange's secrets revealed! Dracula in 
Salem and the X-Men in Japan! And who is Starr the Slayer? Plus: Rarely seen 
Silver Age stories of humor and romance! Collecting MODELING WITH MILLIE #44; 
AVENGERS (1963) #35, #57-58 and #100; SUB-MARINER (1968) #8 and #14; 
CAPTAIN MARVEL (1968) #19; X-MEN (1963) #64; FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #119 
and #176; GIANT-SIZE INVADERS #1; and material from TALES OF SUSPENSE 
(1959) #73; NOT BRAND ECHH #12; CHAMBER OF DARKNESS #4; AMAZING 
ADVENTURES (1970) #8; INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #147; DRACULA LIVES #1 
and DOCTOR STRANGE, SORCERER SUPREME #9.

MARVELS EPILOGUE #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99An all-new standalone epilogue to the classic MARVELS graphic novel written by 
Kurt Busiek and fully-painted by Alex Ross! A 'Marvels' look at the 'all-new, all-
different' X-Men of the 1970s. In this 16-page story, Alex and Kurt bring Marvel's 
world to brilliant, realistic life one last time, as the now-retired Phil Sheldon and his 
daughters, in Manhattan to see the Christmas lights, find themselves in the middle of 
a clash between the outsider heroes and the deadly Sentinels, giving them a close-
up perspective on the mutant experience. Also featuring a behind-the-scenes look at 
the making of this special story, and other bonus features.

MARVELS EPILOGUE #1 ALEX ROSS SKETCH VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99An all-new standalone epilogue to the classic MARVELS graphic novel written by 
Kurt Busiek and fully-painted by Alex Ross! A 'Marvels' look at the 'all-new, all-
different' X-Men of the 1970s. In this 16-page story, Alex and Kurt bring Marvel's 
world to brilliant, realistic life one last time, as the now-retired Phil Sheldon and his 
daughters, in Manhattan to see the Christmas lights, find themselves in the middle of 
a clash between the outsider heroes and the deadly Sentinels, giving them a close-
up perspective on the mutant experience. Also featuring a behind-the-scenes look at 
the making of this special story, and other bonus features.

MARVELS EPILOGUE #1 COCKRUM HIDDEN GEM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99An all-new standalone epilogue to the classic MARVELS graphic novel written by 
Kurt Busiek and fully-painted by Alex Ross! A 'Marvels' look at the 'all-new, all-
different' X-Men of the 1970s. In this 16-page story, Alex and Kurt bring Marvel's 
world to brilliant, realistic life one last time, as the now-retired Phil Sheldon and his 
daughters, in Manhattan to see the Christmas lights, find themselves in the middle of 
a clash between the outsider heroes and the deadly Sentinels, giving them a close-
up perspective on the mutant experience. Also featuring a behind-the-scenes look at 
the making of this special story, and other bonus features.

MARVELS EPILOGUE #1 HEMBECK VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99An all-new standalone epilogue to the classic MARVELS graphic novel written by 
Kurt Busiek and fully-painted by Alex Ross! A 'Marvels' look at the 'all-new, all-
different' X-Men of the 1970s. In this 16-page story, Alex and Kurt bring Marvel's 
world to brilliant, realistic life one last time, as the now-retired Phil Sheldon and his 
daughters, in Manhattan to see the Christmas lights, find themselves in the middle of 
a clash between the outsider heroes and the deadly Sentinels, giving them a close-
up perspective on the mutant experience. Also featuring a behind-the-scenes look at 
the making of this special story, and other bonus features.

MARVELS EPILOGUE #1 JOHNSON VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99An all-new standalone epilogue to the classic MARVELS graphic novel written by 
Kurt Busiek and fully-painted by Alex Ross! A 'Marvels' look at the 'all-new, all-
different' X-Men of the 1970s. In this 16-page story, Alex and Kurt bring Marvel's 
world to brilliant, realistic life one last time, as the now-retired Phil Sheldon and his 
daughters, in Manhattan to see the Christmas lights, find themselves in the middle of 
a clash between the outsider heroes and the deadly Sentinels, giving them a close-
up perspective on the mutant experience. Also featuring a behind-the-scenes look at 
the making of this special story, and other bonus features.

MARVELS EPILOGUE #1 LIM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99An all-new standalone epilogue to the classic MARVELS graphic novel written by 
Kurt Busiek and fully-painted by Alex Ross! A 'Marvels' look at the 'all-new, all-
different' X-Men of the 1970s. In this 16-page story, Alex and Kurt bring Marvel's 
world to brilliant, realistic life one last time, as the now-retired Phil Sheldon and his 
daughters, in Manhattan to see the Christmas lights, find themselves in the middle of 
a clash between the outsider heroes and the deadly Sentinels, giving them a close-
up perspective on the mutant experience. Also featuring a behind-the-scenes look at 
the making of this special story, and other bonus features.

MARVELS EPILOGUE #1 PHOTO VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99An all-new standalone epilogue to the classic MARVELS graphic novel written by 
Kurt Busiek and fully-painted by Alex Ross! A 'Marvels' look at the 'all-new, all-
different' X-Men of the 1970s. In this 16-page story, Alex and Kurt bring Marvel's 
world to brilliant, realistic life one last time, as the now-retired Phil Sheldon and his 
daughters, in Manhattan to see the Christmas lights, find themselves in the middle of 
a clash between the outsider heroes and the deadly Sentinels, giving them a close-
up perspective on the mutant experience. Also featuring a behind-the-scenes look at 
the making of this special story, and other bonus features.

MARVELS EPILOGUE #1 YOUNG VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99An all-new standalone epilogue to the classic MARVELS graphic novel written by 
Kurt Busiek and fully-painted by Alex Ross! A 'Marvels' look at the 'all-new, all-
different' X-Men of the 1970s. In this 16-page story, Alex and Kurt bring Marvel's 
world to brilliant, realistic life one last time, as the now-retired Phil Sheldon and his 
daughters, in Manhattan to see the Christmas lights, find themselves in the middle of 
a clash between the outsider heroes and the deadly Sentinels, giving them a close-
up perspective on the mutant experience. Also featuring a behind-the-scenes look at 
the making of this special story, and other bonus features.

MEET THE SKRULLS TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$15.99Who do you trust? The Warners are your typical family. Dad works at Stark 
Enterprises. Mom works in a senator's office. The girls are students at Stamford High 
School. The only thing that makes them different is…they're shape-shifting alien 
Skrulls who have infiltrated our society to pave the way for invasion! Madison 
Warner's latest mission brings her to the most dangerous place imaginable: a 
slumber party! Meanwhile, dad Carl faces Iron Man - so just another normal week for 
the Warners. But what could leave them as a house divided - and exposed? Will the 
mysterious Man in the Hat be their exterminator - or their salvation? And what is 
Project Blossom?! Experience the story everyone will be talking about for years to 
come - a bold new look at the Skrulls that will test even your loyalty! Collecting MEET 
THE SKRULLS #1-5.

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #8

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Miles Morales has been TAKEN! Grabbed from the streets by an unknown assailant, 
bound, tested and observed, like a bug under glass. Who is responsible?! And how 
far will they push Miles to protect his friends and family? Don't miss this horrifying 
new chapter in Miles' life as his rogues' gallery continues to grow!

MMW AMAZING SPIDER-MAN HC VOL 21

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$75.00New York City has always been a defining element in Spider-Man's world, but it's 
going to drive him crazy - if it doesn't kill him first. From an NYC Marathon 
assassination plot to Peter Parker's paper-thin apartment walls, and from a merged 
Hydro-Man/Sandman menace to running into his ex-girlfriend's new beau, Biff Rifkin, 
the City That Never Sleeps just won't give Spidey a break! And the hits keep coming 
when Peter Parker is accused of causing a prison break - and thrown in the slammer 
himself! Also featuring Moon Knight, a team-up with Sub-Mariner against the 
Frightful Four and the Aunt May solo 'adventure' you demanded! And it's all topped 
off with an iconic Dennis O'Neil/Frank Miller Annual pitting Spider-Man and the 
Punisher against Doc Ock! Collecting AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #213-223 and 
ANNUAL #15.

MMW AMAZING SPIDER-MAN HC VOL 21 DM VAR ED 283

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$75.00New York City has always been a defining element in Spider-Man's world, but it's 
going to drive him crazy - if it doesn't kill him first. From an NYC Marathon 
assassination plot to Peter Parker's paper-thin apartment walls, and from a merged 
Hydro-Man/Sandman menace to running into his ex-girlfriend's new beau, Biff Rifkin, 
the City That Never Sleeps just won't give Spidey a break! And the hits keep coming 
when Peter Parker is accused of causing a prison break - and thrown in the slammer 
himself! Also featuring Moon Knight, a team-up with Sub-Mariner against the 
Frightful Four and the Aunt May solo 'adventure' you demanded! And it's all topped 
off with an iconic Dennis O'Neil/Frank Miller Annual pitting Spider-Man and the 
Punisher against Doc Ock! Collecting AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #213-223 and 
ANNUAL #15.

MOON GIRL AND DEVIL DINOSAUR #45

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99THE END IS NEAR!  Will Lunella and Devil be able to fix the Omni-Wave Projector 
and repair time? Not without help from Lunella's preteen parents... but she might 
accidentally erase herself from history in the process!

MR AND MRS X TP VOL 02 GAMBIT AND ROGUE FOREVER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99Can Rogue and Gambit finally relax and enjoy marital bliss? Not likely! Stuck in the 
Mojoverse, Rogue and Gambit are forced to relive their greatest hits - and moments 
from their past that they'd rather forget - but this time for the cameras! And when 
Spiral joins the fray, whose side is she really on? There's a precious object to steal 
and an army of Mojo's minions to fight off, but can the hottest couple in the Marvel 
Universe escape their televised nightmare for new adventures back home - or will 
they be doomed to rerun hell? The Thieves Guild is waiting for the answer - and 
they're determined to take what's theirs! Don't bet on it! Collecting MR. AND MRS. X 
#7-12.

MS MARVEL ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99SUPER-SKRULL VS. MS. MARVEL! Ever since the Skrull homeworld was 
destroyed, Emperor Kl'rt has been out for revenge. And with a device that will turn 
Earth into a new Skrull kingdom, he's about to get it. All he needs is the DNA of one 
very special shape-shifter. The Super-Skrull is coming for Kamala Khan - and with all 
the powers of the Fantastic Four on his side, Ms. Marvel doesn't stand a chance.

MS MARVEL ANNUAL #1 BALDEON VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99SUPER-SKRULL VS. MS. MARVEL! Ever since the Skrull homeworld was 
destroyed, Emperor Kl'rt has been out for revenge. And with a device that will turn 
Earth into a new Skrull kingdom, he's about to get it. All he needs is the DNA of one 
very special shape-shifter. The Super-Skrull is coming for Kamala Khan - and with all 
the powers of the Fantastic Four on his side, Ms. Marvel doesn't stand a chance.

MS MARVEL ANNUAL #1 CHRISTOPHER CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99SUPER-SKRULL VS. MS. MARVEL! Ever since the Skrull homeworld was 
destroyed, Emperor Kl'rt has been out for revenge. And with a device that will turn 
Earth into a new Skrull kingdom, he's about to get it. All he needs is the DNA of one 
very special shape-shifter. The Super-Skrull is coming for Kamala Khan - and with all 
the powers of the Fantastic Four on his side, Ms. Marvel doesn't stand a chance.

NEW MUTANTS #98 FACSIMILE EDITION

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99The dynamic debut of Deadpool! It's the beginning of the end for the New Mutants as 
Cable continues his reinvention of the squad into his own paramilitary force! But their 
numbers are dwindling - and Rictor's about to be the next member making his exit! 
Meanwhile, Deadpool makes his entrance - but he's not looking to join. No, he's 
been hired to kill Cable! With swords, guns, a healing factor and an unstoppable 
mouth, this merc is set to make a big splash! But who is the new mystery woman 
riding to the rescue? Cable called, she came: Enter Domino! Prepare for high-octane 
mutant action from the bombastic 1990s! It's one of the all-time great Marvel comic 
books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprinting NEW 
MUTANTS (1983) #98.

OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF MARVEL UNIVERSE OMNIBUS HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$75.00The original OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE is collected in a 
single hardcover for the very first time! It's the fact-filled series that put the entire 
Marvel Universe into the hands of wide-eyed fans of the 1980s! The OHOTMU 
featured stunning original art from some of the era's biggest names and in-depth 
profiles of Marvel's greatest heroes and villains - from Abomination to Zzzax and 
pretty much everyone who was anyone (at the time) in between! Plus: A lengthy 
section devoted to then-dead and inactive characters - and a whole book of 
diagrams detailing Marvel's most iconic weapons, hardware and paraphernalia! With 
origins, team affiliations, super-power assessments and other vital statistics, this is 
the ultimate reference tome for the first four decades of Marvel history! Collecting 
OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF THE MARVEL UNIVERSE (1983) #1-15.

OLD MAN QUILL #7 (OF 12)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE SHOCKING SECRET BEHIND  QUILL'S QUEST REVEALED! QUILL has made 
it to the BAXTER BUILDING… but with the hidden weapon in reach, a shocking 
secret will turn the quest on its head! This is the issue everyone will be talking 
about - the biggest surprise in the WASTELANDS universe since WOLVERINE's 
tragic encounter in OLD MAN LOGAN. DO NOT MISS IT!

OLD MAN QUILL TP VOL 01 NOBODYS FAULT BUT MY OWN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99Peter Quill finally grew up. He used to be Star-Lord, but it's been some time since 
he's gone by that name. Taking over for his father as the emperor of Spartax, Quill 
put a life of spacefaring adventure behind him for one of leadership and 
responsibility. But things didn't go as planned. Decades have passed, and Peter is 
haunted by tragedy. Down and out, his existence means nothing - until the former 
Guardians of the Galaxy drag him out of his funk for one last mission! The heist of a 
lifetime - and Quill's harrowing last shot at redemption - takes him back to a 
transformed Earth. But the Wastelands are a dangerous place, with Gladiator and 
the Universal Church of Truth closing in! And the shadow of Doom hangs over the 
Guardians' every move. Collecting OLD MAN QUILL #1-6.

OPT IN FOR HOUSE OF X #1 (OF 6) LAUNCH PARTY (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.01SEE ORDER FORM FOR MORE INFORMATION



POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) ARTIST GB VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) ARTIST VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) BLANK VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) BROOKS CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) CHARACTER DECADES VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) CHRISTOPHER ACTION VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) COCKRUM HIDDEN GEM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) HUDDLESTON VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) WEAVER NEW CHARACTER VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

POWERS OF X #1 (OF 6) YOUNG VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$5.99FEAR THE FUTURE! Superstar writer Jonathan Hickman (INFINTY, NEW 
AVENGERS, FF) continues his revolutionary new direction for the X-Men. 
Intertwining with HOUSE OF X, POWERS OF X reveals the secret past, present  
and  future of mutantkind, changing the way you look at every X-Men story before 
and after. You do not want to miss the next seminal moment in the history of the X-
Men!

PUNISHER #13

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE HOME FRONT! Frank Castle is back in New York, but being labeled an 
international terrorist has made it an inhospitable homecoming. One man who is 
certainly not happy Frank's back: NYC's new mayor, Wilson Fisk, the 'former' Kingpin 
of Crime. And Baron Zemo's not done with Frank yet…

PUNISHER ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99PUNISHER VS. BROOD QUEEN! The man who lives to punish the foulest parasites 
of humanity. The most monstrous parasite in the galaxy. Zero gravity. Zero &$%# 
given. It's the PUNISHER versus a BROOD QUEEN like you've never seen before, 
because this time, Earth's own Frank Castle's got a rocket. Who put Castle in the 
cockpit, and how will he and his muckraking stowaway - J. JONAH JAMESON (???) - 
tolerate each other long enough to survive? Only Karla Pacheco (Rick and Morty) 
and Adam Gorham (NEW MUTANTS: DEAD SOULS, ROCKET, The Violent) have 
the answers you NEED!

PUNISHER ANNUAL #1 CHRISTOPHER CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99PUNISHER VS. BROOD QUEEN!  The man who lives to punish the foulest parasites 
of humanity. The most monstrous parasite in the galaxy. Zero gravity. Zero &$%# 
given. It's the PUNISHER versus a BROOD QUEEN like you've never seen before, 
because this time, Earth's own Frank Castle's got a rocket. Who put Castle in the 
cockpit, and how will he and his muckraking stowaway - J. JONAH JAMESON (???) - 
tolerate each other long enough to survive? Only Karla Pacheco (Rick and Morty) 
and Adam Gorham (NEW MUTANTS: DEAD SOULS, ROCKET, The Violent) have 
the answers you NEED!

PUNISHER KILL KREW #1 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ONE MAN. TEN REALMS. TOTAL WAR! * During the War of the Realms, Frank 
Castle made a promise of vengeance, and Frank Castle keeps his promises.  * A van 
full of orphans is about to make that promise a lot more complicated. * How does a 
man kill gods and monsters?

PUNISHER KILL KREW #1 (OF 5) HIDDEN GEM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99ONE MAN. TEN REALMS. TOTAL WAR! * During the War of the Realms, Frank 
Castle made a promise of vengeance, and Frank Castle keeps his promises.  * A van 
full of orphans is about to make that promise a lot more complicated. * How does a 
man kill gods and monsters?

PUNISHER KILL KREW #1 (OF 5) KLEIN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ONE MAN. TEN REALMS. TOTAL WAR! * During the War of the Realms, Frank 
Castle made a promise of vengeance, and Frank Castle keeps his promises.  * A van 
full of orphans is about to make that promise a lot more complicated. * How does a 
man kill gods and monsters?

PUNISHER TP RETURN TO BIG NOTHING

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Frank Castle's relentless war continues in a trio of hard-hitting graphic novels! First, 
in a modern classic reuniting the creative team behind the Punisher's first solo 
series, Frank has a run-in with an old sergeant that takes him back to his Vietnam 
days - but this time they're on opposite sides! Then, a car accident leads to a killing 
spree, with the Punisher at the center of it - but will the members of a Japanese 
assassins guild become his allies, or are they out for Frank's blood? And a secret 
society is using murder to further its political ends - but slaughtering an innocent 
family puts its members in the Punisher's sights! From brutal hand-to-hand combat to 
aerial dogfights, these extra-length epics have it all! Collecting EPIC GRAPHIC 
NOVEL: PUNISHER - RETURN TO BIG NOTHING, MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL: 
PUNISHER - ASSASSIN'S GUILD and MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL: PUNISHER - 
INTRUDER.

RUNAWAYS #23

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Doombot was destroyed back in #17, and Chase hasn't been able to fix him. Victor is 
going to give it a shot, even if it forces him down a dark road. Even if it leads to 
something even worse than Victorius...

SAVAGE AVENGERS #3

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Kulan Gath's return is no good for anyone who digs being alive. His trap for the 
deadliest warriors in the Marvel Universe is sprung, and if humanity is to survive, the 
Savage Avengers must slay a god. Elektra tries to corral Conan, Voodoo and Logan 
into an effective fighting force, and the Punisher desperately searches for his 
disinterred family. Plus: Conan hefts a deadly new Savage Sword!

SAVAGE AVENGERS #3 BIANCHI VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Kulan Gath's return is no good for anyone who digs being alive. His trap for the 
deadliest warriors in the Marvel Universe is sprung, and if humanity is to survive, the 
Savage Avengers must slay a god. Elektra tries to corral Conan, Voodoo and Logan 
into an effective fighting force, and the Punisher desperately searches for his 
disinterred family. Plus: Conan hefts a deadly new Savage Sword!

SAVAGE AVENGERS #3 YU CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Kulan Gath's return is no good for anyone who digs being alive. His trap for the 
deadliest warriors in the Marvel Universe is sprung, and if humanity is to survive, the 
Savage Avengers must slay a god. Elektra tries to corral Conan, Voodoo and Logan 
into an effective fighting force, and the Punisher desperately searches for his 
disinterred family. Plus: Conan hefts a deadly new Savage Sword!

SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN #7

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99HITHER CAME CONAN... THE GAMBLER?! A chance violent encounter in Shadizar 
lands young CONAN a position as a bodyguard for a wealthy merchant. But a twist of 
fate will put Conan in the hot seat - and no choice but to play the hand he's dealt in a 
deadly game of SERPENT'S BLUFF! Conan will rely on his sword - and his wits - 
while navigating the seedy underworld of 'civilized' gambling while making sure he 
stays clear of the deadly 'Debtors Lounge'!  Magic, mystery and action abound when 
writer Jim Zub (CHAMPIONS, AVENGERS: NO ROAD HOME) joins forces with artist 
Patch Zircher (HULK; TERROR, INC.) for the first of a three-part epic - CONAN THE 
GAMBLER! PLUS: The next chapter in the all-new CONAN novella 'THE SHADOW 
OF VENGEANCE'!

SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN #7 PHILIP TAN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99HITHER CAME CONAN... THE GAMBLER?! A chance violent encounter in Shadizar 
lands young CONAN a position as a bodyguard for a wealthy merchant. But a twist of 
fate will put Conan in the hot seat - and no choice but to play the hand he's dealt in a 
deadly game of SERPENT'S BLUFF! Conan will rely on his sword - and his wits - 
while navigating the seedy underworld of 'civilized' gambling while making sure he 
stays clear of the deadly 'Debtors Lounge'!  Magic, mystery and action abound when 
writer Jim Zub (CHAMPIONS, AVENGERS: NO ROAD HOME) joins forces with artist 
Patch Zircher (HULK; TERROR, INC.) for the first of a three-part epic - CONAN THE 
GAMBLER! PLUS: The next chapter in the all-new CONAN novella 'THE SHADOW 
OF VENGEANCE'!

SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN ORIG MARVEL YRS OMNIBUS HC VOL 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$100.00SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN, the cornerstone of Marvel's black-and-white 
magazine line, offered up stories of fiction's most famous barbarian unencumbered 
by the Comics Code! With the rules of civilized publishing cast off, SAVAGE 
SWORD presented ferocious, untamed tales the likes of which Conan himself would 
approve. Writer Roy Thomas and artistic greats including John Buscema and Neal 
Adams took full advantage - and the results were a sensation! Multi-part sagas like 
'The People of the Black Circle' luxuriate in extended tellings, while Buscema's take 
on 'The Tower of the Elephant' explores the nuance of an all-time Robert E. Howard 
classic. And it's topped off with MARVEL COMICS SUPER SPECIAL #2, a tale of 
vengeance lavished with fully painted colors! Collecting SAVAGE SWORD OF 
CONAN (1974) #13-28 and MARVEL COMICS SUPER SPECIAL #2.

SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN ORIG MARVEL YRS OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 STAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$100.00SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN, the cornerstone of Marvel's black-and-white 
magazine line, offered up stories of fiction's most famous barbarian unencumbered 
by the Comics Code! With the rules of civilized publishing cast off, SAVAGE 
SWORD presented ferocious, untamed tales the likes of which Conan himself would 
approve. Writer Roy Thomas and artistic greats including John Buscema and Neal 
Adams took full advantage - and the results were a sensation! Multi-part sagas like 
'The People of the Black Circle' luxuriate in extended tellings, while Buscema's take 
on 'The Tower of the Elephant' explores the nuance of an all-time Robert E. Howard 
classic. And it's topped off with MARVEL COMICS SUPER SPECIAL #2, a tale of 
vengeance lavished with fully painted colors! Collecting SAVAGE SWORD OF 
CONAN (1974) #13-28 and MARVEL COMICS SUPER SPECIAL #2.

SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN TP VOL 01 CULT OF KOGA THUN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99The ancient cult of Koga Thun. A mystical treasure. And the only man who can save 
the Hyborian Age! But Conan is adrift at sea with no food and no weapons. Death 
surely awaits him. But by Crom, the lionhearted barbarian is not so easily subdued! 
When Conan is captured, he unleashes his might on an unsuspecting pirate crew - 
one whose dark secrets will set him on the trail of an ancient fortune that may prove 
to be his undoing! Back on the shores of Stygia, a magical guide directs Conan 
toward dreaded civilization - but it will take all his strength and wits to make his way 
through the ruined city that awaits him. For to get there, Conan must survive the 
death cult of sorcerer Koga Thun! Collecting SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN (2019) 
#1-5.

SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN TP VOL 01 CULT OF KOGA THUN B&W DM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99The saga of the death cult of Koga Thun - in brutal black and white! This special 
collection features the sword-and-sorcery epic brought to life - and death - by Ron 
Garney's sensational inked pages, printed without color so you can savor every 
barbaric detail! Collecting SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN (2019) #1-5.

SECRET WARPS ARACHKNIGHT ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 4 - SUPREMEUNIVERSAL! The web-spinning 
Arachknight finds himself out of the depth of all four of his personas as his own 
warped universe begins colliding with another - the New Supreme Universe, homes 
of the Supreme Seven! PLUS: A bonus tale of ol' AK trying to persuade the Terrific 
Two to become a Trio!

SECRET WARPS ARACHKNIGHT ANNUAL #1 PACHECO CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 4 - SUPREMEUNIVERSAL! The web-spinning 
Arachknight finds himself out of the depth of all four of his personas as his own 
warped universe begins colliding with another - the New Supreme Universe, homes 
of the Supreme Seven! PLUS: A bonus tale of ol' AK trying to persuade the Terrific 
Two to become a Trio!

SECRET WARPS GHOST PANTHER ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 3 - DAYS OF FUTURE MARS! The stunt-riding cursed 
king of Wakanda, the Ghost Panther, heads to the far future…in the year 2099! Can 
he rally the inheritors of the legacy of his fellow heroes to defeat the Martian 
invaders? PLUS: A bonus tale of T'Challa taking on creatures of the night alongside 
Knightblade!

SECRET WARPS GHOST PANTHER ANNUAL #1 PACHECO CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 3 - DAYS OF FUTURE MARS! The stunt-riding cursed 
king of Wakanda, the Ghost Panther, heads to the far future…in the year 2099! Can 
he rally the inheritors of the legacy of his fellow heroes to defeat the Martian 
invaders? PLUS: A bonus tale of T'Challa taking on creatures of the night alongside 
Knightblade!

SECRET WARPS IRON HAMMER ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 5 - SECRET WARPS! Whatever has been causing worlds 
to smash together is out of control…and starts smashing Warp Worlds heroes into 
one another! As the heroes begin turning into strange new amalgamations, can even 
Ghost Hammer turn things back to normal? PLUS: A bonus tale of Sigurd Stark 
battling the twin wolves of addiction and Fenris the god devourer!

SECRET WARPS IRON HAMMER ANNUAL #1 PACHECO CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 5 - SECRET WARPS! Whatever has been causing worlds 
to smash together is out of control…and starts smashing Warp Worlds heroes into 
one another! As the heroes begin turning into strange new amalgamations, can even 
Ghost Hammer turn things back to normal? PLUS: A bonus tale of Sigurd Stark 
battling the twin wolves of addiction and Fenris the god devourer!



SECRET WARPS SOLDIER SUPREME ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 1 - ACTS OF WAR! As the villains of Warp World trade 
foes, it begins a rift between Soldier Supreme and Iron Hammer that could tear the 
super hero community in half! But could this criminal conspiracy be the portent of a 
much bigger cosmic calamity? PLUS: A bonus tale of Soldier Supreme versus 
Baroness Umar for the fate of our nation!

SECRET WARPS SOLDIER SUPREME ANNUAL #1 PACHECO CONNECTING VA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 1 - ACTS OF WAR! As the villains of Warp World trade 
foes, it begins a rift between Soldier Supreme and Iron Hammer that could tear the 
super hero community in half! But could this criminal conspiracy be the portent of a 
much bigger cosmic calamity? PLUS: A bonus tale of Soldier Supreme versus 
Baroness Umar for the fate of our nation!

SECRET WARPS WEAPON HEX ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 2 - INFERNO ATTACKS! Weapon Hex and Speed 
Weasel join the fight for Warp World as the forces of Hell invade the streets of New 
York City! PLUS: A bonus tale of the spellbound sisters taking down a ferocious furry 
femme!

SECRET WARPS WEAPON HEX ANNUAL #1 PACHECO CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99'SECRET WARPS,' PART 2 - INFERNO ATTACKS! Weapon Hex and Speed 
Weasel join the fight for Warp World as the forces of Hell invade the streets of New 
York City! PLUS: A bonus tale of the spellbound sisters taking down a ferocious furry 
femme!

SHURI #10

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99INTO THE DJALIA! The alien creature that followed Princess Shuri to Wakanda is 
inches from destroying the Great Mound - and taking Shuri's friends with it! With her 
Ancient Future powers gone and Wakanda's entire supply of Vibranium at risk, 
Princess Shuri must take a leap of faith - into the plane of Wakandan memory. But 
will Shuri restore the Djalia…or doom it?

SILVER SURFER BLACK #2 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Marooned across the cosmos! The Surfer will have to risk everything, to beat back 
the void that threatens to swallow the galaxy whole... including his very soul!



SILVER SURFER BLACK #2 (OF 5) LIM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Marooned across the cosmos! The Surfer will have to risk everything, to beat back 
the void that threatens to swallow the galaxy whole... including his very soul!

SILVER SURFER BLACK #2 (OF 5) MARTIN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Marooned across the cosmos! The Surfer will have to risk everything, to beat back 
the void that threatens to swallow the galaxy whole... including his very soul!

SPIDER-GIRL COMPLETE COLLECTION TP VOL 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99Continuing the far-out future adventures of May 'Mayday' Parker, the daughter of 
Peter and Mary Jane! Will the spectacular Spider-Girl be the only member of the 
Parker clan to wear the webs when the villainous Kaine resurfaces? The Raptor 
strikes, the Buzz flies in and the Soldiers of the Serpent spread hate - but nothing 
could be worse than the return of Spider-Man's archfoe, the Green Goblin! But who's 
under the mask now?! On top of it all, May must contend with threats like 
Earthshaker, Funny Face and Dragonfist! What is this martial-arts maestro's 
connection to Danny Rand? Meanwhile, May's deadliest foes band together as…the 
Savage Six! Or is it Seven?! Will they be the end of Spider-Girl? Plus: The man 
called Nova! Avengers Next! The Steel Spider! And more! Collecting SPIDER-GIRL 
(1998) #16-32.

SPIDER-GWEN GHOST SPIDER #10

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After unmasking herself, waging a war for the fate of the Multiverse and nearly losing 
her father, Gwen Stacy has had a rough year...and it's not about to get any easier! 
ESPECIALLY when something's started going wrong with the mysterious suit that 
gives her her abilities. With no other choice, Gwen finds herself swinging through the 
skies of the Marvel Universe alongside special guest stars SPIDER-MAN and 
SPIDER-MAN, and finally embracing an all-new codename! We'll give you three 
guesses…

SPIDER-GWEN GHOST SPIDER #10 COELLO CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After unmasking herself, waging a war for the fate of the Multiverse and nearly losing 
her father, Gwen Stacy has had a rough year...and it's not about to get any easier! 
ESPECIALLY when something's started going wrong with the mysterious suit that 
gives her her abilities. With no other choice, Gwen finds herself swinging through the 
skies of the Marvel Universe alongside special guest stars SPIDER-MAN and 
SPIDER-MAN, and finally embracing an all-new codename! We'll give you three 
guesses…

SPIDER-MAN CITY AT WAR #5 (OF 6)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99DOCTOR OCTOPUS TRIUMPHANT! Revealing his master plan, DOCTOR 
OCTOPUS unleashes the devious DEVIL'S BREATH virus on an unsuspecting New 
York City! Can a poisoned and beaten SPIDER-MAN find the strength to save his 
city… even if it means protecting NORMAN OSBORN and MISTER NEGATIVE? 
Even If PETER PARKER can rise to be greater, will his efforts doom those closest to 
him? All this, plus another behind-the-scenes look at Spidey's award-winning, 
blockbuster video game!

SPIDER-MAN CITY AT WAR #5 (OF 6) NAKAYAMA VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99DOCTOR OCTOPUS TRIUMPHANT! Revealing his master plan, DOCTOR 
OCTOPUS unleashes the devious DEVIL'S BREATH virus on an unsuspecting New 
York City! Can a poisoned and beaten SPIDER-MAN find the strength to save his 
city… even if it means protecting NORMAN OSBORN and MISTER NEGATIVE? 
Even If PETER PARKER can rise to be greater, will his efforts doom those closest to 
him? All this, plus another behind-the-scenes look at Spidey's award-winning, 
blockbuster video game!

SPIDER-MAN CITY AT WAR #5 (OF 6) WAITE 8-BIT VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99DOCTOR OCTOPUS TRIUMPHANT! Revealing his master plan, DOCTOR 
OCTOPUS unleashes the devious DEVIL'S BREATH virus on an unsuspecting New 
York City! Can a poisoned and beaten SPIDER-MAN find the strength to save his 
city… even if it means protecting NORMAN OSBORN and MISTER NEGATIVE? 
Even If PETER PARKER can rise to be greater, will his efforts doom those closest to 
him? All this, plus another behind-the-scenes look at Spidey's award-winning, 
blockbuster video game!

SPIDER-MAN LIFE STORY #5 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE REAL-TIME LIFE STORY OF SPIDER-MAN CONTINUES! The superhero 
CIVIL WAR rocks the world! A hero's death changes everything for both PETER 
PARKER and his family as LIFE STORY continues into the 2000s!

SPIDER-MAN LIFE STORY #5 (OF 6) SORRENTINO VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE REAL-TIME LIFE STORY OF SPIDER-MAN CONTINUES! The superhero 
CIVIL WAR rocks the world! A hero's death changes everything for both PETER 
PARKER and his family as LIFE STORY continues into the 2000s!

STAR WARS #68

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99REBELS AND ROGUES! 'The evil lord Darth Vader, obsessed with finding young 
Skywalker, has dispatched thousands of remote probes into the far reaches of 
space...'  That's right - you remember the opening titles of The Empire Strikes Back. 
Now find out what happened just before, as Luke and his friends launch a desperate, 
three-pronged mission of deception to keep the Empire from finding their new rebel 
base in a brand-new epic from the new ongoing team of Greg 'PLANET HULK' Pak 
and Phil 'POE DAMERON' Noto! Featuring Han and Leia undercover in a noir world 
of romance and danger! Luke and R2 facing off against the Executor in a single X-
Wing! And Chewie and Threepio, the greatest team-up you never knew you always 
needed!

STAR WARS #68 ANDREWS GREATEST MOMENTS VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99REBELS AND ROGUES! 'The evil lord Darth Vader, obsessed with finding young 
Skywalker, has dispatched thousands of remote probes into the far reaches of 
space...'  That's right - you remember the opening titles of The Empire Strikes Back. 
Now find out what happened just before, as Luke and his friends launch a desperate, 
three-pronged mission of deception to keep the Empire from finding their new rebel 
base in a brand-new epic from the new ongoing team of Greg 'PLANET HULK' Pak 
and Phil 'POE DAMERON' Noto! Featuring Han and Leia undercover in a noir world 
of romance and danger! Luke and R2 facing off against the Executor in a single X-
Wing! And Chewie and Threepio, the greatest team-up you never knew you always 
needed!

STAR WARS #68 CHRISTOPHER ACTION FIGURE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99REBELS AND ROGUES! 'The evil lord Darth Vader, obsessed with finding young 
Skywalker, has dispatched thousands of remote probes into the far reaches of 
space...'  That's right - you remember the opening titles of The Empire Strikes Back. 
Now find out what happened just before, as Luke and his friends launch a desperate, 
three-pronged mission of deception to keep the Empire from finding their new rebel 
base in a brand-new epic from the new ongoing team of Greg 'PLANET HULK' Pak 
and Phil 'POE DAMERON' Noto! Featuring Han and Leia undercover in a noir world 
of romance and danger! Luke and R2 facing off against the Executor in a single X-
Wing! And Chewie and Threepio, the greatest team-up you never knew you always 
needed!

STAR WARS #69

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99TRICKS AND TRAPS! The REBELS AND ROGUES epic continues as our heroes 
deploy their plans to trick their Imperial pursuers... and everything falls apart! 
CHEWIE and THREEPIO face moral quandaries - and mortal danger - when they 
learn the uninhabited planet they're supposed to destroy isn't quite so uninhabited. 
Will the FORCE be with LUKE in a bar fight? And who is DAR CHAMPION... and 
what does he have to do with Leia's past?

STAR WARS #69 CHRISTOPHER ACTION FIGURE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99TRICKS AND TRAPS! The REBELS AND ROGUES epic continues as our heroes 
deploy their plans to trick their Imperial pursuers... and everything falls apart! 
CHEWIE and THREEPIO face moral quandaries - and mortal danger - when they 
learn the uninhabited planet they're supposed to destroy isn't quite so uninhabited. 
Will the FORCE be with LUKE in a bar fight? And who is DAR CHAMPION... and 
what does he have to do with Leia's past?

STAR WARS AGE OF REBELLION TP HEROES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99The Age of Star Wars - an epic series of adventures uniting your favorite characters 
from all eras - reaches the heroic icons of the Original Trilogy! Han Solo is ready to 
take his reward and return to life as a scoundrel - until a certain kid he knows asks 
for one last favor! Former smuggler Lando Calrissian's dream of a life of leisure and 
luxury depends on one final scam! Luke Skywalker faces his first temptation - will he 
give in to the dark side? Leia takes on the identity of bounty hunter Boushh to rescue 
Han from Jabba the Hutt - but first, she must prove herself to Bossk! Plus: Jedi 
Master Yoda! And ace pilots Biggs Darklighter and Jek Porkins! Collecting STAR 
WARS: AGE OF REBELLION - HAN SOLO, LANDO CALRISSIAN, LUKE 
SKYWALKER and PRINCESS LEIA, and material from STAR WARS: AGE OF 
REBELLION SPECIAL.

STAR WARS AGE OF REBELLION TP VILLAINS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99The Age of Star Wars - an epic series of adventures uniting your favorite characters 
from all eras - reaches the iconic villains of the Original Trilogy! Boba Fett has 
earned his reputation as one of the galaxy's greatest bounty hunters, but what heart - 
if any - beats under that Mandalorian armor? Fury burns deep inside Darth Vader 
when a mere moff dares command him - but at what point does Vader show his true 
mettle? Discover what makes the name of Jabba the Hutt so feared across the 
galaxy! Behold the secret story of Grand Moff Tarkin! And get to know the cold, 
calculating assassin droid known as IG-88! Collecting STAR WARS: AGE OF 
REBELLION - BOBA FETT, DARTH VADER, JABBA THE HUTT and GRAND MOFF 
TARKIN, and material from STAR WARS: AGE OF REBELLION SPECIAL.

STAR WARS AOR CAPTAIN PHASMA #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ANOTHER GUN! STORMTROOPERS don't get a name. They are simply a tool of 
the EMPIRE. But PHASMA has a name, and one young soldier wants what she has. 
One stormtrooper has ambition. And this ambition is on a collision course with 
CAPTAIN PHASMA.

STAR WARS AOR CAPTAIN PHASMA #1 CONCEPT VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ANOTHER GUN! STORMTROOPERS don't get a name. They are simply a tool of 
the EMPIRE. But PHASMA has a name, and one young soldier wants what she has. 
One stormtrooper has ambition. And this ambition is on a collision course with 
CAPTAIN PHASMA.

STAR WARS AOR CAPTAIN PHASMA #1 MCKONE PUZZLE PC VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ANOTHER GUN! STORMTROOPERS don't get a name. They are simply a tool of 
the EMPIRE. But PHASMA has a name, and one young soldier wants what she has. 
One stormtrooper has ambition. And this ambition is on a collision course with 
CAPTAIN PHASMA.

STAR WARS AOR CAPTAIN PHASMA #1 MOVIE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99ANOTHER GUN! STORMTROOPERS don't get a name. They are simply a tool of 
the EMPIRE. But PHASMA has a name, and one young soldier wants what she has. 
One stormtrooper has ambition. And this ambition is on a collision course with 
CAPTAIN PHASMA.

STAR WARS AOR FINN #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A LITTLE REBELLION! Before he was a rebel hero, FINN had another calling. He 
was... a janitor. But how could this lead FN-2187 to question everything? How much 
action can someone see mopping floors and dealing with a pest problem? It turns 
out, a whole lot.

STAR WARS AOR FINN #1 CAMUNCOLI BONETTI PROMO VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A LITTLE REBELLION! Before he was a rebel hero, FINN had another calling. He 
was... a janitor. But how could this lead FN-2187 to question everything? How much 
action can someone see mopping floors and dealing with a pest problem? It turns 
out, a whole lot.

STAR WARS AOR FINN #1 CONCEPT VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A LITTLE REBELLION! Before he was a rebel hero, FINN had another calling. He 
was... a janitor. But how could this lead FN-2187 to question everything? How much 
action can someone see mopping floors and dealing with a pest problem? It turns 
out, a whole lot.

STAR WARS AOR FINN #1 MCKONE PUZZLE PC VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A LITTLE REBELLION! Before he was a rebel hero, FINN had another calling. He 
was... a janitor. But how could this lead FN-2187 to question everything? How much 
action can someone see mopping floors and dealing with a pest problem? It turns 
out, a whole lot.

STAR WARS AOR FINN #1 MOVIE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99A LITTLE REBELLION! Before he was a rebel hero, FINN had another calling. He 
was... a janitor. But how could this lead FN-2187 to question everything? How much 
action can someone see mopping floors and dealing with a pest problem? It turns 
out, a whole lot.

STAR WARS AOR SPECIAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99A ONE-SHOT SPECIAL FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE CHARACTERS FROM THE 
NEW STAR WARS TRILOGY! Star Wars fans first met Resistance leader and 
confidante of Leia Organa VICE ADMIRAL AMILYN HOLDO at the end of her story in 
2017's The Last Jedi-now, witness her triumphant beginning! This July, Hugo Award-
winning writer G. Willow Wilson (MS. MARVEL) explores a pivotal conflict in Holdo's 
early career that will start the young woman down the path to heroic infamy for the 
rebellion! With her ship at the mercy of a dangerous enemy, it's up to Holdo to 
outsmart their foe and win the confidence of her compatriots in the process. With art 
by Elsa Charratier! The infamous 'pirate queen' of Takodana, MAZ KANATA, thought 
she'd seen everything in her thousand-plus years of running a bar and hiring 
smugglers. But it turns out that the criminal underworld is always full of new 
surprises…especially when she hires HAN SOLO and CHEWBACCA for a job! Story 
by Tom Taylor (AGE OF RESISTANCE)! o And Poe Dameron's loyal companion, the 
astromech droid BB-8, just can't seem to stay out of trouble. His missions always 
seem to escalate into a full-blown adventures!  And if it means a win for his friends 
and the heroic Resistance freedom-fighters the little droid will stop at nothing to get 
the job done! Story by CHRIS ELIOPOULOS!

STAR WARS AOR SPECIAL #1 ZIRCHER GREATEST MOMENTS VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99A ONE-SHOT SPECIAL FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE CHARACTERS FROM THE 
NEW STAR WARS TRILOGY! Star Wars fans first met Resistance leader and 
confidante of Leia Organa VICE ADMIRAL AMILYN HOLDO at the end of her story in 
2017's The Last Jedi-now, witness her triumphant beginning! This July, Hugo Award-
winning writer G. Willow Wilson (MS. MARVEL) explores a pivotal conflict in Holdo's 
early career that will start the young woman down the path to heroic infamy for the 
rebellion! With her ship at the mercy of a dangerous enemy, it's up to Holdo to 
outsmart their foe and win the confidence of her compatriots in the process. With art 
by Elsa Charratier! The infamous 'pirate queen' of Takodana, MAZ KANATA, thought 
she'd seen everything in her thousand-plus years of running a bar and hiring 
smugglers. But it turns out that the criminal underworld is always full of new 
surprises…especially when she hires HAN SOLO and CHEWBACCA for a job! Story 
by Tom Taylor (AGE OF RESISTANCE)! o And Poe Dameron's loyal companion, the 
astromech droid BB-8, just can't seem to stay out of trouble. His missions always 
seem to escalate into a full-blown adventures!  And if it means a win for his friends 
and the heroic Resistance freedom-fighters the little droid will stop at nothing to get 
the job done! Story by CHRIS ELIOPOULOS!

STAR WARS DOCTOR APHRA #34

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'UNSPEAKABLE REBEL SUPERWEAPON' CONTINUES! Hiding out on the world 
where she grew up, everyone's favorite scoundreless, DOCTOR APHRA, takes a trip 
down memory. NB: Turns out memory lane is a hellhole covered in the agonizing 
thermal landmines of emotional honesty and family dysfunction. NB (2): Also bounty 
hunters. Lots and lots of bounty hunters.



STAR WARS DOCTOR APHRA #34 WIJNGAARD GREATEST MOMENTS VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'UNSPEAKABLE REBEL SUPERWEAPON' CONTINUES! Hiding out on the world 
where she grew up, everyone's favorite scoundreless, DOCTOR APHRA, takes a trip 
down memory. NB: Turns out memory lane is a hellhole covered in the agonizing 
thermal landmines of emotional honesty and family dysfunction. NB (2): Also bounty 
hunters. Lots and lots of bounty hunters.

STAR WARS GALAXYS EDGE #4 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE GREATER OF TWO EVILS! As the elite RED FURY stormtroopers of THE 
FIRST ORDER edge closer, KENDOH and her crew are running out of time to run 
their heist. But what does the mysterious score have to do with a DOCTOR APHRA 
mission 30 years in the past? Only Dok-Ondar knows the secret, and he may have to 
kill to keep it!

STAR WARS GALAXYS EDGE #4 (OF 5) STACEY LEE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE GREATER OF TWO EVILS! As the elite RED FURY stormtroopers of THE 
FIRST ORDER edge closer, KENDOH and her crew are running out of time to run 
their heist. But what does the mysterious score have to do with a DOCTOR APHRA 
mission 30 years in the past? Only Dok-Ondar knows the secret, and he may have to 
kill to keep it!

STAR WARS LEGENDS EPIC COLL ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS TP VOL 04

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99The search for Solo! The lovable rogue, frozen in carbonite, has been taken to Jabba 
the Hutt - and our favorite rebels want Han back! But as Lando Calrissian returns to 
find Cloud City a death trap, R2-D2 and C-3PO face a dangerous spacewalk! 
Elsewhere, Luke Skywalker braves a beast on Bazarre - and joins Chewbacca inside 
a Mind Spider! Leia undertakes an explosive mission! Shira Brie shares the story of 
her people! And in the wake of tragedy, Luke becomes a pariah! Screams in the void 
and threats like the Darker unsettle our heroes, but the hunt for Han soon leads the 
crew to bounty hunters Dengar, Bossk and IG-88! And the bizarre discovery of a 
golden statue of their lost friend leads to revelations from Han and Chewie's past! 
Collecting STAR WARS (1977) #56-73 and STAR WARS ANNUAL (1979) #2.

STAR WARS TARGET VADER #1 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE HUNTER! DARTH VADER is on the hunt for a mysterious criminal syndicate 
operating outside of THE EMPIRE's rule. But little does he know he's being hunted 
by a group of the galaxy's deadliest bounty hunters, hired by the syndicate to take 
out Vader once and for all. Led by fallen Imperial Officer BEILERT VALANCE, this 
ragtag group of assassins will stop at nothing to kill the biggest bounty of their lives.

STAR WARS TARGET VADER #1 (OF 6) CARNERO DESIGN VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE HUNTER! DARTH VADER is on the hunt for a mysterious criminal syndicate 
operating outside of THE EMPIRE's rule. But little does he know he's being hunted 
by a group of the galaxy's deadliest bounty hunters, hired by the syndicate to take 
out Vader once and for all. Led by fallen Imperial Officer BEILERT VALANCE, this 
ragtag group of assassins will stop at nothing to kill the biggest bounty of their lives.

STAR WARS TARGET VADER #1 (OF 6) CHECCHETTO VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE HUNTER! DARTH VADER is on the hunt for a mysterious criminal syndicate 
operating outside of THE EMPIRE's rule. But little does he know he's being hunted 
by a group of the galaxy's deadliest bounty hunters, hired by the syndicate to take 
out Vader once and for all. Led by fallen Imperial Officer BEILERT VALANCE, this 
ragtag group of assassins will stop at nothing to kill the biggest bounty of their lives.

STAR WARS TARGET VADER #1 (OF 6) MOVIE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99THE HUNTER! DARTH VADER is on the hunt for a mysterious criminal syndicate 
operating outside of THE EMPIRE's rule. But little does he know he's being hunted 
by a group of the galaxy's deadliest bounty hunters, hired by the syndicate to take 
out Vader once and for all. Led by fallen Imperial Officer BEILERT VALANCE, this 
ragtag group of assassins will stop at nothing to kill the biggest bounty of their lives.

STAR WARS TIE FIGHTER #4 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A NEW MISSION! A betrayal from one of their own! Is the squadron even ready to fly 
again after so many losses? And who are these new pilots who think they're good 
enough to join the ranks of SHADOW WING?

STAR WARS TIE FIGHTER #4 (OF 5) KIRK VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A NEW MISSION! A betrayal from one of their own! Is the squadron even ready to fly 
again after so many losses? And who are these new pilots who think they're good 
enough to join the ranks of SHADOW WING?

STAR WARS TP VOL 11 SCOURGING OF SHU-TORUN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99Kieron Gillen's run reaches its cataclysmic end! With her planet under threat, a brave 
royal battles to save it! No, not Princess Leia - this time it's Queen Trios of Shu-
Torun, ally to Darth Vader and the Empire! And Leia is the one on the attack, with an 
all-star team and a plan her enemy won't see coming! But some members of Leia's 
squad have schemes of their own. Meanwhile, Kanchar returns with his amazing 
cybernetic arm. And Luke Skywalker must hold out against the overwhelming force 
of…his own allies?! Plus: Just when you think things couldn't get worse for the 
rebels, they must find a way to survive an orbital bombardment! Will anyone escape 
Shu-Torun alive? Collecting STAR WARS (2015) #62-67.



STAR WARS VADER DARK VISIONS TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Who is Darth Vader? He has been many things: enforcer, commander, destroyer. He 
is, to many throughout the Galactic Empire, the ultimate symbol of power and fear. 
But there are those who have seen the Dark Lord in a different light. Some corners of 
the galaxy are so desperate that even Vader can be a knight in shining armor - while 
for certain Imperial Commanders, Vader's anger is the price of failure. But what is it 
like to lose your heart to a Sith Lord - and what fate awaits the star-crossed lover 
who has fallen for a man so unattainable? Plus, learn how it feels to be an X-wing 
pilot going head-to-head with Vader's TIE Fighter - and discover more of the many 
sides of the galaxy's greatest villain! Collecting STAR WARS: VADER - DARK 
VISIONS #1-5.

SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN #9

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After saving the citizens of San Francisco from the worst of THE WAR OF THE 
REALMS, the Superior Spider-Man is the toast of the town! The key to the city! A 
ticker-tape parade! Adoration of the masses! That should make him feel good, right? 
Whatever he's feeling, he should treasure it, because someone very dangerous is 
coming for him…

SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99Otto Octavius once again becomes the Superior Spider-Man! If you think you've 
already read the most intense, unexpected and surprisingly heartbreaking Superior 
Spider-Man story there is, prepare to be proven wrong! Leaving the moniker of 
Doctor Octopus behind, Otto is going to show the world he's the most pragmatic, 
most effective and - to him, anyway - best super hero on the planet. But when Terrax 
the Tamer - a villain who considerably overpowers him - strikes, being superior isn't 
enough. It's time to go cosmic! But is the world ready? After tussling with Terrax, Otto 
is looking forward to the usual Spider-Man fare of street-level villains - so imagine his 
dismay when a major magical threat rears its ugly head and he's forced 
to…ugh…ask for help! Will Doctor Strange lend a hand or stop Otto himself? 
Collecting SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN (2018) #1-6.

SWORD MASTER #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MIGHTY MARVEL MARTIAL ARTS DOUBLE TROUBLE! ALL NEW ONGOING 
SERIES! You saw him tear through Fire Goblins in WAR OF THE REALMS with his 
big, damn magic sword! Now learn the mysterious origins of LIN LIE, A.K.A. SWORD 
MASTER, Marvel's newest Chinese superhero, in the English language debut of the 
original series written by Shuizhu and drawn by Gunji! Haunted by dreams of 
demons, Lin Lie hunts for his missing archeologist father - and for the secret of the 
black sword he left behind. And in a brand new story written by Greg Pak (NEW 
AGENTS OF ATLAS), Sword Master teams up with SHANG-CHI! What happens 
when an undisciplined, untrained kid with a magic sword tangles with the one and 
only, undisputed MASTER OF KUNG FU? (Spoiler alert: they will indeed drive each 
other crazy, with huge ramifications for the Marvel Universe!)



SWORD MASTER #1 BILLY TAN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MIGHTY MARVEL MARTIAL ARTS DOUBLE TROUBLE! ALL NEW ONGOING 
SERIES! You saw him tear through Fire Goblins in WAR OF THE REALMS with his 
big, damn magic sword! Now learn the mysterious origins of LIN LIE, A.K.A. SWORD 
MASTER, Marvel's newest Chinese superhero, in the English language debut of the 
original series written by Shuizhu and drawn by Gunji! Haunted by dreams of 
demons, Lin Lie hunts for his missing archeologist father - and for the secret of the 
black sword he left behind. And in a brand new story written by Greg Pak (NEW 
AGENTS OF ATLAS), Sword Master teams up with SHANG-CHI! What happens 
when an undisciplined, untrained kid with a magic sword tangles with the one and 
only, undisputed MASTER OF KUNG FU? (Spoiler alert: they will indeed drive each 
other crazy, with huge ramifications for the Marvel Universe!)

SWORD MASTER #1 CHRISTOPHER ACTION FIGURE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MIGHTY MARVEL MARTIAL ARTS DOUBLE TROUBLE! ALL NEW ONGOING 
SERIES! You saw him tear through Fire Goblins in WAR OF THE REALMS with his 
big, damn magic sword! Now learn the mysterious origins of LIN LIE, A.K.A. SWORD 
MASTER, Marvel's newest Chinese superhero, in the English language debut of the 
original series written by Shuizhu and drawn by Gunji! Haunted by dreams of 
demons, Lin Lie hunts for his missing archeologist father - and for the secret of the 
black sword he left behind. And in a brand new story written by Greg Pak (NEW 
AGENTS OF ATLAS), Sword Master teams up with SHANG-CHI! What happens 
when an undisciplined, untrained kid with a magic sword tangles with the one and 
only, undisputed MASTER OF KUNG FU? (Spoiler alert: they will indeed drive each 
other crazy, with huge ramifications for the Marvel Universe!)

SWORD MASTER #1 PHILIP TAN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99MIGHTY MARVEL MARTIAL ARTS DOUBLE TROUBLE! ALL NEW ONGOING 
SERIES! You saw him tear through Fire Goblins in WAR OF THE REALMS with his 
big, damn magic sword! Now learn the mysterious origins of LIN LIE, A.K.A. SWORD 
MASTER, Marvel's newest Chinese superhero, in the English language debut of the 
original series written by Shuizhu and drawn by Gunji! Haunted by dreams of 
demons, Lin Lie hunts for his missing archeologist father - and for the secret of the 
black sword he left behind. And in a brand new story written by Greg Pak (NEW 
AGENTS OF ATLAS), Sword Master teams up with SHANG-CHI! What happens 
when an undisciplined, untrained kid with a magic sword tangles with the one and 
only, undisputed MASTER OF KUNG FU? (Spoiler alert: they will indeed drive each 
other crazy, with huge ramifications for the Marvel Universe!)

SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN #4 (OF 5)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99PETER DAVID and GREG LAND continue their tale that takes place during the 
original Alien Costume Saga! Mysterio finds himself in possession of a sliver of the 
black costume, unaware of its true nature...  Then, tensions continue to mount 
between Peter Parker, A.K.A. SPIDER-MAN, and his girlfriend, Felicia Hardy, A.K.A. 
THE BLACK CAT, as she's been keeping something from him - something that 
threatens to tear apart their relationship!



SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN #4 (OF 5) LIM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99PETER DAVID and GREG LAND continue their tale that takes place during the 
original Alien Costume Saga! Mysterio finds himself in possession of a sliver of the 
black costume, unaware of its true nature...  Then, tensions continue to mount 
between Peter Parker, A.K.A. SPIDER-MAN, and his girlfriend, Felicia Hardy, A.K.A. 
THE BLACK CAT, as she's been keeping something from him - something that 
threatens to tear apart their relationship!

SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN #4 (OF 5) SAVIUK VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99PETER DAVID and GREG LAND continue their tale that takes place during the 
original Alien Costume Saga! Mysterio finds himself in possession of a sliver of the 
black costume, unaware of its true nature...  Then, tensions continue to mount 
between Peter Parker, A.K.A. SPIDER-MAN, and his girlfriend, Felicia Hardy, A.K.A. 
THE BLACK CAT, as she's been keeping something from him - something that 
threatens to tear apart their relationship!

THANOS #4 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Gamora is coming into her own, but as the bond between her and Thanos continues 
to grow, so does the unrest among the proto-Black Order… Now, with the threat of 
mutiny brewing underfoot, Thanos will do anything to keep his power - no matter the 
cost.

THANOS #4 (OF 6) CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Gamora is coming into her own, but as the bond between her and Thanos continues 
to grow, so does the unrest among the proto-Black Order… Now, with the threat of 
mutiny brewing underfoot, Thanos will do anything to keep his power - no matter the 
cost.

THOR #15

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99WAR OF THE REALMS EPILOGUE! NEW STATUS QUO FOR THE GOD OF 
THUNDER! To end the War of the Realms, Thor made a sacrifice that will leave him 
forever changed. Now he must face the choices he's made. What lies ahead for the 
God of Thunder? Jason Aaron's legendary run draws to a close - don't miss the start 
of his final arc!

THOR #15 MCKONE CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99WAR OF THE REALMS EPILOGUE! NEW STATUS QUO FOR THE GOD OF 
THUNDER! To end the War of the Realms, Thor made a sacrifice that will leave him 
forever changed. Now he must face the choices he's made. What lies ahead for the 
God of Thunder? Jason Aaron's legendary run draws to a close - don't miss the start 
of his final arc!

THOR OF REALMS TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99Join Thor and his family on a titanic tour of the Ten Realms! Witness the ancient 
origin of Yggdrasil the World-Tree! Thor leads a desperate battle against the 
relentless Mangog - for Asgard! Learn how a foolhardy adventure in Niffleheim led 
young Thor to be banished! Loki declares war on Midgard - and visits his childhood 
self in Jotunheim! From Svartalfheim, Dark Elf Malekith plots to unleash the Casket 
of Ancient Winters - and Odin recalls the ancient trip to Muspelheim that began his 
age-old rivalry with Surtur! Plus: Alfheim! Vanaheim! Nidavellir's role in the origin of 
Mjolnir! And the stunning revelation of the Tenth Realm of Heven! Collecting THOR 
(1966) #157, #159, #233-234 and #347-349; THOR (2007) #12; THOR: THE TRIAL 
OF THOR; MIGHTY THOR (2015) #12; ORIGINAL SIN #5.1; and material from 
JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY (1952) #97 and THOR (1966) #400.

TIMELYS GREATEST HC GOLDEN AGE SIMON & KIRBY OMNIBUS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$150.00Marvel proudly presents TIMELY'S GREATEST, a series of once-in-a-lifetime 
volumes featuring the best stories of the Golden Age, when Marvel was known as 
Timely Comics! Joe Simon and Jack Kirby entered the comic-book field separately 
and undoubtedly would have made major impacts on their own - but when their 
talents came together, it wasn't an impact, it was an earthquake. The Simon & Kirby 
team immediately became synonymous with innovative storytelling, powerful artwork 
and hit characters. They would birth some of the 1940s' most enduring creations, 
including the embodiment of a nation's fighting spirit: Captain America! This 
Omnibus collects Simon & Kirby's Timely Comics stories and covers, from the Vision 
to the Fiery Mask - and the rare Red Raven! Collecting material from DARING 
MYSTERY COMICS #1-3 and #6-8, RED RAVEN COMICS #1, MARVEL MYSTERY 
COMICS #12-25, HUMAN TORCH COMICS #2, CAPTAIN AMERICA COMICS #1-
10, ALL-WINNERS COMICS (1941) #1-2, USA COMICS #1-3, YOUNG ALLIES 
COMICS #1 and MYSTIC COMICS (1941) #7.

TIMELYS GREATEST HC GOLDEN AGE SIMON & KIRBY OMNIBUS DM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$150.00Marvel proudly presents TIMELY'S GREATEST, a series of once-in-a-lifetime 
volumes featuring the best stories of the Golden Age, when Marvel was known as 
Timely Comics! Joe Simon and Jack Kirby entered the comic-book field separately 
and undoubtedly would have made major impacts on their own - but when their 
talents came together, it wasn't an impact, it was an earthquake. The Simon & Kirby 
team immediately became synonymous with innovative storytelling, powerful artwork 
and hit characters. They would birth some of the 1940s' most enduring creations, 
including the embodiment of a nation's fighting spirit: Captain America! This 
Omnibus collects Simon & Kirby's Timely Comics stories and covers, from the Vision 
to the Fiery Mask - and the rare Red Raven! Collecting material from DARING 
MYSTERY COMICS #1-3 and #6-8, RED RAVEN COMICS #1, MARVEL MYSTERY 
COMICS #12-25, HUMAN TORCH COMICS #2, CAPTAIN AMERICA COMICS #1-
10, ALL-WINNERS COMICS (1941) #1-2, USA COMICS #1-3, YOUNG ALLIES 
COMICS #1 and MYSTIC COMICS (1941) #7.



TONY STARK IRON MAN #14

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE ONE-STEP PROGRAM'-When Iron Man tells Captain Marvel that he can't be 
her sponsor because he may or may not have fallen off the wagon, Carol doesn't it 
take it well. What is Tony Stark's new high-tech solution for sobriety? Find out why 
this might be his worst idea yet. Featuring the villainy of the all-new Spymaster. And 
follow Jocasta as she decides to go all in for 'the ultimate upgrade.'

TONY STARK IRON MAN #14 FERRY CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'THE ONE-STEP PROGRAM'-When Iron Man tells Captain Marvel that he can't be 
her sponsor because he may or may not have fallen off the wagon, Carol doesn't it 
take it well. What is Tony Stark's new high-tech solution for sobriety? Find out why 
this might be his worst idea yet. Featuring the villainy of the all-new Spymaster. And 
follow Jocasta as she decides to go all in for 'the ultimate upgrade.'

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE CARNAGE #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.00Reprinting Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #361!

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE CARNAGE USA #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.00Reprinting Carnage, U.S.A. (2011) #1!

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE MANIA #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.00Reprinting Venom (2003) #1!

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE MAXIMUM CARNAGE #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.00Reprinting material from Spider-Man Unlimited (1993) #1!

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE MIND BOMB #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.00Reprinting Carnage: Mind Bomb (1996) #1!

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE PLANET OF SYMBIOTES #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$1.00Reprinting material from Amazing Spider-Man Super Special #1!

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE SAVAGE REBIRTH #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.00Reprinting Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #430!

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE SEPARATION ANXIETY #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.00Reprinting Venom: Separation Anxiety (1994) #1!

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE SHE-VENOM #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.00Reprinting material from Venom: Sinner Takes All (1995) #3!

TRUE BELIEVERS ABSOLUTE CARNAGE VENOM VS CARNAGE #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$1.00Reprinting Venom vs. Carnage (2004) #1!

UNBEATABLE SQUIRREL GIRL #46

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A WAR OF THE REALMS TIE-IN! The MOST squirrel-centric WAR OF THE 
REALMS tie-in reaches its conclusion! Only one woman stands between the 
invading army of the Frost Giants and utter disaster on Earth, and that woman is 
SQUIRREL GI- hold on... hold on, sorry. I'm getting word that not one but TWO 
women actually stand between the Giants and utter disaster on Earth, and one of 
them is...RATATOSKR?? It seems unlikely that the Norse god of gossip would be on 
Team Doreen, let alone a valuable member of it - but hey, stranger things have 
happened, right? I can't think of any off the top of my head, but they've probably 
happened. Can SQUIRREL GIRL team up with her SMACK-TALKING ENEMY? Can 
two people who couldn't be more different find a common ground in time to save 
everyone? And will BRAIN DRAIN make it back from the Negative Zone? You may 
THINK you know the answers to these questions, but only by purchasing and then 
reading this illustrated picto-narrative will your suspicions be confirmed or denied!

UNCANNY X-MEN #21

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It all ends here. This is forever! As Cyclops' cleanup mission nears its close, all the 
problems the X-Men face come together. The truth behind the Hellfire Club's 
intentions, the culmination of the O.N.E.'s assaults on mutantkind and even the inner 
struggles within the team... It all ends here. This is forever.

UNCANNY X-MEN #21 SHALVEY CARNAGE-IZED VAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It all ends here. This is forever! As Cyclops' cleanup mission nears its close, all the 
problems the X-Men face come together. The truth behind the Hellfire Club's 
intentions, the culmination of the O.N.E.'s assaults on mutantkind and even the inner 
struggles within the team... It all ends here. This is forever.

UNCANNY X-MEN #22

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99It all ends here. This is forever! As Cyclops' cleanup mission nears its close, all the 
problems the X-Men face come together. The truth behind the Hellfire Club's 
intentions, the culmination of the O.N.E.'s assaults on mutantkind and even the inner 
struggles within the team... It all ends here. This is forever.

UNCANNY X-MEN #22 CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99It all ends here. This is forever! As Cyclops' cleanup mission nears its close, all the 
problems the X-Men face come together. The truth behind the Hellfire Club's 
intentions, the culmination of the O.N.E.'s assaults on mutantkind and even the inner 
struggles within the team... It all ends here. This is forever.

UNSTOPPABLE WASP #10

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's the final showdown between G.I.R.L. and A.I.M., and only one team of super-
scientists can come out on top! But what dark secret do the agents of A.I.M. know 
about Nadia's past? And once it comes to light, will anything ever be the same again?

VALKYRIE JANE FOSTER #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99JANE FOSTER STARS IN AN ALL-NEW NEW ONGOING SERIES! A new hero 
emerges straight from the pages of THE WAR OF THE REALMS! For years, you 
knew her as Dr. Jane Foster, one of Thor's most steadfast companions. Then you 
knew her as Thor, the Goddess of Thunder, who took up the mantle when no other 
hero - god or human - was worthy. Now Jane takes on a new role as Valkyrie, guide 
and ferrywoman to the dead! But her days of punching are far from over. WAR OF 
THE REALMS master architect Jason Aaron and superstar Al Ewing (IMMORTAL 
HULK) join forces with rising star artist CAFU for the book that'll have everyone 
talking!

VALKYRIE JANE FOSTER #1 ARTIST B VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99JANE FOSTER STARS IN AN ALL-NEW NEW ONGOING SERIES! A new hero 
emerges straight from the pages of THE WAR OF THE REALMS! For years, you 
knew her as Dr. Jane Foster, one of Thor's most steadfast companions. Then you 
knew her as Thor, the Goddess of Thunder, who took up the mantle when no other 
hero - god or human - was worthy. Now Jane takes on a new role as Valkyrie, guide 
and ferrywoman to the dead! But her days of punching are far from over. WAR OF 
THE REALMS master architect Jason Aaron and superstar Al Ewing (IMMORTAL 
HULK) join forces with rising star artist CAFU for the book that'll have everyone 
talking!

VALKYRIE JANE FOSTER #1 DAUTERMAN VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99JANE FOSTER STARS IN AN ALL-NEW NEW ONGOING SERIES! A new hero 
emerges straight from the pages of THE WAR OF THE REALMS! For years, you 
knew her as Dr. Jane Foster, one of Thor's most steadfast companions. Then you 
knew her as Thor, the Goddess of Thunder, who took up the mantle when no other 
hero - god or human - was worthy. Now Jane takes on a new role as Valkyrie, guide 
and ferrywoman to the dead! But her days of punching are far from over. WAR OF 
THE REALMS master architect Jason Aaron and superstar Al Ewing (IMMORTAL 
HULK) join forces with rising star artist CAFU for the book that'll have everyone 
talking!

VALKYRIE JANE FOSTER #1 DODSON VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99JANE FOSTER STARS IN AN ALL-NEW NEW ONGOING SERIES! A new hero 
emerges straight from the pages of THE WAR OF THE REALMS! For years, you 
knew her as Dr. Jane Foster, one of Thor's most steadfast companions. Then you 
knew her as Thor, the Goddess of Thunder, who took up the mantle when no other 
hero - god or human - was worthy. Now Jane takes on a new role as Valkyrie, guide 
and ferrywoman to the dead! But her days of punching are far from over. WAR OF 
THE REALMS master architect Jason Aaron and superstar Al Ewing (IMMORTAL 
HULK) join forces with rising star artist CAFU for the book that'll have everyone 
talking!

VALKYRIE JANE FOSTER #1 HIDDEN GEM VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99JANE FOSTER STARS IN AN ALL-NEW NEW ONGOING SERIES! A new hero 
emerges straight from the pages of THE WAR OF THE REALMS! For years, you 
knew her as Dr. Jane Foster, one of Thor's most steadfast companions. Then you 
knew her as Thor, the Goddess of Thunder, who took up the mantle when no other 
hero - god or human - was worthy. Now Jane takes on a new role as Valkyrie, guide 
and ferrywoman to the dead! But her days of punching are far from over. WAR OF 
THE REALMS master architect Jason Aaron and superstar Al Ewing (IMMORTAL 
HULK) join forces with rising star artist CAFU for the book that'll have everyone 
talking!

VENOM #16

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99After weeks on the run and battling the monsters of Asgard through the WAR OF 
THE REALMS, Eddie Brock finally has a moment to catch his breath. But without his 
symbiote, getting even the basic necessities will become a challenge for Eddie 
Brock. Which means that keeping his son, Dylan, alive will be too!

VENOM #16 LIM CARNAGE-IZED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After weeks on the run and battling the monsters of Asgard through the WAR OF 
THE REALMS, Eddie Brock finally has a moment to catch his breath. But without his 
symbiote, getting even the basic necessities will become a challenge for Eddie 
Brock. Which means that keeping his son, Dylan, alive will be too!

VENOM ANNUAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99VENOM VS. LADY HELLBENDER! After a busy few months, Eddie Brock and the 
symbiote are back together, but their union isn't so perfect anymore... Meanwhile, the 
galaxy's fiercest monster hunter is headed to Earth with a taste for klyntar... PLUS! 
The Origin of Lady Hellbender!

VENOM ANNUAL #1 CHRISTOPHER CONNECTING VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99VENOM VS. LADY HELLBENDER! After a busy few months, Eddie Brock and the 
symbiote are back together, but their union isn't so perfect anymore... Meanwhile, the 
galaxy's fiercest monster hunter is headed to Earth with a taste for klyntar... PLUS! 
The Origin of Lady Hellbender!

VENOM ANNUAL #1 RIAN GONZALES VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99VENOM VS. LADY HELLBENDER! After a busy few months, Eddie Brock and the 
symbiote are back together, but their union isn't so perfect anymore... Meanwhile, the 
galaxy's fiercest monster hunter is headed to Earth with a taste for klyntar... PLUS! 
The Origin of Lady Hellbender!

VENOM BY DONNY CATES HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.99Rising star Donny Cates and blockbuster artist Ryan Stegman transform the world of 
Venom! An ancient and primordial evil has surfaced beneath the streets of New 
York. With it, something equally disturbing has been awakened in Venom, that most 
wicked of web-slingers! The symbiote may still be a lethal protector of innocents in 
New York, but this never-before-seen threat may force Venom to relinquish 
everything it holds dear - including its human host, Eddie Brock! Eddie and the 
symbiote summon the strength to defend New York against the most powerful foe 
they've ever faced, but one more thing stands in their way: Miles Morales, the newest 
Spider-Man! And relations between Eddie and the symbiote become ever more 
strained when new questions about the creature and its otherworldly origins come to 
light! Collecting VENOM (2018) #1-12.



WAR OF REALMS OMEGA #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE WAR IS OVER - AND THE MARVEL UNIVERSE MUST PICK UP THE PIECES! 
Midgard is broken, and as heroes of Asgard and Earth alike start to sift through the 
pieces, new heroes - and villains - emerge. What's next for Jane Foster, now free of 
the hammer she was willing to die to hold? Thor's brother Loki faced a terrible fate in 
the War of the Realms - and now the god of mischief must make himself anew. For 
the Punisher, the war isn't even close to finished - but this time, he's got his own 
army. And for Thor himself, destiny has finally arrived. The God of Thunder strikes 
out for a whole new adventure!

WAR OF REALMS OMEGA #1 ARTIST A VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE WAR IS OVER - AND THE MARVEL UNIVERSE MUST PICK UP THE PIECES! 
Midgard is broken, and as heroes of Asgard and Earth alike start to sift through the 
pieces, new heroes - and villains - emerge. What's next for Jane Foster, now free of 
the hammer she was willing to die to hold? Thor's brother Loki faced a terrible fate in 
the War of the Realms - and now the god of mischief must make himself anew. For 
the Punisher, the war isn't even close to finished - but this time, he's got his own 
army. And for Thor himself, destiny has finally arrived. The God of Thunder strikes 
out for a whole new adventure!

WAR OF REALMS OMEGA #1 ARTIST B VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE WAR IS OVER - AND THE MARVEL UNIVERSE MUST PICK UP THE PIECES! 
Midgard is broken, and as heroes of Asgard and Earth alike start to sift through the 
pieces, new heroes - and villains - emerge. What's next for Jane Foster, now free of 
the hammer she was willing to die to hold? Thor's brother Loki faced a terrible fate in 
the War of the Realms - and now the god of mischief must make himself anew. For 
the Punisher, the war isn't even close to finished - but this time, he's got his own 
army. And for Thor himself, destiny has finally arrived. The God of Thunder strikes 
out for a whole new adventure!

WAR OF REALMS STRIKEFORCE TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Earth's heroes undertake a multi-pronged mission to win the War of the Realms! 
With Thor trapped in Jotunheim, Captain America takes up the God of Thunder's ax, 
Jarnbjorn, and leads a team including Spider-Man, Wolverine, Luke Cage and Iron 
Fist into the land of ice and snow in search of their fellow Avenger! Meanwhile, All-
Mother Freyja leads the charge to shut down Malekith's Black Bifrost - and Hulk, 
Blade, Ghost Rider and Punisher follow her straight into the Dark Elf's home territory! 
And it's up to Captain Marvel and her War Avengers - Weapon H, Captain Britain, 
Venom, Deadpool, Winter Soldier and Black Widow - to reclaim the Earth! But 
Malekith's army is vast, and Carol is fighting a losing battle! Collecting WAR OF THE 
REALMS STRIKEFORCE: THE LAND OF THE GIANTS, THE DARK ELF REALM 
and THE WAR AVENGERS.

WAR OF REALMS TP



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99Asgard. Alfheim. Heven. Jotunheim. Muspelheim. Niffleheim. Nidavellir. 
Svartalfheim. Vanaheim. All of the Ten Realms have fallen to Malekith and his army, 
except one: Midgard. Home to Thor's beloved humans. Home to heroes and gods 
alike. Now, at last, Midgard burns. All hell breaks loose in New York City as Malekith 
and his allies begin their invasion - and our greatest heroes watch as Earth falls! 
With Thor trapped in the land of the Frost Giants and Earth's forces overwhelmed, 
Black Panther, Jane Foster and Doctor Strange undertake a desperate gamble. 
What can possibly stop Malekith and his army? Spider-Man, Daredevil, Punisher, 
Ghost Rider, Blade, Hulk and more join the fray as Jason Aaron's epic Thor saga 
explodes across the Marvel Universe in an event for the ages! Collecting WAR OF 
THE REALMS #1-6 and WAR OF THE REALMS: OMEGA.

WAR OF REALMS TP GIANT-MAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Malekith's invading army has giants - but so does Midgard! As the War of the 
Realms rages, four men must rise to monstrous heights at the behest of All-Mother 
Freyja and infiltrate the savage territory of Florida - now known as New Jotunheim! 
Ant-Man, Giant-Man, Goliath and Atlas go sky-scraping shoulder-to-shoulder on a 
deadly mission to kill the patriarch of all Frost Giants: Ymir! And how exactly will they 
penetrate King Laufey's forces? By becoming masters of disguise! But what role will 
Atlas' former teammate, the unpredictable Moonstone, play role in all this? Plus: 
More tales of the War of the Realms - including a Howard the Duck story by Chip 
Zdarsky and Joe Quinones! Collecting GIANT-MAN #1-3 and material from WAR OF 
THE REALMS: WAR SCROLLS #1.

WEB OF VENOM FUNERAL PYRE #1 #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99For weeks, the serial killer called Carnage has been hunting former symbiote hosts 
and killing them. Next on his list is ANDI BENTON, formerly MANIA, who's back to 
living in Philadelphia and without any symbiote to save her…   The path of bodies 
that leads to ABSOLUTE CARNAGE continues here!

WEB OF VENOM FUNERAL PYRE #1 ARTIST A VAR #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99For weeks, the serial killer called Carnage has been hunting former symbiote hosts 
and killing them. Next on his list is ANDI BENTON, formerly MANIA, who's back to 
living in Philadelphia and without any symbiote to save her…   The path of bodies 
that leads to ABSOLUTE CARNAGE continues here!

WEB OF VENOM FUNERAL PYRE #1 ARTIST B VAR #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99For weeks, the serial killer called Carnage has been hunting former symbiote hosts 
and killing them. Next on his list is ANDI BENTON, formerly MANIA, who's back to 
living in Philadelphia and without any symbiote to save her…   The path of bodies 
that leads to ABSOLUTE CARNAGE continues here!

WOLVERINE AND CAPTAIN AMERICA WEAPON PLUS #1



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE SECRET HISTORY BEHIND THEIR ORIGINS REVEALED! In 1940, scientists 
attempted to make a man into the perfect weapon, a Super-Soldier. They failed and 
made him a legend instead. Before the turn of the century, they tried again for the 
tenth time. They failed, making a man into death incarnate. At long last, ETHAN 
SACKS (OLD MAN HAWKEYE, STAR WARS: GALAXY'S EDGE) and DIOGENES 
NEVES (GREEN ARROW, DEATHSTROKE) reveals the shadowy connections 
between Captain America, Wolverine and many more of the Marvel U's Super-
Soldiers… including some surprises! The conspiracy begins here!

WOLVERINE AND CAPTAIN AMERICA WEAPON PLUS #1 BACHALO VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99THE SECRET HISTORY BEHIND THEIR ORIGINS REVEALED! In 1940, scientists 
attempted to make a man into the perfect weapon, a Super-Soldier. They failed and 
made him a legend instead. Before the turn of the century, they tried again for the 
tenth time. They failed, making a man into death incarnate. At long last, ETHAN 
SACKS (OLD MAN HAWKEYE, STAR WARS: GALAXY'S EDGE) and DIOGENES 
NEVES (GREEN ARROW, DEATHSTROKE) reveals the shadowy connections 
between Captain America, Wolverine and many more of the Marvel U's Super-
Soldiers… including some surprises! The conspiracy begins here!

WOLVERINE VS BLADE SPECIAL #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Two of the deadliest hunters ever to have stalked the night face off! Wolverine vs. 
Blade - 'nuff said!

WOLVERINE VS BLADE SPECIAL #1 SCALERA VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Two of the deadliest hunters ever to have stalked the night face off! Wolverine vs. 
Blade - 'nuff said!

X-23 TP VOL 02 X-ASSASSIN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99X-23 vs. Honey Badger! A series of gruesome murders. A killer who disappears 
without a trace. Laura and Gabby are on the hunt. But when X-23 comes face-to-face 
with the mysterious X-Assassin, nothing is as it seems! And when Laura and Gabby 
find the X-Assassin's creators, they might not agree on what to do about this barely 
human executioner. As Laura investigates its origins and Gabby does her best to find 
its soul, they quickly discover that this isn't the only threat facing them! What will they 
do when they encounter an army of genetically altered assassins? And what are the 
secrets of the shadowy organization called Harvest that threaten to drive a wedge 
between these two sisters? Is this the end for Laura and Gabby Kinney? Collecting X-
23 (2018) #7-12.

X-FORCE #10

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99With Rachel Summers under his control, Stryfe and his Mutant Liberation Front 
finally have the power to secure their futures - at the cost of everyone else's. Will 
Cable and his X-Force be able to stop them, or will the time stream be forever 
altered? Find out in this final showdown!

X-MEN #1 FACSIMILE EDITION

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Stan Lee and Jack Kirby introduce the mighty mutants to the Marvel Universe! 
Training to fight for a world that hates and fears them, they are the Uncanny X-Men! 
Cyclops! Beast! Iceman! Angel! And their newest recruit, Marvel Girl! Professor 
Charles Xavier brings together these Children of the Atom to teach them to use their 
mutant powers to protect mankind - and they're quickly forced into action when 
Magneto, the Master of Magnetism, strikes! The X-Men are a pop-culture 
phenomenon, and this is the story that birthed the legend! It's one of the all-time 
great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! 
Reprinting X-MEN (1963) #1.

X-MEN #137 FACSIMILE EDITION

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Jean Grey makes the ultimate sacrifice in the heartbreaking climax of the 
unforgettable Dark Phoenix Saga! Summoned by the alien Shi'ar to answer for the 
cosmic crimes of the Phoenix, Jean Grey must stand trial - by combat! The X-Men 
and the Shi'ar Imperial Guard do battle on the moon to decide Jean's fate! But can 
she keep her dark side under control? Or will the Dark Phoenix rise against her 
friends? One of the greatest love stories in all of comics - Jean Grey and Scott 
Summers - ends in tragedy in an issue that shocked X-Men fans and sent ripples 
through the entire comics industry! It's one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, 
boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprinting X-MEN (1963) #137.

X-MEN EPIC COLLECTION TP DISSOLUTION AND REBIRTH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99Outback - and out-gunned! The X-Men are brought to their lowest point as the team 
slowly breaks apart - but who will rise to take their place? When Nanny attacks the X-
Men's Australian base, tragedy strikes for Storm! The cyborg Reavers take their 
revenge - and they've got brutal plans for Wolverine! The mystical Siege Perilous 
heralds a fresh start for the besieged mutants, but Psylocke will find herself 
transformed into the Mandarin's ninja assassin! Can Jubilee and a grievously injured 
Wolverine bring her back to the light? Meanwhile, a new team forms on Muir Island, 
but Legion's secret means tragedy for Freedom Force! Banshee and Forge begin a 
quest for the missing X-Men, but they'll encounter more than they expected! And the 
mutant thief Gambit makes his uncanny entrance! Superstar Jim Lee debuts for an X-
citing new era! Collecting UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) #248-267.

X-MEN GRAND DESIGN TP X-TINCTION

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$29.99The series that has critics and fans raving returns for its final installment! The fall and 
rise of the X-Men revisited! Relive the now-classic storylines of the 1980s - including 
the Mutant Massacre, the Fall of the Mutants, Inferno and the X-Tinction Agenda! 
And it's out with the old and in with the blue and gold as the X-Men enter the '90s! An 
explosive era of X-Men history is revisited, expanded and polished for a new 
generation - including the debuts of such 1990s mainstays as Jubilee, Gambit, 
Psylocke, Mister Sinister and more! The final chapter of this best-selling prestige 
series caps off the first three decades of X-Men lore in one neat package - all of it 
brought to life by the master of graphic fiction himself, Ed Piskor! Collecting X-MEN: 
GRAND DESIGN - X-TINCTION #1-2 - plus the classic UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) 
#268, masterfully recolored by Ed. Presented in the same dynamic, oversized format 
of the best-selling Hip Hop Family Tree.

X-MEN MILESTONES TP MUTANT MASSACRE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.99The biggest and best adventures of Marvel's mighty mutants - these are the X-Men 
Milestones! The Morlocks: a community of mutant outcasts living beneath the streets 
of Manhattan. The Marauders: professional mutant assassins, employed by a 
mysterious evil to wipe out the Morlocks! Between the two stand some of Marvel's 
most heroic: the X-Men, X-Factor, the New Mutants, Power Pack, Daredevil and 
Thor! But taken by surprise by the Marauders' overwhelming onslaught, can these 
disparate heroes hope to save any of the Morlocks? And even if they can, what will 
be the cost? Be there as the X-Men are shattered, Thor is grievously wounded and 
the Angel is changed forever! Collecting UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) #210-214, X-
FACTOR (1986) #9-11, NEW MUTANTS (1983) #46, THOR (1966) #373-374, 
POWER PACK (1984) #27 and DAREDEVIL (1964) #238.

PUBLISHER MARVEL PRESS

FIRST DAY OF GROOT YR PICTURE BOOK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Just like the rest of us, Groot's learning that there's a first time (and a first day!) for 
everything. Follow Rocket and Groot as they set off across the galaxy learning new 
lessons, developing new skills, and making new memories with friends along the 
way. With so many new experiences on the horizon, Groot's sure to have a first day 
rooted in spectacular fun, heroics, and everything in between. Don't be late for this 
thrilling adventure with the mightiest heroes from Earth and beyond! Told in rhyme 
and accompanied by colorful and action-packed illustrations, First Day of Groot! is 
the perfect story to help little learners get excited about first-time experiences.

PUBLISHER MOONSTONE

KOLCHAK NIGHTSTALKER LAST TEMPTATION NOVEL

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99A desperate phone call in the middle of the night from his friend Pat Novak snatches 
Carl Kolchak from his home and thrusts him into an unexpected, fateful reunion with 
someone he thought he'd lost forever. Soon after, a bizarre philanthropic 
organization tantalizes the intrepid reporter with an alluring picture of a perfect life, a 
prize only available to Kolchak by enduring a series of humiliating trials designed to 
either prove his mettle or sully his soul for all eternity. Eternal evil lurks in the stone 
and steel canyons of Kolchak's old stomping grounds of New York City in the guise 
of promises and possibilities…as well as the ultimate temptation.



PUBLISHER NBM

ZOMBILLENIUM DOUBLE HC VOL 1 & 2 GRETCHEN HUMAN RESOURCES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Francis von Bloodt, vampire, a good family man, manages the theme park 
Zombillenium. They don't just hire anyone, at Zombillenium: mere mortals need not 
apply, the park works only with genuine werewolves, vampires, and zombies. In the 
second chapter, tempers are flaring around Zombillenium, the monster amusement 
park run by monsters. When one hires only the dead (or witches!) in a region where 
unemployment is in the double digits, one must expect some friction. But things get 
particularly ugly when the park's security is breached from two sides: activists and a 
very strange visitor, mom to two peculiar sons the head of the park seems to 
remember from somewhere!

ZOMBILLENIUM HC VOL 04 AIR GIRL

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Zombillenium Park has never been better: its popularity has peaked following 
demonic reforms by Behemoth, who then decides to play his property in a very 
special competition: a witches' Sabbath! Gretchen, Aurelian and Von Bloodt, 
meanwhile, have set up an underground escape network in order to offer the 
damned the chance for reconversion, far from the nine circles of Hell, a dangerous 
secret opera-tion not appreciated by the park's board of directors. Determined to 
clean this out, they hire the services of a formidable enchantress who will turn into an 
arch-rival of Gretchen. Underground as in the air, the fight promises to be epic!

PUBLISHER NOBROW

SKIP GN (C: 1-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95In this epic tale of friendship, compassion, and growth, Molly Mendoza's stunning art 
and gripping storytelling immerses you in alternate world filled with mystical 
creatures and dazzling landscapes. When Bloom is thrown from their world, and 
Gloopy is exiled from their own, the two youngsters find in each other a much-
needed kindred spirit. But as they skip through dimensions and encounter weeping 
giants, alligator islands and topsy-turvy 2D worlds, they find that their greatest 
challenge will be facing their own fears back home.

PUBLISHER NOBROW - FLYING EYE BOOKS

AKISSI MORE TALES OF MISCHIEF GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.95The plucky, troublemaking Akissi is back with her mischief on The Ivory Coast! This 
time, she has to keep herself from drowning, stand up to a bully, make peace with 
her arch nemesis, the prettiest girl in school, and evade a witch doctor's potion. 
Inspired by her childhood, writer Marguerite Abouet takes readers on even more 
hilarious adventures. Lessons learned along the way include being friends with 
people you don't like, standing up for yourself, and dealing with the consequences of 
your actions.



PUBLISHER NORTHWEST PRESS

13 ASTONISHING LIVES OF THE NEUROMANTICS GN (MR) (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.9913 is a space opera that evokes Heavy Metal in its sexuality, innovation, and flat-out 
strangeness. In a future beset by poverty and subjugation, the privileged live in 
orbital penthouses and use the underclasses for parts. One young man has his arms 
taken from him and undertakes an epic journey to become whole.

ADVANCE DEATH SAVES FALLEN HEROES O/T KITCHEN TABLE HC (C: 0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99The second delightful anthology of gaming disasters, with more games, more rules, 
more deaths! Over 30 all-new stories that celebrate tabletop gaming and the beloved 
characters who lose their lives during play.

PUBLISHER ONI PRESS INC.

INVADER ZIM #45 CVR A (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The epic journey of Little Meat Man starts here! Who is Little Mean Man? Why is 
Little Meat Man? And why does ZIM love him so? HE LOVES HIM SO MUCH!

INVADER ZIM #45 CVR B CAB (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The epic journey of Little Meat Man starts here! Who is Little Mean Man? Why is 
Little Meat Man? And why does ZIM love him so? HE LOVES HIM SO MUCH!

KAIJUMAX TP VOL 04 SEASON FOUR SCALY IS NEW BLACK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Scaly is the New Black as we timidly venture into KAIJUMAX's sister location and 
meet its terrifying residents. After murdering her abusive inmate boyfriend and 
unable to scale back down to human size, former prison physician Dr. Zhang joins a 
collection of uranium addicts, violent offenders, con artists, Lovecraftian horrors, and 
metaphors for human encroachment in the heretofore unseen female wing of 
Kaijumax. New and returning kaiju assimilate into their respective species, join 
gangs, and establish their various prison hustles while the underfunded and 
overextended 5-robot prison administration scrambles to keep them under control. 

KRISS GIFT OF WRATH TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99For fans of The Graveyard Book and Through the Woods comes a different kind of 
YA fantasy graphic novel, in which a teen boy's search for his destiny leads him into 
darkness.



LONG CON #10

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Long Con-clusion! Victor and Dez finally come face to face with the nefarious 
Special Guest and confront him for his crimes against the Con. But when the true, 
breathtaking scope of his conspiracy is revealed, our heroes must call upon all their 
allies (and some of their more emotionally vulnerable enemies)-to defeat the dark 
intelligence responsible for the apocalypse itself. 

MORNING IN AMERICA #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's the end of the world, and the Sick Sisters are outflanked, outnumbered, and 
massively outgunned. When everything is falling apart around them, can they protect 
what's most important to them?

RICK & MORTY #52 CVR A (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In 'The Mortian,' Morty's crash landed on a random planet, and he's all by himself... 
just waiting for Rick to rescue him... when he runs into a race of cute alien creatures. 
How badly is he gonna screw this entire place up? 

RICK & MORTY #52 CVR B GANUCHEAU (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In 'The Mortian,' Morty's crash landed on a random planet, and he's all by himself... 
just waiting for Rick to rescue him... when he runs into a race of cute alien creatures. 
How badly is he gonna screw this entire place up? 

TEA DRAGON FESTIVAL HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$21.99Revisit the enchanting world of Tea Dragons with an all-new companion story to the 
two-time Eisner Award-winning graphic novel The Tea Dragon Society!  Rinn has 
grown up with the Tea Dragons that inhabit their village, but stumbling across a real 
dragon turns out to be a different matter entirely! Aedhan is a young dragon who was 
appointed to protect the village but fell asleep in the forest eighty years ago. With the 
aid of Rinn's adventuring uncle Erik and his partner Hesekiel, they investigate the 
mystery of his enchanted sleep, but Rinn's real challenge is to help Aedhan come to 
terms with feeling that he cannot get back the time he has lost.   Critically acclaimed 
graphic novelist Katie O'Neill delivers another charming, gentle fantasy story about 
finding your purpose, and the community that helps you along the way.  

WAIT WHAT GUIDE TO RELATIONSHIPS BODIES & GROWING UP GN

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$11.99Join friends Malia, Rico, Max, Sam and Alexis as they talk about all the weird and 
exciting parts of growing up! This supportive group of friends are guides for some 
tricky subjects. Using comics, activities and examples, they give encouragement and 
context for new and confusing feelings and experiences.  Inclusive of different kinds 
of genders, sexualities, and other identities, they talk about important topics like: ? 
Bodies, including puberty, body parts and body image ? Sexual and gender identity ? 
Gender roles and stereotypes ? Crushes, relationships, and sexual feelings ? 
Boundaries and consent ? The media and cultural messages, specifically around 
bodies and sex * How to be sensitive, kind, accepting, and mature ? Where to look 
for more information, support and help A fun and easy-to-read guide from expert sex 
educators that gives readers a good basis and an age-appropriate start with sex, 
bodies and relationships education! The perfect complement to any school 
curriculum.

PUBLISHER PAIZO INC

PATHFINDER ADV PATH AGE OF ASHES (P2) VOL 01 (OF 6)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99The Age of Ashes Adventure Path begins! When mysterious fires begin to burn atop 
the towers of a nearby citadel long ago abandoned by an order of Hellknights, a 
group of local heroes heads out to investigate. What they discover within the ruined 
castle and in the dungeons below its foundation will not only reveal an unexpected 
invasion and a long-forgotten magical wonder, but will propel these heroes forward 
into a continent-spanning conflict against cultists, slavers, and a fiery draconic 
devastation that could unleash an Age of Ashes upon the world! 

PATHFINDER BESTIARY HC (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99More than 400 of fantasy's fiercest foes burst from the pages of this enormous 360-
page compendium of the most popular and commonly encountered creatures in the 
world of Pathfinder! From familiar enemies like orcs, dragons, and vampires to new 
horrors like the living-nightmare nilith and the three-headed mutoli, to suitable 
servants for summoners of every alignment, this must-have companion to the 
Pathfinder Core Rulebook is crawling with creatures perfect for your Pathfinder 
adventures!

PATHFINDER BESTIARY HC SP ED (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$69.99More than 400 of fantasy's fiercest foes burst from the pages of this enormous 360-
page compendium of the most popular and commonly encountered creatures in the 
world of Pathfinder! From familiar enemies like orcs, dragons, and vampires to new 
horrors like the living-nightmare nilith and the three-headed mutoli, to suitable 
servants for summoners of every alignment, this must-have companion to the 
Pathfinder Core Rulebook is crawling with creatures perfect for your Pathfinder 
adventures! This deluxe special edition is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss 
cover elements and a bound-in ribbon bookmark. The perfect way to commemorate 
Pathfinder's new edition! (Cover color and design subject to change.)

PUBLISHER PAPERCUTZ

DINOSAUR EXPLORERS GN VOL 05 LOST IN JURASSIC



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99STEM-inspired comics adventures drawn in a full-color manga-style reminiscent of 
Dragonball Z, with special illustrated pages devoted to science facts. The Dinosaur 
Explorers - Rain, Emily, Sean, and Stone, along with Dr. Da Vinci, his assistant, 
Diana, and their robot helper, Starz - were all flung back in time by Dr. Da Vinci's 
particle transmitter, and the solar-power device can only bring them back to the 
present a few centuries at a time, giving them all a perfect opportunity to explore the 
past-provided they can actually survive it. They now find themselves back in the 
Jurassic, and they quickly find it's no walk in the park (Get it?) (Sorry.). This is the 
grand age of dinosaurs, but also the time when the first non-dinosaur animals begin 
to stretch their wings! Available in softcover and hardcover editions.

DINOSAUR EXPLORERS HC VOL 05 LOST IN JURASSIC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99STEM-inspired comics adventures drawn in a full-color manga-style reminiscent of 
Dragonball Z, with special illustrated pages devoted to science facts. The Dinosaur 
Explorers-Rain, Emily, Sean, and Stone, along with Dr. Da Vinci, his assistant, 
Diana, and their robot helper, Starz-- were all flung back in time by Dr. Da Vinci's 
particle transmitter, and the solar-power device can only bring them back to the 
present a few centuries at a time, giving them all a perfect opportunity to explore the 
past-provided they can actually survive it. They now find themselves back in the 
Jurassic, and they quickly find it's no walk in the park (Get it?) (Sorry.). This is the 
grand age of dinosaurs, but also the time when the first non-dinosaur animals begin 
to stretch their wings!

VINCENT GN BOOK 02 HEARTBREAK & PARTIES 101

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99In this hip, beautiful illustrated series, populated with an irresistible anthropomorphic 
cast of characters, things are really heating up for Vincent. It wasn't too long ago that 
he could only dream about being in a serious relationship, and suddenly finding 
himself involved with not one, but two incredible females. He's made his decision to 
get serious with Princess, and to just be friends with Lady. That's fine until Princess 
leaves for college. If it wasn't hard enough to maintain such a long distance 
relationship, Vincent's just got a call from Princess, saying 'We need to talk.' Can 
parties, RPG, and cheese empanadas ease Vincent's pain as he starts college life 
alone and confused?

PUBLISHER PIE BOOKS

RETROSPECTIVE SCENES FROM A SENTIMENTAL WORLD SC (MR) (C: 1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.95Do you remember a moment in your life when you wished the time would stop? 
Artwork in this book captures precious moments such as these, evoking your own 
precious memories that you cherish in your heart. Retrospective Scenes from a 
Sentimental World focuses on touching, delicate and emotional scenes, gathering 
together a collection of cityscapes, countryside, a beach, a classroom after school, 
and a building rooftop at dawn and dusk, sunrise and sunset. Each artist's strong 
sense of depth and transparency successfully illustrates the fragility and 
preciousness of life. Featuring 33 artists who are quickly gaining popularity on social 
media in Japan, including 13 creators newly added for this book, this book will touch 
readers' heartstrings and will inspire all kinds of artists and comic illustration fans.



PUBLISHER PS ARTBOOKS

PRE CODE CLASSICS SPACE ADVENTURES HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$45.99This bumper-full line-up from Charlton Comics' fearsomely far out and appropriately 
titled other-worldly Space Adventures comic from the 1950s has everything you 
could imagine. For fans of Quatermass, I Married A Monster From Outer Space, and 
Dan Dare, this volume of goodies near on demands that you dig out that old goldfish 
bowl and your holstered interstellar raygun. Writers and artists include Al Fago, Lou 
Morales, Frank Frollo, Albert Tyler, Art Cappello, Dick Giordano, John Bell and Stan 
Campbell.  Collects issues #1-5 (July 1952 to March 1953).

PRE CODE CLASSICS SPACE ADVENTURES SLIPCASE ED (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$55.99This bumper-full line-up from Charlton Comics' fearsomely far out and appropriately 
titled other-worldly Space Adventures comic from the 1950s has everything you 
could imagine. For fans of Quatermass, I Married A Monster From Outer Space, and 
Dan Dare, this volume of goodies near on demands that you dig out that old goldfish 
bowl and your holstered interstellar raygun. Writers and artists include Al Fago, Lou 
Morales, Frank Frollo, Albert Tyler, Art Cappello, Dick Giordano, John Bell and Stan 
Campbell.  Collects issues #1-5 (July 1952 to March 1953).

PRE CODE CLASSICS STRANGE SUSPENSE STORIES HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$45.99The still much maligned ranks of SF comicdom are swelled with the welcome and 
long overdue re-emergence this month of the first volume from PS Publishing of 
Fawcett Comics' wonderful Strange Suspense Stories. Harking from the very early 
1950s, this stuff is priceless, choc-full as it is with work from the likes of Sheldon 
Moldoff, Bob Powell, Bernard Baily, Ike Sekowsky, George Evans, Lou Cameron, Mo 
Marcus, Charles Nicholas and Doug Wildey. We're kind of excited already at the 
prospect of follow-up volumes of Fawcett strangeness. Collects issues #1-5 (June 
1952 to February 1953).

PRE CODE CLASSICS STRANGE SUSPENSE STORIES SLIPCASE VOL 01 (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$55.99The still much maligned ranks of SF comicdom are swelled with the welcome and 
long overdue re-emergence this month of the first volume from PS Publishing of 
Fawcett Comics' wonderful  Strange Suspense Stories. Harking from the very early 
1950s, this stuff is priceless, choc-full as it is with work from the likes of Sheldon 
Moldoff, Bob Powell, Bernard Baily, Ike Sekowsky, George Evans, Lou Cameron, Mo 
Marcus, Charles Nicholas and Doug Wildey. We're kind of excited already at the 
prospect of follow-up volumes of Fawcett strangeness. Collects issues #1-5 (June 
1952 to February 1953).

PUBLISHER QUIRK BOOKS

WE ARE HERE FOREVER GN (C: 0-1-0)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99In this post-apocalyptic comedy, it's survival of the cutest! After the most adorable 
apocalypse ever, the human race has vanished from the earth, replaced cute, 
innocent, playful purple creatures called the Puramus. In this hilarious and epic 
graphic novel, short interlocking stories follow the purple pals as they explore their 
new home, form a mini-monarchy, and develop a modern society on par with 21st-
century humans. A final act pulls us across time and space in the search for clues to 
the origins of the Puramus. Along the way, humor and intrigue abound: Can King 
defend his village when nobody understands what war is? Will Jingle work up the 
nerve to read her poetry at open mic night? Will Puff Puff ever stop floating?

PUBLISHER RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS YOUNG READE

DC SUPER FRIENDS BE BRAVE LIKE AQUAMAN SC (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99An all-new storybook featuring Aquaman and the DC Super Friends! Aquaman is a 
hero on land and in the sea. Now boys and girls ages 3 to 7 can be brave like 
Aquaman and his pals, the DC Super Friends! This new full-color storybook is the 
perfect way to help young swimmers (and readers) be brave and stay strong! 

PUBLISHER REBELLION / 2000AD

DEATH WISH BEST WISHES TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Blake Edmonds had it all - fame, money, looks... and then the world-famous F1 
driver suffered a terrible accident which left him hideously disfigured. Fashioning a 
mask to hide his terrible visage, Edmonds has taken on a new career as a stuntman, 
flirting with death on a regular basis. Mashing together the 70s F1 popularity wave 
with a macabre, uncanny horror and visceral action, Death Wish was a hit across the 
nation. Here the original strips are re-mastered in their entirety.

JUDGE DREDD GHOST TOWN 2000 AD DIGEST

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99Mega-City One, 2135 AD. After the destruction wrought by the Chaos Bug with most 
of the city in ruins, a decimated Justice Department is struggling to cope. With 
disease, corruption, and looting rife, there are some that seek to take advantage of 
the city's condition, including dangerous psychic, Algol Rey. Judge Dredd and Psi-
Judge Anderson have survived, but after all the violence and horror, can they bring 
order back to a damaged city? Their limits as Judges are put to the test!

OPERATION OVERLORD #3 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99Members of a Canadian paratrooper unit develop friendships and rivalry as they train 
for a mission to go behind the enemy lines and destroy the German gun battery at 
Merville, which threatens to annihilate the Allied D-Day landings unless it is pre-
emptively destroyed. A 48-page completely self-contained story featuring artwork by 
DC Comics and Star Wars artist David Fabbri.



SWEENY TODDLER HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99This collects all of Baxendale's Sweeny Toddler strips from Shiver and Shake and 
Whoopee! And includes an introduction from long-time Baxendale fan, Lew Stringer. 
One of the most highly-regarded cartoonists in British comics, Leo Baxendale has 
been responsible for creating many classic strips, including Minnie the Minx and The 
Bash Street Kids. Includes x 6 colour pages completely re-mastered from the original 
work and re-instated in this luxury format.

PUBLISHER RED 5 COMICS

AFTERBURN CROSSFIRE #3 (OF 4)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.95Featured on Free Comic Book Day, Afterburn returns ahead of its big screen debut!  
After successfully raiding the relics from Notre Dame Cathedral, Jake realizes that he 
has unexpectedly sent his friends into a mutant trap in Rome. Now he must race 
there to rescue them with rival treasure hunters and vengeful mutants hot on his 
heels!

DARK AGE #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.95Featured on Free Comic Book Day, from the creator of The Rift! In the near future all 
metal on earth suddenly turns to worthless piles of rust and dust. With no 
technology, no guns, no computers, humanity reverts to a violent feudal system. 
Each pocket of civilization is ruled by knights of wood & glass & concrete. This is the 
new Dark Age.

DARK AGE #1 FREE 10 COPY INCENTIVE (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Featured on Free Comic Book Day, from the creator of The Rift! In the near future all 
metal on earth suddenly turns to worthless piles of rust and dust. With no 
technology, no guns, no computers, humanity reverts to a violent feudal system.  
Each pocket of civilization is ruled by knights of wood & glass & concrete... This is 
the new DARK AGE. 

PUBLISHER SANCTUM PRODUCTIONS

SHADOW DOUBLE NOVEL SC VOL 144 DEAD LIVED & CRIME OVER CASCO

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$14.95The Knight of Darkness resumes his true identity of Kent Allard to crush hidden plots 
in classic pulp thrillers by Walter B. Gibson (writing as Maxwell Grant)! First, a plague 
of sleeping sickness hits New York, and only The Shadow can uncover the secret of 
the death gas and revive 'The Dead Who Lived!' Then, 'Crime Over Casco' leads 
Kent Allard to uncover a Neo-Nazi conspiracy in the quiet Maine coastal islands of 
Casco Bay! BONUS: An exciting mystery starring Police Commissioner James 
Gordon, a.k.a. 'The Whisperer!' This instant collector's item showcases both original 
color covers by George Rozen and Modest Stein and the interior illustrations by Edd 
Cartier and Paul Orban, with historical commentary by Will Murray.

PUBLISHER SCHIFFER PUBLISHING

MEGA AWESOME NOTEBOOK SC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Late for school, a young cartoonist accidentally microwaves his notebook while trying 
to heat his breakfast. This releases a radioactive cloud of awesomeness that makes 
the drawings in his notebook come to life! Now he has to make it through a typical 
teenage day of schoolwork, bullies, and general awkwardness, all while trying to hold 
onto his sanity! Dud, a character he has drawn, becomes the boy's nemesis as they 
spar on the page through Algebra, English, and Art classes. Can Dud help the boy 
face his real-life struggles-girl trouble, social awkwardness, and divorced parents 
who work a lot-rather than hide behind his notebook?

PUBLISHER SCHOLASTIC INC.

ASHS QUEST ESSENTIAL GUIDEBOOK POKEMON ASHS QUEST HC (C: 0-1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99The quest continues! Join iconic Pokémon Trainer Ash Ketchum as he travels 
through every known region, encountering hundreds of amazing Pokémon! A must-
have book for collectors and fans, this is an updated and extended edition of the top-
selling 2015 Official Adventure Guide: Ash's Quest from Kanto to Kalos, and includes 
32 pages of new material detailing Ash's latest adventures in the newest region, 
Alola! Discover how it all began! Join Ash and his beloved Pikachu as they travel 
through all known regions of the Pokémon world, meeting and battling hundreds of 
amazing new Pokémon and their trainers!

CHILLING ADV OF SABRINA NOVEL SC VOL 01 SEASON OF WITCH (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99From the creator of Riverdale, this prequel YA novel tells an all-new, original story 
based on The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, the hit Netflix series based on the 
recent Archie Comics horror title! It's the summer before her sixteenth birthday, and 
Sabrina Spellman knows her world is about to change. She's always studied magic 
and spells with her aunts, Hilda and Zelda. But she's also lived a normal mortal life - 
attending Baxter High, hanging out with her friends Susie and Roz, and going to the 
movies with her boyfriend, Harvey Kinkle. Now time is running out on her everyday, 
normal world, and leaving behind Roz and Susie and Harvey is a lot harder than she 
thought it would be. Especially because Sabrina isn't sure how Harvey feels about 
her. Her cousin Ambrose suggests performing a spell to discover Harvey's true 
feelings. But when a mysterious wood spirit interferes, the spell backfires... in a big 
way. Sabrina has always been attracted to the power of being a witch. But now she 
can't help wondering if that power is leading her down the wrong path. Will she 
choose to forsake the path of light and follow the path of night?



PUBLISHER SCOUT COMICS

CATEGORY ZERO #3

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In the aftermath of the events at Eden, One Percenters that escaped find themselves 
on the run from Sanaxus who aren't pulling any punches in getting them back! Neve 
and his classmates are taken to a maximum security facility called Omega.

CRUCIFIED #2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Jesus had The Apostles, and The Christ has The Twelve - a dedicated collection of 
true believers whose sordid and sinister pasts Lucas learns about from a trusted 
source. Meanwhile, Sujad exacts revenge on a familiar face, and a momentary lapse 
in judgment causes Larry to reconsider a previous offer.

ELECTRIC BLACK #2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Electric Black - a cursed antique shop appearing in any time or space, soliciting 
customers it hungers to corrupt or devour! The Electric Black appears in 1990's 
Boston, Massachusetts. The enigmatic Julius Black has sent the store's demented 
errand girl, June Bug, on an assignment to drop off an ancient relic to a mysterious 
client. This ominous artifact has a sinister past and the power to throw the world into 
chaos. An Inquisition Strike Force is on her trail and determined to quell the 
darkness that she and the mysterious emporium are unleashing. One psychotic 
young woman against a group of heavily armed men? They don't stand a chance! 
Dare you step within the foreboding halls of the Electric Black?

ELECTRIC BLACK #2 10 COPY UNLOCK UNLIMITED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Electric Black - a cursed antique shop appearing in any time or space, soliciting 
customers it hungers to corrupt or devour! The Electric Black appears in 1990's 
Boston, Massachusetts. The enigmatic Julius Black has sent the store's demented 
errand girl, June Bug, on an assignment to drop off an ancient relic to a mysterious 
client. This ominous artifact has a sinister past and the power to throw the world into 
chaos. An Inquisition Strike Force is on her trail and determined to quell the 
darkness that she and the mysterious emporium are unleashing. One psychotic 
young woman against a group of heavily armed men? They don't stand a chance! 
Dare you step within the foreboding halls of the Electric Black?  Retailer Incentive for 
Electric Black #2: Retailers purchasing (10) ten copies of Cover A will unlock 
unlimited orders of Cover B. Please reach out to you CS rep with questions about 
retailer incentives. 

MALL #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99A cross between the Soprano's and Breakfast Club, The Mall continues to fire on all 
cylinders! On the day of the state championship game, Dallas, Lena and Diego are 
stuck between a rock and a hard place thanks to the ultimatum given to them by the 
Tessitorre Family. Will they help to purposely throw the game to save their family 
business?

MALL #5 10 COPY UNLOCK UNLIMITED VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A cross between the Soprano's and Breakfast Club, THE MALL continues to fire on 
all cylinders! On the day of the state championship game Dallas, Lena and Diego are 
stuck between a rock and a hard place thanks to the ultimatum given to them by the 
Tessitorre Family. Will they help to purposely throw the game to save their family 
business?  Retailer Incentive for the Mall #5: Retailers purchasing 10 copies of 
Cover A will unlock unlimited orders of Cover B. Please reach out to your CS rep with 
questions about retailer incentives. Retailer incentive cover illustrated by Rafael 
Loureiro.

METALSHARK BRO TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$11.99Special BINGE! Imprint trade paperback where Scout releases a World Premiere 
issue followed by the entire story in a collected volume! You've read (and hopefully 
loved) the demon fights and goat-wizard battles found in the first 'BINGE!' issue. Now 
pick up the collected four-issue tale of everyone's favorite anaphoric dude, 
Metalshark Bro! If you have no idea what we're blathering about, here's the liner 
notes summary: a traditional shark stumbles upon Satan's nephew and is forcibly 
given anthropomorphic qualities. With his newfound human physique and propensity 
for violence, he's tasked with collecting the souls of those that have sworn allegiance 
to Satan. The only problem? He just wants to be a normal shark again! Naturally, he 
swears bloody vengeance and, uh, a whole lot of death ensues! Metalshark Bro! is 
perfect or fans of Aqua Teen Hunger Force, Tenacious D, and Rick and Morty!

ONCE OUR LAND TP VOL 01 REMASTERED ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$11.99Collecting Volume One of the long sold-out series in a newly remastered edition! The 
complete story in English for the first time! Once Our Land is a post-apocalyptic tale 
set in 1830's Germany where monsters have appeared and wiped out most of 
humanity. It is the tale of two survivors - Ingrid, an eleven-year-old girl who never 
gives up no matter the outcome, and Fritz, a 62-year-old warrior who carries a big 
heart - as they battle each day against mysterious invaders that have surfaced and 
wiped out everything they once knew and loved. It's a fantasy, sci-fi, period, and 
action story rolled into one epic package! Including a special behind-the-scenes 
peek into the making of Once Our Land and featuring a special pin-up gallery!

RED WINTER #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Eli Winter is a former NYPD Detective in his 50s, now living in Kapotnya, the most 
crime-ridden district of Moscow. Eli is employed by local crime boss, Nikolai 
Dubrovsky, without whom Eli would likely be rotting in an American prison. Eli hates 
Kapotnya, but sees a chance for redemption when he is enlisted to investigate the 
destruction of one of Dubrovsky's meth labs. His men have been killed and all their 
blood money and merchandise have been stolen. Eli soon finds out the crime was 
committed by his estranged son, Joseph, as part of a rival gang initiation. Now 
Joseph needs his father's help, as he's in way over his head. Will Eli make the 
choice to protect his son from the vicious gang he works for and.is everything as it 
appears with Joseph Winter?

RISE #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99'The Devil in the Doorstep': As each of Queen Zak's guardians explore their own 
inner demons, trouble begins to derail the Trials as they learn about the dark forces 
already plaguing their hosts at the inn in the crosshairs of their own veiled stalker. 
Meanwhile, Zak's prophetic dreams provide a lens into the weight of responsibility 
before her, as well as just how near and dangerous mysterious forces are in 
intervening on her ascent to the throne, and unbeknownst to her, from the upper 
echelons of its own royal court!

STAR BASTARD #5

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After his indiscretions catch up to him, Greeves is forced to take on an off-the-books 
job to hunt down a Meara-Corp employee held hostage by locals in return for the 
safe return of his crew. Shooting ensues. Explosions happen. It's Eastbound and 
Down in a jungle, in spaaaaaaace! A foul-mouthed, over-the-top Sci-Fi romp, equal 
parts Red Dwarf and grain alcohol!

PUBLISHER SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT LLC

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF DUKES DAUGHTER GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99It's hard to get a happy ending when you're stuck in a game, as the antagonist! Iris, 
an otome game addict with no time for romance, gets hit by a truck after getting out 
of work, but instead of dying, she finds herself in the world of a game she'd played 
just hours earlier. However, she's not reborn as the game's protagonist, the main 
heartthrob of the harem. Instead, she starts her new life as the antagonist, right at 
the moment she's being sent to live in a nunnery for the rest of her life!

BLANK CANVAS SO CALLED ARTISTS JOURNEY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$13.99The award-winning autobiographical manga Kakukaku Shikajika by Akiko 
Higashimura, the creator of Princess Jellyfish, about her high school dream to 
become a comic book creator! High schooler Akiko has big plans to become a 
popular mangaka before she even graduates, but she needs to get much better at 
drawing if she ever wants to reach her goal. Looking for an easy fix, she signs up for 
an art class, thinking all her problems will soon be solved. She's in for a surprise: her 
new instructor is a sword-wielding taskmaster who doesn't care about manga one bit. 
But maybe this unconventional art teacher is just what she needs to realize her 
dreams!

CAPTAIN HARLOCK DIMENSIONAL VOYAGE GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99When Tadashi Daiba's father is murdered by invaders known as the Mazon, he 
becomes frustrated in the face of the Earth government's flippant attitude. Landing 
himself in prison, Tadashi finds himself invited aboard the battleship Arcadia, 
controlled by none other than the legendary Captain Harlock. Joining his crew on 
their journey through space, Tadashi's future will lead him to confront not only the 
Mazon, but the many other forces across the universe threatening humanity's very 
existence.

CERTAIN SCIENTIFIC RAILGUN GN VOL 14 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Welcome to a world where mysticism and science collide, and supernatural powers 
are derived from either science or religion. At the heart of this world is Academy City, 
an advanced metropolis whose population is comprised mostly of students. Meet 
Mikoto Misaka, the third most powerful Level 5 esper in Academy City. Together with 
her best friend Kuroko Shirai and the other members of Judgment, a student-run law 
enforcement agency, Mikoto delves deep into the dark heart of the scientific sprawl 
she calls home and uncovers secrets she wishes she hadn't!

CLASSMATES GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Hikaru always thought his classmate Rihito was kind of a snob, until he stumbles 
across Rihito secretly practicing a song in an empty classroom. Hikaru agrees to 
become Rihito's music tutor, and with each lesson the two boys grow closer. But 
when Hikaru realizes that he's fallen in love with Rihito, will they stay classmates or 
become something more?

CLASSROOM OF ELITE LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.99At the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School, which aims 
to produce the country's future leaders, students are given remarkable freedom. 
However, they also have to deal with a point system that decides one's place in the 
school's hierarchy! Ayanokoji Kiyotaka has landed at the bottom in the scorned 
Class D, where he meets Horikita Suzune, who's determined to work her way back 
up to Class A, and Kushida Kikyo, who seems like she only wants to make friends. 
Can they advance through this school where cutthroat competition is the name of the 
game?



DIVISION MANEUVER LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.99When mankind was attacked by the Jave, the strongest warrior in the world lost his 
life defending humanity, and was reincarnated as a baby. Now the Jave have 
returned--and that hero is still a young boy with only Level 1 power! Enrolling in an 
academy that trains people to use Division Maneuver, the combat weapons used to 
hold off the Jave, Okegawa Kuon can only operate Division 1, the weakest of them 
all--until the opportunity to pilot a special, one-of-a-kind suit appears, one that can be 
activated even with rock-bottom levels of magical power!

GIRL FROM OTHER SIDE SIUIL RUN GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99In a land far away, there were two kingdoms: the Outside, where twisted beasts 
roamed that could curse with a touch, and the Inside, where humans lived in safety 
and peace. The girl and the beast should never have met, but when they do, a quiet 
fairytale begins. This is a story of two people-one human, one inhuman-who linger in 
the hazy twilight that separates night from day.

HOW TO BUILD DUNGEON BOOK OF DEMON KING GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99At the end of his life, after decades of painstaking research, Aur has finally achieved 
his dream of ascending to the role of Demon King. Using his newfound abilities, he 
summons an alluring succubus known as Lilu to serve him and immediately begins 
the task of creating a dungeon-an underground kingdom in his own vision filled with 
all manner of fantastical creatures. As he weaves the intricate and dangerous world 
of his dungeon, he'll learn what it takes to become a true Demon King and all the 
troubles, trials, and titillation that come with it. His enemies will cower in fear!

MACHIMAHO MADE WRONG PERSON MAGICAL GIRL GN VOL 03 (MR) (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99A naughty, delinquent twist on the magical girl genre! While searching for a brave 
candidate to become a magical girl and defend the world from evil, a mythical 
creature finds Kayo Majiba, a cute young lady who seems like the perfect fit. But 
when this newly turned magical girl proves to be a crude delinquent who goes 
berserk in a conflict, it becomes clear that this may have been a terrible mistake. 
Now evil - and any innocent bystanders - will face the rage of a magical girl gone 
wrong!

MISS KOBAYASHIS DRAGON MAID ELMA DIARY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99An all-new story about working the 9-5 with Elma from Miss Kobayashi's Dragon 
Maid! This charming series is about the work-and-eat life of Elma, one of the dragons 
from Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid.

MUSHOKU TENSEI JOBLESS REINCARNATION GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-0)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99An unemployed otaku has just reached the lowest point in his life. He wants nothing 
more than the ability to start over, but just as he thinks it may be possible…he gets 
hit by a truck and dies! Shockingly, he finds himself reborn into an infant's body in a 
strange new world of swords and magic. His identity now is Rudeus Greyrat, yet he 
still retains the memories of his previous life. Reborn into a new family, Rudeus 
makes use of his past experiences to forge ahead in this fantasy world as a true 
prodigy-gifted with maturity beyond his years and a natural-born talent for magic. 
With swords instead of chopsticks, and spell books instead of the Internet, can 
Rudeus redeem himself in this wondrous yet dangerous land?

MY MONSTER SECRET GN VOL 17 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99High school student Kuromine Asahi is the kind of guy who literally cannot tell a lie. 
Whether it's trying to maintain a poker face in a simple game of cards or keeping 
scurrilous gossip to himself, Asahi is a total failure when it comes to the art of 
deception. So what happens when he stumbles upon the most shocking secret of his 
life? When Asahi learns that Shiragami Youko, a beautiful girl of few words, is 
actually a vampire, can Asahi possibly keep his lips sealed?

PLUS SIZED ELF GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Naoe-kun, a massage therapist, is about to head home for the day when he's 
saddled with a rather strange patient. This lovely lady has emerald eyes, pointy ears, 
and grew up in the forest-everything about her screams 'elf,' except for one thing: her 
bodacious body. It turns out she left her world but loves junk food in this one, and 
now her obsession has caught up with her. Can Naoe-kun help this lovable elf girl 
lose the weight and keep it off?

RE MONSTER GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Tomokui Kanata has suffered an early death, but his adventures are far from over. 
He is reborn into a fantastical world of monsters and magic, but as a lowly goblin! 
Not about to let that stop him, the now renamed Rou uses his new physical prowess 
and his old memories to plow ahead in a world where consuming other creatures 
allows him to acquire their powers.

REINCARNATED AS A SWORD LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.99A modern otaku is reborn into a fantasy world as a sword in this hilarious new light 
novel series! When a 30-year-old salaryman and games enthusiast is suddenly killed 
in a car accident, he finds himself reborn into a fantasy world in the form of a sword! 
Now he's in search of a beautiful woman to wield him, and a cat girl named Fran 
might be the exact adventuring partner he needs.

SAINT SEIYA SAINTIA SHO GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-0)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99The newest iteration of the genre defining Saint Seiya series, now with an anime 
adaptation! In the wake of a space-wide civil war, instigated by Saga, the Gemini 
Gold Saint, a new team of Saints comes together with the goal of protecting their 
goddess Athena. This first all-women team of armored warriors, powered by the 
Zodiac, will use all their cunning, strength, and compassion to defend their worlds 
and oppose their very destinies.

SHOMIN SAMPLE ABDUCTED BY ELITE ALL GIRLS SCHOOL GN VOL 10 (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Seikain Girls' School: an elite boarding academy for girls from only the richest and 
most prestigious of families. Here, the students are raised to be perfect young ladies, 
cut off from the real world to preserve their innocence and ensure that they're free 
from all distractions. This student body has never even met a boy their own age, until 
they abduct Kagurazaka Kimito, an average high school boy who will teach them 
about the world beyond the school's ivory gates, whether he likes it or not!

SORRY FOR MY FAMILIAR GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99When the demon girl Patty finds she's too weak to summon an animal familiar, she 
chooses an old man named Norman to be her companion instead. Norman has a 
quirky appreciation for life in all its many forms and is quite the unconventional 
familiar for a demon like Patty. Together, they embark on an adventure driven by 
their shared weirdness!

WONDERLAND GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Inspired by Alice in Wonderland, a horror manga about humans shrinking and 
learning to survive in their suddenly frightening world. When humans en masse 
shrink down to a tiny size, a girl named Alice and her pup Poco find themselves 
struggling to survive. Surrounded by strange yet familiar sights, they work to make a 
new life. That's easier said than done, however, in a world that's bigger and more 
dangerous than ever.

PUBLISHER SILVER SPROCKET

GIRL IN THE WORLD GN (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.00What's everyone doing later? Some creatively named Facebook events? Haircuts 
and happy meals? Chicago indie comics star Caroline Cash's Silver Sprocket debut 
proves that there is nothing cooler than cool girls!

PUBLISHER SKY PONY

TRACKING THE MASTERMIND FORTNITE GN (C: 0-1-0)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$11.99Idris, Kiki, Sarah, and Cody are known as The Stonewood Survivors. After launching 
a comm-satellite to serve as a beacon for others lost on the Island, they're hailed as 
heroes. But a hero's work never ends. Core to their mission of survival is uncovering 
information about the founder of the shadowy corporation, Vindertech. This they 
know: Dr. Vinderman is the mastermind behind a host of wonder weapons that 
includes Ray the Robot and, more importantly, humanity's last hope for survival, the 
Storm Shields. What they don't know is whether Dr. Vinderman is working for or 
against them. To get to the truth, they must paraglide over herds of ravenous Husks 
and Mist Monsters, land on the roof of Vindertech Research Labs, save the 
supercomputer servers housed there, and discover Dr. Vinderman's location! 
Nothing happens as planned, and soon they are trapped in a deadly game of hide 
and seek. Hunted by the maniacal sniper known as 'Teddy Bear', they enter storm-
wracked Plankerton where, if they're not slaughtered by mutant fiends, they just 
might save the world-assuming they don't kill each other first!   

PUBLISHER SKYMAP COMICS

STAR POWER GN VOL 01 9TH WORMHOLE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95In the far future, assistant astronomer Danica Maris is chosen to wield the cosmic 
energy called The Star Power.  It's not only up to her to discover why the Star Power 
chose her and where it came from, but also the fate of the other Star-Powered 
Sentinels, why she's being hunted by mercenaries, and what happened to the galaxy 
beyond the borders of the Millennium Federation!

PUBLISHER SOURCE POINT PRESS

ACHILLES INC #4

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Achilles, Inc. is down but not out! Power Corps has found them, holed up on a ranch 
in upstate New York. Boom! Boom! Boom! Achilles' crew is surrounded. Ransom is 
reunited with his ex-wife and daughter, knowing they're all going to die. And that's 
when Ransom walks out onto the ranch and comes face to face with Rice - the head 
of Power Corps. If ever there was a time to play an ace, this was it… But what could 
it be?

BOSTON METAPHYSICAL SOCIETY #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The year is 1895. Imagine an alternate Steampunk history where ghosts and 
demons are a normal part of life. Families known as the 'Great Houses' control the 
economy of the Great States of America and the middle- and lower-class Irish's sole 
purpose is to not only serve them, but to rid their lives of supernatural beings. This is 
the story of an ex-Pinkerton detective, a spirit photographer, and a genius scientist 
who work together to battle these supernatural forces. They are the Boston 
Metaphysical Society. Wish them luck. They are going to need it.

COMIC FOR FLINT HOPE ONE SHOT



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99International touring musician and writer Jonathan Diener has assembled a team of 
five writers and five artists from the Flint, Michigan area to create stories of hope for 
this special comic anthology. All proceeds that Source Point Press receives from A 
Comic For Flint: Hope go to The Compass, a Michigan Community Services, Inc. 
program aiding adults with developmental disabilities. The City of Flint, Michigan has 
seen a large increase in such disabilities after the water crisis.

DEAD END KIDS #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99It's 1999. Ben, Murphy, Tank, and Amanda are four screwed-up kids from broken 
homes... but they have had each other. When Ben is murdered, Murphy and his 
friends set out to find who killed him and find themselves in the cross-hairs! Dead 
End Kids is a dark coming-of-age murder mystery set in the '90s, from the creative 
team behind 2018's critically acclaimed Grief.

FLOPPY COP #4 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The laughs reach a fever pitch as Floppy Cop suspects children are the culprits 
behind all the madness in White Trickle Falls! Meanwhile, a pretzel soap opera takes 
on a delicious twist, A Christmas Story gets re-imagined with hilarious results, and 
Floppy Cop finally figures out the true identity of his nemesis, Crossword!

LOVE SHE OFFERED #1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Six weeks ago, Brian Thompson's daughter Julia was murdered, stabbed several 
times with a knife and left for dead right outside her home. The police questioned her 
ex-boyfriend Sean, but he was never charged. Brian, however, is convinced that 
Sean is the killer. He knows it. And he wants justice for his daughter. Together with 
his brother Earl and his best friend Ross, Brian comes up with a plan. They kidnap 
Sean and bring him to a remote cabin. Their goal: To make Sean confess his crime. 
Everything goes to hell from there...

SAMURAI GRANDPA #2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Ojichan's journey brings him to a quiet fishing village on the seemingly impassable 
Lake Hasai. There he meets an odd little girl and decides to cross the lake, despite 
the villagers' warnings. What dangers lurk in those dark waters? The adventure 
continues in this mysterious and action-packed second chapter!

SHAM #3 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$4.00Golden Age 'Classics' Get Riffed! In this issue: Bozo the Robot tangles with his arch-
enemy, Lex Lupus, as PETA releases the dreaded 'Owl Flu' on an unsuspecting 
populace! Shunned by real women, Dr. Amos Hideouso creates a beautiful bionic 
companion, in 'The Girl of My Screams!' 'Skunky' McGee, the private eye with 
deplorable personal hygiene, is hired by a wealthy woman to protect her from her 
possibly murderous husband, in 'The Case of the Lethal Sleepover!' Conan the 
Aryan Barbarian goose-steps across the ancient world in search of wine, women, 
and treasure (but mostly women)! And more!

TWIZTID HAUNTED HIGH ONS DARKNESS RISES #4 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Despite the best efforts of Twiztid, 'The Darkness' is spreading and gaining more and 
more of a foothold on Earth. Realizing it will take an army to defeat an army, what 
better place to turn then some fellow friends? Featuring the comic debut of Majik 
Ninja Entertainment recording artists Drayven, Blaze, and A.X.E.!

PUBLISHER STERLING PUBLISHING

ALL ACTION CLASSICS DRACULA GN NEW PTG (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.95Everyone's favorite bloodsucker is captured in a spine-tingling graphic novel! In 
1897, Bram Stoker gave the world one of literature's most compelling characters - 
and since then, Dracula has thrilled and terrified generations of fans! Now, the evil 
Count Dracula comes alive in an electrifying new graphic novel that follows the 
vampire from his looming and ominous castle in Transylvania to Victorian London. 
Michael Mucci translates the tale and Ben Caldwell has created action-packed 
images - with meticulous attention paid to the finer details in each piece of art, from 
facial expressions to the historical accuracy of costuming, architecture, and heraldry! 
Young readers will be completely transfixed!

ALL ACTION CLASSICS WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ GN NEW PTG (C: 0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.95L. Frank Baum's classic fantasy looks fabulous in this vivid, high-octane graphic-
novel rendition, filled with kid-grabbing details! In this action-filled graphic adaptation 
of the visionary children's classic, the Yellow Brick Road has never seemed brighter, 
the Wicked Witch more evil, or the Land of Oz more magical! When a tornado snaps 
up young Dorothy Gale, dumping her in Oz, she knows she's not in Kansas anymore. 
And when her only way home is with the help of an irate Wizard, Dorothy and her 
misfit friends embark on a dangerous - and unforgettable - journey!

PUBLISHER STONE ARCH BOOKS

DC SUPER HEROES BATMAN YR TP CATWOMANS HALLOWEEN HEIST (C: 0

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$6.95Barbara Gordon, the secret super hero Batgirl, has been invited to the biggest 
Halloween party of year. Unfortunately, she already agreed to spend time with Robin, 
her younger crime-fighting partner. Instead of arguing with her mentor, Batman, 
Barbara decides to bring Robin along. That night, the teens arrive at the costume 
party, hosted by a collector of Halloween artifacts. Suddenly, all of the lights go out! 
When they turn on, his prized artifact, a black cat made of rare diamonds, is missing! 
Now Batgirl and Robin must capture the feline felon who stole it. Just in time for 
Batman's 80th Anniversary, this action-packed chapter book also features a brand 
new Batman's Friends and Foes Roster and historical archives from the Caped 
Crusader's many years of fighting crime.

DC SUPER HEROES BATMAN YR TP FIVE RIDDLES FOR ROBIN (C: 0-1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.95Batman has been kidnapped by the Riddler! The crook has left behind one of his 
infamous riddles, addressed to Robin. If Robin can solve the puzzle, he will locate 
the Caped Crusader. But that first riddle leads to another. Then the Riddler turns off 
all the lights in Gotham City. What, Robin wonders, is the point? When will the 
riddles end? If the Boy Wonder cannot find his partner by the next sunrise, Batman 
will be gone forever. Just in time for Batman's 80th Anniversary, this action-packed 
chapter book also features a brand new Batman's Friends and Foes Roster and 
historical archives from the Caped Crusader's many years of fighting crime!

DC SUPER HEROES BATMAN YR TP FUN HOUSE OF EVIL (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.95The Joker escapes from Arkham Asylum and tricks Batman into following him into an 
old warehouse. But the building has been remodeled into the Joker's fun house. 
Batman must outwit clown robots and escape deadly amusement rides to make sure 
that the Joker does not have the last laugh! Just in time for Batman's 80th 
Anniversary, this action-packed chapter book also features a brand new Batman's 
Friends and Foes Roster and historical archives from the Caped Crusader's many 
years of fighting crime!

DC SUPER HEROES BATMAN YR TP MAN BEHIND MASK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.95Many years after the death of his parents, Bruce Wayne comes face to face with 
their killer, Joe Chill. While chasing down the cold-blooded crook, Bruce recalls the 
story of his own past and how he became the world's greatest crime fighter... 
Batman. Just in time for Batman's 80th Anniversary, this action-packed chapter book 
also features a brand new Batman's Friends and Foes Roster and historical archives 
from the Caped Crusader's many years of fighting crime!

WONDER WOMAN YOU CHOOSE SC CRYSTAL QUEST (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.95Morgaine Le Fay has found a magical Zodiac Crystal. But when Wonder Woman 
battles the sorceress for control of it, the duo gets sucked into an energy portal! Do 
they go to the Jurassic era to deal with dangerous dinosaurs? Will they wrestle with 
wizards and mages in the ancient city of Atlantis? Should they match wits in a maze 
on a giant space ark? In this interactive story, YOU choose the path Wonder Woman 
takes! With your help, she'll foil Morgaine Le Fay's schemes during 'The Crystal 
Quest!'



WONDER WOMAN YOU CHOOSE SC HEART OF HADES (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.95Hades, the ruler of the underworld, is lonely. But he can't decide if he prefers 
Wonder Woman or Giganta better. Rather than fight for the right to sit at his side, the 
super hero and super-villain plot a path to freedom. Should they traverse the Elysian 
Fields where Titans dwell? Do they tackle the shores of Tartarus amid the monsters 
of myth? Should they brave Asphodel, the land of ghosts, wraiths, and the vengeful 
dead? In this interactive story, YOU choose the path Wonder Woman and Giganta 
should take. With your help, they'll try to escape the 'The Heart of Hades!'

WONDER WOMAN YOU CHOOSE SC MOVIE MAGIC MADNESS (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.95Circe vows revenge when she is offended by her likeness during filming for a remake 
of The Odyssey. When Wonder Woman tries to stop her, the sorceress conjures a 
portal that takes the hero to a realm of magical movie genres. Does the Amazon 
warrior take on wizards and dragons in a fantasy realm? Should have a showdown 
with the sheriff in a dusty western? Does Wonder Woman head into a haunted 
house to wrestle with werewolves, vampires, and mummies? In this interactive story, 
YOU choose the path Wonder Woman takes. With your help, she'll defeat Circe's 
'Movie Magic Mischief!'

WONDER WOMAN YOU CHOOSE SC MYTH MONSTER MAYHEM (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.95Ares, the god of war, has unleashed mythological mayhem on New York City! Does 
Wonder Woman confront the raging Minotaur? Should she fly off to fight the fury of 
the Harpies? Will the Amazon warrior tame the towering waterspout terrorizing the 
harbor? In this interactive story, YOU choose the path Wonder Woman should take. 
With your help, she'll take on Ares' 'Myth Monster Madness!'

PUBLISHER STORM KING PRODUCTIONS, INC

CARPENTER TALES SCI FI NUCLEAR ATTACK #3 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Over 60 years ago, the Archonite Initiative studied the effects of stress and loss upon 
potential survivors of a nuclear war. Underground, in the dark, and believing they 
could well be the last humans left alive, the Kutter Family would experience sensory 
manipulation and divisions in their ranks which would eventually tear them apart. But 
as the manipulations and machinations of this supposedly abandoned Cold War-era 
simulator are revealed, Donnie, Keith and the others begin to lose their patience, 
their minds and their lives.

PUBLISHER STUDIO FARLAINE

FARLAINE GOBLIN TP VOL 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$17.00Farlaine the Goblin is down to his final few lands... and none of them look good! 
Between twisters and bank vaults and a land in the sky, it's looking unlikely many 
forests are gonna be found! Time's running short for Farlaine and friends as lands 
run low and menaces run high! This second volume collects the final four books of 
the series: The Twistlands, The Vaultlands, The Winglands, and The Final Land! 
Also included is behind-the-scenes concept work, as well as a gallery of variant 
covers by Skottie Young, David Petersen, Charles Paul Wilson III, and Larry 
MacDougall!

PUBLISHER SUBLIME

COYOTE GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Coyote has lived his entire life hiding the fact that he's a werewolf, while Marleen, a 
pianist at a local bar, is the secret successor to the mafi a family hunting Coyote's 
kind. When Coyote unexpectedly goes into heat, the two form a deep bond that only 
serves to further escalate this feud. Now that the werewolves have decided to 
dismantle the mafi a once and for all, Coyote must choose between love and family. 
But when his next heat overcomes him, who will he run to?

CRIMSON SPELL GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Vald finally discovers the one responsible for placing the curse upon his sword, Yug 
Verlind, and it's none other than court mage Limris?! Shocked and confused, Vald is 
then faced with his greatest threat yet as the immensely powerful sorcerer Asterdol 
wrenches his soul out of his body. His demon half, now in complete control, goes on 
a rampage, and Vald faces the real possibility of losing his soul forever! For mature 
audiences.

PUBLISHER T PUB

DISPOSABLE LEGENDS #3 (OF 6) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Disposable Legends is a sci-fi adventure set in the near-future where human cloning 
is a lucrative entertainment business. The mega-corporation A.R.C. monopolizes the 
industry by delivering brutal battles between history's deadliest warriors. When new 
and improved warriors are unveiled, it creates the spark that just might ignite a 
revolution!

LUCKY MAN BRACELET CHRONICLES #4 (OF 4) (C: 0-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Follow the story of detective Harry Clayton after he is unwillingly granted the power 
to control luck, for good and bad. This comic is an extension of the hit TV series and 
explores the origins of the bracelet that gives him this power.

TRANSDIMENSIONAL #3 (OF 4) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Transdimensional focuses on Deacon Price, an emotionally broken underwater 
archaeologist who charters an expedition, under false pretences, to a downed Soviet 
submarine that's been missing for decades. What he and his crew find there will not 
only put their lives at risk, but also the lives of everyone they've ever known!

TRAVELLER #2 (OF 4) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Traveller is a steampunk adventure story set at the turn of the 19th century. 
Made using cutting-edge 3D modeling combined with traditional hand inking, the 
story focuses on the greater good and what price we are prepared to pay for it.

PUBLISHER TASCHEN AMERICA L.L.C.

GEORGE HERRIMAN COMPLETE KRAZY KAT IN COLOR 1935-1944 HC (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$200.00A color facsimile of the complete Sunday color pages of George Herriman's Krazy 
Kat from 1935-44. One of the first comics to be considered a work of art, Krazy Kat 
delights with its detailed characterization and visual/verbal creativity alongside the 
slapstick shenanigans between Krazy and Ignatz the mouse. This volume features a 
100-page illustrated introduction by Alexander Braun.

PUBLISHER TEN SPEED PRESS

CHESHIRE CROSSING GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of The Martian and Artemis, and 
illustrated by webcomics creator Sarah Andersen, this graphic novel brings together 
the heroines of Alice in Wonderland, Peter Pan, and The Wizard of Oz in a charming 
fantasy mash-up as they join forces to defend their worlds from villainous threats! 
Pulled from the pages of beloved children's fantasy stories, Alice, Wendy, and 
Dorothy meet at a supernatural boarding school where they're meant to learn how to 
use and control their special, superheroic powers. When villains like the Wicked 
Witch and Captain Hook form an evil alliance to conquer the worlds of Oz, 
Neverland, and Wonderland, the girls must work together to save not only these 
fantastical lands but also the Earth itself. This 'storybook meets superheroes' graphic 
novel features the original magical girls of fantasy embarking on exciting 
supernatural adventures in a tale that could only come from the imagination of Andy 
Weir and the illustrative sorcery of Sarah Andersen!

LETS MAKE RAMEN COMIC BOOK COOKBOOK (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.99Playful and instructive, this hybrid cookbook/graphic novel introduces the history of 
ramen and provides more than 40 recipes for everything you need to make the 
perfect ramen at home including stocks, tares, and broths; noodles, toppings, and 
accompaniments. Authors Hugh Amano and Sarah Becan present colorful, 
humorous, and easy-to-follow comics that fully illustrate all the necessary steps and 
ingredients. Along the way, they share preparation shortcuts that make weeknight 
ramen a reality; provide meaty tidbits on Japanese culinary traditions; and feature 
words of wisdom, personal anecdotes, and cultural insights from ramen chefs and 
luminaries like Ivan Orkin and Brian MacDuckston of Ramen Adventures. Perfect for 
beginners, seasoned cooks, and armchair cooks alike, this comic book cookbook is 
an accessible, fun, and inviting introduction to one of Japan's most popular dishes!

UPTON SINCLAIR THE JUNGLE GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99A compelling graphic novel adaptation of Upton Sinclair's seminal protest novel that 
brings to life the harsh conditions and exploited existences of immigrants in 
Chicago's meatpacking industry in the early twentieth century. Long acclaimed 
around the world, Upton Sinclair's 1906 muckraking novel The Jungle remains a 
powerful book even today. Not many works of literature can boast that their 
publication brought about actual social and labor change, but that's just what The 
Jungle did, as it led to the passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906. In 
today's society, where labor and safety of the food we eat remain key concerns for 
all, Sinclair's shocking story still resonates. Bringing new life and energy to this 
classic work, adapter and illustrator Kristina Gehrmann takes Sinclair's prose and 
transforms it through pen and ink, allowing you to discover (or rediscover) this book 
and see it from a whole new perspective.

PUBLISHER TITAN BOOKS

COLORADO KID MMPB

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.95A rookie newspaperwoman learns the true meaning of mystery when she 
investigates a twenty-five-year-old unsolved and very strange case involving a dead 
man found on an island off the coast of Maine.

HARLEY QUINN MAD LOVE MMPB

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.95Dr. Harleen Quinzel became a psychologist to deal with her own broken family 
background. At Arkham Asylum, she attempted to treat the Joker and instead fell 
hopelessly in love with him, helping him escape. Quinzel became Harley Quinn, a 
bizarre contradiction of violence and mercy who blames Batman for her inability to 
maintain a stable relationship with the arch-villain.

MAKING OF ALIEN HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$60.00To celebrate Alien's fortieth anniversary, author J.W. Rinzler (The Making of Star 
Wars) tells the whole fascinating story of how it evolved from a simple idea into one 
of the most memorable sci-fi horror thrillers of all time. With brand new interviews 
with Ridley Scott and other crew, and featuring many rarely-seen photographs and 
artworks from the archives, The Making of Alien is the definitive work on this 
masterpiece of popular cinema.

SHERLOCK HOLMES VS CTHULHU ADV OF INNSMOUTH MUTATIONS MMPB

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.95Now united, both Fitzgerald and Moriarty travel to Innsmouth, the stronghold of the 
cult of the Old Ones. Holmes and Watson, accompanied by Mycroft Holmes, follow 
them across the ocean and discover a structure designed to bring the Old Ones into 
the human sphere. Yet when it is destroyed people continue to mutate and go mad.

X-MEN DAYS OF FUTURE PAST MMPB

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99In a dark and dangerous future, the mutant-hunting machines known as the 
Sentinels rule America with an iron fist. Almost all mutants and superhumans have 
been exterminated. Only a handful of imprisoned mutants remain to fight against 
their oppressive robotic overseers! Now Kate Pryde, former X-Man, must travel back 
in time and warn her present-day teammates of the coming danger - and hopefully 
prevent this horrible future from ever taking place! Experience the classic, genre-
defining X-Men event like never.

PUBLISHER TITAN COMICS

ASSASSINS CREED TP VOL 01 FALL & CHAIN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Collected for the first time, an all-new Assassin's Creed story from the Eisner-and-
Shuster-Award-winning artist/writer team of Cameron Stewart and Karl Kerschl. Dive 
into 19th-century Russia with assassin Nikolai Orelov, in an explosive thriller that 
reveals the truth behind the Tunguska Event, the Templar links to the Russian Tsar, 
and the secrets of Abstergo! Collects Assassin's Creed: The Fall and Assassin's 
Creed: The Chain.

BLADE RUNNER 2019 #1 CVR A ARTGERM (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In the neo-noir city of Los Angeles, 2019, Ash, a veteran Blade Runner, is grappling 
with a new case: a billionaire's wife and child, apparently kidnapped by Replicants for 
dark purposes... An all-new ongoing comic series from the pen of Academy Award-
nominated screenwriter Michael Green (Blade Runner 2049, Logan, American 
Gods), with longtime co-writer Mike Johnson (Batman/Superman, Supergirl, Star 
Trek), illustrated by Andres Guinaldo (Justice League Dark, Captain America). The 
first comic to tell original, in-canon stories set in the Blade Runner universe! 

BLADE RUNNER 2019 #1 CVR B MEAD (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99In the neo-noir city of Los Angeles, 2019, Ash, a veteran Blade Runner, is grappling 
with a new case: a billionaire's wife and child, apparently kidnapped by Replicants for 
dark purposes... An all-new ongoing comic series from the pen of Academy Award-
nominated screenwriter Michael Green (Blade Runner 2049, Logan, American 
Gods), with longtime co-writer Mike Johnson (Batman/Superman, Supergirl, Star 
Trek), illustrated by Andres Guinaldo (Justice League Dark, Captain America). The 
first comic to tell original, in-canon stories set in the Blade Runner universe! 

BLADE RUNNER 2019 #1 CVR C GUINALDO (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In the neo-noir city of Los Angeles, 2019, Ash, a veteran Blade Runner, is grappling 
with a new case: a billionaire's wife and child, apparently kidnapped by Replicants for 
dark purposes... An all-new ongoing comic series from the pen of Academy Award-
nominated screenwriter Michael Green (Blade Runner 2049, Logan, American 
Gods), with longtime co-writer Mike Johnson (Batman/Superman, Supergirl, Star 
Trek), illustrated by Andres Guinaldo (Justice League Dark, Captain America). The 
first comic to tell original, in-canon stories set in the Blade Runner universe!

BLADE RUNNER 2019 #1 CVR D ROYLE (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In the neo-noir city of Los Angeles, 2019, Ash, a veteran Blade Runner, is grappling 
with a new case: a billionaire's wife and child, apparently kidnapped by Replicants for 
dark purposes... An all-new ongoing comic series from the pen of Academy Award-
nominated screenwriter Michael Green (Blade Runner 2049, Logan, American 
Gods), with longtime co-writer Mike Johnson (Batman/Superman, Supergirl, Star 
Trek), illustrated by Andres Guinaldo (Justice League Dark, Captain America). The 
first comic to tell original, in-canon stories set in the Blade Runner universe! 

BLADE RUNNER 2019 #1 CVR E BLANK SKETCH (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99In the neo-noir city of Los Angeles, 2019, Ash, a veteran Blade Runner, is grappling 
with a new case: a billionaire's wife and child, apparently kidnapped by Replicants for 
dark purposes... An all-new ongoing comic series from the pen of Academy Award-
nominated screenwriter Michael Green (Blade Runner 2049, Logan, American 
Gods), with longtime co-writer Mike Johnson (Batman/Superman, Supergirl, Star 
Trek), illustrated by Andres Guinaldo (Justice League Dark, Captain America). The 
first comic to tell original, in-canon stories set in the Blade Runner universe! 

BLOODBORNE #13 CVR A STOKELY (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Sundered Veil (1 of 4)! The critically acclaimed horror-mystery comic begins a 
new story in the world of Bloodborne - Sony Interactive Entertainment and 
FromSoftware's smash hit video game! A traveller arrives in Yharnam, seeking the 
city's fabled medical knowledge… only to discover more questions than answers, as 
time itself seems to split and tear in Yharnam's streets.

BLOODBORNE #13 CVR B YOSHIOKA (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99The Sundered Veil (1 of 4)! The critically acclaimed horror-mystery comic begins a 
new story in the world of Bloodborne - Sony Interactive Entertainment and 
FromSoftware's smash hit video game! A traveller arrives in Yharnam, seeking the 
city's fabled medical knowledge… only to discover more questions than answers, as 
time itself seems to split and tear in Yharnam's streets.

BLOODBORNE #13 CVR C GAME ART (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Sundered Veil (1 of 4)! The critically acclaimed horror-mystery comic begins a 
new story in the world of Bloodborne - Sony Interactive Entertainment and 
FromSoftware's smash hit video game! A traveller arrives in Yharnam, seeking the 
city's fabled medical knowledge… only to discover more questions than answers, as 
time itself seems to split and tear in Yharnam's streets.

DAN DARE HC EVIL ONE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99The classic adventures of Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future, one of science fiction's most 
enduring heroes! This latest volume reprints, for the first time ever, the first two years 
worth of Dan Dare strips written and drawn by David Motton and Keith Watson. Dan 
Dare and Digby rocket between action-packed adventures as they defend Earth from 
giant, mind-controlling spiders, an evil genius buried beneath the pleasure beach of 
Blackpool, an out-of-control fireball, and a race of malevolent flora!

DISNEY MOVIE SPECIAL HC ARTEMIS FOWL

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99An in-depth magazine companion to the hotly anticipated adaptation of the best-
selling children's book series: Artemis Fowl! Go behind-the-scenes with concept art, 
interviews with cast and crew, and amazing on-set photography! Criminal prodigy 
Artemis Fowl ventures into a world of fairies, elves, and trolls, as he stages the 
world's most outrageous kidnapping! Artemis Fowl hits theatres August 9, 2019!

DOCTOR WHO 13TH #10 CVR A SPOSITO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Eisner-nominated writer Jody Houser (Mother Panic, Stranger Things, Star Wars, 
Faith, Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows) continues the third arc of the official Doctor 
Who comic! These fast-paced, fun new sci-fi stories are perfect for fans and 
newcomers alike! 

DOCTOR WHO 13TH #10 CVR B PHOTO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Eisner-nominated writer Jody Houser (Mother Panic, Stranger Things, Star Wars, 
Faith, Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows) continues the third arc of the official Doctor 
Who comic! These fast-paced, fun new sci-fi stories are perfect for fans and 
newcomers alike! 

DOCTOR WHO 13TH #10 CVR C 10TH DOCTOR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Eisner-nominated writer Jody Houser (Mother Panic, Stranger Things, Star Wars, 
Faith, Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows) continues the third arc of the official Doctor 
Who comic! These fast-paced, fun new sci-fi stories are perfect for fans and 
newcomers alike! 

ELRIC STORMBRINGER DLX ED HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99Lavishly illustrated, luxuriously oversized, and as decadent as Elric himself, this 
deluxe edition of the critically-acclaimed Elric: Stormbringer features a new silver foil 
cover and an introduction by Alan Moore! Heartbroken and humiliated, Elric of 
Melniboné will stop at nothing to rescue his beloved Cymoril -a resolve that will 
change his destiny forever, when he stumbles upon the cursed sword knownas 
Stormbringer!

LIFE IS STRANGE #7 CVR A LEONARDI (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The official Life is Strange comic series, acclaimed by fans and critics alike! Max's 
roadtrip through an alternate timeline hits a speedbump - but surely she can handle 
it, so long as Chloe's happy and Rachel is alive? The second arc continues into its 
third chapter!

LIFE IS STRANGE #7 CVR B GAME ART (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The official Life is Strange comic series, acclaimed by fans and critics alike! Max's 
roadtrip through an alternate timeline hits a speedbump - but surely she can handle 
it, so long as Chloe's happy and Rachel is alive? The second arc continues into its 
third chapter!

LIFE IS STRANGE #7 CVR C TSHIRT (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The official Life is Strange comic series, acclaimed by fans and critics alike! Max's 
roadtrip through an alternate timeline hits a speedbump - but surely she can handle 
it, so long as Chloe's happy and Rachel is alive? The second arc continues into its 
third chapter!

ROBOTECH #22 CVR A SPOKES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Event Horizon (2 of 4)! Robotech's epic event ramps up, as new foes shock old fans 
in Event Horizon! With an extra story by Brenden Fletcher (Isola, Motorcrush) and 
artist Sarah Stone (Netflix's Castlevania)!

ROBOTECH #22 CVR B VEHICLE ACTION FIGURE VAR

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Event Horizon (2 of 4)! Robotech's epic event ramps up, as new foes shock old fans 
in Event Horizon! With an extra story by Brenden Fletcher (Isola, Motorcrush) and 
artist Sarah Stone (Netflix's Castlevania)!

ROBOTECH #22 CVR C BROKENSHIRE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Event Horizon (2 of 4)! Robotech's epic event ramps up, as new foes shock old fans 
in Event Horizon! With an extra story by Brenden Fletcher (Isola, Motorcrush) and 
artist Sarah Stone (Netflix's Castlevania)!

SECRET LIFE OF PETS TP VOL 01

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99Did you ever wonder what your pets get up to when you're not home? Find out in this 
collection of hilarious new animal comics based on The Secret Life of Pets, the 
award-winning Universal Studios animated comedy! The Secret Life of Pets 2 hits 
theatres on June 7, 2019! Collects The Secret Life Of Pets #1-2.

SHADES OF MAGIC #8 CVR A CARANFA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Night of Knives (4 of 4). Prince Maxim Maresh conquers the deadly trials of the 
Night of Knives and proves himself to every rogue and villain in Verose… but at what 
cost? The conclusion to the second story in New York Times bestseller V. E. 
Schwab's acclaimed Shades of Magic comic, exploring the world of her award-
winning fantasy novel series.

SHADES OF MAGIC #8 CVR B HERVAS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The Night of Knives (4 of 4). Prince Maxim Maresh conquers the deadly trials of the 
Night of Knives and proves himself to every rogue and villain in Verose… but at what 
cost? The conclusion to the second story in New York Times bestseller V. E. 
Schwab's acclaimed Shades of Magic comic, exploring the world of her award-
winning fantasy novel series.

SPIDER MAN FAR FROM HOME OFF MOVIE SPECIAL HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Go behind the scenes on Spider-Man: Far From Home, as everyone's favorite wall-
crawler returns to the big-screen in the newest Marvel superhero movie! A class trip 
to Europe pits Peter Parker (Tom Holland) against new villains, as he meets Nick 
Fury (Samuel L. Jackson) and Mysterio (Jake Gyllenhaal)! Exclusive interviews, 
concept art, and on-set photography!

TANK GIRL #5 CVR A PARSON

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Tank Girl Forever (1 of 4). The world calls out for a true superhero! Unfortunately, it 
got the wrong number, and Tank Girl answered! The second story in Tank Girl's 
ongoing series begins, as original creator Alan Martin and fan-favorite artist Brett 
Parson unleash fast-paced and foul-mouthed hilarity! An all-new story exploring the 
weirdest corners of Tank Girl's world!

TANK GIRL #5 CVR B  PANOSIAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tank Girl Forever (1 of 4). The world calls out for a true superhero! Unfortunately, it 
got the wrong number, and Tank Girl answered! The second story in Tank Girl's 
ongoing series begins, as original creator Alan Martin and fan-favorite artist Brett 
Parson unleash fast-paced and foul-mouthed hilarity! An all-new story exploring the 
weirdest corners of Tank Girl's world!

TANK GIRL #5 CVR C KANE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Tank Girl Forever (1 of 4). The world calls out for a true superhero! Unfortunately, it 
got the wrong number, and Tank Girl answered! The second story in Tank Girl's 
ongoing series begins, as original creator Alan Martin and fan-favorite artist Brett 
Parson unleash fast-paced and foul-mouthed hilarity! An all-new story exploring the 
weirdest corners of Tank Girl's world!

TANK GIRL CLASSICS HC 90-92 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Three decades after Tank Girl first drunkenly staggered onto the printed page, fans 
and newcomers alike can enjoy the seminal strips in glorious full color, just as 
creators Jamie Hewlett (Gorillaz) and Alan Martin first intended! Two years of classic 
Tank Girl comics, plus exclusive commentary, contemporary covers, and rare and 
unseen artwork! Collects Tank Girl Full Color Classics #3-4.

ULTIMATE SKY DOLL HC (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99The very first fully up-to-date English collection of the beautiful sci-fi fantasy opera, 
Sky Doll! From the writer/artist creators of W.I.T.C.H., Alessandro Barbucci and 
Barbara Canepa! Sky Dolls are artificial beings without rights, created to serve the 
state's desires. The beautiful Noa fled across the galaxy to escape her tyrannical 
creator, but as two opposing religions threaten to tear her new world apart, she 
comes to realize she may be more than a simple android...

WATCH DOGS #1 CVR A DAGNINO ART

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Watch_Dogs goes global, in a new, canonical thriller exploring the cybercrime world 
of Ubisoft's record-breaking hacktivist video game series! Young hacker Sauda 
returns to the slums of Brazil, to confront the corruption that drew her brother into a 
life of crime!



WATCH DOGS #1 CVR B HORNE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Watch_Dogs goes global, in a new, canonical thriller exploring the cybercrime world 
of Ubisoft's record-breaking hacktivist video game series! Young hacker 
Saudareturns to the slums of Brazil, to confront the corruption that drew her brother 
into a life of crime!

PUBLISHER TOKYOPOP

ARIA MANGA MASTERPIECE OMNIBUS GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99It's already been over a year since Akari Mizunashi made her new home on the water 
planet Aqua, a world once known as Mars. As an Undine in training in the beautiful 
city of Neo-Venezia, Akari continues to pursue her dream of becoming one of Aqua's 
signature gondoliers in the service of the prestigious Aria Company. Her job of 
leading high-end tours around the city also gives her the perfect opportunity to meet 
many new friends, from first-time guests visiting Neo-Venezia to the assortment of 
quirky and warm-hearted locals who have been helping her settle into her new home. 
This is Volume 4 of this Masterpiece edition of the series.

DEEP SCAR GN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99Sofia is a quiet young woman who longs for more independence. When she moves 
to Turin for school, it's her first time away from her family and her boyfriend Luca. But 
her new roommate, Veronica, leads a life very different from hers: she prefers 
evenings in the company of beautiful boys! Luca dreads the influence of Veronica 
and her entourage on Sofia, and especially the presence of the enigmatic Lorenzo, 
who seems to be a little too interested in his girlfriend...

DISNEY MANGA KILALA PRINCESS MULAN #3 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Kilala was an ordinary girl living an ordinary life, until a magical tiara and a 
miraculous portal led her on an incredible journey through the worlds of her favorite 
Disney princesses, and gave her the strength she needed to save a kingdom and 
become a true princess. But being a princess isn't easy, and Kilala's tiara sends her 
on a new quest... this time to ancient China's greatest warrior, Mulan! Bandits are 
storming the countryside, and Mulan and Shang are on an imperial mission to help 
the villagers relocate to safer grounds. Kilala and her friends stop to help, but when 
they're overpowered by a team of bandits they must all work together to free 
themselves.

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS ZEROS JOURNEY #12 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99When Jack Skellington's faithful pet Zero gets lost, the ghost pup must get the help 
of the residents of Christmas Town to find his way back. With Halloween plans on 
hold while Jack mounts a search, will they be reunited in time to save both holidays? 
Explore the magical realms of Halloween Town and Christmas Town through the 
eyes of Zero as he tries to find his way home in an unfamiliar world.

PUBLISHER TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING

DON HECK WORK OF ART HC NEW ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Same great book as the original, but less than half the price! A heavily illustrated 
biography of Don Heck, the co-creator of Marvel Comics characters Iron Man, 
Hawkeye, and Black Widow, and artist on The Avengers. Along with Stan Lee, Jack 
Kirby, and Steve Ditko, Heck was an integral player in 'The Marvel Age of Comics', 
and a top-tier 1970s DC Comics artist. A Work of Art features meticulously 
researched and chronicled information on Don's 40-year career, with personal 
recollections from Don's surviving family, long-time friends, and industry legends, 
and rare interviews with Heck himself. Includes published, unpublished, and pencil 
artwork, a Foreword by Stan Lee, and an Afterword by Beau Smith.

KIRBY & LEE STUF SAID NEW PTG

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$26.95New updated edition! For its 75th issue, The Jack Kirby Collector magazine presents 
this first-of-its-kind examination of the creators of the Marvel Universe, in an 
oversized book! Completed just days before Stan Lee's recent passing, Kirby & Lee: 
Stuf' Said! looks back at the duo's own words - in chronological order, from fanzine, 
magazine, radio, and television interviews - to paint the most comprehensive and 
enlightening picture of their relationship ever done... why it succeeded, where it 
deteriorated, and when it eventually failed. Also, here are recollections from Steve 
Ditko, Wallace Wood, John Romita, Sr., and more Marvel Bullpen stalwarts who 
worked with both Kirby and Lee. Rounding out this book is a study of the duo's 
careers after they parted ways as collaborators, including Kirby's difficulties at Marvel 
Comics in the 1970s, his last hurrah with Lee on the Silver Surfer Graphic Novel, and 
his exhausting battle to get back his original art - and creator credit - from Marvel. 
Stuf''Said! gives both men their say, compares their recollections, and tackles the 
question, 'Who really created the Marvel Comics Universe?' Compiled, researched, 
and edited by publisher John Morrow.

WILL EISNER SPIRITED LIFE HC NEW PTG

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Same great book as the original, but half the price! A full-color deluxe biography of 
Will Eisner, detailing a 70-year career in which he spearheaded comics for adult 
readers and created the first widely accepted graphic novel, and his enduring 
character The Spirit. Author Bob Andelman spent almost three years interviewing 
Eisner prior to his passing, researching his life and work and interviewing friends, 
family, and colleagues including Alan Moore, Dave Gibbons, Neil Gaiman, Denis 
Kitchen, Joe Kubert, Stan Lee, Jules Feiffer, Neal Adams, and Patrick McDonnell. 
Included are hundreds of images from Will's archives and private collections, and 
new interviews with Howard Chaykin, Darwyn Cooke, Sergio Aragones, Michael 
Uslan, and others, which add depth to the reader's knowledge of Eisner's body of 
work. Introduction by Michael Chabon, with a Foreword by Neal Adams.



PUBLISHER UDON ENTERTAINMENT INC

GEARS OF WAR RETROSPECTIVE HC

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99With its acclaimed gameplay, intense characters, and visceral action, the GEARS 
OF WAR franchise has helped define the modern shooter genre. Written by Arthur 
Gies, GEARS OF WAR: RETROSPECTIVE is a detailed look back the entire GEARS 
franchise, from the first game's initial development as an Xbox 360 title, all the way 
up to the series' upcoming entry - GEARS 5. Learn the history of GEARS through the 
words of its developers, designers, and artists, accompanied by key visuals, concept 
art, and more. 

PERSONA 3 GN VOL 10

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.99The avatar of Nyx has arrived, and it heralds the death of the world. The answer to 
life can only be found by facing oneself and facing death… Based on the Persona 3 
game!

STREET FIGHTER AKUMA VS HELL #1 CVR A VRIENS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After his encounter with the demonic Darkstalkers, Akuma chose to remain in the 
hellish Makai dimension to take his training to terrifying new levels. Alone in a 
demonic landscape, Akuma battles unearthly creatures, giant monstrosities, and an 
undead ghost from his past!

STREET FIGHTER AKUMA VS HELL #1 CVR B HUANG

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After his encounter with the demonic Darkstalkers, Akuma chose to remain in the 
hellish Makai dimension to take his training to terrifying new levels. Alone in a 
demonic landscape, Akuma battles unearthly creatures, giant monstrosities, and an 
undead ghost from his past!

STREET FIGHTER AKUMA VS HELL #1 CVR C 10 CPY INC PEREZ

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After his encounter with the demonic Darkstalkers, Akuma chose to remain in the 
hellish Makai dimension to take his training to terrifying new levels. Alone in a 
demonic landscape, Akuma battles unearthly creatures, giant monstrosities, and an 
undead ghost from his past!

PUBLISHER VALIANT ENTERTAINMENT LLC

BLOODSHOT TP DEFINITIVE EDITION (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$24.99Before Vin Diesel's BLOODSHOT hits the silver screen in 2020, experience the hit 
series that debuted Valiant's nanite-enhanced commando with this essential 
standalone volume! From acclaimed writer Duane Swierczynski (Birds of Prey) and 
all-star artists Manuel Garcia (Black Widow), Barry Kitson (The Amazing Spider-
Man), Arturo Lozzi (Immortal Weapons), and Matthew Clark (The Adventures of 
Superman), the BLOODSHOT DEFINITIVE EDITION trade paperback collection re-
presents the blockbuster first year of the breakout Valiant series behind the 
upcoming major motion picture from Sony! Collecting BLOODSHOT #0-13.

FALLEN WORLD #3 (OF 5) CVR A BOOTH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The mind-controlled Bloodshot enlists the help of the Church of the Fallen to further 
his nefarious plans!  Rai comes face-to-face with the animalistic hybrids of the 
Kor'Tunga clan!  Can Rai stop the resurrection of his greatest enemy before it's too 
late? 

FALLEN WORLD #3 (OF 5) CVR B DAGNINO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The mind-controlled Bloodshot enlists the help of the Church of the Fallen to further 
his nefarious plans!  Rai comes face-to-face with the animalistic hybrids of the 
Kor'Tunga clan!  Can Rai stop the resurrection of his greatest enemy before it's too 
late? 

FALLEN WORLD #3 (OF 5) CVR C WIJNGAARD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The mind-controlled Bloodshot enlists the help of the Church of the Fallen to further 
his nefarious plans!  Rai comes face-to-face with the animalistic hybrids of the 
Kor'Tunga clan!  Can Rai stop the resurrection of his greatest enemy before it's too 
late? 

INCURSION TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99The debut of Valiant's biggest villain: the alien conqueror Imperatrix Virago! The only 
thing standing in her way is the Eternal Warrior and Geomancer. Can the duo of 
heroes protect the planet from a seemingly unstoppable extraterrestrial foe and her 
army of the undead?  Collecting the complete series, INCURSION #1-4.

KILLERS #1 (OF 4) CVR A MEYERS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Five deadly assassins are recruited into a game of cat and mouse by the mysterious 
Jonin!  But what does the Jonin want from them, and what do they gain out of 
helping him? Each of these assassins can channel their ki in different ways, granting 
them incredible abilities!

KILLERS #1 (OF 4) CVR B BERNARD



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Five deadly assassins are recruited into a game of cat and mouse by the mysterious 
Jonin!  But what does the Jonin want from them, and what do they gain out of 
helping him? Each of these assassins can channel their ki in different ways, granting 
them incredible abilities!

KILLERS #1 (OF 4) CVR C LASHLEY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Five deadly assassins are recruited into a game of cat and mouse by the mysterious 
Jonin!  But what does the Jonin want from them, and what do they gain out of 
helping him? Each of these assassins can channel their ki in different ways, granting 
them incredible abilities!

KILLERS #1 (OF 4) CVR D BLANK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Five deadly assassins are recruited into a game of cat and mouse by the mysterious 
Jonin!  But what does the Jonin want from them, and what do they gain out of 
helping him? Each of these assassins can channel their ki in different ways, granting 
them incredible abilities!

KILLERS #1 (OF 4) CVR F #1-4 PREORDER BUNDLE ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Five deadly assassins are recruited into a game of cat and mouse by the mysterious 
Jonin!  But what does the Jonin want from them, and what do they gain out of 
helping him? Each of these assassins can channel their ki in different ways, granting 
them incredible abilities!

LIFE & DEATH OF TOYO HARADA #5 (OF 6) CVR A GUICE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Is Toyo Harada really dead? The long-lost secret of Harada's estranged son, 
revealed!  Harada's final allies stand strong as they protect their master's vision! 

LIFE & DEATH OF TOYO HARADA #5 (OF 6) CVR B ALLEN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Is Toyo Harada really dead? The long-lost secret of Harada's estranged son, 
revealed!  Harada's final allies stand strong as they protect their master's vision! 

LIFE & DEATH OF TOYO HARADA #5 (OF 6) CVR C HERBERT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Is Toyo Harada really dead? The long-lost secret of Harada's estranged son 
revealed!  Harada's final allies stand strong as they protect their master's vision! 



LIVEWIRE #8 CVR A ROCAFORT

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Wanted fugitive Livewire reveals that the Psiot Security & Education Program is the 
evil organization O.M.E.N. to the world! Will Phoebe Daniels choose to defend 
O.M.E.N. or go with Livewire and fight? Find out in the climatic final issue of Livewire 
Arc 2: 'Guardian'!

LIVEWIRE #8 CVR B RENAUD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Wanted fugitive Livewire reveals that the Psiot Security & Education Program is the 
evil organization O.M.E.N. to the world! Will Phoebe Daniels choose to defend 
O.M.E.N. or go with Livewire and fight? Find out in the climatic final issue of Livewire 
Arc 2: 'Guardian'!

LIVEWIRE #8 CVR C RAHZZAH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Wanted fugitive Livewire reveals that the Psiot Security & Education Program is the 
evil organization O.M.E.N. to the world! Will Phoebe Daniels choose to defend 
O.M.E.N. or go with Livewire and fight? Find out in the climatic final issue of Livewire 
Arc 2: 'Guardian'!

PSI-LORDS #2 CVR A NAKAYAMA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After an explosive escape from a cosmic prison, the team of amnesiac astronauts 
need to find a way home! But where is the ship that brought them here in the first 
place? And just who are these Psi-Lords they keep hearing about?  It's a deadly 
scavenger hunt around the Gyre in search of a way back home, but this cosmic ring 
of decaying ships hides many threats within its aging walls!  

PSI-LORDS #2 CVR B WIJNGAARD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After an explosive escape from a cosmic prison, the team of amnesiac astronauts 
need to find a way home! But where is the ship that brought them here in the first 
place? And just who are these Psi-Lords they keep hearing about?  It's a deadly 
scavenger hunt around the Gyre in search of a way back home, but this cosmic ring 
of decaying ships hides many threats within its aging walls!  

PSI-LORDS #2 CVR C HANS

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After an explosive escape from a cosmic prison, the team of amnesiac astronauts 
need to find a way home! But where is the ship that brought them here in the first 
place? And just who are these Psi-Lords they keep hearing about?  It's a deadly 
scavenger hunt around the Gyre in search of a way back home, but this cosmic ring 
of decaying ships hides many threats within its aging walls!  



PUNK MAMBO #4 (OF 5) CVR A BRERETON

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Punk Mambo faces off against Azaire's right hand, Renaud! What does Azaire want 
with the loa he's collected?  Punk Mambo and Josef's relationship continues to 
evolve! Sex magic may or may not be involved. But voodoo dolls definitely are.

PUNK MAMBO #4 (OF 5) CVR B MACK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Punk Mambo faces off against Azaire's right hand, Renaud! What does Azaire want 
with the loa he's collected?  Punk Mambo and Josef's relationship continues to 
evolve! Sex magic may or may not be involved. But voodoo dolls definitely are.

PUNK MAMBO #4 (OF 5) CVR C DELARA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Punk Mambo faces off against Azaire's right hand, Renaud! What does Azaire want 
with the loa he's collected?  Punk Mambo and Josef's relationship continues to 
evolve! Sex magic may or may not be involved. But voodoo dolls definitely are.

PUBLISHER VAULT COMICS

CULT CLASSIC RETURN TO WHISPER (2ND PTG) (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The return of the return-this time, with no interruptions in your scheduled 
programming! In 1997, a group of teenagers discover a treasure of immeasurable 
wealth. Fearing that their newfound fortune will be stolen from them, they make a 
pact: One day they'll all come back as adults, divide their riches, and live happily 
ever after. Now…fifteen years later, they have returned. Not to uncover a fortune, but 
to bury a friend.

HEATHEN #8

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After a stormy night at sea ends in tragedy, Aydis is forced off the ship and must now 
face the open ocean alone. Elsewhere, Brynhild and Sigurd finally reach the Valkyrie 
castle, only to find it deserted of all but one belligerent goddess.

QUEEN OF BAD DREAMS #3 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After surviving an attack in her home, Daher decides to take Ava to the safest place 
she knows-but Viv, Daher's ex-wife, may have something to say about that. Ava is 
faced with the reality of normal life, while Daher gets up-close-and-personal with the 
Chases, and the power they wield in the waking world.



RESONANT #1 CVR A (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A decade has passed since the first Waves hit, unleashing humanity's darkest 
impulses and plunging the world into chaos. Paxton, a single father of three, must 
venture from the secluded haven they've built to restock the medicine his chronically-
ill youngest son needs to survive. When the somewhat routine trip goes awry, Paxton 
and his children-now separated-will battle everything in their path to reunite.

RESONANT #1 CVR B (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99A decade has passed since the first Waves hit, unleashing humanity's darkest 
impulses and plunging the world into chaos. Paxton, a single father of three, must 
venture from the secluded haven they've built to restock the medicine his chronically-
ill youngest son needs to survive. When the somewhat routine trip goes awry, Paxton 
and his children-now separated-will battle everything in their path to reunite.

SERA & ROYAL STARS #1 CVR A

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Civil war rages in the Empire of Parsa, and famine has struck. As the seasons refuse 
to turn, Princess Sera receives a vision from the deity Mitra telling her to find the 
Royal Stars and restore them to the heavens. Despite her kingdom and her troops' 
need of her command, Sera embarks on a quest to find the fallen stars-now trapped 
on earth-and save her people from dearth and death. 

SERA & ROYAL STARS #1 CVR B

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Civil war rages in the Empire of Parsa, and famine has struck. As the seasons refuse 
to turn, Princess Sera receives a vision from the deity Mitra telling her to find the 
Royal Stars and restore them to the heavens. Despite her kingdom and her troops' 
need of her command, Sera embarks on a quest to find the fallen stars-now trapped 
on earth-and save her people from dearth and death. 

SHE SAID DESTROY #3 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99The invasion has begun! With Brigid's forces poised to capture Fey, tensions rise 
between Iris and Raul. The witches can't agree on how to handle the incoming Light 
Knights, and once again responsibility falls on Winona's shoulders. Will the Morrigan 
remain a player in the shadows, or can Winona's devotion summon the full power of 
destruction?

TEST #2 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Laurelwood isn't supposed to exist. Aleph Null shouldn't be alive. When two 
impossibles intersect-in a midwestern arena where the future is test-marketed to the 
present-Aleph will find themselves trapped. Torn between the resistance and the 
zealots, with a chemical NDA running through their bloodstream, Aleph will have to 
figure out where the future is coming from, what it's being used for, and where their 
allegiances lie-all while fighting to keep themselves intact. 

PUBLISHER VERTICAL COMICS

KNIGHTS OF SIDONIA MASTER ED GN VOL 02

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.95One of the manga world's most intriguing artist returns with a science-fiction tour de 
force which combines post apocolyptic action, modern sci-fi video game tropes and a 
traditional Japanese aesthetic in The Knights of Sidonia. Knights of Sidonia has 
been complied into a Master Edition featuring larger print, colored inserts and 
omibused volumes. Each Master's Edition volume compiles 2.5 volumes of the 
original Knights of Sidonia volumes.

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM WING GLORY OF THE LOSERS GN VOL 13 (C: 1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.95One of the biggest anime/manga properties of all time returns with the release of 
Mobile Suit Gundam Wing. 'The Glory of Losers' retells the original WING story by 
incorporating elements of the anime and its recent light novel adaptations. Following 
the actions of five fighters and their mobile suits (large robots made for destruction), 
Gundam Wing is a heavily political, dramatic action work that is centered around a 
war between Earth and its surrounding colonies in space.

VOICES OF A DISTANT STAR LIGHT NOVEL SC (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.95Award-winning director and author Makoto Shinkai offers a romantic sci-fi tale about 
young love and space adventure, based on his animated film. Sixteen-year-old 
Mikako Nagamine enlists as a pilot to fight in the interstellar war against a force of 
alien invaders, leaving behind her one true love. Mikako's only connection to Noboru 
Terao, who's living the life of an ordinary high school student, is through cell-phone 
text messages. As Mikoko travels farther away, it starts to take longer and longer for 
Noboru to receive her messages, until finally one arrives eight years and seven 
months after she sent it. The war rages on, and years pass, but out in space, Mikako 
barely ages. When at last the fighting ends, she is left stranded on the spacecraft 
carrier. A rescue mission is launched to help - including Noboru, who's now a lot 
older. When they meet again, they'll discover whether their young love survived.

WITCHCRAFT WORKS GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.95Witchcraft Works is a romance comedy where magic and supernational powers 
shape the lives of a handful of high school kids.

PUBLISHER VIZ MEDIA LLC



ANONYMOUS NOISE GN VOL 15 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99In No Hurry gears up for a second Rock Horizon show, but due to a last-minute 
cancellation, they have to play a bigger stage than expected. As they watch Silent 
Black Kitty blow away the festival crowd, the headliner's vocalist comes to Nino with 
a surprising proposal! For teen audiences. 

BEASTARS GN VOL 01 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Last night at Cherryton Academy, an herbivore student was killed and eaten. Among 
the members of the drama club, the herbivores' suspicions naturally turn to their 
carnivore classmates... The prime suspect? Legosi, a large wolf. But he wouldn't hurt 
a fly-or would he? And will dwarf rabbit Haru bring out the beast in him? Or are his 
feelings for her...something else? For older teen audiences. 

BLACK CLOVER GN VOL 16 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99With the Black Bulls hideout under attack, it'll be up to some of the lesser-known 
members of the brigade to protect their home. Meanwhile, the leader of the Midnight 
Sun battles against the Wizard King! For teen audiences. 

CASE CLOSED GN VOL 71 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99When Conan gets an invitation to London, he's thrilled. What could be better than 
visiting the home of his hero, Sherlock Holmes? But there's only one way he can get 
there: by becoming Jimmy Kudo again! Temporarily returned to his true age, Jimmy 
sets out on the trail of a devilish serial killer plotting an attack at the Wimbledon 
tournament. With London in turmoil, can Jimmy find a chance to confess his feelings 
to Rachel, or will love mean zero in tennis as well as well as in life? For older teen 
audiences.

CHILDREN OF WHALES GN VOL 11 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Orca and his imperial troops have arrived in Amonlogia, and Chakuro and the other 
Marked hope to use the chaos as cover for a rescue operation. But as they attempt 
to breach the castle to save Suou and the Ummarked, Orca sets out on a diabolical 
mission of his own. Can Lykos prevent her brother from causing more harm, even if it 
means killing him? For older teen audiences. 

DAYTIME SHOOTING STAR GN VOL 01 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$9.99After arriving in Tokyo to live with her uncle, Suzume collapses in a nearby park 
where she had once seen a shooting star during the day. A handsome stranger 
brings her to her new home and tells her they'll meet again. Suzume starts her first 
day at her new high school sitting next to a boy who blushes furiously at her touch. 
And her homeroom teacher is none other than the handsome stranger! For teen 
audiences. 

DEAD DEAD DEMONS DEDEDEDE DESTRUCTION GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 1-0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99The collaboration between the S.E.S. and the Self-Defense Forces is going 
beautifully as Hujin Type 9s patrol the streets of Tokyo and the slaughter of the 
Invaders reaches an all-time high. It's almost enough to distract the populace from 
the ominous smoke coming from the mother ship! Meanwhile, Kadode is getting 
used to having an Invader living in her apartment. His delicious cooking almost 
makes up for the constant threat of watching him get slaughtered in front of her eyes 
by vigilante exterminators! For mature audiences. 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU NO YAIBA GN VOL 07 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Shinobu, Tanjiro, Zenitsu, Inosuke and Nezuko have recovered under the care of the 
Demon Slayer Corps. They have even learned a new and powerful technique-Total 
Concentration! They'll need this new power and all their skill on their next demon-
hunting mission aboard the mysterious Infinity Train as it takes them into the dreams 
of demons! For teen audiences. 

DR STONE GN VOL 06 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Senku's father, the astronaut Byakuya, returns to Earth shortly after humanity is 
turned to stone. Certain that his son will eventually survive the petrification, he leaves 
something behind for him to find. But will it survive the ravages of time? In the 
present, Senku and the villagers have to contend with attackers from the Tsukasa 
Empire. The dire situation calls for drastic measures, so they get to work on the 
strongest weapon yet-katanas! For teen audiences. 

FIRE PUNCH GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99With his promise to Tena imprinted on his mind, Agni can only enjoy an inauthentic 
peace coated thickly with lies. His existence blames, tortures and undermines him, 
becoming an affliction worse than the anger, pain and madness he'd experienced as 
Fire Punch. As Agni searches desperately for an escape from this hell, an old friend 
suddenly appears. For mature audiences. 

HAIKYU GN VOL 33 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$9.99The final points between Karasuno and Inarizaki are tossed back and forth as both 
teams struggle to finish the other off and declare victory. But with time running out, 
will Karasuno be able to win the final set, or will Inarizaki send them packing? For 
teen audiences. 

KAGUYA SAMA LOVE IS WAR GN VOL 09 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Will Chika agree to train Miyuki one more time to make up for yet another of his 
surprising deficiencies? Then, Miyuki's sister and father meddle in his (mostly 
hypothetical) love life. Rumors that plague Yu have serious personal and academic 
consequences. The much-anticipated, much-dreaded Sports Day finally arrives! And 
Chika dreams up a new game for the student council to play together-with literally 
explosive results. Who cares what other people think? For teen audiences. 

KAKURIYO BED & BREAKFAST FOR SPIRITS GN VOL 04 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Aoi is finally ready to open her restaurant on the grounds of the Tenjin-ya inn, but not 
everyone is as excited about it as she is. Some of the chefs of the main restaurant 
are doing everything they can to destroy her business before it even has a chance to 
start! Aoi is determined to keep going, but her detractors are deadly serious about 
stopping her. For teen audiences. 

LEGEND OF GALACTIC HEROES SC NOVEL VOL 09 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99The irregulars of the Iserlohn Republic, still loyal to the ideals of their former leader 
Yang Wen-li, rally around Yang's successor Julian as he strives to live up to his 
inherited responsibilities. Meanwhile, in the empire, Kaiser Reinhard survives an 
attempt on his life only to be confronted with the devastating sins of his past when he 
learns the true identity of his would-be assassin. Despite rumors of treason on the 
part of Neue Land governor-general Oskar von Reuentahl, the kaiser pays a 
personal visit to that territory, where an even greater shock lies in store.

LEGEND OF ZELDA TWILIGHT PRINCESS GN VOL 05 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Midna has been Link's traveling companion and ally since the start of their journey, 
but will her ultimate goal of saving the Twilight Realm drive her away from Link? 
Link's own quest to save Hyrule leads him to seek the advice of Princess Zelda-and 
learn that to defeat the ultimate evil plaguing the world they will need a particular 
weapon: the Master Sword! For teen audiences. 

MY HERO ACADEMIA SCHOOL BRIEFS NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99At U.A. High School, it's tradition for students to attend a training camp in the woods. 
Though the kids are mostly there to improve their Quirks, it's also an opportunity for 
the ever-chatty class A, and class B as well, to cut loose in a way they can't during 
regular classes. Teen Readers. 



MY HERO ACADEMIA VIGILANTES GN VOL 05 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Disaster at the Marukane department store's grand reopening was averted thanks to 
the efforts of Koichi, Pop Step and their band of low-end idols. But a greater calamity 
was prevented by the clash between Knuckleduster and Kuin Hachisuka, who was 
possessing Tamao, Knuckleduster's own wayward daughter! In the end, 
Knuckleduster nearly had to kill Tamao to free her from the villainous entity 
possessing her. Now that he has achieved his goal and saved her, is Knuckleduster 
through with his life as a vigilante? For teen audiences. 

ONE PIECE COLOR WALK COMPENDIUM HC WATER 7 PARAMOUNT WAR (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99This second volume covers continues to showcase the artful adventures of the One 
Piece series. From the Water Seven arc, where the Straw Hats encounter the 
sinister CP9 organization, to the Paramount War arc that follows their journey to 
Marineford where Luffy's brother Ace resides. For teen audiences. 

ORESAMA TEACHER GN VOL 26 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Mafuyu is the no-nonsense, take-charge and hard-hitting leader of her high school 
gang. But when she gets expelled for being a delinquent, her mother, fed up with her 
daughter's wayward ways, sends Mafuyu to an isolated school far off in the country. 
For teen audiences. 

PLATINUM END GN VOL 09 (MR) (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99With Metropoliman finally defeated, Mirai and Saki try to enjoy a moment of reprieve. 
But with other god candidates still out there, it's only a matter of time before their 
peace is shattered! For mature audiences. 

RADIANT GN VOL 06 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99As spectral Nemeses start to appear all over Cyfandir, Seth is drawn into a nefarious 
plot against his will. Suspicion stalks the very halls of the Wizard Knights' castle, and 
the Merchant Barons watch with pleasure as these supernatural events unfold. And 
it's only a matter of time before Captain Dragunov and Captain Liselotte get their 
hands on Seth! For teen audiences. 

RIN-NE GN VOL 30 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99In the summer season of restless spirits, Rinne and the gang head to a beachside 
guesthouse to confront a supernatural spirit who's obsessed with braids. Sakura's 
trademark hairstyle makes her the target of the ghost's mad desire... Can Rinne 
figure out how to send the ghost away, ASAP?! For older teen audiences.



SNOW WHITE WITH RED HAIR GN VOL 02 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Shirayuki begins her duties as a court herbalist apprentice, but her mentor is a bit 
odd. He's quiet, shy, moody and...a child? Her first official duty is to quell an illness 
going around one of the forts that house Clarine's soldiers. Will she be able to 
discover the cause of the outbreak in time? For teen audiences. 

TERRA FORMARS GN VOL 21 (MR) (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99The Terraformars have infested Japan and the war for Earth is on! The aliens have 
evolved and so have Earth's warriors, striking back against the invaders in new and 
powerful ways. As Japanese and American fighters and soldiers face the onslaught, 
Michelle sets out on a mission to take Shokichi away from General Kai... For mature 
audiences. 

VAMPIRE KNIGHT MEMORIES GN VOL 03 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Yuki and Zero have decided to become a couple. Though relations between the 
Hunter Society and vampires have improved, bombs have been set off in the city, 
and the 'Vampire King' is claiming responsibility. Yuki, Zero, Aido and Kaien enter 
the battle to protect those they care about. For older teen audiences. 

WATER DRAGON BRIDE GN VOL 10 (C: 1-0-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Asahi continues to fight against the god of darkness and his minions, and the water 
dragon god lends her the totality of his power. Unfortunately, the battle greatly 
weakens the water dragon god to the point where his very existence is threatened! 
Can Asahi do anything to save him? For teen audiences. 

PUBLISHER WATSON GUPTILL

POP MANGA DRAWIN 30 STEP BY STEP LESSONS SC (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Pop Manga Drawing is an easy-to-follow, step-by-step manga drawing instruction 
book from fan-favorite manga artist and painter Camilla d'Errico, featuring 30 lessons 
on illustrating cute, cool, and quirky characters in her signature Pop Surrealist style. 
Written in the fun and encouraging voice that fans have come to expect, Pop Manga 
Drawing takes you step-by-step through lessons on drawing with graphite and 
mechanical pencils, along with insights on enhancing pieces with other mediums 
(including colored pencils and pastels). It also provides tips and expert advice on 
drawing specific elements, including hands, hair, and backgrounds, that can take 
your manga art to the next level. Pop Manga Drawing grants one-of-a-kind access to 
the basic building blocks of artistic expression, giving you the tools you need to 
create your own pop manga masterpieces!

PUBLISHER WILLIAM MORROW



CARTOON GUIDE TO BIOLOGY GN (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99From New York Times bestselling author Larry Gonick and Davidson College biology 
professor David Wessner comes this comprehensive and humorous cartoon guide to 
topics in biology! Did you faint when your middle school science teacher asked you 
to dissect a frog? Do you think DNA stands for 'Don't Know the Answer'? Do you still 
cling to the belief that osmosis was the name of Ozzy Osbourne's last tour? If you 
said yes to any of these questions - or even if you didn't - then you need The Cartoon 
Guide to Biology! From the inner workings of the cell, to the magic of gene 
expression, to the Krebs and Calvin cycles, to sexual and asexual reproduction, The 
Cartoon Guide to Biology uses simple, clear, humorous illustrations to make 
biology's most complex concepts understandable and entertaining. Whether you're 
peering into the microscope for the first time or brushing up after decades of de-
evolution, this book has you covered!

PUBLISHER YEN ON

86 EIGHTY SIX LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00A collective sigh of relief is exhaled as Lena, Shin, and the others enjoy a hard-won 
peace. But no true member of the Spearhead squadron can avoid battle forever, and 
these few survivors welcome it. They willingly walk back through the gates of hell, 
ready to resume the fight against the Legion, emboldened by full hearts, fresh 
perspectives, and...a new friend. For ages 16 And Up

BOTTOM-TIER CHARACTER TOMOZAKI LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 1-1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00Tomozaki is one of the best gamers in Japan, and in his opinion, the game of real life 
is one of the worst. No clear-cut rules for success, horribly balanced, and nothing 
makes sense. But then he meets a gamer who's just as good as him, and she offers 
to teach him a few exploits…

DEFEATING DEMON LORDS CINCH IF GOT RINGER NOVEL SC VOL 04 (C

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00The hero's party is off to the water capital, Cloudburst, in order to contract with more 
powerful spirits. It's a big endeavor, and they may have bitten off more than they can 
chew, but not to worry--priest Ares Crown is not far behind, and this time he's got 
powerful mercenaries with him! One way or another, he'll keep the hero safe, even if 
it means following the party to the bottom of the ocean! For Ages 16 And Up

DIRTY WAY DESTROY GODDESS HERO NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$14.00Fed up with cocky heroes always looking to save the day when all he wants is to find 
delicious treats for his cute daughter, the blue demon king of the underworld calls 
upon a young boy--Sotoyama Shinichi--for assistance. Once the two make a deal, 
the king resumes his visit to the human world until he realizes he may have chosen 
the wrong person for the job... For Ages 13 And Up

DURARARA LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 13 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00Ikebukuro has been plunged into full-on chaos, and the fates of everyone involved 
with the Headless Rider  will soon be decided in the explosive  final volume of 
Durarara!!

FINAL FANTASY XIII 13-2 FRAGMENTS BEFORE NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00This series of character-driven short stories provides a deeper look at the events 
leading up to the second installment of the hit game series Final Fantasy XIII! For 
Ages 13 And Up

GOBLIN SLAYER SIDE STORY YEAR ONE LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00After killing a group of goblins, the young man just starting to make a name for 
himself as Goblin Slayer finds a ring that emits a strange glow. In order to make 
sense of this item, he's introduced to an eccentric Arch-Mage, who then employs him 
in her quest to update the world's encyclopedia of monsters.

LAST ROUND SCUM ARTHUR HERETIC MERLIN NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00Local high school prodigy Rintaro Magami's daily life is pretty boring, though not for 
lack of things to do. He's just...done everything already. In order to kill some time, he 
deliberately teams up with Luna, the most good-for-nothing girl around, and enters a 
competition to decide the next successor of the legendary King Arthur. But there's 
just one problem... Luna pawned off the holy sword Excalibur! For Ages 13 And Up

LOVE MOM & 2 HIT MULTI TARGET ATTACKS LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 03

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00Masato hears rumors of a newly built dungeon, and anyone who manages to make it 
through will be granted any one wish. He and his party try to recruit more people to 
join their guild and help them on this quest...but all they manage to find are other 
moms!! To make things worse, Mamako is still dominating all the action, and this 
time in a maid costume! For Ages 16 And Up

NO GAME NO LIFE LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 09 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$14.00Gamer siblings Sora and Shiro have at last defeated the Old Deus Holou, and now 
they're switching gears: their next endeavor is to make Holou the number-one idol 
pop star in all of Disboard! But amid the chaos of their pet project comes a strange 
message from the representative of the 10th-ranked race, the Ex Machina... Is 
another arduous battle on the horizon for Sora and Shiro?! For Ages 16 And Up

SAGA OF TANYA EVIL LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 06 NIL ADMIRARI (C: 1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00Through the bone-chilling winter wind, the clashes of war can be heard. Equipped 
with fragile weapons and machinery, Tanya and her unit march toward the Eastern 
front. There, Tanya realizes the primitiveness of it all, and that it'll take more than a 
miracle to emerge unscathed…

SO IM SPIDER SO WHAT LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 06 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00I did it. I did it! I'm finally an Arachne! ...Aaand things are already going way 
differently than I thought they would. I guess I kinda joined up with the Demon Lord? 
Which means working with, you guessed it, demons. I mean, I've just casually 
become traveling companions with the lord of demons and a vampire princess. I'll 
worry about that later, though. It's about time I properly acquainted myself with the 
world of humans! For Ages 13 And Up

SWORD ART ONLINE ALT GUN GALE LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 04 (C: 0-1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00Old frenemies become staunch allies as the strongest team in the history of Gun 
Gale is born! This time, LPFM will enter the third annual Squad Jam and overcome 
fierce competition to uncover the mysteries of the UNKNOWN area!

WORLDEND LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00With Chtholly gone, Willem and the faerie soldier Nephren are thrown into darkness. 
Things should have ended then and there, but Willem finds himself waking up in a 
familiar room, an equally familiar voice calling out to him. Meanwhile, in the black of 
night, a new Beast lets out a roar... For Ages 13 And Up

PUBLISHER YEN PRESS

ANGELS OF DEATH GN VOL 07 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00On Floor B2, Gray passes judgment on Ray, declaring her a witch who is deceiving 
the building's residents. Forced to face this sentence alone, what will Ray do...? 
Justice will be served in Volume 7 of Angels of Death! For Ages 16 And Up

BARAKAMON GN VOL 18 (C: 0-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.00It's been a year since Handa arrived on the island, and a lot has changed for the 
residents of Nanatsutake Village. Hiroshi's in Tokyo, Miwa and her friends have 
graduation on their minds, and Naru and her classmates are going into their second 
year of elementary school. With everyone looking to the future, the time to say 
goodbye approaches in the final volume of Barakamon. For Ages 8 And Up

CERTAIN MAGICAL INDEX GN VOL 18 MANGA (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00Appearing at a one-way street is the armed organization Hound Dog, led by Amata 
Kihara. And standing before Touma is Vento of the Front, of God's Right Seat! The 
violent fangs of both science and magic sink into Academy City! For Ages 13 And Up

COCOON ENTWINED GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.00Clad in school uniforms practically breathing with life are the girls of Hoshimiya Girls' 
Academy, their hair long and luxurious. When a certain 'incident' rocks the academy, 
the hidden feelings these girls possess will be entwined in this pure girls' love story. 
For Ages 16 And Up

COUNT FUJIWARAS SUFFERING GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$26.00As a noble cat, the Count knows a thing or two about living, but no one's lives are as 
strange as the Fujiwara sisters! Shizuka is only interested in live streaming for cheap 
online attention, and conflicted Yumeko is rather...fond of her big sister. Can Count 
Fujiwara handle these two perplexing humans, or will his meows fall on deaf ears?! 
For Ages 16 And Up

DIVE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00Suddenly, the decision is made on which divers will represent Japan! While Youichi 
has the ticket of his dreams in hand, he's not fully satisfied. And that's not to start on 
the athletes excluded from the lineup like Tomoki, who are determined to show their 
resolve! For Ages 13 And Up

GABRIEL DROPOUT GN VOL 07 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00The kind of bad luck that only comes once in a decade is approaching, and fallen 
angel Gabriel will be tested! It's a poolside panic in Volume 7 of Gabriel Dropout! For 
Ages 13 And Up

GOBLIN SLAYER BRAND NEW DAY GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$13.00Goblin Slayer has enjoyed many an adventure, but the people around him have 
adventures of their own! A new spin-off from the wildly popular Goblin Slayer, check 
out the first volume of Goblin Slayer: Brand New Day, following the people whose 
lives Goblin Slayer has touched! For Ages 18 And Up

HIGH SCHOOL PRODIGIES HAVE IT EASY ANOTHER WORLD GN VOL 04 (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00After successfully garnering support for their religion, 'the Seven Luminaries,' the 
high school prodigies prepare to head into an all-out war with the empire. But when 
Gustav uses magic power to suddenly set everything ablaze in a fit of fury, its up to 
this dream team to use their superior abilities and technology to tilt the scales back in 
their favor! For Ages 18 And Up

INTERSPECIES REVIEWERS GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00Whether it's bedding a genuine succubus, some female-knight roleplaying, or an egg-
laying kink, Stunk and the other Interspecies Reviewers go deep down the righteous 
path of carnal desire! But what's up with Crim? He's always wanted to visit a 
succubus, but now he's undergoing some transformation...?! For Ages 18 And Up

IS WRONG PICK UP GIRLS DUNGEON SWORD ORATORIA GN VOL 08 (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00'Aria, go the fifty-ninth floor.' With that message, Levis leaves Aiz with still no 
answers but a claim she can find what she needs deeper in the dungeon. The deadly 
clash on the twenty-fourth floor over, Aiz and the others return to Orario to deal with 
their losses. However, Aiz and the rest of Loki Familia are not long for the surface as 
they declare an expedition to unknown dungeon territory: Floor fifty-nine. 
Preparations begin and Aiz finally makes progress in her relationship with Bell... For 
Ages 16 And Up

KILLING ME GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00'Love-hate relationship' takes on a whole new meaning in this girls' love occult 
romance about two classmates: a vampire...and a vampire hunter! For Ages 13 And 
Up

MURCIELAGO GN VOL 11 (MR) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00After finding a human hand vomited up by a shark during a visit to the aquarium, 
Kuroko's on the case. Whose hand could it be? A lead takes her to the local church, 
and when she drives the priests there into a corner, a shocking truth comes to 
light...! For Ages 18 And Up

NYANKEES GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$13.00All hell breaks loose in Nekonaki when three fresh strays show up out of the blue. 
Soon, word of the new gangbangers spreads to the outskirts of town, bringing 
Taiga's brother Raiga into the fray. Can Ryuusei and the gang manage to keep dibs 
on both their territory and fish supply?! For Ages 13 And Up

SACRIFICIAL PRINCESS & KING BEASTS GN VOL 06 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00The Grand Consecration to celebrate the founding of the Kingdom of Ozmargo is 
nigh...but the king of beasts remains in his human form despite the dawn! Thanks to 
Sariphi's quick thinking, disaster is averted and the ceremony goes off without a 
hitch, prompting Chancellor Anubis to declare an end to Sariphi's trials. But having 
assumed the role of Acting Queen, Sariphi is faced with her first job...which just 
might turn out to be insurmountable! For Ages 13 And Up

SAGA OF TANYA EVIL GN VOL 07 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00With undeniable wit and charisma, Tanya manages to charm her way into the 
warmth of the office...not. When an order for a military march launches the 
dumbfounded Degurechaff into the freezing depths of winter, fluffy pillows and five 
course meals are the last thing on her mind...That is, until the Major discovers 
another tempting course of action... For Ages 16 And Up

SECRETLY IVE BEEN SUFFERING ABOUT BEING SEXLESS GN (C: 0-1-2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.00Deep struggles and concerns about sex are stripped bare in this shocking 
confession! Married life isn't all lovey-dovey, or ooh-la-la steamy--not when you and 
your partner have opposing sex drives. When a married woman with a raging libido 
can't find the satisfaction she needs from her tame, lackluster husband, she's left 
with no choice but to get her fix elsewhere... For Ages 16 And Up

SEKIREI GN VOL 09 (MR) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.00The ark slumbering under Kamikura Island shuts down, leading to an invasion by a 
foreign military force! Meanwhile, Karasuba is driven by delusion--forever awaiting a 
friend who will never return--and Musubi is the only one who can face her. Who will 
be the last to survive this final 'party'...!? For Ages 18 And Up

SKULL-FACE BOOKSELLER HONDA-SAN GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.00Honda might be a skeleton, but that's nowhere near as crazy as working in a 
Japanese bookstore! Whether it's running the store, dealing with out-of-print books, 
or handling eccentric customers, the bookstore life is filled with laughter and tears. 
For Ages 16 And Up

SO IM A SPIDER SO WHAT GN VOL 06 (C: 1-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00I'm continuing to level up, but it hasn't been easy! You really can never tell what you'll 
find in this labrynth, huh?! Or who I guess-there's a mysterious man headed this 
way! And...hold up, is that a smartphone?! Maybe there's a translation app on here 
that can help me out... For Ages 13 And Up

SURVIVED ALCHEMIST DREAM QUIET TOWN LIFE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00Mariela is the last alchemist alive after waking from a deep sleep that lasted two 
hundred years. As the sole alchemist in town, she can make a killing from making 
and selling potions...but after two hundred years of suspended animation, all she 
wants to do is relax, take things easy, and live at her own pace! For Ages 13 And Up

TEASING MASTER TAKAGI SAN GN VOL 05 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00Takagi-san might've won every single prank-off since the beginning of time, but 
Nishikata's not throwing in the towel yet! Aside from the fact that she's got a knack 
for giving him the butterflies, she's not that bad to hang out with, and the pranks can 
be kinda fun...in moderation. All he really needs to do is find out her weakness...but 
does she even have one? For Ages 13 And Up

TORTURE PRINCESS FREMD TORTURCHEN COMPLETE MANGA OMNIBUS (MR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$30.00Kaito has had a rough life, but it only gets worse after he dies. When he's summoned 
to another world, he meets a beautiful and terrifying girl who offers him a choice-to 
be her servant and help her slay demons, or to suffer at her hands! 

TRIAGE X GN VOL 18 (MR) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.00The unexpected appearance of Yuuko's twin sister spurs Tsurugi and Yuuko's 
unlikely friendship. But with Yuuko captured and hidden away, Tsurugi tells their tale 
and the truth of Yuuko's, and Yoko's, past. For Ages 18 And Up

UMINEKO WHEN CRY EP 8 GN VOL 02 TWILIGHT GOLDEN WITCH (C: 1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$30.00'In this 5th game, you've all become accomplices, haven't you?' Ushiromiya Ange 
comes close to uncovering the truth. The Kakera, which holds infinite possibilities, 
threatens to tear Rokkenjima asunder. Erika Furudo appears for the final battle 
against Beatrice, but without the Book of the One Truth, will she stand a chance? For 
Ages 16 And Up

WOOF WOOF STORY GN VOL 01 PAMPERED POOCH NOT FENRIR (C: 0-1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$13.00As corporate slave Routa Okami keels over in the middle of his busy office, he 
imagines about how nice it would have been to live as the pet of some of rich family 
instead of literally working himself to death. When a goddess actually grants that 
wish and brings him back as a pampered pooch, Routa is over the moon! ...But wait, 
why is he howling at it...? For Ages 13 And Up

YURI LIFE GN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00Follow the everyday romances of women living together! From clashing personalities 
to May-December relationships, it's a sweet cornucopia of love and affection. For 
Ages 16 And Up

PUBLISHER YOUNEEK STUDIOS

MALIKA WARRIOR QUEEN GN VOL 03 FALLEN QUEEN PART ONE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.99Malika, warrior queen and military commander of the 15th-century Azzazian Empire, 
has been flung into the year 2025, a dangerous future she's struggling to 
understand. After years of moving in the shadows, she's forced out of hiding by a 
sinister plot that spans the centuries!

PUBLISHER Z2 COMICS

GENESIS ONE POPPY GN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Is she a girl? Is she a machine? Is she humanity's redemption, or its damnation? 
Don't be scared - either way, she is Poppy... and you love Poppy! Witness the 
genesis of the Internet phenomenon in this original graphic novel, bundled with a 
brand new Album, only available here. I am Poppy. I am Poppy. I am Poppy. I am 
Poppy. I am Poppy. I am Poppy.

PUBLISHER ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT INC

BELLE OATH OF THORNS #1 CVR A VITORINO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Belle is back! After her life was recently turned upside down, things have finally 
begun to settle for Anabelle 'Belle' DiMarco. Now, working with the organization 
known as C.H.I.P. she has more allies than she has ever had in her war against the 
beasts who threaten mankind. But, with her new allies comes a new mission, and the 
price she will be asked to pay may not be worth the cost. Get ready to be pulled back 
into Belle's world as she learns more secrets of her family and is put to the test in 
this new limited series, Belle: Oath of Thorns!  

BELLE OATH OF THORNS #1 CVR B TOLIBAO

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Belle is back! After her life was recently turned upside down, things have finally 
begun to settle for Anabelle 'Belle' DiMarco. Now, working with the organization 
known as C.H.I.P. she has more allies than she has ever had in her war against the 
beasts who threaten mankind. But, with her new allies comes a new mission, and the 
price she will be asked to pay may not be worth the cost. Get ready to be pulled back 
into Belle's world as she learns more secrets of her family and is put to the test in 
this new limited series, Belle: Oath of Thorns!  

BELLE OATH OF THORNS #1 CVR C SANTACRUZ

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Belle is back! After her life was recently turned upside down, things have finally 
begun to settle for Anabelle 'Belle' DiMarco. Now, working with the organization 
known as C.H.I.P. she has more allies than she has ever had in her war against the 
beasts who threaten mankind. But, with her new allies comes a new mission, and the 
price she will be asked to pay may not be worth the cost. Get ready to be pulled back 
into Belle's world as she learns more secrets of her family and is put to the test in 
this new limited series, Belle: Oath of Thorns!  

BELLE OATH OF THORNS #1 CVR D COCCOLO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Belle is back! After her life was recently turned upside down, things have finally 
begun to settle for Anabelle 'Belle' DiMarco. Now, working with the organization 
known as C.H.I.P. she has more allies than she has ever had in her war against the 
beasts who threaten mankind. But, with her new allies comes a new mission, and the 
price she will be asked to pay may not be worth the cost. Get ready to be pulled back 
into Belle's world as she learns more secrets of her family and is put to the test in 
this new limited series, Belle: Oath of Thorns!  

BELLE OATH OF THORNS #1 CVR E COLAPIETRO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Belle is back! After her life was recently turned upside down, things have finally 
begun to settle for Anabelle 'Belle' DiMarco. Now, working with the organization 
known as C.H.I.P. she has more allies than she has ever had in her war against the 
beasts who threaten mankind. But, with her new allies comes a new mission, and the 
price she will be asked to pay may not be worth the cost. Get ready to be pulled back 
into Belle's world as she learns more secrets of her family and is put to the test in 
this new limited series, Belle: Oath of Thorns!  

BELLE OATH OF THORNS #1 CVR F GARVEY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Belle is back! After her life was recently turned upside down, things have finally 
begun to settle for Anabelle 'Belle' DiMarco. Now, working with the organization 
known as C.H.I.P. she has more allies than she has ever had in her war against the 
beasts who threaten mankind. But, with her new allies comes a new mission, and the 
price she will be asked to pay may not be worth the cost. Get ready to be pulled back 
into Belle's world as she learns more secrets of her family and is put to the test in 
this new limited series, Belle: Oath of Thorns!  

BELLE OATH OF THORNS #1 CVR G BLANK SKETCH



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.00Belle is back! After her life was recently turned upside down, things have finally 
begun to settle for Anabelle 'Belle' DiMarco. Now, working with the organization 
known as C.H.I.P. she has more allies than she has ever had in her war against the 
beasts who threaten mankind. But, with her new allies comes a new mission, and the 
price she will be asked to pay may not be worth the cost. Get ready to be pulled back 
into Belle's world as she learns more secrets of her family and is put to the test in 
this new limited series, Belle: Oath of Thorns!  

DRAGONSBLOOD #3 (OF 4) CVR A COCCOLO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Sigurd and Freya square off against the fearsome Bloodaxe, who seems unbeatable. 
As their battle rages, the mysterious voice beckoning to Sig becomes louder and 
louder. Will Sig be able to defeat Bloodaxe and this voice? Or will the two of them 
prove too great a challenge for the mighty dragon-slayer?

DRAGONSBLOOD #3 (OF 4) CVR B RIVEIRO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Sigurd and Freya square off against the fearsome Bloodaxe, who seems unbeatable. 
As their battle rages, the mysterious voice beckoning to Sig becomes louder and 
louder. Will Sig be able to defeat Bloodaxe and this voice? Or will the two of them 
prove too great a challenge for the mighty dragon-slayer?

DRAGONSBLOOD #3 (OF 4) CVR C ROYLE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Sigurd and Freya square off against the fearsome Bloodaxe, who seems unbeatable. 
As their battle rages, the mysterious voice beckoning to Sig becomes louder and 
louder. Will Sig be able to defeat Bloodaxe and this voice? Or will the two of them 
prove too great a challenge for the mighty dragon-slayer?

DRAGONSBLOOD #3 (OF 4) CVR D PASIBE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Sigurd and Freya square off against the fearsome Bloodaxe, who seems unbeatable. 
As their battle rages, the mysterious voice beckoning to Sig becomes louder and 
louder. Will Sig be able to defeat Bloodaxe and this voice? Or will the two of them 
prove too great a challenge for the mighty dragon-slayer?

GFT AGE OF CAMELOT TP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99Powered by Skye's book the myths and tales of the middle ages and Camelot have 
come to life. Merlin, the Black Knight and the Three Musketeers have joined the 
Grimm Universe but whether they are friend or foe remains to be seen as the Age of 
Camelot invades the Grimm Universe.  Collects Grimm Fairy Tales #13 - 25, 2019 
Annual, and 2019 Giant Size.



GFT PRESENTS SWIMSUIT EDITION 2019 ONE SHOT #1 CVR A REYES

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Just in time for summer, comes the Grimm Fairy Tales 2019 Swimsuit Special! Get 
ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses, 
soaking up the sun while wearing the season's hottest swimsuit fashions! Some of 
the industry's top artists contribute gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universes' most 
popular female characters in this stunning collection. Also includes a never before 
published Grimm Fairy Tales short story!

GFT PRESENTS SWIMSUIT EDITION 2019 ONE SHOT #1 CVR B SALONGA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Just in time for summer, comes the Grimm Fairy Tales 2019 Swimsuit Special! Get 
ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses, 
soaking up the sun while wearing the season's hottest swimsuit fashions! Some of 
the industry's top artists contribute gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universes' most 
popular female characters in this stunning collection. Also includes a never before 
published Grimm Fairy Tales short story!

GFT PRESENTS SWIMSUIT EDITION 2019 ONE SHOT #1 CVR C SANTACR

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Just in time for summer, comes the Grimm Fairy Tales 2019 Swimsuit Special! Get 
ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses, 
soaking up the sun while wearing the season's hottest swimsuit fashions! Some of 
the industry's top artists contribute gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universes' most 
popular female characters in this stunning collection. Also includes a never before 
published Grimm Fairy Tales short story!

GFT PRESENTS SWIMSUIT EDITION 2019 ONE SHOT #1 CVR D DIPASCA

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Just in time for summer, comes the Grimm Fairy Tales 2019 Swimsuit Special! Get 
ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses, 
soaking up the sun while wearing the season's hottest swimsuit fashions! Some of 
the industry's top artists contribute gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universes' most 
popular female characters in this stunning collection. Also includes a never before 
published Grimm Fairy Tales short story!

GRETEL #5 (OF 5) CVR A VITORINO (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Gretel, with Calabar in tow, comes face-to-face with Tituba, the witch who murdered 
Hansel and cursed Gretel. But Tituba has secret information up her sleeve, both 
about Samuel's dark history and Gretel's true purpose. Will Gretel be able to stop 
Tituba before she can exact her apocalyptic plan? And even if she can, after her 
world is destroyed by Tituba's revelations, will she even care to save ours?

GRETEL #5 (OF 5) CVR B WHITE (MR)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Gretel, with Calabar in tow, comes face-to-face with Tituba, the witch who murdered 
Hansel and cursed Gretel. But Tituba has secret information up her sleeve, both 
about Samuel's dark history and Gretel's true purpose. Will Gretel be able to stop 
Tituba before she can exact her apocalyptic plan? And even if she can, after her 
world is destroyed by Tituba's revelations, will she even care to save ours?

GRETEL #5 (OF 5) CVR C SANTACRUZ (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Gretel, with Calabar in tow, comes face-to-face with Tituba, the witch who murdered 
Hansel and cursed Gretel. But Tituba has secret information up her sleeve, both 
about Samuel's dark history and Gretel's true purpose. Will Gretel be able to stop 
Tituba before she can exact her apocalyptic plan? And even if she can, after her 
world is destroyed by Tituba's revelations, will she even care to save ours?

GRETEL #5 (OF 5) CVR D OTERO (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Gretel, with Calabar in tow, comes face-to-face with Tituba, the witch who murdered 
Hansel and cursed Gretel. But Tituba has secret information up her sleeve, both 
about Samuel's dark history and Gretel's true purpose. Will Gretel be able to stop 
Tituba before she can exact her apocalyptic plan? And even if she can, after her 
world is destroyed by Tituba's revelations, will she even care to save ours?

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #30 CVR A CHEN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Skye continues her journey, she gets pulled further into the events unraveling in 
OZ. What she uncovers could provide answers to what she was looking for all along, 
but she might have to go into the deepest corners of this realm to solve them. That 
is, if she can make it out alive.

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #30 CVR B COCCOLO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Skye continues her journey, she gets pulled further into the events unraveling in 
OZ. What she uncovers could provide answers to what she was looking for all along, 
but she might have to go into the deepest corners of this realm to solve them. That 
is, if she can make it out alive.

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #30 CVR C VIGONTE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Skye continues her journey, she gets pulled further into the events unraveling in 
OZ. What she uncovers could provide answers to what she was looking for all along, 
but she might have to go into the deepest corners of this realm to solve them. That 
is, if she can make it out alive.

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #30 CVR D DOONEY



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99As Skye continues her journey, she gets pulled further into the events unraveling in 
OZ. What she uncovers could provide answers to what she was looking for all along, 
but she might have to go into the deepest corners of this realm to solve them. That 
is, if she can make it out alive.

HELLCHILD BLOOD MONEY #4 (OF 4) CVR A VITORINO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After Angelica and Jenny are taken hostage by the hosts of the creepy masquerade 
party, they wonder what's in store for them next. But nothing could prepare them for 
the sadistic auction that is about to take place. With little time and up against a room 
full of monsters, Angelica must figure a way out of her impossible situation before it's 
too late. The action-packed finale of HELLCHILD: Blood Money is here!

HELLCHILD BLOOD MONEY #4 (OF 4) CVR B TOLIBAO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After Angelica and Jenny are taken hostage by the hosts of the creepy masquerade 
party, they wonder what's in store for them next. But nothing could prepare them for 
the sadistic auction that is about to take place. With little time and up against a room 
full of monsters, Angelica must figure a way out of her impossible situation before it's 
too late. The action-packed finale of HELLCHILD: Blood Money is here!

HELLCHILD BLOOD MONEY #4 (OF 4) CVR C REI

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After Angelica and Jenny are taken hostage by the hosts of the creepy masquerade 
party, they wonder what's in store for them next. But nothing could prepare them for 
the sadistic auction that is about to take place. With little time and up against a room 
full of monsters, Angelica must figure a way out of her impossible situation before it's 
too late. The action-packed finale of HELLCHILD: Blood Money is here!

HELLCHILD BLOOD MONEY #4 (OF 4) CVR D ERIC J

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99After Angelica and Jenny are taken hostage by the hosts of the creepy masquerade 
party, they wonder what's in store for them next. But nothing could prepare them for 
the sadistic auction that is about to take place. With little time and up against a room 
full of monsters, Angelica must figure a way out of her impossible situation before it's 
too late. The action-packed finale of HELLCHILD: Blood Money is here!

OZ HEART OF MAGIC #4 (OF 5) CVR A VIGONTE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Dorothy and friends free Glinda and Adraste, but something-- make that a lot of 
somethings-- would see them all dead. Is it too late for the world of Oz anyway? Back 
in the Emerald City, the Heart of Oz is finally unearthed-- and nobody was expecting 
what they found. And the truth about the Wizard is revealed, as his power grows 
even more dangerous!



OZ HEART OF MAGIC #4 (OF 5) CVR B VITORINO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Dorothy and friends free Glinda and Adraste, but something-- make that a lot of 
somethings-- would see them all dead. Is it too late for the world of Oz anyway? Back 
in the Emerald City, the Heart of Oz is finally unearthed-- and nobody was expecting 
what they found. And the truth about the Wizard is revealed, as his power grows 
even more dangerous!

OZ HEART OF MAGIC #4 (OF 5) CVR C SPAY

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Dorothy and friends free Glinda and Adraste, but something-- make that a lot of 
somethings-- would see them all dead. Is it too late for the world of Oz anyway? Back 
in the Emerald City, the Heart of Oz is finally unearthed-- and nobody was expecting 
what they found. And the truth about the Wizard is revealed, as his power grows 
even more dangerous!

OZ HEART OF MAGIC #4 (OF 5) CVR D COCCOLO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Dorothy and friends free Glinda and Adraste, but something-- make that a lot of 
somethings-- would see them all dead. Is it too late for the world of Oz anyway? Back 
in the Emerald City, the Heart of Oz is finally unearthed-- and nobody was expecting 
what they found. And the truth about the Wizard is revealed, as his power grows 
even more dangerous!

ROBYN HOOD OUTLAW #6 (OF 6) CVR A SANTAMARIE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Election Day has arrived and Robyn's world is turned upside down as she finds 
herself between a rock and a hard place, defending the life of someone she barely 
knows in the hopes of being lead to a cure that will save the life of Gengrich. Don't 
miss this final issue of Robyn Hood: Outlaw as the decisions, the friends, and 
enemies she makes will impact Robyn's life from this point forward!

ROBYN HOOD OUTLAW #6 (OF 6) CVR B GOH

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Election Day has arrived and Robyn's world is turned upside down as she finds 
herself between a rock and a hard place, defending the life of someone she barely 
knows in the hopes of being lead to a cure that will save the life of Gengrich. Don't 
miss this final issue of Robyn Hood: Outlaw as the decisions, the friends, and 
enemies she makes will impact Robyn's life from this point forward!

ROBYN HOOD OUTLAW #6 (OF 6) CVR C CARDY

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$3.99Election Day has arrived and Robyn's world is turned upside down as she finds 
herself between a rock and a hard place, defending the life of someone she barely 
knows in the hopes of being lead to a cure that will save the life of Gengrich. Don't 
miss this final issue of Robyn Hood: Outlaw as the decisions, the friends, and 
enemies she makes will impact Robyn's life from this point forward!

ROBYN HOOD OUTLAW #6 (OF 6) CVR D COCCOLO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Election Day has arrived and Robyn's world is turned upside down as she finds 
herself between a rock and a hard place, defending the life of someone she barely 
knows in the hopes of being lead to a cure that will save the life of Gengrich. Don't 
miss this final issue of Robyn Hood: Outlaw as the decisions, the friends, and 
enemies she makes will impact Robyn's life from this point forward!

03. Magazines

PUBLISHER 007 MAGAZINE & ARCHIVE LTD.

007 MAGAZINE EXHIBITORS CAMPAIGN BOOK SC VOL 05 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$25.99Exhibitors' Campaign Books/Pressbooks have been around as long as there have 
been movies, and have always featured an eclectic mix of elements helping to 
promote a film. Campaign books were mainly supplied to cinema managers as lavish 
productions-completely distinct in content between the UK and the U.S. editions. All 
the James Bond films from Dr. No (1962) to Licence To Kill (1989) had Exhibitors' 
Campaign Books produced to accompany the release of each film. Unsurprisingly, in 
the collectors' world these original publications have become highly sought after and 
can be an expensive addition to a Bond enthusiast's collection.

PUBLISHER CINESTATE FANGORIA LLC

FANGORIA VOL 2 #4

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.79Fangoria is a quarterly magazine covering the horror film genre since 1979. Fangoria 
relaunched in October 2018 as a quarterly collectible with in-depth interview with 
filmmakers, as well as retrospectives and columns by those in the horror film 
business. 

PUBLISHER COMIC SHOP NEWS INC

COMIC SHOP NEWS [90CT BUNDLE] #1673 (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages 
in length, and features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete 
monthly checklist (complete with PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN 
Hot Picks, 'Fab Firsts,' and a monthly checklist of all the first issues for the month!



COMIC SHOP NEWS [90CT BUNDLE] #1674 (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages 
in length, and features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete 
monthly checklist (complete with PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN 
Hot Picks, 'Fab Firsts,' and a monthly checklist of all the first issues for the month!

COMIC SHOP NEWS [90CT BUNDLE] #1675 (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages 
in length, and features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete 
monthly checklist (complete with PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN 
Hot Picks, 'Fab Firsts,' and a monthly checklist of all the first issues for the month!

COMIC SHOP NEWS [90CT BUNDLE] #1676 (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages 
in length, and features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete 
monthly checklist (complete with PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN 
Hot Picks, 'Fab Firsts,' and a monthly checklist of all the first issues for the month!

COMIC SHOP NEWS [90CT BUNDLE] #1677 (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 pages 
in length, and features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a complete 
monthly checklist (complete with PREVIEWS order numbers), plus exclusive CSN 
Hot Picks, 'Fab Firsts,' and a monthly checklist of all the first issues for the month!

PUBLISHER DC COMICS

MAD MAGAZINE #9

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Peak TV hits MAD when we heckle The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel. Plus, it's the updated 
map to Disneyland-including new Fox takeover attractions that are sure to attract no 
one in the feature 'When Disney Adds Fox To Disneyland'!

PUBLISHER EUROTICA

SIZZLE #69 SALE ED (A) (C: 1-0-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$3.99Specially priced at $3.99! Nik (Magenta) Guerra and Cristina You-Bad-Girl are back 
with breath-takingly creepy zombie pin-up comics 'Amara'. Also Lust of Us, Barbarian 
Chicks and Precinct 69.



PUBLISHER FILMFAX

FILMFAX #154 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.95In this issue of FilmFax: David Frankham on acting with Vincent Price, Boris Karloff, 
Bela Lugosi & Basil Rathbone. Obscure TV Popeye Cartoons; Film & TV character 
actors Rad Fulton and Pat Cardi (Part 2); Monsters! Monsters! Everywhere! (Part 6); 
The Death Ray in Sci-Fi Cinema (Part 7); Hershel Gordon Lewis interviewed (Part 3); 
Ed Wood adult films (Part 2), Real Retrobots; and much more!

PUBLISHER HORRORHOUND LTD

HORRORHOUND #78 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99The Gillman is celebrating his 65th anniversary, and HorrorHound celebrates with 
this special retrospective feature that looks back at the Creature from the Black 
Lagoon, and how this Universal Monster helped shape the film industry as a whole 
(eventually inspiring the Oscar-winning film, The Shape of Water). We look at the 
film franchise, its merchandise (including comic books, action figures, games, 
statues, and so much more), as well as a spotlight on the films that homaged the 
Creature ... or just outright ripped it off. This issue also features movie news and 
interviews for Child's Play, Annabelle 3, New Mutants, plus our regular features, such 
as the latest toy news and horror comic book news, VHS Invasion, and Horror's 
Hallowed Grounds.

PUBLISHER ILLUSTRATION MAGAZINE

ILLUSTRATION MAGAZINE #65 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.00We feature the work of Coles PhilipS, the legendary cover artist best known for his 
creation of the 'Fade-Away Girl'; our story showcases numerous examples of his 
original art, printed tear sheets, and rare photographs. Next up we feature the work 
of Peter Helck, known for his action-packed automotive racing illustrations. Book 
reviews, exhibitions and events, and more round out the issue!

PUBLISHER LION FORGE

ROLLED AND TOLD #11 (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99This month we head to the high seas! Our heroes are hired by a surly old captain to 
aid in finding a sunken ship's bounty, but they'll have to survive a terrible storm, an 
attack by a giant sea monster, and a confrontation with a cruel hag and her undead 
minions. Plus, learn to make immersive flavor texts to read to your players, use some 
of our underwater-themed magic items, and read about the similarities between role 
playing and séances!

PUBLISHER LOCUS MAGAZINE



LOCUS #702 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99The July issue of Locus includes our SFWA Nebula Conference convention report, 
the Locus Awards Winners and the results of the Locus Poll, commentary from Cory 
Doctorow, interviews with established and upcoming authors, extensive book 
reviews, industry news, people notes, our monthly listing of all the US and UK books 
published that month, and much more.

PUBLISHER MARRS MEDIA INC

RUE MORGUE MAGAZINE #189 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.95Now in its 21st year of publication, Rue Morgue is the leading horror in culture and 
entertainment brand. Each issue features the latest in the world of horror; from 
feature interviews, classic retrospectives, trivia and more! Plus, the latest film, book, 
comic book, music, game and toy releases!

PUBLISHER NON-SPORT UPDATE

NON SPORT UPDATE VOL 30 #4 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.99Every issue of Non-Sport Update magazine brings trading card collectors news on 
the latest in non-sport and entertainment cards (Star Wars, The Walking Dead, 
Marvel, etc.). Feature stories are devoted to new releases and the classic trading 
cards of the 50s and 60s. Non-Sport Update's big 32-page price guide provides 
current values for thousands of the most popular non-sport series. Departments 
focus on auction highlights, a list of upcoming releases, promotional cards, what's 
trending in non-sports, collector interviews, and more. Each issue includes sample 
promotional cards.

PUBLISHER PANINI PUBLISHING LTD

DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE #541 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$11.99Doctor Who Magazine looks forward to what's coming up in the world of Doctor Who 
in 2019 and beyond. It's packed with all-new content including revealing interviews, 
behind-the-scenes info and unique insights into the world's longest-running science-
fiction program. The magazine also celebrates the best of Doctor Who's past with a 
compelling mix of articles and rare images. 

PUBLISHER REBELLION / 2000AD

2000 AD PACK JULY 2019 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$27.00Incredible SF action from the Eisner-nominated UK anthology! Psi-Judge Anderson 
returns for a new case in 'Martyrs' by Emma Beeby and Red Sonja artist Aneke as 
dangerous psi-operative Karyn is kidnapped by a cult; elsewhere, Harry Absalom 
and his team head deeper into the demon-infested Mills in the final book of 'Terminal 
Diagnosis'; the woods reveal new terrors in folk-horror 'Thistlebone'; and the 
multidimensional company Indigo Prime is imploding in new story 'The Fall of the 
House of Vista.' Plus future lawman Judge Dredd is at the mercy of The Samaritan!

JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #410 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.00More action and adventure in the future-shocked world of Judge Dredd! Two new 
stories start this issue - Psi-Judge Anderson's back and leading a group of psi-
cadets into dangerous territory in 'Dead Run' by Maura McHugh, and private 
investigator Galen DeMarco takes on a case of apparent possession in 'An Eye...' 
Plus Dredd comes under heavy fire in 'The Red Queen's Gambit'; The Returners 
head deep into an abandoned amusement park but nothing is what it seems in 
'Chandhu'; and young street punk Nia has to help out an old friend in serious trouble 
in 'Diamond Dogs.' In addition, in the bagged mini-trade, more psi-action with 
Anderson as she investigates a mayoral front-runner in 'The Candidate'!

PUBLISHER SCREAM HORROR MAGAZINE

SCREAM MAGAZINE BEST OF ANNUAL VOL 2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$21.99Blood, guts, gore and more! In this all-new full-color annual from Scream Magazine 
you are treated to some of the very best interviews, articles, retrospectives and 
features from the earlier and now sold-out print issues of the magazine, all collected 
in this superb 184 page full-color perfect bound book. A must for all gorehounds out 
there!

PUBLISHER TITAN COMICS

DISNEY MOVIE SPECIAL #3 ARTEMIS FOWL

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99An in-depth magazine companion to the hotly anticipated adaptation of the best-
selling children's book series: Artemis Fowl! Go behind-the-scenes with concept art, 
interviews with cast and crew, and amazing on-set photography! Criminal prodigy 
Artemis Fowl ventures into a world of fairies, elves, and trolls, as he stages the 
world's most outrageous kidnapping! Artemis Fowl hits theatres August 9, 2019!

SPIDER MAN FAR FROM HOME OFF MOVIE SPECIAL NEWSTAND ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Go behind the scenes on Spider-Man: Far From Home, as everyone's favorite wall-
crawler returns to the big-screen in the newest Marvel superhero movie! A class trip 
to Europe pits Peter Parker (Tom Holland) against new villains, as he teams up with 
Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson) and Mysterio (Jake Gyllenhaal)! A deluxe magazine 
special packed with exclusive interviews, concept art, and on-set photography!



SPIDER MAN FAR FROM HOME OFF MOVIE SPECIAL PX ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Go behind the scenes on Spider-Man: Far From Home, as everyone's favorite wall-
crawler returns to the big-screen in the newest Marvel superhero movie! A class trip 
to Europe pits Peter Parker (Tom Holland) against new villains, as he teams up with 
Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson) and Mysterio (Jake Gyllenhaal)! A deluxe magazine 
special packed with exclusive interviews, concept art, and on-set photography!

STAR WARS INSIDER #191 NEWSSTAND ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Star Wars Insider's journey through the Skywalker saga reaches the climax of the 
original trilogy, as we examine Star Wars: Return of the Jedi!Takea sideways look at 
the rebellion era through the lens of Nintendo's Super Star Wars video game 
trilogy,discover the bio-diversity of the galaxy, and check out theboldest Star Wars 
tattoos! Plus, thelaunchofStar Wars Insider's Skywalker Saga Survey-your chance to 
vote for your favorite heroes, villains, events, and more from Episodes I to IX.

STAR WARS INSIDER #191 PX ED

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$7.99Star Wars Insider's journey through the Skywalker saga reaches the climax of the 
original trilogy, as we examine Star Wars: Return of the Jedi!Takea sideways look at 
the rebellion era through the lens of Nintendo's Super Star Wars video game 
trilogy,discover the bio-diversity of the galaxy, and check out theboldest Star Wars 
tattoos! Plus, thelaunchofStar Wars Insider's Skywalker Saga Survey-your chance to 
vote for your favorite heroes, villains, events, and more from Episodes I to IX.

PUBLISHER TOHAN CORPORATION

HOBBY JAPAN AUGUST 2019 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.00Hobby Japan, the magazine that specializes in model kit building and customizing in 
Japan, is generally recognized as the No.1 magazine of the hobby industry. A wide 
variety of articles features each month, including the montly 'How to Build...' feature, 
which shows readers how to build and customize the latest and greatest Gundam 
kits from Bandai! As a leading magazine in the industry, Hobby Japan listens to its 
readers and offers the the hottest information on the market! Japanese Text.

MEGAMI AUGUST 2019 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.00Megami is Japan's top anime magazine! Focusing on bishoujo characters from 
anime and video games, Megami features tons of free giveaways, as well as full-
color artwork and posters! Includes telephone cards, punch-out 'character stands,' 
stickers, and much more! Japanese Text. 

NEWTYPE AUGUST 2019 (C: 1-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.00Newtype is the top source for all your anime and manga needs! It features all of the 
latest news on anime, manga, music, and games. Includes toy and model reviews, 
interviews with directors and actors, and columns by industry experts. Japanese Text.

PUBLISHER TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING

ALTER EGO #160 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.95Alter Ego #160 is a special issue remembering Steve Ditko! 'Sturdy Steve' at Marvel 
(Spider-Man, Dr. Strange)… DC (The Creeper, Hawk & Dove)… Warren (Creepy, 
Eerie)… Charlton (Captain Atom, Blue Beetle, The Question)! Don't miss a rare late-
1960s Ditko interview by Richard Howell, biographical notes by Nick Caputo, and 
tributes by Michael T. Gilbert, Paul Levitz, Bernie Bubnis, Barry Pearl, Roy Thomas, 
and many more! Extra: FCA, John Broome, Bill Schelly, and more! Spider-Man cover 
by Ditko! Edited by Roy Thomas.

BACK ISSUE #115 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.95Back Issue #115 blasts off with Sci-Fi Superheroes! In-depth looks at Jim Starlin's 
Dreadstar and Company, and the dystopian lawman Judge Dredd. Also: Nova, Gerry 
Conway & Mike Vosburg's Starman, Paul Levitz & Steve Ditko's Starman, Walter 
Simonson's Justice Peace (from the pages of Thor), and Greg Potter & Gene Colan's 
Jemm, Son of Saturn. Featuring Mark Bagley, Brian Bolland, Peter David, Tom 
DeFalco, Ian Gibson, Erik Larsen, Chris Marrinan, Fabian Nicieza, John Wagner, 
and more. Dreadstar and Company cover by Starlin and Alan Weiss. Edited by 
Michael Eury.

BRICKJOURNAL #59 (C: 0-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.95The LEGO lifestyle is blasting off in BrickJournal #59, the magazine for LEGO 
enthusiasts! This issue goes to A Galaxy Far, Far Away with a cluster of Star Wars-
themed builders, including Jacob Neil Carpenter's Death Star, the work of Miri 
Dudas, and the LEGO photography of James Philippart! There's also a new 'AFOLs' 
comic strip by Greg Hyland, 'You Can Build It' instructions by Christopher Deck, 
BrickNerd's DIY Fan Art with Tommy Williamson, Minifigure Customization with 
Jared K. Burks, and more!

PUBLISHER WARRANT PUBLISHING COMPANY

CREEPS #20 (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$5.95The Creeps revives the iconic Warren illustrated horror magazines of the 1970's by 
replicating Warren's early page layouts and publishing new, classic-styled work by 
original Warren artists, writers and editors. Each issue is a highly collectible instant 
classic! This special 'Halloween Horror' issue features new tales by Richard Corben, 
Nicola Cuti, Don Glut, and more! Cover by Richard Corben.



04. Action Figures & Statues

PUBLISHER DARK HORSE COMICS

GOT DRAGONSTONE STEIN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99The mighty thirst of a dragon is nearly impossible to quench. When you feel that 
need roaring within you, there is nothing that handles the job like the Dragonstone 
stein. Featuring the iconic draconic wall relief in Dragonstone Castle, this stein 
appears to be carved from stone with the finest touch. Feel the texture of the 
dragon's wings and tail in such detail that you may forget all about your delicious 
beverage! o Made of ceramic material. o Hand wash only. o Not microwave or 
dishwasher safe.

GOT JON SNOW PREMIUM FIGURE (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99Launching the new line of highly detailed, premium Game of Thrones figures is none 
other than Jon Snow himself. We have seen Jon Snow ready for battle, but this new 
figure stands regally, perfect for a once and prior king. Portrayed in intricate detail 
down to his Stark armor and Longclaw, this figure will stir the royalty hidden even 
deep within you. 

WITCHER 3 WILD HUNT GERALT GRANDMASTER FELINE FIGURE (C: 0-1

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99Dark Horse is proud to present Geralt Grandmaster Feline, the third Geralt in our 
Witcher 3-Wild Hunt line. Donning the brilliant blue Grandmaster Feline armor, 
Geralt is prepared for battle with his trusty crossbow. This figure depicts Geralt, his 
armor, and his weaponry in meticulous detail, perfect for any aspiring Witcher to 
have on their shelf. 

PUBLISHER DC COMICS

BATMAN THE ANIMATED SER BANE AF

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$28.00The villains have broken out of the GCPD Rogues Gallery 5-pack and are now 
coming to you as individual figures. 

BATMAN THE ANIMATED SER KILLER CROC AF

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$28.00The villains have broken out of the GCPD Rogues Gallery 5-pack and are now 
coming to you as individual figures.  47. KILLER CROC - 6.5' Tall Killer Croc's 
bumpy, crocodile-like skin gives his figure an added 3-D texture, and his articulated 
torso allows you to pose the figure in a hunched position. Also included are two extra 
sets of hand and a slight paint deco change.



BATMAN THE ANIMATED SER MR FREEZE AF

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$28.00The villains have broken out of the GCPD Rogues Gallery 5-pack and are now 
coming to you as individual figures.  48. MR. FREEZE - 6.4' Tall Mr. Freeze, armed 
with his freeze gun and three extra sets of hands, is ready to have an epic battle with 
Batman! This action figure also comes with a slightly new paint deco!

BATMAN THE ANIMATED SER POISON IVY AF

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$28.00The villains have broken out of the GCPD Rogues Gallery 5-pack and are now 
coming to you as individual figures. 

BATMAN VS DEATHSTROKE BATTLE STATUE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$350.00Atop one of Gotham City's gargoyled rooftops, a duel for the ages is happening 
between Batman and Deathstroke in this all-new DC Collectibles battle statue. 
Batman defies gravity as he teeters on the edge of the gargoyle, armed with claws of 
batarangs, ready to defeat Deathstroke. Sculptor Alejandro Pereira masterfully 
crafted these figures, while painter Michael Cowart put his artistic touch on these 
iconic characters to create this dynamic polyresin statue.  • Limited to 5,000 pieces 
and individually numbered  • Statue measures 11.75' tall • Allocations may occur 

DARK NIGHTS METAL BATMAN WHO LAUGHS & ROBINS DLX STATUE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$170.00Completing DC Collectibles' DARK NIGHTS: METAL statue line, the final epic piece 
features the Batman Who Laughs and Robin minions! Standing tall and imposing, 
surrounded by his three Robin minions in chains, the Batman Who Laughs is here to 
haunt your nightmares. Whether on its own or with the other DARK NIGHTS: METAL 
statues, this one definitely represents the comic in the most iconic way possible, 
while paying homage to Greg Capullo's design of the character.   • Limited to 5,000 
pieces and individually numbered  • Statue measures 8.135' tall • Allocations may 
occur 

DC BOMBSHELLS BLACK CANARY SEPIA VAR STATUE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$125.00One of the most popular DC Bombshells statues is back, this time in a vintage-
inspired sepia-tone variant. This variant perfectly pairs the character of Black Canary 
with the aesthetic appeal of sepia coloring to make it seem as if the statue is right out 
of the 1940s.  Now is your chance to be able to own this special edition of a beloved 
statue. • Limited to 5,000 pieces and individually numbered  • Statue measures 
10.35' tall • Allocations may occur 

DC BOMBSHELLS DEATH STATUE

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$125.00Nurse Death is here to help. Based on one of Neil Gaiman's most beloved 
characters from the DC Vertigo series THE SANDMAN, Death stands proud, 
confident and a bit mysterious in this new DC Bombshells statue. Cast in polyresin 
and featuring Death's classic umbrella and black-and-white color scheme, this statue 
is a fitting addition to the DC Bombshells line. • Limited to 5,000 pieces and 
individually numbered  • Statue measures 12.25' tall • Allocations may occur

DC BOMBSHELLS MARY SHAZAM STATUE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$125.00She's the drum major of the most electrifying marching band on Earth! Mary 
Shazam! is the newest addition to the DC Bombshells statue line. This whimsical 
piece, designed by Ant Lucia, features Mary in mid-marching action, having a 
spectacular time. This polyresin statue is sure to become an iconic look, and one you 
don't want to miss! • Limited to 5,000 pieces and individually numbered  • Statue 
measures 12.35' tall • Allocations may occur 

DC COVER GIRLS HUNTRESS BY JOELLE JONES STATUE

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$125.00Inspired by the powerful women of the DC Universe, DC Cover Girls is a long-
running line that features dynamic depictions of the most famous superheroes and 
super-villains in premium statues, all based on art from some of the top talent in the 
comics industry.  Helena Bertinelli, a.k.a. the Huntress, joins the DC Cover Girls line, 
as designed by Eisner-nominated artist and writer Joëlle Jones. Armed with her 
crossbow and ready for anything that comes her way, this polyresin piece features 
the Huntress in her Rebirth-inspired suit.  • Limited to 5,000 pieces and individually 
numbered • Statue measures approximately 9' tall • Allocations may occur

PUBLISHER DIAMOND SELECT TOYS LLC

CASTLEVANIA SELECT SERIES 1 FIGURE ASST (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$179.94A Diamond Select Toys release! Dracula beware! The new action figure line based 
on Netflix's Castlevania TV series bands together the three heroes who took on the 
Lord of Darkness - Trevor Belmont, Sypha Belnades and Alucard. Each features 
approximately 16-20 points of articulation and comes with interchangeable weapons 
and accessories. Each figure comes packaged in the display ready Select action 
figure packaging, with side-panel artwork for shelf reference. Designed by Eamon 
O'Donoghue, sculpted by Richard Force!

DC GALLERY DARKSEID COMIC DLX PVC FIGURE (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$69.99A Diamond Select Toys release! All hail Darkseid! The ruler of Apokolips gets ready 
to pulverize his foes in this all-new PVC Diorama from the DC Gallery line! Based on 
his comic-book appearance, it measures approximately 10 inches tall and includes 
an alternate head where his eyes crackle with Omega Beams. Made from high-grade 
plastic, it comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar. Sculpted 
by Alterton. 

GODZILLA GALLERY 1991 GODZILLA DLX PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$69.99A Diamond Select Toys release! From the deep, a new line of Gallery PVC Dioramas 
rises! Starring Godzilla, his allies and his enemies, each diorama features exacting 
sculptural and paint detail. The first offering features Godzilla in his 1991 
appearance, from Godzilla vs. King Ghidorah, and measures approximately 10 
inches tall. Connect it with King Ghidorah, coming soon, to form a larger diorama! 
Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Jorge Santos Souza.

LEGENDS IN 3D MARVEL CAPTAIN AMERICA 1/2 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$150.00A Diamond Select Toys release! He's an American Legend! DST captures the first 
Avenger as a half-scale bust, the newest in the Legends in 3D line of busts. 
Measuring approximately 10 inches tall, this half-scale resin bust features incredible 
detail that's almost as large as life. Limited to only 1000 pieces, the bust comes 
packaged with a certificate of authenticity in a full-color hand-numbered box. 
Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella. 

MARVEL ANIMATED CAPTAIN MARVEL STATUE (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99A Diamond Select Toys release! Higher, faster, farther, cuter! Captain Marvel, the 
big-screen superstar of 2019, is now super-adorb in this 4-inch scale resin statue! 
Based on the cartoon-style cover artwork of Marvel Comics, this statue comes 
packaged in a full-color window box with a certificate of authenticity. Limited to 1,200 
pieces. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios.

MARVEL GALLERY PUNISHER COMIC PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99A Diamond Select Toys release! The Punisher is getting ready to go out on a hit, and 
you are there! This all-new Gallery PVC diorama depicts the Punisher in his 
workshop, surrounded by tools, knives, jumper cables… everything Frank Castle 
needs for a successful night on the town. Based on his appearance in Marvel 
Comics, this PVC diorama measures approximately 9 inches tall and comes 
packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Jonathan 
Matthews. 

MARVEL PREMIERE CAPTAIN MARVEL MOVIE STATUE (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$150.00A Diamond Select Toys release! Captain Marvel soars into the Marvel Premier 
Collection! The silver screen star stands nearly 11 inches tall in this resin statue 
depicting the heroine running in her trademark leather jacket. Limited to only 3,000 
pieces, each sculpture comes packaged in a hand-numbered, full-color box with a 
certificate of authenticity. Designed by Eamon O'Donoghue, sculpted by Gentle Giant 
Studios. 

NBX SELECT SERIES 8 FIGURE ASST (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$179.94A Diamond Select Toys release! The nightmare continues! The Nightmare Before 
Christmas provides year-round enjoyment, and the hit action figure line continues 
with three all-new figure sets, each with a piece of a larger diorama! Burnt Santa 
Jack, Small Vampire with Tall Witch, and Short Vampire with Short Witch each come 
with pieces to build the Halloween Town guillotine environment. Each set comes 
packaged in the display-ready Select packaging with side-panel art for shelf 
reference. Designed by Eamon O'Donoghue, sculpted by Cortes Studios!

STAR WARS LAST JEDI LUKE SKYWALKER BUST (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$99.99A Diamond Select Toys release! Use the Force, Luke! The Jedi master we all know 
and love is now the newest bust in the Star Wars resin bust line from Gentle Giant 
Ltd.! Based on his appearance in the final scenes of Star Wars: The Last Jedi, this 
bust of Luke Skywalker shows him with his lightsaber in one hand and is packaged in 
a numbered full-color box with a certificate of authenticity. Sculpted by Gentle Giant 
Studios. 

PUBLISHER DYNAMITE

WOMEN DYNAMITE SHEENA QUEEN JUNGLE CAMPBELL STATUE (C: 0-1-2

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$189.99There's something thrilling emerging from the jungle! For years, Dynamite has been 
the 'home' of Sheena, publishing her greatest adventures to date, and now, the 
'Queen of the Jungle' makes a new home on collectors' shelves. Inspired by the 
legendary artwork of superstar artist, J. Scott Campbell, Sheena comes to life in 3-D 
with her very first limited-edition statue developed by Dynamite Entertainment and 
sculpted by Steve Kiwus. This 1/6 Scale statue, standing approximately 10' tall and 
featuring a beautifully detailed jungle environment, is Campbell's unique 
interpretation of Sheena and a one-of-a-kind piece. It makes a striking addition to 
Dynamite's collection of other, amazing J. Scott Campbell statues.

PUBLISHER EAGLEMOSS PUBLICATIONS LTD

BATTLESTAR GALACTICA SHIPS MAG #9 CYLON RAIDER CLASSIC (C: 0

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$60.00This limited edition new series will feature models from both the classic 1978 and the 
2004 series. Each of the ships will be between 8 and 11 inches long, and is made of 
die-cast metal and high-quality ABS materials. The accompanying 16-page 
magazines profiles each ship and features interviews with the show's creators 
including Ronald D. Moore.

DC BATMAN ARKHAM ASYLUM FIG COLL #3 HARLEY QUINN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$20.00Batman: Arkham Asylum was released to record-breaking critical acclaim and 
commercial success in 2009. On its 10th anniversary, Eaglemoss Hero Collector will 
produce a limited-edition series of figurines inspired by the game's unique character 
design and distinctive style. Each highly-detailed polyresin figure will be 
approximately 5 inches tall, based on the original 3D models used by the production 
studio, and accompanied by a magazine exploring the story of the game and the 
wider world which developed around it.

DC BATMAN UNIVERSE BUST COLL #31 BVS BATMAN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.95A high-quality collection of busts from over 75 years of Batman comics, TV shows, 
movies and video games. Each bust is approximately 5 inch tall, and will be 
accompanied by a 16-page magazine packed with information about your bust, the 
character it represents, 80 years of DC comic book, TV, video game, and movie 
history.

DC BATMAN UNIVERSE BUST COLL #32 DARK KNIGHT RISES CATWOMAN

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.95A high-quality collection of busts from over 75 years of Batman comics, TV shows, 
movies and video games. Each bust is approximately 5 inch tall, and will be 
accompanied by a 16-page magazine packed with information about your bust, the 
character it represents, 80 years of DC comic book, TV, video game, and movie 
history.

DC CW FLASH FIG COLL #2 KID FLASH (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.00Eaglemoss Hero Collector presents a new collection of fi gures inspired by the 
original DC TV series, The Flash. The memorable heroes and villains from the show 
have been captured in full color, fine detail and dynamic poses. Each 1:16 scale 
figure is made of polyresin and stand 4 - 5 inches tall. An accompanying magazine 
will focus on the story of the character, from comic book page to TV screen.

DC CW FLASH FIG COLL #3 JAY GARRICK (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.00Eaglemoss Hero Collector presents a new collection of fi gures inspired by the 
original DC TV series, The Flash. The memorable heroes and villains from the show 
have been captured in full color, fine detail and dynamic poses. Each 1:16 scale 
figure is made of polyresin and stand 4 - 5 inches tall. An accompanying magazine 
will focus on the story of the character, from comic book page to TV screen.

DOCTOR WHO FIG COLL COMPANION SET #4 TWELTH DOCTOR & BILL PO

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.95A new series from the Doctor Who Figurine Collection featuring the Time Lord's most 
memorable companions!

DOCTOR WHO FIG COLL COMPANION SET #5 NINTH DOCTOR & JACK HAR



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.95A new series from the Doctor Who Figurine Collection featuring the Time Lord's most 
memorable companions!

STAR TREK BUST COLL #6 SEVEN OF NINE (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.95Eaglemoss Hero Collector proudly presents the Official Star Trek Busts Collection. 
The iconic Captains of Star Fleet and other memorable characters from over 50 
years of STAR TREK TV and movie history are captured in impressive detail with 
highly accurate likenesses, uniforms and props. These hand-painted polyresin busts 
are 4.5 to 6' tall, come complete with a fact-filled magazine, and form an essential 
addition to any STAR TREK collection.

STAR TREK DISCOVERY FIG MAG #14 KLINGON CLEAVE SHIP (C: 0-1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$55.00Announcing the latest in the new series of die-cast models featuring ships from 
STAR TREK: DISCOVERY. Each model will be between 7 and 10 inches long, and 
will be based directly on the original VFX models created for the show, ensuring an 
extraordinary level of detail and accuracy. As always the models will be 
accompanied by a magazine that profi les the ship and explores the inside story of 
how it was made.

STAR TREK STARSHIPS FIG MAG #154 KLINGON REBEL TRANSPORT (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95This incredible new collection of STAR TREK models inlcudes all the most significant 
ships from the five STAR TREK television series. Every ship has been painstakingly 
recreated in die-cast and high quality ABS materials then hand painted with an 
incredible level of detail.

STAR TREK STARSHIPS FIG MAG #155 VULCAN DVAHL (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95This incredible new collection of STAR TREK models inlcudes all the most significant 
ships from the five STAR TREK television series. Every ship has been painstakingly 
recreated in die-cast and high quality ABS materials then hand painted with an 
incredible level of detail.

STAR TREK STARSHIPS SPECIAL #32 LG KLINGON BIRD OF PREY (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$75.00Spreading its deadly wings for this Special Issue of the STAR TREK: THE OFFICIAL 
STARSHIPS COLLECTIONS is a large size version of the Klingon Bird-of-Prey. This 
highly manoeuvrable vessel was equipped with a cloaking device to conceal it from 
its enemies. It was used for a wide variety of missions from the late 23rd century, 
continuing to see service into the 24th century. This popular ship was first seen in the 
1984 movie STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK and made numerous 
appearances in subsequent STAR TREK films, as well as episodes of STAR TREK: 
THE NEXT GENERATION, and STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.



WWE FIG CHAMPIONSHIP COLL #1 AJ STYLES (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95A comprehensive magazine and statue collection of the greatest superstars and 
legends in the history of the WWE. Featuring Champions from every era, including 
Superstars like The Rock, John Cena, Undertaker, AJ Styles, 'Stone Cold' Steve 
Austin, Triple H, Finn Bálor, and many more...

WWE FIG CHAMPIONSHIP COLL #2 UNDERTAKER (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95A comprehensive magazine and statue collection of the greatest superstars and 
legends in the history of the WWE. Featuring Champions from every era, including 
Superstars like The Rock, John Cena, Undertaker, AJ Styles, 'Stone Cold' Steve 
Austin, Triple H, Finn Bálor, and many more...

WWE FIG CHAMPIONSHIP COLL #3 THE ROCK (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95A comprehensive magazine and statue collection of the greatest superstars and 
legends in the history of the WWE. Featuring Champions from every era, including 
Superstars like The Rock, John Cena, Undertaker, AJ Styles, 'Stone Cold' Steve 
Austin, Triple H, Finn Bálor, and many more...

PUBLISHER KOTO INC.

MARVEL HULK ARTFX PREMIER STATUE (Net) (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$204.99The fourth entry in the elite ARTFX Premier series is the Hulk! This 1/10 scale statue 
was crafted down to the finest detail using digital sculpting, giving this expertly 
crafted collector's piece an exquisite appearance alongside lifelike detail. The 
craftsmanship in this piece continues from the sculpting to the painting. Unlike other 
pieces which follow the pattern of a simple base coat with shading. ARTFX Premier 
re-evaluates the standards for figure painting. Each individual piece of the statue is 
layered with several types of paint, giving the finished product an unprecedented 
sense of beauty and depth. The ARTFX Premier rendition of Hulk is based on the 
2018 Immortal Hulk comics, which pays homage to the character's roots. The statue 
depicts the transformed Bruce Banner delivering a powerful Hulk smash to the base 
on which he stands. The statue's powerful posing and realistic detail fully capture the 
Hulk's wild and unbridled strength in his transformed state. In order to give the statue 
an overpowering sense of power beyond the likes of which can be seen through the 
monitor of a computer, the initial prototype of the statue was created using clay. The 
model was then scanned and transformed into 3D data, allowing Kotobukiya's 
craftsmen to fine-tune the details such as the texture of Hulk's skin and shredded 
denim trousers. The intricate craftsmanship of this piece continues from the sculpting 
to the painting, with a multilayered paint job that highlights the level of detail that has 
gone into the piece. This rendition of the Hulk offers not only the weight and volume 
of a scale rendition of the character, but an attentive level of detail that offers quality 
alongside quantity. Like the other Avengers before it, the statue comes in 
sophisticated packaging overflowing with elegant details, including a marble inspired 
motif as well as an original illustration based on the figure. Additionally, these limited 
edition statues will come with a certificate that includes a collector number printed in 
gold, certifying each piece as a one-of-a-kind original.

PUBLISHER TITAN BOOKS UK

DC TV TITANS MINI FIG 18PC WINDOW BOX DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$179.82Titan Merchandise is delighted to announce the September 2019 launch of our all-
new 3' window-boxed DC TV Hero TITANS vinyl figures! Featuring our all-new 3' 
Hero TITANS configuration (Titan's signature detailed photo-realistic head-sculpts 
coupled with a new, dynamic body-form), DC TV Hero TITANS wave one features 
leading characters from DC Comics/Warner Bros Entertainment's wildly popular CW 
superhero shows! This debut wave spotlights Oliver Queen AKA Green Arrow from 
Arrow; Kara Danvers AKA Supergirl from Supergirl, Barry Allen AKA The Flash & his 
arch-nemesis Zoom from The Flash; Sara Lance AKA White Canary, Ray Palmer 
AKA The Atom, Jefferson Jackson/Martin Stein AKA Firestorm & DC's Liverpudlian 
arch-mage John Constantine from DC's Legends of Tomorrow!! Plus: two rare chase 
figures for you to hunt down and collect! Each DC TV Hero TITANS vinyl figure is 3' 
window-boxed and some come with a character-specific accessory. 

PUBLISHER ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

FIGURINES ADORABLE POWER OWLBEAR (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99It's no secret that Dungeons & Dragons is more popular than ever! What better way 
to share your love of the game than with adorable mascots? Roll initiative for the 
cutest little monster compendium you've ever encountered! The Figurines of 
Adorable Power will include 6 monsters in 2019, with more hatching in 2020! Begin 
your collection with the Owlbear ot the Red Dragon.

FIGURINES ADORABLE POWER RED DRAGON (C: 0-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Red Dragons are covetous, confident creatures. The odor of sulfur and pumice 
surrounds a Red Dragon, whose swept-back horns and spinal frill define its 
silhouette. Its beaked snout vents smoke at all times, and its eyes dance with flame 
when it is angry.

05. DVDs

PUBLISHER BIG FINISH

DOCTOR WHO 7TH DOCTOR ALIEN WEREWOLF IN LONDON AUDIO CD (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Starring Sylvester McCoy as the seventh Doctor with Jessica Martin as Mags and 
Sophie Aldred as Ace. A space-time summons brings the TARDIS to the strangest 
place Mags has yet visited. A haven for the freakiest freaks and the weirdest 
weirdoes: Camden Lock, London, in the early 1990s. But there's a reason why 
former TARDIS traveller Ace has brought the old gang back together. She's on a 
mission to rescue an alien being, held prisoner in a massive mansion. A mission that 
can't possibly go wrong. Can it?

DR WHO COMPANION CHRON 1ST DOCTOR AUDIO CD SET #3 (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99Starring Carole Ann Ford, Anneke Wills, and Elliot Chapman. Four new stories from 
the first Doctor's era! All is not right on the planet Malkus. Every day more and more 
monstrosities are born; people with powers and abilities far beyond those of normal 
men and women. They call these people 'the Gifted.' And Susan has become one of 
them. Then, The TARDIS has crashed, its passengers in a bad way. The Doctor, not 
in the best of health, is in a coma, Ben unconscious. As for Polly, she's been affected 
worst of all. Time is running in the wrong order for her and she's seen the future, a 
future in which she's mortally wounded. But will Continuity allow her to die?

TORCHWOOD SYNC AUDIO CD (C: 0-1-0)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99Starring Indira Varma as Susie Costello with Annette Badland. Margaret Blaine is the 
Mayor of Cardiff. She's also an alien who'll do anything to get off the planet Earth. 
When a spaceship crashes outside Cardiff, it seems like the answer to her prayers. 
Only she's not only person at crash site. Suzie Costello works for Torchwood, but 
strictly to her own agenda. When a spaceship crashes outside Cardiff, it seems like 
the answer to her prayers. Only, she's not the only person at the crash site. Bonded 
by an alien device, Margaret and Suzie find themselves on the run from Torchwood, 
the police, and six warp missiles that'll destroy them, Cardiff, and most of the 
Western Hemisphere.

06. Novelties

PUBLISHER ATA BOY

FIREFLY 144PC BUTTON DIS



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$142.56Revisit Joss Whedon's beloved sci-fi western Firefly with these new buttons!

FIREFLY ENAMEL PIN 12CT ASST (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$107.88Your favorite characters from Joss Whedon's beloved television series Firefly are 
featured on these enamel pins!

HARRY POTTER ENAMEL PIN 12CT ASST 1 (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$107.88Show your Hogwarts house loyalty with these enamels pins that feature the sigils of 
the four houses!

HARRY POTTER ENAMEL PIN 12CT ASST 2 (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$107.88Some of the most familiar symbols of the Harry Potter universe, including the Deathly 
Hallows and the sign for Platform 9 3/4, are featured on these enamel pins!

MARVEL 80TH ANNIVERSARY 144PC BUTTON DIS (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$142.56Celebrate 80 years of Marvel Comics with these new buttons that feature characters 
and moments from across the last eight decades!

PUBLISHER BIOWORLD MERCHANDISING

CARDCAPTOR SAKURA 3PC LAPEL PIN SET (C: 1-0-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99Perfect for dressing up for a night on the town, the lapel pins in this 3-piece set 
feature the characters of Cardcaptor Sakura! 

HARRY POTTER HEDWIG NECK PILLOW (C: 1-0-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$27.99Support your neck when you travel with this Hedwig the owl neck pillow, based on 
the Harry Potter film franchise!

HARRY POTTER HOGWARTS CLEAR TOTE W/CINCH BAG (C: 1-0-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$65.99Carry your gear to work or school with this clear Hogwarts tote bag that also comes 
with a fun cinch bag that can go inside!



KINGDOM HEARTS 3PC LAPEL PIN SET (C: 1-0-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$13.99Based on the beloved Kingdom Hearts video game series, this lapel pin set is a 
great way to show your love for the games for a night out on the town!

MEGAMAN 4PC LAPEL PIN SET (C: 1-0-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$17.99Capcom's Mega Man will have you dressed for success with this lapel pin set!

NINTENDO LEGEND OF ZELDA 4PC LAPEL PIN SET (C: 1-0-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99You don't need to travel to Hyrule to get this lapel pin set inspired by Nintendo's The 
Legend of Zelda! 

STAR WARS MILLENIUM FALCON CROSSBODY HANDBAG (C: 1-0-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$45.99The fastest ship in the galaxy makes a perfect handbag for the serious Star Wars fan!

PUBLISHER CROWDED COOP, LLC

ALIEN CHESTBURSTER SURPRISE MUG (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.95Something lurks inside these mugs, and when you drink your coffee, no one can 
hear you scream! Based on the Alien franchise, each mug features an alien inside 
the mug itself. Choose from Chestburster or Xenomorph designs.

ALIEN XENOMORPH SURPRISE MUG (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.95Something lurks inside these mugs, and when you drink your coffee, no one can 
hear you scream! Based on the Alien franchise, each mug features an alien inside 
the mug itself. Choose from Chestburster or Xenomorph designs.

PUBLISHER DYNAMITE

GONZALEZ VAMPIRELLA 50TH ANN PREMIUM ENAMEL PIN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$12.992019 marks Vampirella's 50th year as the 'ultimate queen of the vampires' and 
Dynamite is celebrating her long history with two premium enamel pins representing 
her past and present. Renown illustrator, Jose Gonzalez, created one of Vampirella's 
most iconic images that continues to exemplify her character to this day, making this 
strong and impressive pose the clear choice to represent Vampirella's origins 50 
years ago.

LINSNER VAMPIRELLA 50TH ANN PREMIUM ENAMEL PIN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.992019 marks Vampirella's 50th year as the 'ultimate queen of the vampires' and 
Dynamite is celebrating her long history with two premium enamel pins representing 
her past and present. With the success of Vampirella: Roses for the Dead and 
Dawn/Vampirella, Joseph Michael Linsner is currently one of Vampirella's most 
memorable artists, and his modern rendering of her makes a beautiful pin for her big 
year!  

PUBLISHER FACTORY ENTERTAINMENT

ANIMAL HOUSE TIN TOTE (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Carry your lunch to work in these tin lunch boxes that feature poster art from some of 
your favorite films of the 1980s including Animal House, They Live, and Fast Times 
at Ridgemont High.

BEATLES ALEX ROSS YELLOW SUBMARINE TIN TOTE (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Legendary comics artist Alex Ross celebrates the Beatles with a stunning piece of 
artwork inspired by 1968's Yellow Submarine animated film, and it is reproduced on 
this tin lunchbox!

BLUES BROTHERS RAYS MUSIC EXCHANGE TIN TOTE (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Carry your lunch in this tin tote inspired by the beloved film, The Blues Brothers! 

FAST TIMES AT RIDGEMONT HIGH TIN TOTE (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Carry your lunch to work in these tin lunch boxes that feature poster art from some of 
your favorite films of the 1980s including Animal House, They Live, and Fast Times 
at Ridgemont High.

THEY LIVE OBEY TIN TOTE (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$15.99Carry your lunch to work in these tin lunch boxes that feature poster art from some of 
your favorite films of the 1980s including Animal House, They Live, and Fast Times 
at Ridgemont High.

PUBLISHER IMAGE COMICS

EXCELLENCE IS REAL PIN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.00EXCELLENCE, the new Skybound series from writer BRANDON THOMAS and artist 
KHARY RANDOLPH, reveals a world of clandestine magicians committed to 
protecting humanity. Grab your new enamel pin now!

EXCELLENCE LOGO PIN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.00EXCELLENCE, the new Skybound series from writer BRANDON THOMAS and artist 
KHARY RANDOLPH, reveals a world of clandestine magicians committed to 
protecting humanity. Grab your new enamel pin now!

ICE CREAM MAN PIN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99This enamel pin from the critically acclaimed ICE CREAM MAN features a sweet 
summer treat… with unusual toppings.

SUNSTONE 18-MONTH 2019-2020 CALENDAR (MR)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99An ALL-NEW calendar based on the New York Times bestselling erotic romantic 
comedy graphic novel series. Show off your love for SUNSTONE with original, never-
before-seen scenes from the comic, as drawn by artist STJEPAN SEJIC.  Covers 
July 2019 through December 2020.

PUBLISHER MONOGRAM PRODUCTS

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS JACK & SALLY LANYARD (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$6.99Perfect for work or convention season, this themed lanyard features artwork of Jack 
Skellington and Sally from the beloved film, The Nightmare Before Christmas! 

PUBLISHER PALADONE PRODUCTS

BATMAN COLLECTIBLE DOME LIGHT (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$38.00Batman can illuminate the night with this unique figural light that features illumination 
from its base!

PAC-MAN PIXELATED LIGHT (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$38.00Illuminate your home or office with this pixel-style light of Pac-Man that makes 
sounds taken from the classic video game!

PLAYSTATION GAME COASTERS 4PK (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.00Some of the most memorable jewel case artwork for the original PlayStation games 
is reproduced on the coasters in this 4-pack!

RICK AND MORTY 3D COASTERS 4PK (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.00From the animated series Rick and Morty, these 3-dimensional coasters will keep 
your tabletops dry!

RICK AND MORTY GADGET DECALS (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.00Rick and Morty from the beloved eponymous animated series can decorate all of 
your gadgets with this cool decals!

PUBLISHER POPFUN MERCHANDISING LLC

HARRY POTTER CHARM MAGNET DUMBLEDORE (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Decorate your refrigerator with these chibi-style Harry Potter charm magnets! 
Choose from Harry Potter, Dumbledore, Hagrid, Hegwig the Owl, or Voldemort!

HARRY POTTER CHARM MAGNET HAGRID (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Decorate your refrigerator with these chibi-style Harry Potter charm magnets! 
Choose from Harry Potter, Dumbledore, Hagrid, Hegwig the Owl, or Voldemort!

HARRY POTTER CHARM MAGNET HARRY W/BROOM (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Decorate your refrigerator with these chibi-style Harry Potter charm magnets! 
Choose from Harry Potter, Dumbledore, Hagrid, Hegwig the Owl, or Voldemort!



HARRY POTTER CHARM MAGNET HEDWIG (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Decorate your refrigerator with these chibi-style Harry Potter charm magnets! 
Choose from Harry Potter, Dumbledore, Hagrid, Hegwig the Owl, or Voldemort!

HARRY POTTER CHARM MAGNET VOLDEMORT (C: 1-1-1)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$4.99Decorate your refrigerator with these chibi-style Harry Potter charm magnets! 
Choose from Harry Potter, Dumbledore, Hagrid, Hegwig the Owl, or Voldemort!

PUBLISHER SKELTON CREW STUDIO, LLC

SKELTON CREW COLLECTION LIMITED EDITION EPITAPH PIN (C: 1-1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.00A little 17th century charm! Designed by Skelton Crew Studio head Israel Skelton, 
this amazing Epitaph pin measures approximately 1 5/8' across and is his take on 
New England gravestones. Each antique silver plated pin comes on a custom 
backboard with two pinbacks on back so your spirit's always flying up.

PUBLISHER TERVIS TUMBLER CO.

CAPTAIN AMERICA ICONIC 16OZ TUMBLER W/LID (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Stay hydrated with this Captain America lidded tumbler!

CAPTAIN MARVEL COMIC 16OZ TUMBLER W/LID (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Captain Marvel stars on this 16-ounce lidded tumbler!

CAPTAIN MARVEL STAINLESS STEEL MOHAWK 20OZ TUMBLER W/LID (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.99Stay hydrated on the go with this 20-ounce stainless steel lidded tumbler that 
features art of Captain Marvel!

PUBLISHER UNCANNY BRANDS LLC

STAR WARS DARTH VADER LIGHT SABER HAND BLENDER (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$34.99You can feel the power of the Dark Side when makes cakes when you use this hand 
blender replica of Darth Vader's lightsaber hilt!

STAR WARS LIGHT SABER SALT & PEPPER MILL SET (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.99A relic of a more civilized age, the lightsabers of the Jedi can serve you salt and 
pepper at the dinner table with this unique mill set!

STAR WARS R2D2 EMPIRE COLLECTION TOASTER (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$34.99Let an astromech droid make your toast the way you like it with this R2-D2 toaster!

PUBLISHER ZEN MONKEY STUDIOS LLC

AVATAR THE LAST AIRBENDER MOMO POPSICLE PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99Show your love of Avatar: The Last Airbender with this pin! 

COURAGE THE COWARDLY DOG DISTRESSED COURAGE PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Fans of Courage the Cowardly Dog will love these enamel pins!

COURAGE THE COWARDLY DOG RAMSES PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Fans of Courage the Cowardly Dog will love these enamel pins! 

FOSTERS HOME FOR IMAGINARY FRIENDS CHEESE PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Fans of Foster's Home for Imaginary Friends will love these enamel pins!

FOSTERS HOME FOR IMAGINARY FRIENDS FRANKIE PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Fans of Foster's Home for Imaginary Friends will love these enamel pins

FOSTERS HOME FOR IMAGINARY FRIENDS WILT PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$9.99Fans of Foster's Home for Imaginary Friends will love these enamel pins

INVADER ZIM GAZ WITH VIDEO GAME PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The characters of the beloved animated series Invader Zim are featured on these 
enamel pins!

INVADER ZIM GIR POPSICLE PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99The characters of the beloved animated series Invader Zim are featured on these 
enamel pins!

INVADER ZIM PIGEON ON HEAD PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$10.99The characters of the beloved animated series Invader Zim are featured on these 
enamel pins!

INVADER ZIM PROFESSOR MEMBRANE PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The characters of the beloved animated series Invader Zim are featured on these 
enamel pins!

INVADER ZIM SLEEPING ZIM PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The characters of the beloved animated series Invader Zim are featured on these 
enamel pins!

INVADER ZIM ZIMS ROBOT PARENTS PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The characters of the beloved animated series Invader Zim are featured on these 
enamel pins!

JOHNNY BRAVO BEAT UP JOHNNY PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The characters of the Cartoon Network series Johnny Bravo are featured on these 
enamel pins!

JOHNNY BRAVO JOHNNY POPSICLE PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$10.99The characters of the Cartoon Network series Johnny Bravo are featured on these 
enamel pins!

JOHNNY BRAVO MAN IM PRETTY QUOTE PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The characters of the Cartoon Network series Johnny Bravo are featured on these 
enamel pins!

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLE APRIL ONEIL PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Some of your favorite characters from the world of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles star 
on these enamel pins!

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLE METALHEAD PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Some of your favorite characters from the world of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles star 
on these enamel pins!

TMNT COMIC CROUCHING LEONARDO PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Some of your favorite characters from the world of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles star 
on these enamel pins!

TMNT COMIC NIGHTWATCH RAPHAEL PIN (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99Some of your favorite characters from the world of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles star 
on these enamel pins!

07. Posters

PUBLISHER DYNAMITE

JOE JUSKO VAMPIRELLA 50TH ANNIVERSARY GICLEE (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$699.99For the latest premium piece in the Dynamite Giclée Program, a beautiful Vampirella 
painting by the legendary Joe Jusko has been selected to celebrate the heroine's 
banner 50thanniversary. Jusko is treasured by Vampirella fans for his classic, fully-
painted Blood Lust (1997) prestige miniseries with James Robinson, as well as 
countless captivating covers and other projects. In this piece, originally used for a 
rare, out-of-print box set, he portrays Vampi alongside her greatest friends and foes. 
Featured cast include Vampi's frenemy Pantha, her manipulative mother Lilith, foes 
Dracula and the Blood Red Queen of Hearts, and longtime allies Adam Van Helsing 
and Pendragon. The giclée measures 34 3/4' X 17 1/2'.  Giclée are highest-end 
reproductions that capture every detail of the original humanly, mechanically, or 
technically possible. The resulting print has no perceptible dot pattern, an endless 
array of richly-saturated color, and every nuance of the original image. The latest 
inks offer a 70-year light-fastness and UV-resistance under museum archival 
conditions. Beyond this description, a giclée print simply must be seen to be fully 
appreciated. Printed on canvas, stretched, then framed, these high-end Canvas 
giclée are the ultimate tribute to this famous moment in comic book history! There 
are less than a handful of these being made, so hurry now!

PUBLISHER MARVEL COMICS

AERO BY KENG POSTER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99Ships rolled and polybagged.

DEATHS HEAD BY MCKONE POSTER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99Ships rolled and polybagged.

HISTORY OF MARVEL UNIVERSE BY MCNIVEN POSTER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99Ships rolled and polybagged.

HOUSE OF X BY LARRAZ POSTER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99Ships rolled and polybagged.

POWERS OF X BY SILVA POSTER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99Ships rolled and polybagged.

SWORD MASTER BY GUNJI POSTER

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$8.99Ships rolled and polybagged.

VALKYRIE BY ASRAR POSTER

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$8.99Ships rolled and polybagged.

08. Apparel

PUBLISHER BIOWORLD MERCHANDISING

JURASSIC PARK SNAPBACK CAP

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$21.99Jurassic Park hat.

PUBLISHER CULTURE FLY, LLC

PUSHEEN COOKING APRON (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99Pusheen apron.

PUBLISHER GOODIE TWO SLEEVES

TRANSFORMERS AUTOBOTS REFLECTIVE LOGO T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.00Transformers t-shirt.

TRANSFORMERS AUTOBOTS REFLECTIVE LOGO T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.00Transformers t-shirt.

TRANSFORMERS AUTOBOTS REFLECTIVE LOGO T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.00Transformers t-shirt.

TRANSFORMERS AUTOBOTS REFLECTIVE LOGO T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.00Transformers t-shirt.



TRANSFORMERS AUTOBOTS REFLECTIVE LOGO T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$26.00Transformers t-shirt.

PUBLISHER GRAPHITTI DESIGNS

DC HEROES BATMAN I T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES BATMAN I T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES BATMAN I T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES BATMAN I T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES BATMAN I T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES BATMAN SMOKIN T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Dark Knight is steaming on the new Batman: Smokin' T-Shirt. Features this 
great art screenprinted in full-color on a black, heavyweight shirt. Too hot to handle!!  
NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES BATMAN SMOKIN T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Dark Knight is steaming on the new Batman: Smokin' T-Shirt. Features this 
great art screenprinted in full-color on a black, heavyweight shirt. Too hot to handle!!  
NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES BATMAN SMOKIN T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Dark Knight is steaming on the new Batman: Smokin' T-Shirt. Features this 
great art screenprinted in full-color on a black, heavyweight shirt. Too hot to handle!!  
NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES BATMAN SMOKIN T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Dark Knight is steaming on the new Batman: Smokin' T-Shirt. Features this 
great art screenprinted in full-color on a black, heavyweight shirt. Too hot to handle!!  
NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES BATMAN SMOKIN T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95The Dark Knight is steaming on the new Batman: Smokin' T-Shirt. Features this 
great art screenprinted in full-color on a black, heavyweight shirt. Too hot to handle!!  
NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES DARKSEID IS SYMBOL T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES DARKSEID IS SYMBOL T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES DARKSEID IS SYMBOL T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES DARKSEID IS SYMBOL T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES DARKSEID IS SYMBOL T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES DARKSEID WANTS YOU SYMBOL T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES DARKSEID WANTS YOU SYMBOL T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 



DC HEROES DARKSEID WANTS YOU SYMBOL T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES DARKSEID WANTS YOU SYMBOL T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES DARKSEID WANTS YOU SYMBOL T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95The unsolved questions of the universe remain a mystery on the new Darkseid Is T-
Shirt. Features the simple phrase from the King/Gerads Mister Miracle series 
screenprinted in white on a black Hanes Brand Nano shirt. For those wanting more 
of the dark-meister, check out the new Darkseid Wants You T-Shirt available on a 
black shirt.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES FLASH 2019 SYMBOL T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Scarlet Speedster revisits his roots on the new Flash: 2019 Symbol T-shirt. 
Features a variation of the classic symbol screenprinted on a deep red 100% cotton 
tee. Catch all of the cool Flash symbols available this month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES FLASH 2019 SYMBOL T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Scarlet Speedster revisits his roots on the new Flash: 2019 Symbol T-shirt. 
Features a variation of the classic symbol screenprinted on a deep red 100% cotton 
tee. Catch all of the cool Flash symbols available this month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES FLASH 2019 SYMBOL T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Scarlet Speedster revisits his roots on the new Flash: 2019 Symbol T-shirt. 
Features a variation of the classic symbol screenprinted on a deep red 100% cotton 
tee. Catch all of the cool Flash symbols available this month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 



DC HEROES FLASH 2019 SYMBOL T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Scarlet Speedster revisits his roots on the new Flash: 2019 Symbol T-shirt. 
Features a variation of the classic symbol screenprinted on a deep red 100% cotton 
tee. Catch all of the cool Flash symbols available this month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES FLASH 2019 SYMBOL T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95The Scarlet Speedster revisits his roots on the new Flash: 2019 Symbol T-shirt. 
Features a variation of the classic symbol screenprinted on a deep red 100% cotton 
tee. Catch all of the cool Flash symbols available this month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES MAD HATTER COFFEE TIME T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Mad Hatter announces his new career on the new Mad Hatter: Coffee Time T-
Shirt. Features the infamous brewer, screenprinted in full-color on a 100% cotton 
black shirt. Select a hot cup and enjoy.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and 
U.K. 

DC HEROES MAD HATTER COFFEE TIME T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Mad Hatter announces his new career on the new Mad Hatter: Coffee Time T-
Shirt. Features the infamous brewer, screenprinted in full-color on a 100% cotton 
black shirt. Select a hot cup and enjoy.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and 
U.K. 

DC HEROES MAD HATTER COFFEE TIME T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Mad Hatter announces his new career on the new Mad Hatter: Coffee Time T-
Shirt. Features the infamous brewer, screenprinted in full-color on a 100% cotton 
black shirt. Select a hot cup and enjoy.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and 
U.K. 

DC HEROES MAD HATTER COFFEE TIME T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95The Mad Hatter announces his new career on the new Mad Hatter: Coffee Time T-
Shirt. Features the infamous brewer, screenprinted in full-color on a 100% cotton 
black shirt. Select a hot cup and enjoy.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and 
U.K. 

DC HEROES MAD HATTER COFFEE TIME T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95The Mad Hatter announces his new career on the new Mad Hatter: Coffee Time T-
Shirt. Features the infamous brewer, screenprinted in full-color on a 100% cotton 
black shirt. Select a hot cup and enjoy.  NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and 
U.K. 

DC HEROES SUPERMAN PRIDE T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES SUPERMAN PRIDE T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES SUPERMAN PRIDE T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES SUPERMAN PRIDE T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

DC HEROES SUPERMAN PRIDE T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95Jim Lee takes center-stage this month with two classic shirts showcasing his art. 
Batman I and Superman: Pride both feature full-color imprints on a black, 100% 
cotton tees. Watch for more Jim Lee shirt designs next month.  NOW AVAILABLE for 
sale in Canada and U.K. 

KID FLASH REBIRTH BY LEE T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.95The Speed Force shows it's color on three new shirt designs. Flash TV II (Light 
Steel) and Kid Flash: Rebirth Symbol (Deep Red) all show variations of the iconic 
bolt imprinted on heavyweight, 100% cotton shirts. More KF is also availabe on the 
new Kid Flash: Rebirth Shirt featuring the art of Jim Lee on a black t-shirt.  NOW 
AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

KID FLASH REBIRTH BY LEE T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.95The Speed Force shows it's color on three new shirt designs. Flash TV II (Light 
Steel) and Kid Flash: Rebirth Symbol (Deep Red) all show variations of the iconic 
bolt imprinted on heavyweight, 100% cotton shirts. More KF is also availabe on the 
new Kid Flash: Rebirth Shirt featuring the art of Jim Lee on a black t-shirt.  NOW 
AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 

PUBLISHER H3 SPORTGEAR

IRON MAIDEN THE TROOPER T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Iron Maiden t-shirt.

IRON MAIDEN THE TROOPER T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Iron Maiden t-shirt.

IRON MAIDEN THE TROOPER T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Iron Maiden t-shirt.

IRON MAIDEN THE TROOPER T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Iron Maiden t-shirt.

IRON MAIDEN THE TROOPER T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.99Iron Maiden t-shirt.

TETRIS EPIC FAIL T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Tetris t-shirt.



TETRIS EPIC FAIL T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Tetris t-shirt.

TETRIS EPIC FAIL T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Tetris t-shirt.

TETRIS EPIC FAIL T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99Tetris t-shirt.

TETRIS EPIC FAIL T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.99Tetris t-shirt.

PUBLISHER IMAGE COMICS

ICE CREAM MAN T/S LG (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Look extra fashionable lickety split with this delicious T-shirt from ICE CREAM MAN, 
the critically acclaimed anthology comic by W. MAXWELL PRINCE, MARTÍN 
MORAZZO, and CHRIS O'HALLORAN. Featuring exclusive artwork by Morazzo, it's 
the perfect piece of clothing in which to enjoy something sweet-or sinister.

ICE CREAM MAN T/S MED (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Look extra fashionable lickety split with this delicious T-shirt from ICE CREAM MAN, 
the critically acclaimed anthology comic by W. MAXWELL PRINCE, MARTÍN 
MORAZZO, and CHRIS O'HALLORAN. Featuring exclusive artwork by Morazzo, it's 
the perfect piece of clothing in which to enjoy something sweet-or sinister.

ICE CREAM MAN T/S SM (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Look extra fashionable lickety split with this delicious T-shirt from ICE CREAM MAN, 
the critically acclaimed anthology comic by W. MAXWELL PRINCE, MARTÍN 
MORAZZO, and CHRIS O'HALLORAN. Featuring exclusive artwork by Morazzo, it's 
the perfect piece of clothing in which to enjoy something sweet-or sinister.



ICE CREAM MAN T/S XL (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Look extra fashionable lickety split with this delicious T-shirt from ICE CREAM MAN, 
the critically acclaimed anthology comic by W. MAXWELL PRINCE, MARTÍN 
MORAZZO, and CHRIS O'HALLORAN. Featuring exclusive artwork by Morazzo, it's 
the perfect piece of clothing in which to enjoy something sweet-or sinister.

ICE CREAM MAN T/S XXL (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$26.99Look extra fashionable lickety split with this delicious T-shirt from ICE CREAM MAN, 
the critically acclaimed anthology comic by W. MAXWELL PRINCE, MARTÍN 
MORAZZO, and CHRIS O'HALLORAN. Featuring exclusive artwork by Morazzo, it's 
the perfect piece of clothing in which to enjoy something sweet-or sinister.

PUBLISHER IMPACT MERCHANDISING

CAPTAIN MARVEL GOOSE T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Captain Marvel t-shirt.

CAPTAIN MARVEL GOOSE T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Captain Marvel t-shirt.

CAPTAIN MARVEL GOOSE T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Captain Marvel t-shirt.

CAPTAIN MARVEL GOOSE T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Captain Marvel t-shirt.

CAPTAIN MARVEL GOOSE T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.98Captain Marvel t-shirt.

GODZILLA VS GIGAN T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Godzilla t-shirt.

GODZILLA VS GIGAN T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Godzilla t-shirt.

GODZILLA VS GIGAN T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Godzilla t-shirt.

GODZILLA VS GIGAN T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Godzilla t-shirt.

GODZILLA VS GIGAN T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.98Godzilla t-shirt.

ROBOCOP PART MAN ALL COP T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Robocop t-shirt.

ROBOCOP PART MAN ALL COP T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Robocop t-shirt.

ROBOCOP PART MAN ALL COP T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Robocop t-shirt.

ROBOCOP PART MAN ALL COP T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Robocop t-shirt.



ROBOCOP PART MAN ALL COP T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.98Robocop t-shirt.

SPIDER-MAN VIDEO GAME LOGO T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Spider-Man t-shirt.

SPIDER-MAN VIDEO GAME LOGO T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Spider-Man t-shirt.

SPIDER-MAN VIDEO GAME LOGO T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Spider-Man t-shirt.

SPIDER-MAN VIDEO GAME LOGO T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Spider-Man t-shirt.

SPIDER-MAN VIDEO GAME LOGO T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$18.98Spider-Man t-shirt.

PUBLISHER LIQUID BLUE

KISS TALES OF KISS T/S LG (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99KISS t-shirt.

KISS TALES OF KISS T/S MED (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99KISS t-shirt.

KISS TALES OF KISS T/S SM (C: 1-1-2)



MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99KISS t-shirt.

KISS TALES OF KISS T/S XL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99KISS t-shirt.

KISS TALES OF KISS T/S XXL (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$15.99KISS t-shirt.

09. Cards

PUBLISHER DYNAMITE

VAMPIRELLA 50TH ANN ULTRA TRADING CARDS BOX (12 PACKS) (Net)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$0.00Dynamite proudly presents the definitive VAMPIRELLA 50th Anniversary trading card 
set featuring a large selection of the iconic and seductive siren's fan-favorite art and 
artists. This specially culled, rare art portrays five decades of the world-renown raven-
haired beauty in all her majestic, blood-curdling glory! This set is a collector's dream 
and includes an 18-card base set, PLUS Dynamite chase cards that include: 12 
autographed cards, 12 Line Art cards, 9-card puzzle cards, 2-box-topper special 
cards, and thousands of one-of-a-kind hand drawn original art signed sketch cards.  
Every autographed card featuring a color ink or ultra-rare, gold ink signature!  Every 
individual foil pack includes 2 Base Cards, 2 Sketch Cards, 1 Line Art Card, 1 Puzzle 
Card, and 1 Autographed Card. Every specially designed, 4-color box includes 12 foil 
packs.  Featuring art from: Joe Jusko, Joseph Michael Linsner, Jae Lee, Mike 
Mignola, Bill Sienkiewicz, Adam Hughes, David Mack, Tom Mandrake, Nei Ruffino, 
Maria Sanapo, Joe Quesada, Jimmy Palmiotti, Luis Small Jr., Mark Texiera, Mike 
Mayhew, Tyler Kirkham, Joe Chiodo, Dorian Cleavanger, Kevin Lau, David Finch, 
Jose H. Williams, Greg Hildebrandt, Brian Stelfreeze, Gary Frank, Nelson, Beck, 
Michael Golden, Mike Choi, Mike Lilly, Amanda Conner, Alex Horley, Arthur Suydam, 
Steven Segovia, Dan Brereton, Al Rio, Jenny Frison, Bruce Timm, Neal Adams, Mike 
Deodato Jr., Rudi Nebres, Pablo Marcos and many, many more! This set includes an 
18-card base set, PLUS Dynamite chase cards that include: * 18 Base Cards * 12 
Line Art Cards * 9 Puzzle Cards * 12 Autographed Cards * Thousands of hand-drawn 
original art Sketch Cards * 2-Box-Topper Special Cards

VAMPIRELLA 50TH ANN ULTRA TRADING CARDS INDIVIDUAL FOIL PACK

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00Dynamite proudly presents the definitive VAMPIRELLA 50th Anniversary trading card 
set featuring a large selection of the iconic and seductive siren's fan-favorite art and 
artists. This specially culled, rare art portrays five decades of the world-renown raven-
haired beauty in all her majestic, blood-curdling glory! This set is a collector's dream 
and includes an 18-card base set, PLUS Dynamite chase cards that include: 12 
autographed cards, 12 Line Art cards, 9-card puzzle cards, 2-box-topper special 
cards, and thousands of one-of-a-kind hand drawn original art signed sketch cards.  
Every autographed card featuring a color ink or ultra-rare, gold ink signature!  Every 
individual foil pack includes 2 Base Cards, 2 Sketch Cards, 1 Line Art Card, 1 Puzzle 
Card, and 1 Autographed Card. Every specially designed, 4-color box includes 12 foil 
packs.  Featuring art from: Joe Jusko, Joseph Michael Linsner, Jae Lee, Mike 
Mignola, Bill Sienkiewicz, Adam Hughes, David Mack, Tom Mandrake, Nei Ruffino, 
Maria Sanapo, Joe Quesada, Philip Tan, Billy Tucci, Terry Dodson, Jimmy Palmiotti, 
Luis Small Jr., Mark Texiera, Mike Mayhew, Tyler Kirkham, Joe Chiodo, Dorian 
Cleavanger, Kevin Lau, David Finch, Jose H. Williams, Greg Hildebrandt, Brian 
Stelfreeze, Gary Frank, Nelson, Beck, Michael Golden, Mike Choi, Mike Lilly, 
Amanda Conner, Alex Horley, Arthur Suydam, Steven Segovia, Dan Brereton, Al Rio, 
Jenny Frison, Bruce Timm, Neal Adams, Mike Deodato Jr., Rudi Nebres, Pablo 
Marcos and many, many more!

10. Games

PUBLISHER IDW PUBLISHING

MEN IN BLACK GHOSTBUSTERS INVASION PREMIUM PUZZLE (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Get your proton pack and sunglasses ready to celebrate the crossover event of the 
year! Ahead of IDW's upcoming major miniatures game release, the fun starts with 
this challenging 1000-piece collector's puzzle featuring the Men In Black and 
Ghostbusters at the center of an alien invasion created by fan favorite artist Derek 
Laufman! Includes large poster for reference. Made in the USA from 100% recycled 
materials, IDW Games puzzles are built to last and suitable for framing. Ages 12+. 
Artwork from fan-favorite Derek Laufman! 1000 snug-fit pieces. Made in the USA 
from recycled materials.

TMNT ADVENTURES CHANGE IS CONSTANT (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$124.99Battle with your brothers through the streets of New York City to defend your town 
from the sinister Baxter Stockman and his technological terrors! Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles Adventures: Change Is Constant is a scenario-driven miniatures role-
playing game created in IDW's Adventures Universal Game System. Play as one of 
the four ninja turtles or Casey Jones, or take on the role of Baxter and command his 
robot fleet, including the menacing Mega-Mouser. This all-new entry into the 
Adventures Universal Game System features a brand-new campaign and two 
different modes of play: 1 vs. Many and fully Co-operative! Each Adventures game is 
both stand-alone and compatible with other games in the system! Mix and match 
characters from each game to create custom scenarios!  1-5 players o Playable from 
ages 14+ o 90 minutes   Includes 60 miniatures and all-new artwork. Compatible with 
the Adventures Universal Game System. SEPTEMBER RELEASE!!

TMNT ADVENTURES CITY FALL (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$124.99It's dark times for the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! The Shredder has seized 
control of the city and worse, he's brainwashed Leonardo into joining the Foot Clan! 
It's time to add more heroes to the fight! Take up arms as Splinter, April, Old Hob, 
Angel, or Slash and help the Turtles take back the city! Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
Adventures: City Fall is a scenario-driven miniatures role-playing game created in 
IDW's Adventures Universal Game System. Play as one of five NEW heroes or take 
on the role of the Shredder and lead the Foot to victory with his new 'chunin' and 
secret weapon, Dark Leo. This all-new entry into the Adventures Universal Game 
System features a brand-new campaign and two different modes of play: 1 vs. Many 
and fully Co-operative! Each Adventures game is both stand-alone and compatible 
with other games in the system! Mix and match characters from each game to create 
custom scenarios! 1-5 players o Playable from ages 14+ o 90 minutes   Includes 40 
miniatures and all-new artwork. Compatible with the Adventures Universal Game 
System. Advance solicited for August release. SEPTEMBER RELEASE!

USAGI YOJIMBO TRAITORS OF EARTH PREMIUM PUZZLE (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Celebrate the 35th anniversary of Stan Sakai's beloved creation, Usagi Yojimbo, by 
piecing together this challenging 1000-piece collector's puzzle. With all new colors 
from Jay Fotos, Usagi Yojimbo: Traitors of the Earth Premium Puzzle features the 
rabbit ronin and his allies battling a horde of the undead! Includes large poster for 
reference. Made in the USA from 100% recycled materials, IDW Games puzzles are 
built to last and suitable for framing. Ages 12+; 1000 Pieces. Artwork from legendary 
comic creator Stan Sakai! Made in the USA from recycled materials.

PUBLISHER IMAGE COMICS

WALKING DEAD SOMETHING TO FEAR CARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$20.00The Walking Dead: Something to Fear is a 2-6 person competitive card game where 
players must form uneasy alliances and work together to survive while competing to 
secure their own position in a group. Designed by Derek and Lizzy Funkhouser, art 
by Justin Chan, and published by Skybound Games.

PUBLISHER KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

YU GI OH TCG SPEED DUEL ATTACK FROM DEEP (10CT) (Net) (C: 0-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$53.64Introducing Speed Duel: Attack from the Deep booster set! Upgrade your Speed 
Duel Decks with 45 new-to-Speed Duel cards and 5 brand-new Skill Cards!

PUBLISHER PAIZO INC

PATHFINDER ADV FALL OF PLAGUESTONE (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$22.99A group of new adventurers, traveling through the small community of Plaguestone, 
must come together to solve the murder of a friend. What starts as simple 
investigation quickly turns sinister with the discovery of forbidden alchemy, mutant 
animals, and a nearby forest rotting away due to a mysterious blight. It becomes 
clear that if these young heroes don't get to the heart of the plot, then the fall of 
Plaguestone is all but certain!

PATHFINDER ADV PATH DEAD ROADS TYRANTS GRASP PT 6 OF 6

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99The Tyrant's Grasp Adventure Path reaches its world-shaping conclusion! The 
heroes learn that the keys to stopping Tar-Baphon's deadly Radiant Fire are the 
shards of the Shattered Shield still lodged in their souls-the only things dangling their 
lives above the grasp of the Boneyard. The heroes return to Lastwall to confront the 
Whispering Tyrant, but discover that he has led his army to the fields outside the city 
of Absalom. There, the Whispering Tyrant plans to blast his way through the city and 
crack the Starstone Cathedral open, transforming himself into a true god! The PCs 
must battle the lich's most powerful allies, turn the power of the Radiant Fire back on 
the Whispering Tyrant, and end the threat he now poses to the world.

PATHFINDER CHARACTER SHEET PACK (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Get the most out of your Pathfinder heroes with these gorgeously designed black-
and-white character sheets designed for ease of use and high in-game utility! With a 
specially designed two-sided character sheet for each of the 12 character classes in 
the Pathfinder Core Rulebook and additional sheets for tracking equipment and 
spells, there's no better way to bring a touch of class to your character's life! 
Collected into a special folder with flaps for easy care of character sheets, handouts, 
and more, the Pathfinder Character Sheet Pack has what you need to get the most 
out of your Pathfinder Second Edition hero!

PATHFINDER COMBAT PAD (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.99Never miss a turn with the Pathfinder Combat Pad initiative tracker, now optimized 
for use with Pathfinder Second Edition! Usable with any roleplaying game, this wet 
and dry erase board includes magnets that stick right to it! List the names of heroes 
and foes on the magnets using a wet or dry erase marker, then place them in 
initiative order. When the order changes, simply slide the magnets to their new 
places. Take the uncertainty out of battle with the Pathfinder Combat Pad!  Includes 
1 Double-sided magnetic wet and dry erase board; 2 Sheets of magnets, each with: 
13 Blue player character magnets, 13 Red enemy magnets, 9 Green nonplayer 
character magnets, 2 Round arrows, 2 Turn arrows, and 2 Next round magnets.

PATHFINDER CONDITION CARDS DECK (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$22.99Never miss a modifier again! With the Pathfinder Condition Card Deck, it's easy for 
players and GMs to keep track of the Second Edition Pathfinder RPG's most 
common conditions. Are you sickened by a cloud of poisonous gas? Is your wizard 
invisible? Is the fighter bleeding out? Simply hand out the appropriate condition 
cards to have all the rules for each condition at your fingertips. This set of 110 full-
color cards allows you to play faster and more easily than ever before. With multiple 
cards for common conditions, these cards keep your focus out of the rulebook and 
your head in the game!

PATHFINDER CORE RULEBOOK HC (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$59.99This comprehensive 640-page guide to the Pathfinder roleplaying game provides 
everything you need to set out on a world of limitless fantasy adventure!  Choose 
from ancestries like elf, human, and goblin and classes like alchemist, fighter, and 
sorcerer to create a hero of your own design destined to become a legend! Based on 
more than 20 years of active development and playtest feedback from more than 
125,000 gamers, the new Pathfinder rules are easy to learn and exciting to master! 
Streamlined and revised rules to help ease new players into the game while 
providing the depth of character options and tactical interest that have defined 
Pathfinder from the beginning! More than 30 backgrounds like bartender, soldier, or 
apprentice to further immerse yourself in your hero's backstory! This indispensable 
volume contains all rules for players and Game Masters, and is your first step on a 
heroic new journey!

PATHFINDER CORE RULEBOOK HC SP ED (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$79.99This comprehensive 640-page guide to the Pathfinder roleplaying game provides 
everything you need to set out on a world of limitless fantasy adventure!  Choose 
from ancestries like elf, human, and goblin and classes like alchemist, fighter, and 
sorcerer to create a hero of your own design destined to become a legend! Based on 
more than 20 years of active development and playtest feedback from more than 
125,000 gamers, the new Pathfinder rules are easy to learn and exciting to master! 
This indispensable volume contains all rules for players and Game Masters, and is 
your first step on a heroic new journey! This deluxe special edition is bound in faux 
leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a bound-in ribbon bookmark. The 
perfect way to commemorate Pathfinder's new edition! (Cover color and design 
subject to change.)

PATHFINDER FLIP MAT FALL OF PLAGUESTONE (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Bring your Fall of Plaguestone adventures to life on your tabletop with this double-
sided full-color Flip-Mat featuring key encounter locations from the premiere 
Pathfinder Second Edition adventure on either side! Both sides depict the enormous 
hillside lair of an evil alchemist, complete with quarters for her servants, numerous 
laboratories, pens to hold test subjects, and a cavernous lair! Don't waste your time 
sketching when you could be playing. With Pathfinder Flip-Mat: The Fall of 
Plaguestone, you'll be ready to introduce the new Pathfinder RPG in style! 

PATHFINDER GM SCREEN (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.99Protect your important notes and die rolls from prying player eyes with the Pathfinder 
GM Screen! This beautiful 4-panel landscape-style screen features stunning artwork 
from Ekaterina Burmak on the player's side, and a huge number of charts and tables 
on the GM side to speed up play and reduce time spent leafing through rulebooks in 
search of an obscure modifier or result.

PATHFINDER LOST OMENS WORLD GUIDE HC (P2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$36.99This comprehensive 136-page hardcover overview of the world of Pathfinder 
provides everything you need to know for a lifetime of adventure in the Age of Lost 
Omens! The god of prophecy is dead, leaving heroes just like you to carve their own 
destinies out of an uncertain future! The Lost Omens World Guide is your key to 
understanding the big picture and your hero's role within it! A gorgeous two-sided 
giant poster map of the Pathfinder world provides a beautiful accompaniment to a 
gazetteer featuring 10 geographically and thematically contiguous regions that 
combine to create a fantasy world packed with diverse and deadly possibilities! Each 
region also includes suggested character backgrounds and archetypes to more 
deeply root your character in their surroundings.

STARFINDER ADV PATH FIRE STARTERS DAWN FLAME PT 2 OF 6

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$22.99While the heroes finish the liberation of an alien bubble-city in the sun, efreet launch 
an assault on the Burning Archipelago from within the star. The heroes have 
advantages of position, knowledge, and surprise, giving them a unique opportunity. 
With the aid of their new allies, the heroes can take the fight to the enemy base. 
Thwarting the efreet plot requires closing gates to the Plane of Fire and returning the 
Far Portal to the surface of the sun. However, the forces overseeing the base don't 
stand idle during this infiltration. In the end, the efreeti commander risks everything 
to crush the heroes and see his plan to dominate the Burning Archipelago through!

STARFINDER RPG FLIP MAT ICE WORLD

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$14.99Whether the heroes are pursuing ice pirates across the frozen tundra or scouting out 
a good location for their hidden rebel base, no Game Master wants to spend time 
drawing every snowdrift and crevasse. Fortunately, with Paizo's latest Starfinder Flip-
Mat, you don't have to! This line of gaming maps provides ready-to-use science-
fantasy set pieces for the busy Game Master. This double-sided map features a 
windswept snowfield on one side and a network of frigid ice caverns on the other. 
Don't waste time sketching when you could be playing. With Starfinder Flip-Mat: Ice 
World, you'll be ready the next time your players have a snow day!

PUBLISHER RENEGADE GAME STUDIO

GAME OF THRONES OATHBREAKER BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$35.00From the design team that brought you Clank! A Deck-Building Adventure and 
Clank! In! Space!, Game of Thrones: Oathbreaker is a game of deception for 5-8 
players. One player takes the role of the king, while the others represent the great 
lords and ladies of Westeros. Some are loyalists who want order in the realm. Others 
are conspirators, seeking to end the king's rule. And all of them have a secret 
agenda of their own. Who is truly loyal, and who is simply hungry for power, honor, 
or coin? It's up to the King to figure out, before it's too late.

PUBLISHER TEN SPEED PRESS

MONSTERS AND CREATURES ADVENTURERS GUIDE D&D HC (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99In this illustrated, introductory guide, you're transported to the legendary and magical 
worlds of Dungeons & Dragons and presented with one-of-a-kind entries for some of 
its most sinister, foul, and memorable monsters. Featuring amazing illustrations and 
expert insights on some of D&D's most dangerous monsters, the guide shines a 
spotlight on the beasts that scare, excite, and cause trouble for adventurers, from 
creatures that live underground, to those that dwell in the wilderness and boneyards 
or sour in the sky. The perfect entry point for young fans of fantasy eager to become 
D&D adventurers, this book also features introductory 'Encounter' stories so readers 
can practice the problem-solving skills they'll need to fight these monsters when they 
play.

WARRIORS AND WEAPONS ADVENTURERS GUIDE D&D HC (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$12.99In this illustrated guide, you're transported to the legendary and magical worlds of 
Dungeons & Dragons, where you are presented with one-of-a-kind entries for 
different types of warriors, as well as the weaponry these fighters need for D&D 
adventuring. This guide includes detailed illustrations of the weapons, armor, 
clothing, and other equipment that fighters use, and offers the tolls young, aspiring 
adventurers need for learning how to build their characters, including sample 
profiles, a flowchart to help you decide what type of warrior to be, and brainstorming 
challenges to start you thinking like an adventurer whether on your own or in the 
midst of an exciting quest with friends and fellow players.

PUBLISHER USAOPOLY

ASTRO TRASH GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Elminate all of the trash on your home planet! But others are trying to cleanse their 
own homeworlds, and it will be a battle to see who gets the trash! Astro Trash 
combines strategy with the luck of dice rolls to create a spontaneous and quick-
thinking challenge for all ages.

BATMAN TALISMAN BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$69.95Something conspicuous is emerging from Gotham City, becoming just visible enough 
to reveal motives and strategies distinctive of the city's insane asylum. Talisman: 
Batman Super-Villains Edition allows players to take on the role of Gotham City's 
notorious evil-doers, sneaking and fighting their way through Arkham Asylum's two 
floors and central tower to be the first to subdue Batman and successfully release its 
dangerous inmates. The anti-heroic objective in this take on the classic fantasy 
tabletop game focuses on building the Health, Strength, and Cunning of the Caped 
Crusader's enemies.  The game suits 2-6 players ages 13 and up, and can be 
played cooperatively or against other foes before one winner can earn the reputation 
of King or Queen of the criminal underworld.

CLUE IT BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.95Based on the hit 2017 Warner Bros. Pictures' film, CLUE: IT takes the classic 
mystery game even further into shrouded chaos as Bill Denbrough and his friends 
attempt to determine Pennywise's Plan. Travel between the The House on Neibolt 
Street, the Synagogue, Derry Public Library, and more to identify various items used 
to lure the town's youth, while avoiding Red Balloons that will end the operation 
before the menacing killer's Plan can be uncovered.

CORALINE 1000 PC PUZZLE (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Based on the beloved film Coraline, this 1000-piece puzzle will challenge anyone!

DIE HARD BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.95Die Hard: The Nakatomi Heist Board Game will leverage one-versus-many, 
asymmetric gameplay to pit protagonist John McClane against others acting as 
thieves, cooperating to foil the hero's plan, which is to save the hostages in the iconic 
Nakatomi Plaza high-rise. Movie buffs and hobby game enthusiasts will appreciate 
the forthcoming release's distinct homage to the 1988 film, which packs rules and 
gameplay to the air vents with callbacks to Die Hard's most memorable scenes, 
characters, and events. 

GAME OF THRONES PLAYING CARDS COLL TIN (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.95Pass the time in Westeros with these playing cards featuring images from HBO's hit 
series Game of Thrones! 

HARRY POTTER HOGWARTS BATTLE DEFENSE AGAISNT DARK ARTS EXP (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$24.95For witches and wizards looking to test their head-to-head abilities comes Harry 
Potter Defence Against the Dark Arts, a two-player competitive deck-building game 
inspired by the popular Harry Potter Hogwarts Battle. In this fast-paced game, 
players must learn offensive and defensive magic skills to protect themselves and 
stun their opponent.



MONOPOLY ANIMANIACS BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.95Scene-stealing Warner siblings Yakko, Wakko, and Dot are joined by Pinky and the 
Brain and Dr. Otto von Scratchansniff in this reimagined Monopoly game. Players 
bounce around the board collecting other cast members, locations, and more from 
the 90s hit cartoon Animaniacs. 

MONOPOLY CORALINE BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.95Fans of Coraline and her 'Other'-worldly adventures will feel right at home using 
tokens such as a Hair Pin, Looking Stone, and more to traverse the board, collecting 
Mr. Bobinsky, The Cat, and other memorable characters from the haunting stop-
motion fantasy film.

MONOPOLY IT BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.95MONOPOLY: IT makes buying, selling, and trading places in and around Derry, 
Maine the key to winning this uncanny twist of 'the Landlord's Game.' Using tokens of 
iconic items such as an Inhaler, Paper Boat, and Bicycle, players can draw 
Encounters and Phenomena cards as they build Suburban Houses and Apartment 
Buildings on locations like Pennywise's Cistern and the Derry Sewers. 

MONOPOLY MY HERO ACADEMIA BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.95The locations and characters of the fan-favorite anime My Hero Academia take 
center stage in this custom edition of the property-trading board game, Monopoly! 

MONOPOLY NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS 25TH ANN BOARD GAME (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$39.95Add a fright to game night and celebrate 25 years of Tim Burton's The Nightmare 
Before Christmas with this Collector's Edition of Monopoly, featuring Jack's Tower, 
Oogie Boogie's Casino, Dr. Finkelstein's Laboratory, and Sally's Alley. 

OPERATION NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS 25TH ANN BOARD GAME (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.95Fans of Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas will enjoy a healthy amount of 
fun with this 25th Anniversary edition of the classic Operation game. Test your 
surgical skills as you remove custom Funatomy parts from Oogie Boogie, the patient. 

RICK AND MORTY 1000 PC PUZZLE (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$19.95Fans of Rick and Morty will be challenged by this 1000-piece puzzle! 

SAILOR MOON 1000 PC PUZZLE (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$19.95Summon the Sailor Scouts with this challenging 1000-piece Sailor Moon puzzle! 

SCRABBLE WORLD OF HARRY POTTER BOARD GAME (C: 0-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$29.95SCRABBLE: World of Harry Potter adds a magical twist to the original word game. In 
addition to the traditionally allowed words, players can apply their Wizarding World 
vocabulary to earn Magical Word bonuses. Character names, places from the 
wizarding world, spells and potion names are all accepted in the game. Players can 
also enhance their score by completing directives from Harry Potter cards, which are 
unique to this version of the game. 

PUBLISHER WIZKIDS/NECA

D&D ICONS OF THE REALMS MINI PREMIUM FIG SET 12 (C: 1-1-2)

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$49.99WizKids, the industry leader in quality pre-painted plastic miniatures, is pleased to 
bring this fantastic D&D Icons of the Realms Premium Figure to life! This gorgeous 
Premium Figure contains fantastic never-before-seen miniature(s) that add to your 
Dungeons & Dragons tabletop roleplaying game! 

MARVEL HEROCLIX XMEN ANIMATED DARK PHOENIX FAST FORCES 6PK (

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$16.99This Fast Forces will have you saying, 'to me, my X-Men!' Wolverine, Rogue, Beast, 
Storm, Gambit, and Jubilee come as a thematic team ready to play by themselves 
against your friends, or perfect to mix with X-Men from your X-Men the Animated 
Series, the Dark Phoenix Saga Colossal Boosters. Once a player already has a 
Starter Set, a Fast Forces is a great way for them to construct a brand new thematic 
team and build their HeroClix collection!

MARVEL HEROCLIX XMEN ANIMATED DARK PHOENIX OP KIT (Net) (C:

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$0.00Stores order Marvel HeroClix: X-Men the Animated Series, the Dark Phoenix Saga 
Release Day OP Kits directly from their distributor. Marvel HeroClix: X-Men the 
Animated Series, the Dark Phoenix Saga Release Day OP Kit orders will be verified 
against stores' demonstrated HeroClix event performance. No retail store location 
may order more than 3 Release Day OP Kits total. RETAILERS PLEASE NOTE: 
Marvel HeroClix: X-Men the Animated Series, the Dark Phoenix Saga Release Day 
OP Kits are available only WHILE SUPPLIES LAST! The Marvel HeroClix: X-Men the 
Animated Series, the Dark Phoenix Saga Release Day OP Kit is covered by the 
WizKids Promotional Product Licensing Agreement and is marked 'NOT FOR 
RESALE'  Stores are not required to have a volunteer or judge present to run an 
event; store owners may ultimately determine how events in their store will run and 
how the kits are used to promote in-store play.  Each OP Kit includes prizes to host a 
release day event, with a prize for 1st, a fellowship award and one flex award (to be 
used at stores discretion within the context of the WKPPLA for the expressed 
purpose of supporting organized play at their store). A suggested format guide is 
included and makes it easy for stores to run HeroClix organized play for the first 
time.  Marvel HeroClix: X-Men the Animated Series, the Dark Phoenix Saga Release 
Day OP Kit Contents:  Three (3) copies of one Limited Edition Magneto™ HeroClix 
Figure with Character Card Five (5) copies of the Double-Sided 24' x 36' Map One 
(1) Addendum/Instruction Sheet Maximum 3 OP Kits per store unless store requests 
and receives exemption based on their WizKids Info Network history and product 
order history.

MARVEL HEROCLIX XMEN ANIMATED DARK PHOENIX TOKEN PACK (C: 1-

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$9.99The Marvel HeroClix: X-Men the Animated Series, the Dark Phoenix Saga Dice and 
Token Pack contains 2 custom dice featuring a special Dark Phoenix icon to 
celebrate the release of the Marvel HeroClix: X-Men the Animated Series, the Dark 
Phoenix Saga Colossal Booster Brick! The 6 action tokens will feature 6 beloved X-
Men characters from the animated series and will have bystanders on the back to 
use with characters that generate bystanders in the Booster Set! The Marvel 
HeroClix: X-Men the Animated Series, the Dark Phoenix Saga Dice and Token Pack 
is a great way to enhance your HeroClix experience!

MARVEL HEROCLIX XMEN ANIMATED SERIES DARK PHOENIX BOOSTER BK

MSRPDESCRIPTION

$169.90Marvel HeroClix: X-Men the Animated Series: The Dark Phoenix Saga comes to the 
tabletop in a big way. Based on the success of Marvel HeroClix: Avengers Infinity, 
Colossal Boosters are back! Each Colossal Booster will contain 4 standard size 
figures and a 2x2 Clix Base figure in EVERY booster! Discover new characters both 
small and large in this can't-be-missed release! This set features all of the fan-
favorite characters from the 1990's X-Men animated series like Wolverine, Rogue, 
Gambit, Jubilee, and Morph! For the first time ever, Colossal characters will be Prime 
figures! Colossal figures in the set will feature some of the epic threats that the X-
Men have faced ranging from Nimrod to the Dark Phoenix or the Shadow King! Not 
to fear, some of the X-Men have found ways to be a colossal answer to evil, like 
Iceman and Vange Whedon.

OP ARENA EPIC BATTLE ROYALE ABSURD PORPORTIONS BOARD GAME (C

MSRPDESCRIPTION



$39.99'For the last 8 billion years, the O.P. Arena has been floating at the center of the M-
82 galaxy providing a battleground for the most intense fights of all time.  Players 
from across the multiverse send their champions in search of glory and riches, but 
only a handful make it out alive.


